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5SUMMARY 
Social interactions are ubiquitous in all life forms, even in the miniscule ecosphere of 
organisms. Numerous studies have demonstrated that microorganisms, due to their 
preference to a collective style of living, are good models to explore cooperative and 
competitive interactions.  Recent findings showed that the communal matrix-bound 
surface-attached cells called biofilms serve as social arenas where a plethora of 
interactions exist.  More significantly, in combination with evolution experiments, social 
interplays and how they developed in spatially structured settings could be investigated 
and monitored.   
In Bacillus subtilis biofilms, the matrix components EPS and TasA serve as costly public 
goods that shape social interactions of cells within the biofilms.  In this dissertation, 
different evolution experiments with multiple starting points involving clonal cells of 
matrix producers, co-cultures of matrix producers and non-producers, and two different 
kinds of matrix-deficient strains were performed to investigate intraspecies social 
synergies related to matrix formation in biofilms produced by B. subtilis.  Various 
interdisciplinary approaches were further utilized to strengthen the experimental 
evolution set-ups using molecular biology methods, microscopic fluorescence techniques 
and quantitative analyses using biomechanical profiling, computational modelling and 
simulations.   
This work highlights the complexity of social interactions in single species biofilms as 
influenced by evolution via diversification, division of labour and competitive 
interactions.  Diversification in clonal populations occurs during evolution and facilitates 
interlace of cooperative and exploitative behaviours as affected by resource sharing.  
Division of labour during biofilm matrix production as a form cooperative trait in B. 
subtilis biofilms is optimal at a genotypic level than at phenotypic.  However, this 
behaviour, although stable in both ecological and laboratory set-ups, is evolutionarily 
unstable as the evolution of autonomy further diminishes it by matrix mutants yielding 
novel biofilm qualities. Furthermore, the evolution of competitive behaviours 
demonstrates unpredicted adaptive events such as changes in mobile genetic elements 
via de novo evolved interference and shifts in phenotypic heterogeneity related to anti-
cheating mechanisms.   
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Zusammenfassung 
Soziale Interaktionen sind in allen Lebensformen gegenwärtig, sogar in der winzigen 
Ökosphäre von Organismen. Zahlreiche Studien haben demonstriert, dass 
Mikroorganismen durch den von ihnen präferierten kollektiven Lebensstil gute Modelle 
zur Untersuchung von kooperativen und wettbewerbsorientierten Interaktionen 
darstellen. Neuste Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die als Biofilm bezeichnete Matrix-gebundene 
und an Oberflächen angeheftete Zellen als soziale Arenen fungieren, in denen eine Fülle 
an Interaktionen existiert. Soziale Wechselwirkungen und ihre Entwicklung in räumlich 
strukturiertem Umfeld konnten maßgeblich in Kombination mit Evolutionsexperimenten 
erforscht und beobachtet werden. 
In Bacillus subtilis Biofilmen dienen die Matrixkomponenten EPS und TasA als 
kostenintensive Allgemeingüter, die soziale Interaktionen der Zellen im Biofilm gestalten. 
In dieser Dissertation wurden verschiedene Evolutionsexperimente mit mehreren 
Startpunkten durchgeführt, um intraspezifische soziale Synergien in Zusammenhang mit 
der Matrixproduktion in Biofilmen von B. subtilis zu untersuchen. Diese beinhalteten 
klonale Zellen der Matrix-Produzenten, Co-Kulturen von Matrix-Produzenten und Nicht-
Produzenten sowie zwei unterschiedliche Stämme mit defizienter Matrixproduktion. 
Verschiedene interdisziplinäre Set-ups mit biologischen Methoden, mikroskopischen 
Fluoreszenztechniken und quantitativen Analysen mittels biomechanischem Profiling 
und computergestütztem Modelling wurden genutzt um die experimentellen 
Evolutionsansätze zu stärken. 
Diese Arbeit hebt die Komplexität von sozialen Interaktionen in Einzelspeziesbiofilmen 
hervor, welche durch Evolution via Diversifikation, Arbeitsteilung und 
wettbewerbsorientierten Interaktionen beeinflusst wird. Diversifikation in klonalen 
Populationen findet während der evolutionären Entwicklung statt und ermöglicht die 
von Ressourcenteilung beeinflusste Verknüpfung von kooperativem und 
ausbeuterischem Verhalten. Arbeitsteilung ist während der kooperativen Produktion der 
Matrix in B. subtilis Biofilmen optimaler auf einem genotypischen statt eines 
phänotypischen Levels. Allerdings ist dieses Verhalten trotz der Stabilität in 
ökologischen- und Laborexperimenten evolutionär instabil, da die Evolution der 
Autonomie sie zusätzlich durch Entstehung von Matrixmutanten mit neuen 
Biofilmeigenschaften verringert. Weiterhin demonstriert die Evolution von 
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wettbewerbsorientiertem Verhalten unvorhergesehene adaptive Ereignisse wie 
Veränderungen in mobilen genetischen Elementen via de novo evolvierter Interferenz 
und Verschiebungen der phänotypischen Heterogenität in Zusammenhang mit anti-
cheating Mechanismen. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Microbes prefer to exist in a collective lifestyle, and they are not alone in such a 
preference.  In the animal kingdom, group behaviours such as flocks of birds, schools of 
fish, herds of mammals, and swarms of insects also exist 1. Such is not surprising since 
living in a group provides advantages to individual members as compared to a single style 
of living.  Collective living in microorganisms such as in biofilms involves group 
organization and cell-to-cell communication that consists of an array of social 
interactions. Biofilms represent the most widely represented microbial life form on Earth 
2–5.  The earliest record of biofilm formation has been discovered from fossil records 
dated around 3.25 billion years ago2.  Their persisting existence is attributed to their 
secured manner of growth that involves cell survival in stringent conditions and their 
ability to disengage and colonize new niche2.  And due to their ubiquity and significant 
impact in health, industry, and natural environment2,6,7, scientists have employed 
biofilms to broaden the scientific understanding on microbial social interactions 8–11, 
evolutionary adaptation and processes12–20, antimicrobial resistance 21 and metabolic 
uptake 22, to name a few. In biofilms,  individuals prosper from the divergence into 
various distinct traits involving metabolic activity23, antimicrobial resistance 24–26, spore 
formation 27, and secretion of extracellular polymers 28.  However, these mentioned traits 
could undergo adaptation mechanisms based on the circumstances that occur during 
individual interactions within the group. It is therefore essential to understand how social 
interactions in biofilms evolve through time as this will help improve our scientific 
knowledge on how biofilms adapt by social interactions. 
1. Sociomicrobiology
In 2005, the interlink of the two specialized fields in microbiology that study social 
phenomena in bacteria, namely, biofilm and quorum sensing, led to the introduction of 
the term “Sociomicrobiology”29. Bacterial cells in independent planktonic conditions 
enter a complex development path that organizes into surface-adhered multicellular 
communities known as biofilms30. These spatially arranged cells are bounded together 
by self-produced viscous matrix, mostly composed of extracellular DNAs, structural 
proteins and extracellular polysaccharides 31–33.  Although cells within biofilms are 
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physically in contact with each other due to their proximity, they need a cell-to-cell 
signalling network called quorum sensing, to organize themselves in the 
communities32,34–39. With the aid of low molecular weight molecules known as 
autoinducers, quorum sensing permits bacteria to shift between low-cell-density (LCD) 
and high-cell-density (HCD) gene expression programs which either favour asocial or 
social behaviours, respectively29,37,40.  Additionally, bacterial surface movement is also 
regarded as another area of Sociomicrobiology wherein social interactions could be 
investigated based on collective motility34,39,41–45.    
Sociomicrobiology combines social evolution theory and microbiology to understand the 
evolutionary process of social interactions in microbial assemblies.  A behaviour is 
considered social based on the effect it delivers to both the actor and recipient. 
Behavioural effects are classified as costly or beneficial based on the (a) long term effect 
of the action and (b) the absolute fitness consequence such as productivity based on 
offspring survival46,47.     Fitness consequence is further organized into direct fitness 
(impact on the individual’s reproduction) and indirect fitness benefits (effect on the 
propagation of related individuals)46,48.  According to the Hamiltonian classification 
system introduced in 1964, social behaviours could be categorized into four possibilities 
based on natural selection46,49. Acts that provide benefit to the actor are termed 
mutualism and selfishness based on the benefits and costs they contribute to the 
recipient, respectively.  While actions that are costly to the actor but offer profits or losses 
to the recipient are regarded as altruism and spite, respectively (Fig. 1). However, some 
conflicts arise on how to classify social behaviours based on the effect on the actor and 
recipient10,47,50.  To simplify, the social interactions that I discuss here are based on the 
impact the recipient receives. Interactions that benefit the recipients (mutual benefit and 
altruism) are classified as cooperation while behaviours that are costly to the recipients 
(selfishness and spite) are categorized as competition. 
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Figure 1.  A classification scheme for social behaviours based on natural selection as 
introduced by W.D. Hamilton in 1964. (A modified version from West et al., 2006  47) 
 
1.1 Public goods as a form of social behaviour 
An essential element that shapes social interactions in microbes is the production of 
public goods.  These are products that are manufactured by individuals for their 
utilization but also shared to neighbouring individuals (Fig. 2a8)7,46.  Such products are 
typically released into the environment through the cell membrane and play potential 
roles in social interplays among interacting individuals.  To date, most social interaction 
studies both in planktonic and static cultures employ siderophores51–60, extracellular 
digestive enzymes61,62 and exopolysaccharides63–66 (see also Chapters 2,3,4,5 and 6).  
However, there are a diverse variety of molecules produced by microbes which have 
potential roles as public goods that could be utilized to understand social interactions. As 
some of them were enumerated by West et al. based on their functions in previous 
studies48 such as sucrose digesting enzyme67,68, ß-lactamases69, biosurfactants such as 
rhamnolipid and serrawettin produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Serratia 
marcescens, respectively34,70,  and surfactin by B. subtilis71, shiga toxins72,73, other forms 
of toxins13 and virulence factors74, quorum sensing signals40, proteases75,76, eDNAs as 
structural components in biofilms32, antibiotics77,78, and membrane vesicles79,80. 
The social nature of public goods production provides an efficient means to understand 
behaviours within a collective lifestyle.  It facilitates the analysis of the problems in 
cooperation, which leads typically to competition since they are expensive products that 
offer benefits to all individuals, including those that do not produce it10,48.  And in some 
cases, exploitation of public goods leads to the existence of cheaters that sometimes cause 
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the group to sufer such as in the case of the “the tragedy of the commons”81(Fig. 2b)10. 
Cheaters are individuals who do not cooperate or cooperate less but benefits from those 
cels that produce a public good, leading to better competitive advantage to invade the 
population10,47. Although the evolutionary concept of cheating has been defined82, the 
description mentioned above is commonly used in social evolution studies related to 
public goods production in microorganisms.  
Social interplays between producers and non-producers of the so-caled public goods 
usualy are examined based on the fitness of the producer who carries the putative social 
behaviour and compared to the non-producer grown in monoculture and mixed-culture. 
Such is possible through phenotypic assessment related to the social behaviour48,83 (see 
also Chapters 2,3,4,5 and 6) and the use of phenotypic or molecular marker 41,61,64,84,85 
(see also Chapters 2,3,4,5 and 6). Public goods production provides direct fitness to the 
producers and indirect fitness to neighbouring individuals. Interestingly, due to the 
limiting factors encountered by cels within a biofilm, such as nutrients and niche, and 
the advantage of being in close proximities, cels can interact cooperatively or 
competitively with respect to the availability of the public goods.  
 
 
Figure 2. The problem of cooperation. a) “The tragedy of the commons”81 occurs when cheaters 
(white oblongs) exploit the benefits the public goods (purple circles) produced by other cels 
(blue oblongs) without paying any cost. b) Altruistic sacrificial behaviour of D. dictyostelium 
happens when two lineages of cels cooperate to form a fruiting body, but one (orange lineage) 
would sacrifice by contributing more towards stalk formation while the other one (blue lineage) 
gains more fitness by providing less for stalk formation and more for spore production. (Figure 
adapted from West et al. 2006 10) 
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1.2 Cooperative interactions  
The theory of evolution introduced by Charles Darwin86 is universally conceptualized as 
the “survival of the fittest”, wherein the need to persist entails constant competition. 
However, in nature, cooperation is found to be very ubiquitous. It exists in numerous 
levels of biological systems such as cooperation of genes in genomes, chromosomes in 
eukaryotic cells, cells in multicellular entities, and humans in social communities50. Most 
recently cooperative behaviour in viruses has been reported as a form of surmounting 
inherent host immunity87.  However, natural selection favours genes that support an 
individual’s ability to survive and reproduce and therefore contradicts cooperative 
behaviour unless a specific mechanism is at work.  In bacteria, the study of collaborative 
interactions offers an interdisciplinary interest to comprehend bacterial 
communities52,88, clinical89,90 and industrial relevance91.  Studies on social interactions 
provide an understanding behind the dilemma of cooperation, where an individual 
performs a task that is costly to its fitness but confers fitness benefits to other individuals 
46,47,49. Generally, the problem of cooperation (Fig. 2)10 is explained in theory behind the 
“the tragedy of the commons”81 involving the production of public goods and why 
cooperative traits (altruism) include sacrificial benefits to the adjacent cells 10.  The latter 
is clearly illustrated in the fruiting body formation of the slime mould Dictyostelium 
discoideum92 (Fig. 2b)10, and in the bacterium, Myxococcus xanthus43,93,94 wherein as a 
form of sacrifice, cells differentiate either as spores or non-viable stalk cells and non-
spores, respectively.  
Cooperation is a behaviour that provides positive effects in terms of fitness to the 
recipient10.  However, some studies claim that cooperation requires a positive impact on 
the recipient and negative influence on the actor, commonly known as altruism50 and not 
a positive effect on the recipient and actor known as mutualism. Here, I refer to 
cooperation based on the positive fitness effect it provides to the recipient, as explained 
by West et al.10 wherein direct fitness benefits pertain to mutualistic behaviour and 
indirect fitness benefits for altruistic actions.  Additionally, some studies argue that 
cooperation only occurs in intraspecific interactions. However, this argument has been 
refuted by cooperative studies dealing with interspecific interactions95.   
The sustainment of cooperation despite the prevalence of selfish motives in nature has 
led to the elucidation of this phenomenon in numerous ways8,36,46,49,64,82,83,92,96–110.  The 
maintenance of cooperation could be explained in two ways based on direct or indirect 
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benefits the recipient receives (Fig. 3)111.  The first explanation is that cooperation is 
maintained when the action provides direct benefits to the actor (mutualism) that 
outperforms the cost of the cooperative behaviour99 or when it is enforced on a fixed or 
conditional basis109,111.  The former pertains to cooperation via shared interest wherein 
the behaviour is selected when individuals have a common interest in working 
together10,99 as observed in mixed-species biofilms of  Streptococcus oralis, and 
Actinomyces naeslundii112 and single species biofilms of B. subtilis demonstrated in 
Chapter 4. The latter type of cooperation occurs when individuals pursue their 
reproductive success by working together to boost the productivity of the group through 
enforcement either via conditional enforcement in the forms of rewards, punishment, 
sanctions and reciprocity or through fixed enforcement such as policing109,113–115. The 
second rationalization of cooperation is based on indirect fitness benefits, wherein the 
cooperative action (altruism) is aimed towards another individual who carries the 
cooperative trait46,49.  Such as in the case of kin discrimination (cooperation towards 
relatives)71,116,117, limited dispersal (spatial structure and proximity of neighbouring cells 
that are mostly related)103,105,108   and “green beard” effect  (a form of kin discrimination 
wherein an individual is recognised with the cooperative gene based on a phenotypic 
marker)118,119.   
 
  
Figure 3.  Classifications of the explanations of cooperation. Cooperation that provides direct 
benefits explains mutualism while indirect benefits explain altruism.  Direct benefits could be 
classified into non-enforced or enforced and further categorised into conditional or fixed 
enforcement.  Conditional enforcement involves reward, punishment, sanctions, and reciprocity, 
while fixed enforcement includes policing.  Indirect benefits could be classified into limited 
dispersal or kin discrimination and green beard.  (Adapted with modifications from West et al. 
2007, 2007(1)  47,111). 
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1.3      Competitive interactions  
Competition is an indirect or direct interaction of individuals sharing the same resources 
that generally results in altered fitness120.  In most cases, resources such as nutrients and 
space are limited and lead to an arms race to obtain better access to them100.  Competition 
could be classified into three major forms such as interference competition, exploitation 
competition and apparent competition (Fig. 4)120.  Furthermore, these behaviours could 
be characterized based on their direct or indirect occurrences between individuals; 
wherein interference competition entails a direct interaction while exploitation and 
apparent competitions occur indirectly120,121. According to Lang and Benbow, 
interference and exploitation competitions are regarded as real competitions as 
compared to the third form, which is ostensive.  Apparent competition is an indirect 
rivalry of resources that involves unintended higher predation risk of the other individual 
to a common predator.122    Interference competition occurs when individuals directly 
hinder the other individual from obtaining resources.  Such could be via the injection of 
toxins like Type VI secretion  system123,124 or the use of biological weapons such as 
phages125 (see also Chapter 3).    Whereas, exploitation competition occurs when 
individuals indirectly compete for common resources such as food or niche, which later 
on result in decreased resource availability for other individuals120,121.  Some examples 
of such are the competition for nutrient uptake106,126,127, biofilm matrix components 64 
(see Chapter 2, 3 and 6) and iron scavenging molecules 52,56,57,59,100.   Often, this 
exploitative behaviour is referred to as cheating, wherein an individual can benefit from 
the public goods that are produced by the other individual without having to pay the 
cost9,10,48.  In some cases, exploitative behaviour of cheaters leads to the phenomenon 
called “the tragedy of the commons”81 (Fig. 2a) wherein selfish interests become a 
detriment to the whole community.  This occurrence was observed in evolutionary 
experiments on the collapse of mats formed in the air-liquid interface of Pseudomonas 
fluorescens 63 or the eventual collapse of the population in B. subtilis due the presence of 
cheaters (Chapter 6).  Such a tragedy could be regarded as the result of competitive 
exclusion128, wherein a better competitor outcompetes the inferior one.   
In biofilms, most cases of competition are based on sharing limitation96,129,130, biofilm 
spatial arrangement64 or on a mother-daughter cell lineage-binding matrix component65.  
If resources are confined within the group, the competition will favour the most 
competitive individual with a greater share of benefits.  However, the success of the 
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population and each is decreased due to the reduced overall productivity of the group.   
Therefore, specific defence mechanisms are developed by individual members to resist 
invasion or hitch-hiking strategies.   In Vibrio cholerae biofilms, the anti-invasion 
approach of immotile and motile cells into the biofilm is through a secreted protein that 
strongly binds together cell lineages called RbmA65.  Interestingly, inter-species 
competition could be used to modulate cooperation such as in the case of competition 
study between bacterium Escherichia coli and yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae101.  It is 
crucial to understand how competitive behaviours within biofilms could be prevented as 
it helps us understand pathogenicity in biofilms and how it could be infiltrated by 
antimicrobials such as in the case of biofilm weakening in Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium caused by non-matrix producers130. 
 
 
Figure 4. Classifications of competitive interactions. Schematic diagram of the three 
important types of competition based on two classes, namely real competition and apparent 
competition. Indirect interaction is represented by dashed lines, while direct interaction is 
indicated by solid lines.  (Adapted with some modifications from Lang & Benbow, 2016 120.)  
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2. Experimental evolution as a research tool
From the time Charles Darwin introduced the theory of natural selection86, it has been 
established that microbes on Earth evolved and have been evolving for billions of years.  
And since evolutionary theories are guided and proven by observing patterns of 
phylogeny that manifests the previous evolution131, the use of an alternative research 
framework to experimentally investigate evolutionary scheme in real time became 
apparent for scientists.  Experimental evolution is defined as the analysis of evolutionary 
changes that transpire in experimental populations in response to certain factors and 
conditions as introduced by the investigator131,132. The utilization of microbes to support 
evolutionary theories and understand underlying evolutionary processes in microscale 
is a suitable opportunity to advance evolutionary perspectives further since microbes 
possess short generation time, they are easier to manipulate and grow into larger 
populations using controlled environments131,133. Moreover, travelling back in time is 
possible through the revival of stored frozen states of evolved and non-evolved strains, 
thus aiding scientists to compare different parameters between evolved and ancestor 
strains14–17,20,63,134–137 (see also Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6).   
Experimental evolution is occasionally referred to as “laboratory natural selection”131 
since most evolution studies are conducted in laboratories, except for those held in the 
fields138–140.  Evolution experiments in the laboratory involve different population 
propagation techniques that are essential to understand genetic dynamics.  There are 
three different ways to reproduce a population, namely single-cell bottlenecks, 
continuous culture and serial transfer132.  Barrick et al. presented that each methodology 
is conducted depending on the intended type of evolution experiments needed, such as 
mutation accumulation experiments and adaptive evolution (Fig. 5)132.  The single-cell 
bottleneck is a type of propagation that supports the accumulation of mutations through 
a repeated but random selection of single colony on culture plates.  This scheme leads to 
population bottlenecks and eliminates genetic diversity resulting in the fixation of 
random genetic alterations regardless of their fitness influence.  This type of evolution 
experiment is not suitable for biofilm evolution studies since it is focused on a single cell 
level. The other kind of evolution experiment, which is adaptive evolution is facilitated by 
two different population propagation methods, namely continuous culture and serial 
transfer.  In continuous culture experiment, population propagation is achieved by a non-
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stop inward flow of nutrients and outward flow of arbitrary individuals and wastes using 
a bioreactor with an open culture system.  This set-up results in adaptive evolution and 
genetic diversity that preserves a steady volume.   Such type of experimental set-up is 
commonly used in biofilm evolution studies employing flow chambers61,141–146.  Another 
means of increasing populations is called serial transfer that is performed by subsequent 
re-inoculation into fresh media14–16,18,20,134,136,147 (see Chapters 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6) and 
supports regrowth until nutrient depletion.  It facilitates maintenance of sufficient 
genetic diversity on every transfer and ensues adaptive evolution.   In another case, 
continuous population growth could also be achieved in such method by performing 
transfers prior to nutrient exhaustion.  Interestingly, population bottlenecks also exist 
during adaptive evolution experiments as a result of selective sweeps, as demonstrated 
in Chapter 3.    
In nature, microorganisms exist in groups and thus evolve in the company of other 
microbes.  Therefore, experimental evolution using biofilms is a fitting scheme to study 
growth and interactions at a micro-scale level as it represents microorganisms present in 
spatially structured environment. Additionally, it helps in understanding the 
maintenance of cooperation despite the proliferation of selfish motives in the 
environment.  The advantages of using biofilms over planktonic cultures as better models 
to study social interactions in an evolutionary perspective are extensively discussed in 
Chapter 1.   Notably, it is vital to scrutinize if observations found in the evolution of 
biofilms in laboratory set-ups are pertinent to the evolution of biofilms in natural 
settings. Numerous experimental evolution studies performed in the laboratory 
demonstrated remarkable parallelism of laboratory-derived evolved strains with in vivo 
chronic infections isolates14,142,143,146,148–150, thus proving that biofilm adaptations in vitro 
and biofilm-related persisting diseases could be influenced by the similar adaptive 
factors.12 
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Figure 5. Types of evolution experiments. Three significant ways to propagate populations 
during evolution experiments include a) single-cel bottlenecks b) continuous culture and c) 
serial transfer. Top panels ilustrate the mechanics of population propagation while bottom 
panels demonstrate changes in population size over time for each method (adapted from Barrick 
and Lenski, 2013)132. 
3.Phenotypic heterogeneity
In the bacterial world, phenotypic heterogeneity is a widely observed occurrence151–153 
wherein, within an isogenic population, a subpopulation of cels demonstrates 
expressions that are partialy divergent from that of the rest 151,153–155. It is a phenomenon 
in which non-genetic variations transpire in a geneticaly homogenous 
microenvironment151,156. In this context, the condition in which populations bifurcate 
into diferent co-existing type of cels is described as bistability152,153,157,158.  Several 
studies have established occurrences of phenotypic heterogeneity and bistability traits 
associated with antibiotic resistance and the presence of persister cels152,153,159, biofilm 
formation157 (see also Chapter 4 and 6), DNA uptake152,160, motility152,161, surface 
colonization162, sporulation152,163, cannibalism152  and quorum sensing-dependent 
processes35,153.  Often, phenotypic heterogeneity is the result of genetic alterations, 
inherent stochasticity or environmental signals 154–156,162,164.  However, as pointed out 
and enumerated by Ackermann151,  phenotypic heterogeneity could also occur 
independent of genetic 165–167 or environmental168 variations. Thus, certain mechanisms 
could stil generate phenotypic heterogeneity without the presence of genetic and 
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environmental factors, such as in the case of stochasticity, cellular ageing and cell-to-cell 
contact via signal molecule mediation or through cell proximity151.  
Phenotypic heterogeneity is a biological trait that is variable, heritable for at least few 
generations and possesses a complex feature that is typically observed only when 
monitoring cells over a longer time scale or when comparing cells with another cell or 
subpopulations 151, such as in the case of biofilms wherein heterogeneity is highly 
pronounced in the early phase of development35.   Furthermore, as it is shaped by natural 
selection, phenotypic heterogeneity can also evolve, as demonstrated by evolution in the 
laboratory based on experimental variable conditions that resulted in elevated levels of 
phenotypic heterogeneity 169,170.  Additionally, phenotypic heterogeneity associated with 
matrix production can also be altered during cheater-mediated experimental evolution 
in biofilms (Chapter 6).  
It is presumed that the switching mechanism of bacteria to different cell types have 
evolved as a strategy for bacterial cells to be phenotypically adjusted to current or 
incoming unpredictable harsh conditions152.  Phenotypic heterogeneity offers cells with 
higher chances of survival through increased bacterial fitness that allows individuals to 
persist in a continually changing environment151–153.   From the vantage point of single 
cells, such behaviour confers altruism, while from the standpoint of a genome, it is a non-
altruistic behaviour because they serve to increase the probability of survival in clonal 
populations where all cells are identical genotypically152.  Significantly, phenotypic 
variation can lead to a division of labour171  (see also Chapter 4), in which duties are 
distributed into several different subtasks and performed by specialised individuals, thus 
increasing the population growth rate and improving task performance151. Studies on 
phenotypic heterogeneity are essential as this complex trait has been associated with 
antibiotic resistance and persister cells152,153.  At the same time, changes in the patterns 
of phenotypic diversity within a population can also be utilised to monitor the evolution 
of social interactions within genetically identical individuals that are enclosed in a 
spatially structured environment as demonstrated in Chapter 6.  
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4.Biofilm formation in Bacilus subtilis
The first Gram-positive bacterium to have its genome sequenced was B. subtilis 172,173 and 
ever since the discovery of its ability to form biofilm27,174; numerous studies proceeded 
to employ it as a model organism to study biofilm formation. Diferent strains of B. subtilis 
have been utilized, to name a few, are the predominantly studied undomesticated strain 
NCIB3610, the natural isolate PS216 from sandy soil in Slovenia 11,175,176 and the 
tryptophan auxotroph laboratory strain 168 from mutated Marburg strain 177. 
Surprisingly, diferent 168 stocks from diferent laboratories exhibited varied biofilm 
capabilities in diferent nutrient set-ups 178, thus showing some complexities in metabolic 
dependencies of diferent strains.  Nevertheless, the undomesticated strain NCIB3610 
(Chapters 2,4 and 5) and domesticated strain 168 (Chapters 3 and 6) demonstrated wel-
developed biofilm using defined and complex media, respectively.   Under laboratory 
conditions, biofilm models of B. subtilis exist in diferent forms (Fig. 6), such as on agar 
surfaces caled colony biofilm 27,41,64,178–183, at the air-liquid interface known as pelicles 
27,178–181,184,185 (see also Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ), and at the plant roots116,178,186,187 (see 
also Chapter4). The primary model system used in this dissertation is the pelicle biofilm 
and in minority, the surface colony biofilm and plant root attachment.  
Figure 6. Biofilm formation in B. subtilis. Diferent types of biofilm models include a) biofilm 
on the surface of an agar culture plate b) attachment and colonization in roots such as Arabidopsis 
thaliana c) pelicle formed at the interface between liquid and air.  
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Biofilm formation in B. subtilis, specificaly for pelicles (Fig. 7), starts when motile 
flagelated cels in the liquid medium swim towards the interface between the liquid and 
the air where the oxygen level is optimal.  Once the cels reach the surface, cels 
diferentiate into non-motile matrix-producing cels and cease to separate. Cels bundle 
up and commence forming chains that are enclosed by a self-produced matrix. In the 
maturation phase, the matrix-producing cels enter the sporulation stage where aerial 
protrusions are developed and become the preferential sites for sporulation 27; however, 
sporulation is not an essential requisite in biofilm development 27,174. 
Fig 7. B. subtilis pelicle formation. I) Motile cels with flagela move towards the surface where 
oxygen is optimum. I) At the surface, cels become non-motile matrix producers that are enclosed 
by extracelular matrix (ECM). II) The cels within the pelicle mature and sporulate. 
4.1   Regulatory pathway governing B. subtilis biofilm formation 
The bacterium B. subtilis possesses a complex regulatory pathway related to matrix gene 
expression that starts with the entry of single motile planktonic cels to a sessile state 
known as a biofilm. This shift is afected by changes in the conditions of its natural habitat 
as signaled by diferent environmental cues188 and is integrated by several subnetworks 
(I-IV) shown in Fig. 8 189 that are involved in the activation or repression of matrix gene 
expression. Spo0A is the principal transcriptional regulator that controls the necessary 
genes relevant to biofilm formation190 (Subnetwork I). An essential step to activate entry 
to biofilm development is through its activation via phosphorylation of a single aspartate 
residue 27,189. The concentration of the phosphorylated Spo0A (from this on Spo0A~P) 
determines which diferential gene regulation is to be facilitated and is determined by the 
activity of kinases KinA, KinB, KinC and KinD189.  These kinases act either directly or 
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indirectly via direct activation of Spo0A or via phosphorylation, respectively 191. Since 
Spo0A also controls sporulation genes, initial phosphorylation could involve 
intermediate levels of Spo0A~P concentration wherein biofilm genes will be expressed.  
However, once the Spo0A~P levels increase, its high accumulation will activate the 
sporulation genes.  At the intermediate threshold level, Spo0A~P has two parallel 
pathways of anti-repression that are enabled to trigger transcription of operons essential 
for matrix expression, SinR and AbrB. 
One of the regulatory pathways is regulated by the SinR master regulator that represses 
the operons responsible for the synthesis of the exopolysaccharide and protein 
components, epsABCDEFGHIJKLMNO and tapA-sipW-tasA, respectively.  SinR is a 
transcription factor that serves as a principal regulator of biofilm development and 
authorizes the shift of solitary motile cells to clustered cells  192,193. With the aid of the 
anti-repressor SinI, genes essential for matrix production are expressed.   
Subnetwork II involves another regulation pathway that includes YwcC and SlrA (Fig 
8)189.  YwcC is a TetR type transcriptional repressor that represses slrA and the signal that 
relieves this repression is still not known 194,195.  SlrA as a paralogue of SinI, also binds 
and inactivates SinR194. However, unlike SinR, SlrA production occurs in almost all cells 
that results in transient elevation of matrix expression in the entire population, which 
signifies that this pathway could be involved in stress response mechanisms194. 
Another anti-repressor that binds to SinR is called SlrR194, which is distinct from SinI as 
it is under the transcriptional repressor YwcC194,195.  SlrR is a regulatory protein that is 
not only inhibited by SinR but also by AbrB194–196.  It controls biofilm formation in two 
distinct ways: first, by forming a SinR-SlrR complex which results in derepression of the 
matrix gene operons epsABCDEFGHIJKLMNO and tapA-sipW-tasA and SlrR promoter189.  
Second, by repression of promoters of the flagellin genes (hag) and genes responsible for 
cell separation that encodes autolysin lytABC and lytF 158,197. 
Moreover, its transcription is indirectly activated by the regulatory protein AbH180 
(Subnetwork III, Fig 8)189. AbH transcription is repressed by AbrB and controlled by 
different extracytoplasmic sigma factors, namely σM, σW and σX 184,198–203.  The latter 
mechanism is associated with cell wall stress and antibiotic resistance in biofilms 202–204 
that is considered as Spo0A-independent system related to response to external 
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stimuli189. 
The other matrix gene repressor is AbrB205–207 which could be controlled by  Spo0A~P 
either by direct repression through the transcription of abrB206,207 or via Spo0A~P anti-
repression by means of  AbrB anti-repressor, abbA 207.  Moreover, AbrB represses not 
only the eps operon and tapA-sipW-tasA but also the expression of regulatory proteins 
SlrR and AbH and hydrophobin BslA205.  Subnetwork IV  involves a pathway that 
facilitates the expression of the operons for BslA and PGA synthesis 189,208.  This network 
uses the DegS-DegU two-component system 183,208–211, wherein DegS phosphorylates the 
response regulator DegU.  It is related to competence, motility, degradative enzymes212, 
and colony biofilm formation associated with hydrophobicity protein BslA183,209,210,213.  
Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the regulatory network governing B. subtilis biofilm 
formation. Illustration of Subnetworks I-IV responsible for the activation and repression of the 
matrix genes expression based on environmental cues. Dark lines in grey and blue represent 
transcriptional regulation.  Solid lines depict direct regulation, while dashed lines indicate 
indirect regulation (Adapted from Vlamakis et al. 2013 189). 
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4.2      Biofilm matrix components 
During biofilm development, regulatory switch circuits responsible for the three main 
matrix components exopolysaccharide EPS, structural protein TasA and hydrophobin 
component BslA are activated.  However, the work presented in this dissertation is 
primarily focused on EPS and TasA. Primarily, the absence of either TasA or EPS result to 
non-biofilm formation at the liquid air-interface (see Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6).  In the case 
of natural B. subtilis soil isolates, genes responsible for exopolysaccharide and surfactin 
production are related to the formation of a fruiting body structure that serves as 
preferential sites for sporulation27.  In the case of pellicle development in B. subtilis, other 
factors such as movement and mobility appendages are essential but not primarily 
crucial for timely progression185.  
4.2.1 Structural protein TasA 
In B. subtilis, protein components are important for a functional biofilm matrix.  In 
particular, the proteinaceous element that is essential for matrix integrity in this Gram-
positive plant-beneficial soil bacterium is comprised of a structural fibre called TasA 214. 
Electron microscopy conducted by Romero et al. revealed that the protein assembly is 
composed of a fibre framework of 10-15 mm length and varying widths.  It was first 
claimed to possess an amyloid-like fibre structure 214 that resembles the phenol soluble 
modulins (PSMs) in Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus 215 and curli fibre in Gram-
negative Escherichia coli 216.  Recent in vitro experiments with the use of X-ray fibre 
diffraction method confirmed previous claims that TasA is indeed of amyloid-like 
structure 217. However, another study showed that TasA lacks the characteristic ‘cross-β’ 
architecture, thus could not be considered as an amyloid-like structure 218. 
During biofilm formation, synthesis of TasA starts when the operon tapA-sipW-tasA 
controlled by master regulator SinR is derepressed by SinI 157,218,219 or repressed by 
AbrB205–207.  The mature form of TasA is composed of 234 amino acid that is initially 
synthesized as 261 amino acid protein wherein 27 N terminal residue-encoding peptide 
is removed by SipW signal peptidase. Additionally, TasA protein fibres were reported to 
be fastened to the cell wall with the aid of another protein called TasA anchoring 
assembly protein (TapA) 220. However, this accessory protein required for TasA 
polymerization and assembly has been recently reported to be not essential when TasA 
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is in fibre form 218, thus making the role of TapA in biofilm formation uncertain.  
Nevertheless, it is indisputable that TasA enacts a significant function in biofilm 
formation.  Strains lacking tasA are not able to form proper biofilm at the air-liquid 
interface known as pellicles 214  (see Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6) exhibit reduced wrinkly 
phenotype 182,214,220 and hindered hydrophobicity 213 suggesting that TasA portray a vital 
role in the structural component of B. subtilis biofilm matrix.  
4.2.2 Exopolysaccharide (EPS) 
Another predominant matrix component is the exopolysaccharide element EPS that is 
also repressed by SinR27,192 or released from the repression by AbrB205–207 .  EPS is 
synthesized by the products of 15-gene operon epsA-O27 (known as the eps operon) that 
encode biosynthetic mechanisms that produce EPS using nucleotide sugar substrates193.  
The EPS is comprised of glucose, galactose and N-acetylgalactosamine221 and is seemingly 
the principal polysaccharide in biofilms cultured in the laboratory using MSgg 
medium27,189,221,222 and culture medium for biofilm-plant root experiments187.  While the 
polysaccharide levan is predominant in sucrose-rich medium222.  Among the fifteen genes 
in the eps operon, only a few have been extensively studied27,179,192,223–226.  EpsA and EpsB 
are reported to be both essential to biofilm formation227–229, analogous to enzymes 
related to EPS chain length230 and encode a putative transmembrane modulator protein 
and a putative protein tyrosine kinase, respectively228,229.  EpsC is related to enzymes 
responsible for nucleotide sugar synthesis while EpsD, F, L and M are postulated as 
enzymes associated with glycosyl transferase230.    EpsH, I, J and K encode proteins 
responsible for the synthesis of a conserved bacterial polysaccharide called poly-N- 
acetyl glucosamine (PNAG)231 while EpsG is reported to be akin to proteins related to 
polymerization of EPS repeating units 230.  EpsE as a bifunctional protein is the most 
studied protein in the eps operon226,227,230,232. This protein is essential for EPS synthesis 
due to its glycosyltransferase activity and functions as a molecular clutch that inhibits 
motility 226,232.  This motility function serves as a reliable mechanism that saves energy 
by ensuring that flagella rotation stops when extracellular matrix production 
commences161.  Moreover, flagellar inhibition due to transcription of EpsE also leads to 
increase in BslA transcription brought about by the elevated level of phosphorylated 
DegU. 
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4.2.3 Hydrophobin (BslA) 
BslA is another component that plays an important role in biofilm matrix production in 
B. subtilis213,233–235.  This small secreted protein aids in the assembly of the biofilm matrix 
together with the exopolysaccharide (EPS) and the protein component (TasA)233.  
Additionally, it is essential for biofilm complexity and hydrophobicity by acting as a 
surface active protein that configures a water-repellent layer in colony biofilms and a 
protein bundle similar to a raft below the buoyant pellicle213,233.  Due to its conferred 
amphiphilic property, BslA is referred to as a bacterial hydrophobin that is analogous to 
the hydrophobic coat formed on surfaces of fungi236. Its role in liquid repellence suggests 
a potential contribution to increased protection of biofilms against antimicrobials234.   
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AIM AND OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 
This dissertation presents a cumulative work of research projects pertaining to social 
interactions in Bacillus subtilis biofilms performed for 3.5 years.  This dissertation 
employs experimental evolution studies to understand the evolutionary interplay of 
social behaviours in relation to the formation of the biofilm matrix in B. subtilis pellicle 
biofilms.   
It is comprised of six main chapters (Fig. 9) involving five published manuscripts and one 
that has been deposited on a preprint server and submitted for publication.  As an 
introduction, I present several background information about Sociomicrobiology, 
microbial social interactions, experimental evolution and phenotypic heterogeneity.  
Furthermore, I introduce biofilm formation in B. subtilis with particular focus on the 
biofilm matrix components and its associated regulatory networks.   
Chapter 1 provides a review of a set of experimental evolution studies from existing 
literature.  It aims to demonstrate that biofilms are good models to employ in the 
examination of the origins of social interactions and how they evolve in time and space. 
In Chapter 2, clonal cells of B. subtilis biofilm was subjected to experimental evolution to 
examine the ability of a Gram-positive bacterium like B. subtilis to undergo diversification 
that was previously observed in Gram-negative bacteria (Pseudomonas spp and 
Burkholderia cenocepacia).  Moreover, this chapter seeks to quantify the evolved biofilm 
traits that arise from diversification and to investigate the new mode of social 
interactions.  Chapter 3 presents the long-term social dynamics of the co-cultures of 
matrix producer and non-matrix producer in pellicle biofilms.  This chapter aims to 
understand how mobile genetic elements can unexpectedly emerge from adaptive events 
that alter the competition dynamics in biofilm formation. In Chapter 4, the division of 
labour between EPS -producers and TasA -producers in B. subtilis pellicle biofilms were 
examined.  The objective is to investigate which type of division of labour between genetic 
and phenotypic level could provide optimal biofilm productivity. In Chapter 5, the 
evolutionary stability of the genetic division of labour between EPS-producing and TasA-
producing cells conducted in Chapter 4 was further investigated by subjecting the co-
culture into series of subsequent re-inoculation.  In parallel, the solitary adaptation of 
partially deficient matrix producers was also challenged in order to understand the fate 
of cooperative behaviours and the emergence of new biofilm traits.  In Chapter 6, the 
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evolution of pelicle-former (wild type) in the presence of cheaters (non-EPS producers) 
was performed in order to understand the influence of cheaters in the phenotypic 
heterogeneity and population dynamics of pelicles. In the last part of this dissertation, I 
present a general discussion and conclusion on how this dissertation provides novel 
findings that ofer improved scientific footing on how social interactions within biofilms 
are shaped in the context of evolution.   
Figure 9. Summary of chapters. Simplified ilustration of the six main chapters included in 
this dissertation. 
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Laboratory Evolution of Microbial Interactions in Bacterial Bioﬁlms
Marivic Martin,aTheresa Hölscher,aAnna Dragoš,a Vaughn S. Cooper,b Ákos T. Kovácsa
Terestrial Bioﬁlms Group, Institute of Microbiology, Friedrich Schiler University Jena, Jena, Germanya; Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, University of
Pitsburgh, Pitsburgh, Pennsylvania, USAb
Microbial adaptation is conspicuous in essentialy every environment, but the mechanisms of adaptive evolution are poorly un-
derstood. Studying evolution in the laboratory under controled conditions can be a tractable approach, particularly when new,
discernible phenotypes evolve rapidly. This is especialy the case in the spatialy structured environments of bioﬁlms, which pro-
mote the occurrence and stability of new, heritable phenotypes. Further, diversity in bioﬁlms can give rise to nascent social inter-
actions among coexisting mutants and enable the study of the emerging ﬁeld of sociomicrobiology. Here, we review ﬁndings
from laboratory evolution experiments with eitherPseudomonas ﬂuorescensorBurkholderia cenocepaciain spatialy structured
environments that promote bioﬁlm formation. In both systems, ecotypes with overlapping niches evolve and produce competi-
tive or facilitative interactions that lead to novel community atributes, demonstrating the paralelism of adaptive processes cap-
tured in the lab.
Since the pioneering discoveries of Robert Koch, most bacteriageneraly have been studied in planktonic cultures, wherein
cels grow dispersed from one another. Recently, the spatialy
structured environments (deﬁnitions of terminology are given in
Table 1) of tightly packed bacterial bioﬁlms have been recognized
as moreappropriate modelstostudy microbial growth and inter-
actions (1), because microbes may live more frequently in bioﬁlms
on inanimateor hostsurfaces(2) and the physiology of bioﬁlm
cels difers from thatofplanktonic cultures (3). The regulation of
bioﬁlm formation, persistence, anddispersalhas been investi-
gated at the molecular level for many years now, but much more
remains to be discovered, particularly related to how bioﬁlm cels
interact when atached to one another (4,5). The increasing in-
terest inbioﬁlm modelshasrevealed the complexity of microbial
social interactions (6). Since microbes, to some extent, share the
structural componentsof bioﬁlms(e.g.,exopolysaccharides), the
process of bioﬁlm construction can be viewed as a form of coop-
eration, at least within a single lineage of cels (7–9). In addition,
bioﬁlm itselfprovides astructuredenvironment that promotes
other types of resource exchange among clonemates or metabol-
icaly interdependent strains (10–12). However, bioﬁlm forma-
tion mayalso betriggeredas a competitive or defensive response
against other strains or species (13). In addition, the structured
environment of bioﬁlms createsgradientsof nutrients that poten-
tiate the competition for limiting resources, resulting in exploit-
ative competition between cohabiting species (14).
Despite theincreasing knowledgeofthe ecology (13,15,16),
genetics (17–19),orphysical mechanisms (20,21) of bioﬁlm de-
velopment and the mechanismsthatstabilize cooperation during
bioﬁlm formation (7,9,10,22), we stil know litle about the
long-term evolutionary dynamics withinbioﬁlmcommunities. It
is unclear how social interactions shape bioﬁlm evolution and
how evolution in structured environments shift the balance be-
tween competition and mutualism. Long-term serial transfer ex-
periments provide a key approach to ﬁl this gap. Experimental
evolution alows studying adaptation under controled conditions
and identiﬁcation of the evolutionary forces and ecological pro-
cesses that shape microbial cultures (23,24). Today, the genomic
changes ofexperimentaly evolvedbacteriacan be easily explored
using next-generation sequencing methods (25) that alow under-
standing of the molecularbasisof evolutionary adaptation.
Here, by reviewing a set of experimental evolution studies, we
demonstrate that bioﬁlms are both good models to study the ori-
gins of social interactions and to examine how these interactions
are shaped in time and space. We focus on the form and strength
of interactions between microbial species, ecotypes, or early dif-
ferentiated lineages cohabiting structured environments of bio-
ﬁlms. Based on the existing literature, we describe how such
interactions inﬂuence the evolution of microbial communities.
Importantly, evolutionary changes in microbial communities
may be driven by a set of abiotic factors (e.g., ﬂuctuations in the
environment) or biotic components other than microbes (e.g.,
plant, animal, and human host or symbiont), which are not dis-
cussed in the paper. The study of evolutionary dynamics within
bioﬁlms and the origin of microbial interactions are signiﬁcant for
several reasons (26). First, biotic interactions among neighbors
generate majorselective forcesthatdrive the development of
many important traits of microbes, such as antibiotic resistance
(27). Second, understanding how bioﬁlms evolve can aid in pre-
dicting of evolutionary outcomes.Third,tracking molecular evo-
lution in bioﬁlms helps to unravel new regulatory pathways re-
lated to bioﬁlm formation, persistence, or dispersal. Here, we
present how recent advances in experimental evolution of bioﬁlm
systems fulﬁl this potential.
LABORATORY EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION AND
INTERFERENCE IN STRUCTURED ENVIRONMENTS
A pioneering long-term evolution experiment withEscherichia
colistarted in 1988 by Richard Lenski provided direct evidence
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that microbes can be evolved in the lab and their phenotypic and
genotypic changes can be tracked over time (28). Lenski’s experi-
ment is stil in progress,reaching64,000 generations in January
2016, and many similar studies have been performed by other
researchers on diferent microbial species (not only bacteria but
also yeasts, phages, or protists) covering basic scientiﬁc questions
(29,30) or even in directly applicative projects (31). While plank-
tonic culturesofer a simplesetupto study the evolution of bac-
teria (23,28,31,32), several studies have shown that the selective
pressures in unstructured conditions diferfromthose in bioﬁlms
(33–36). For example, homogeneous, wel-mixed environments
may select against “social” genotypesthatsecrete costly metabo-
lites, so-caled “public goods,” and rather favor fast-reproducing
selﬁsh individuals (37). This is not surprising since mixing de-
creases the likelihood for suchmetabolitesto be retained in the
vicinity of the secretor and does not guarantee that the secretions
wil beneﬁt its closest relatives or ofspring cels (38), one of the
core preconditions required for theevolutionof sociality (39).
Recent reports have shown thatthesituation difers dramaticaly
in bioﬁlms, where the secretors have the primary access to the
substances produced, alowing the public good producers to easily
outnumber the nonproducers (12,22,40,41). It is therefore ex-
pected that structured environments wouldselectfor “social” ad-
aptation strategies of microbes.
Experimental evolution studies provide evidence for the pre-
diction that evolution in structured environments can favor ad-
aptations to sociality (34,35,42–44). For example, Koch and col-
leagues demonstratedhow the emergenceofa strain with an
increased level of cel-cel communication can eventualy lead to
evolution of antibiotic resistance to vancomycin, a last-resort an-
tibiotic (27). Brieﬂy, methicilin-resistantStaphylococcus aureus
grown in a colonybioﬁlmdiversiﬁes sequentialy into mutants in
which the ﬁrst clones (named W) are selected due to increased
cel-cel signaling, which triggered more surfactin and toxic bac-
teriocin secretion. Next, bacteriocin-resistant mutants that are
also resistant to intermediate levels of vancomycin evolved in re-
sponse to this new environment (27). Although overal diversiﬁ-
cation ofS.aureuswas driven bycompetition,the success of the W
variant was due to an increased level of cooperation via the Agr
quorum-sensing system that in addition triggered increased levels
of bacteriocin secretion (27). This dynamic of evolved resistance
depends on the structured environmentthatpromotes both efﬁ-
cient cel-cel communication and intimate interactions between
the strains. Bacteriocin producers trigger the appearance of a re-
sistant variant in their vicinity due to local increased exposure to
the toxic compound. Another study demonstrated that spontane-
ous mutants ofPseudomonas ﬂuorescenswith increased polysac-
charide secretions (i.e., mucoid isolates) are able to use these se-
cretions to position themselves on the oxygen-rich surface of the
colony and dominate the population (45). The emergence of such
mucoid isolatesis not observed whenthe spatial structure of the
colony is manualy disturbed during development. Therefore,
TABLE 1Description of terms originating from ecology or evolutionary biology that are used in the texta
Term Deﬁnition Reference(s)
Competition Negative interaction among organisms resulting from overlapping resource requirements
or chemical warfare, which leads to reduced ﬁtness of the interacting individuals
Antagonism (parasitism, predation) Interaction between two organisms in which one proﬁts at the expense of the other (in
terms of ﬁtness); the behavior is a derived strategy
Synergistic interaction/facilitation Interaction that leads to an increased ﬁtness of the interacting individuals relative to
monocultures
35,66,72
Productivity Increase in biomass or cel numbers over time that reﬂects the efﬁciency with which a
given organism converts energy into biomass
Nichecomplementation When species inhabit functionaly complementary niches or environments resulting in
reduced competition
71,73
Generalist An ecotype that can tolerate a broad range of conditions (e.g., food sources, temperature
stress, etc.)
69
Specialist An ecotype that can toleratea rather narrow range of conditions (e.g., food sources,
temperature stress, etc.)
69
Ecotype Organism that pursues acertain ecological strategy and difers in some ﬁtness-relevant
traits from other organisms
68
Morphotype Diferent colony morphology 35,69
Spatial structure/structured conditions Environment with low degree of mixing
Biotic interactions Any ecological interactions that occursbetween two living organisms; in contrast,
interactions are termed abiotic when they involve nonliving elements, e.g., sunlight,
temp, pH, etc.
Social interactions Interaction/behaviors in which the performance of two individuals inﬂuences each
other’s ﬁtness positively or negatively; here, the deﬁnition of social interactions refers
to microbes
74
Sociality The ability and extent of a group or an individual to engage in social interactions
Sociomicrobiology Research ﬁeld in which socialinteractions of microorganisms are investigated
Cooperation Costly behavior of one individual that increases the ﬁtness of another individual and
which has evolved for this purpose
74,75
Public goods Secreted compounds which are freely available for each member of the population, i.e.,
“public.” These substances beneﬁt the populationor community yet do not have to be
costly to produce
74
aThe deﬁnitions explain the context of their usage in the text.
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spatial assortment not only promotes stability of cooperation in
bioﬁlms (22,40) but also supports the evolution of novel public
good producers that results inincreasedbioﬁlm matrix produc-
tion (34,45). Spatial structure can also promote diversiﬁcation
into strong and weak secretorsasshown inPseudomonas aerugi-
nosacolonies, where repetitive reinoculation ofP. aeruginosafrom
the edge or the middle of colony bioﬁlms resulted in clones with
reduced or diversiﬁed matrix production levels, respectively (34).
Structured environments can also supportstablecoexistence of
cooperative and noncooperative strains, thereby promoting di-
versity within species (46).
In fact, environmental spatial structureisprobably the major
factor promoting diversity in the microbial world (47). Although
spatial structure limits the numberofpossible interactions with
nonrelatives and therefore promotes the evolution of public good
production, it also facilitates intimate local interactions between
neighboring species. Based on cocultivation studies of various
natural isolates, interaction with nonrelatives seems to be domi-
nated by competition (48,49). Coevolution experiments docu-
ment howsuch competition betweentwoclosely interacting spe-
cies can progress into more exploitative interaction (50,51). For
example, an experimental community ofPseudomonasputidaand
Acinetobactersp.was evolved and shown to produce an intimate
and specialized association that results in more stable and more
productive community than the ancestors. In the ancestral com-
munity,P. putidawas dependent onAcinetobacterfor benzoate
that manifested in an exploitative interaction between the two
strains (50). During coevolution,P. putidaincreasedits stickiness
due tomutationsin a gene related to lipopolysaccharide synthesis.
This enabled a more intimate relationship between the two species
and more efﬁcient exploitation ofAcinetobacterbyP. putida. Al-
though coevolution resulted in a more exploitative interaction
that was detrimental for one of the partners, the overal produc-
tivity of the community was doubled (50).
A similarpatern was recentlyobservedby Kim and coleagues
(52) where clonal populations ofP. ﬂuorescensrapidly diversiﬁed
into morphotypes M(mucoid)and D (dry and wrinkly). The two
morphotypes spread colectively faster than either of them in
monoculture, which the authors describe as “division of labor.”
Microscopy analyses revealed that D dominates the spreading
bulk of the colony siting at the top of M. The authors proposed
that the role of M is to reduce the tension of the solid surface, while
D aids M by pushing it outward. Although D constitutes only 90%
of the spreading colony and its interaction with M is exploitative,
the performance of the whole community is improved as in the
case ofP. putidaandAcinetobacter. Importantly, in contrast to the
preassembled community ofP. putidaandAcinetobacter, the ex-
ploitative (and at the same time group beneﬁcial) relationship
between D and M evolvedde novofrom a monoclonal ancestor
(52). In another study, new colony structures observed on agar
medium werefound to beindicativeof altered bioﬁlm formation
or adaptation to a particular bioﬁlm niche requirement (53).
Studies onP. ﬂuorescensmicrocosms revealed thatcertainmor-
photypes (e.g., the wrinkly morphotype) can be selected only un-
der static conditions but not in shaking cultures (36). Similarly,
the diversiﬁcation of the Gram-positiveBacilussubtilisisalso
highly dependent on the condition used in experimental evolu-
tion (33). Namely, colony types with intermediate bioﬁlm robust-
ness dominated under static conditions,whereasthose of mar-
ginal bioﬁlm robustness (very high or very low) were much less
common than shaking cultures (33). This result again highlights
the impact of spatial structure onthe outcome of laboratory evo-
lution experiments.
EXPERIMENTALLY EVOLVED BIOFILMS OFP. FLUORESCENS
ANDBURKHOLDERIA CENOCEPACIA: MODELS OF BIOFILM
DIVERSIFICATION
Below, we describe in greater detail studies of the laboratory evo-
lution ofP. ﬂuorescensandB. cenocepaciain spatialy structured
bioﬁlm environments, in which a mixture of ecological generalists
and specialists evolve and coexist. The ﬁrst project began in 1998
when Rainey and Travisano reported rapid diversiﬁcation ofP.
ﬂuorescensinto 3 diferent colony types, preferentialy inhabiting
diferent niches of static liquid medium (surface, botom, and the
medium) (36). The story ofB. cenocepaciabegan13 years later,
whentheﬁeld of experimental evolution was already more ad-
vanced (e.g., the Lenski’s evolution experiment had exceeded
50,000 generations). In 2011, Poltak and Cooper tracked the evo-
lution of aB. cenocepaciacommunity in a carefuly designed mi-
crocosm equipped with ﬂoating beads that can be repeatedly col-
onized and decolonized by the evolving community. These two
projects resulted in more than 30 research papers that vastly im-
proved our understanding of ecological and molecular dynamics
of adaptation in bioﬁlms, making the two pioneering studies (35,
36) milestones in the ﬁeld of experimental evolution. In the fol-
lowing sections,we examine eachexperimentaldesign and ﬁnd-
ings separately, focusing mainly on the social interactions within
the evolving microcosms.
EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION AND EXPLOITATION WITHIN
AND BETWEEN ECOTYPES INP. FLUORESCENSSTATIC
MICROCOSM
When P. ﬂuorescensnatural isolate SBW25 is incubated in un-
shaken glass vials (“static microcosms”) in nutrient-rich medium,
this strain rapidly diversiﬁes into three main phenotypicaly and
genotypicaly diferent variants (36). Each of these variants is spe-
cialized for a certain nicheinthe spatialy structured microcosm
and forms phenotypicaly distinct colonies when grown on agar
plates (Fig. 1A). The ancestral smooth morphotype (S) grows pre-
dominantly in the liquid columnofthe microcosm, whereas the
fuzzy spreader (F) forms aggregates at the botom of the tube. The
third colony variant is caled the wrinkly spreader (W) and occu-
pies the air-liquid interface where it forms a robust pelicle or
bioﬁlm (36,44).
The diversiﬁcationof the ancestralstrainis greatly inﬂuenced
by the oxygen gradient that is created by the ancestor itself shortly
after inoculation of the microcosm (54). Close to the air-liquid
interface, the oxygen level ishighbut decreases rapidly with in-
creasing depth. This spatialy heterogeneous environment there-
fore selects for specialist mutants that prevail under diferent lev-
els of oxygen availability (54). Without such spatial heterogeneity,
no morphologicaly diferent variants evolved,andthis heteroge-
neous environment was also essential for maintenance of diversity
(36). The W variant in particular is very successful in the spatialy
structured microcosm since it rapidlyaccountsfor 30 to 50% of
the whole population (36,54) and achieves higher ﬁtness than the
S morphotype (53).Thisadvantage and the rise of the W variant
depends on its ability toaccessthe elevated oxygen levels in the
upper zone of the microcosm by forming a ﬂoating pelicle, while
other variants grow slower in low-oxygen conditions (54).
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To form bioﬁlms at the air-liquid interface, W mutants adapt
by producing more celulose polymers (53) that constitute the
bioﬁlm matrix and provide therobustnessand structure necessary
for a ﬂoating mat. It is important to note that in producing this
celulose pelicle, W mutants inherently become more cooperative
by producing a public good, but similarly to other bioﬁlm-based
cooperative traits (22,55), it is costly for the individuals to pro-
duce (53). Intriguingly,Raineyand Rainey (43) showed that non-
cooperators that were evolved inthepresence of cooperators
could invade bioﬁlms formed by cooperating cels. These nonco-
operators showed an S-like morphology with no aggregation
properties and their invasion caused bioﬁlm colapse. Brockhurst
et al. (42) also showed that the frequency of cooperators was
higher whenmore resources wereprovidedfor the microcosm
since relatively less energy was invested toward public good pro-
duction. However, even under such conditions, competition
might occur within the bioﬁlm among diferent W variants.
Most studies addressing microbial cooperation describe non-
cooperators as “cheaters” or “free-loaders” and focus solely on
their social exploitation. Yet, a study of Hammerschmidt et al.
(56) usedP. ﬂuorescenstoshow that noncooperatingcelscarrying
the S phenotype can function as colonists of new habitats. They
reported that although S cels cause premature colapse of the
bioﬁlm mat formed by the W, they can also found a new micro-
cosm where they diversify again and form W bioﬁlms. Therefore,
the relationship between W and S resembles the one between a
vegetative cel and a spore, where only the later can survive harsh
conditions and give rise to new population, often at the cost of
vegetative cels (57). The noncooperating S cels, therefore, could
serve asnew founders (germline),alowing the reestablishment of
the bioﬁlm colective in another potential environment. This sim-
ple life cycle facilitated the maintenance of cooperative colectives.
In addition, rapid switching between phenotypes (W and S vari-
ants) can be also interpreted as a bet-hedging mechanism that
beneﬁts simple organisms, like bacteria in ﬂuctuating environ-
ments (58).
Genome sequencing of theP. ﬂuorescensWvariantrevealed
mutations in the diguanylate cyclases (DGCs) WspR, AwsR, and
MwsR that catalyze the synthesis of cyclic diguanylate monophos-
phate (c-di-GMP) from GTP (59,60). Initialy, the impact of the
wspoperon was understood only intheevolution of the W variant
(53,59,61), while the inﬂuences of mutations inawsandmws
genes were revealed only afteradditionalevolutionary experi-
ments (60). Speciﬁcaly, when the static microcosm ofP. ﬂuore-
scenswas alowed to adaptinawsp-deﬁcient background (using
wspABCDEFRas the ancestor), theaws-dependent circuit was
discovered, resulting in a similar W variant. The third alternative
circuit (mws), leading to the evolution of W, was discovered after
evolvution ofP. ﬂuorescensthat carried bothwspABCDEFRand
awsXROaleles (60). These mutations in al three loci are mainly
responsible forthe increased c-di-GMPlevelthat manifests in
elevated celulose production by the W variant (60,62). Speciﬁ-
caly, increased c-di-GMP is responsibleforthe activation of a
membrane-bound enzyme complex responsible for celulose syn-
thesis that is encoded by thewsoperon (53).
Initialy, a screen of theWvariant transposon library for loss of
the wrinkly colony morphology supported the fact that the genes
of this operon (wsA-wsJandwspR) are crucial for the W variant
(53). The operon encodes the DGC WspR and several proteins
exhibiting similarity to known celulosebiosynthesiscomponents
and chemotaxis systems (53). Mutations in two genes of this
operon,wspEandwspF, were also shown toberesponsible for WS
variant appearance. WspE represents a histidine kinase that acti-
vates WspR by phosphorylation, suggesting that certain muta-
tions in WspE might lead to WspR overactivation (44,60). WspF
is thought to be involvedinmodulation of WspR activity, indicat-
ing that a mutation in thewspFgene might have efects similar to
those in WspE (61). Later analysis ofwsp-independent circuits
FIG 1Experimental setup of bioﬁlm evolution in theP. ﬂuorescensmicrocosm (A) and theB. cenocepaciabead selection method (B). Bioﬁlm populations in both
setups reveal successive adaptive diversiﬁcation into three ecotypes, namely, smooth or studded (S), fuzzy (F) or rufﬂed spreader (R), and wrinkly spreader (W).
Note that the evolved smooth variant ofB. cenocepaciais distinct from the ancestor exhibiting enhanced bioﬁlm formation.
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revealed the role of theawslocus in W variant formation. The
authors discovered deletions inawsX, a negative regulator of
diguanylate cyclase AwsR. They proposed that this new W variant
resulted from overproduction of the acetylated celulose through
thews pathway due to lack of AwsR regulation and increased
synthesis of c-di-GMP (60). Anotherwsp- andaws-independent
circuit resulting intheW phenotype was also related to increased
activity of another diguanylate cyclase MwsR, which, in contrast
to AwsR, was not caused by mutations in an extragenic negative
regulator but by mutations in themwsRgene itself (60). These
experiments demonstrate that several pathwayscanlead to in-
creased production of c-di-GMP and therefore elevated expres-
sion of thewscelulose operon in certain members of the popu-
lation that in turn increases overal ﬁtness.
LONG-TERM EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION OF A COMPLETE
BIOFILM LIFE CYCLE USINGB. CENOCEPACIA
Evolution during the ful life cycle of a bioﬁlm, from atachment
and maturation to dispersal, can be experimentaly studied using a
simple bead selection method (Fig. 1B)(35). Here, bacteria grow-
ing in a test tubemustatach to a plastic bead to be transferred to
a new tube with fresh medium each day. The new tube also con-
tains a new bead; thus, a new bioﬁlm must form on an uninhab-
ited surface on a daily basis. Because tubes are incubated on a
roler drum, established bioﬁlms are continualy subjected to
shear forces that select for atachment, planktonic growth, and
reatachment. Importantly, this cycle enables easy archiving of the
evolving populations as wel as precise reconstitution to study the
ecological and evolutionary forces prevailing at that time (35),
which rendersthe model especialy suitablefor long-term exper-
imental evolution (LTEE). Additionaly, LTEE can be paired with
contemporary sequencing methods to identify the mutational
mechanisms, enabling adaptation in the laboratory (25,63,64).
Adaptation under these conditions withminimalgalactose
growth medium has been studied for the opportunistic respira-
tory pathogenB. cenocepacia, but such an approach can be also
applied for microbes in natural setings or during host infections
(65). However, modiﬁcations of the bead-based experimental
evolution setup,such as changesinthe number of beads or in
nutrient concentration, may alow the detailed study of social in-
teractions (35), the degree of facilitation or competition among
cels in the bioﬁlm (66), and the predicted colonization and dis-
persal-dependent ﬁtness (67).
Withthisnovel approach, thebioﬁlmpopulation ofB. cenoce-
paciarevealed sequential adaptive diversiﬁcation into three classes
of heritable colony morphologies distinctive from that of the an-
cestor (35), similar to the diversiﬁcation ofP. ﬂuorescensduring
bioﬁlm establishment. TheB. cenocepaciamorphotypeswereclas-
siﬁed as studded or smooth (S), rufﬂed spreader (R), and wrinkly
spreader (W) (35). Morphologicaly, theB. cenocepaciavariants
are similar to theexperimentalyevolvedP. ﬂuorescenscolony
types (36). As inP. ﬂuorescens, these diferentB. cenocepaciamor-
photypes inhabit diferentnichesin the test tube (35) and were
therefore characterized as separate ecotypes(35,68). The W vari-
ant, possessing strong adhesion tothebead and tube wals in mon-
oculture, is an early colonist of the plastic bead. As the R frequency
increases, the W variant declines in frequency. S cels, on the other
hand, escalate steadily throughout the growth phase, suggesting
that the early evolved S variant adheres to the later-evolved R and
W variants, which are beter surface colonizers. As S variants re-
main the dominant type in the community, their proportion de-
creases slightly prior to transfer as the frequencies of R and W
variants escalate from their low initial occurrence (35).
Intriguingly, thethree coevolved ecotypesinsuch bioﬁlm
community reach higher productivity than each one of them in
monoculture or their expected productivity in the mix. This in-
creased productivity is atributed to the prevailing facilitative ef-
fect of niche complementarity (35,66), in which the ecotypes in-
habit diferentspatial regions ofthebioﬁlm. Further synergy
among these morphotypes was revealed in a cross-feeding assay
demonstrating that the specialists (R and W variants) proﬁt from
metabolic by-products of other communal members but not from
their own metabolites. This suggests the evolution of a resilient
symbiotic food web wherein the generalist S variant achieves high
biomass by superior growth but ataches preferentialy to the bio-
ﬁlm produced by R and W cels, which in turn proﬁt from secreted
metabolites (35). Nonetheless, only the late S variant increased its
productivity inthe mix culturerelativeto that in its monoculture,
while total productivities of R and W in the mix were reduced
compared to those of their monocultures, although the per capita
production of R and W increased (66). This indicates that al-
though the competition in thelatecommunity was lessened both
by facilitative efects (66) and via cross-feeding between R and W
(35), it stil afected the system.
The sequencing of evolvedB. cenocepaciaclonesandpopula-
tions revealed that the observed colony morphologies are the re-
sult of diferent mutations (69) that afect the regulation of the
“stick-or-swim” decision (66,67,69). Surprisingly, bioﬁlm spe-
cialists (R and W variants)recurrentlyevolved from generalist
types (S variant) by adaptive mutations in thewsplocus homolo-
gous to the one ﬁrst described inP. ﬂuorescens(69). Sequencing of
both population samples and clonesrevealedcomplex dynamics
driving the evolution of the three ecotypes. Initialy, cels that best
atached to the plastic beads achieved high frequencies by way of
mutations in genes related to the bioﬁlm lifestyle regulator c-di-
GMP. These mutations produced distinct colony morphologies
and excluded the ancestor genotype. The independent occurrence
of these adaptive changes in paralel populations suggests that
changes in c-di-GMP production are sufﬁcient for the adaptive
niche partitioning because they generate ecotypes with diferent
tendencies to atach or disperse (69). Subsequent mutations related
to centralmetabolism and polysaccharidebiosynthesisinﬂuenced the
proliferation of the S variant and enhanced its competition against
earlier mutants. Surprisingly, newwspmutations evolving from S
haplotypes gave rise to new R and W mutants, which invaded these
more specialized bioﬁlm niches. Interestingly, competition among
ecotypes for limiting iron led to the remodeling of the entire com-
munity, as both S and W lineages independently acquired mutations
in the promoter sequence of bacterioferritin and excluded al cels
lacking either of these mutations (69).
A focusedanalysis on mutationsevolvedin replicate popula-
tion B1 (one out of six independently evolving bioﬁlm popula-
tions) determined the molecular basis of ecological diferentiation
of S, R, and W (69). In addition to thewspmutations discussed
above, at least eightindependentmutations in the geneyciR(also
known asrpfR) were discovered (69,70). YciR harbors a PAS
sensor domain that binds thequorum-sensingmoleculecis-2-do-
decenoic acid (BDSF) (70) as wel as a diguanylate cyclase
(GGDEF) and a phosphodiesterase (EAL)domain.YciRhas been
found in many bacterial species to function as a phosphodiesterase
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that is responsible for degradation of c-di-GMP and the atenuation
of bioﬁlm development (66). A single mutation inyciRcarried by the
R ecotype resultedinits increased bioﬁlm formation. Moreover,
ecotype S carried a deletion ofyciRalong with 94 other neighboring
genes (69). The diferent phenotypes of theyciRmutants imply that
altering diferent domainscanproduce diferent ecological strategies
that coordinate quorum sensing of BDSF with c-di-GMP metabo-
lism and hence the stick-or-swim cel decision.
Meanwhile, analogous to theP. ﬂuorescenssystem, the genetic
causes of the wrinkly phenotype inB. cenocepaciaare single mis-
sense mutations in eitherwspAorwspE, the products of which are
involved in the bioﬁlm signal transduction cascade related to c-di-
GMP synthesis (71). Although the cognate diguanylate cyclase or
phosphodiesterase inthis bacterium isnotyet known, subsequent
evolution studies using W mutants as ancestors revealed a new
two-component regulator (Bcen2424_1436) that could relate to
the c-di-GMP response and explain this phenotype more gener-
aly. Further, growth of W mutants in planktonic culture gener-
ated strong selection to regain planktonic ﬁtness, often favoring
loss-of-function mutations in Wsp (67). Such mutations could
limit subsequentevolution of thewrinklybioﬁlm in ﬂuctuating
environments (67).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
These laboratory experimental systems used spatialy structured
environments to demonstrate how microbial communities can
evolve from clonal ancestors and generate complex ecological in-
teractions. In both experimental setups (P. ﬂuorescensstatic mi-
crocosms andB. cenocepaciabioﬁlms on suspended beads), the
spatialy heterogeneous environment facilitated the evolution of
distinct ecotypes. These systems alow for the study of adaptive
diversiﬁcation in real time and provide direct insights into evolu-
tionary processes that used to be limited to theoretical models, like
the positive feedback between niche construction and natural se-
lection. Intriguingly, the diversiﬁed communities can be shaped
by the range of social and ecological interactions, including antag-
onism (i.e., social exploitation of the W by S variants observed in
P. ﬂuorescens), niche complementation, or even synergistic inter-
actions via cross-feeding as observed inB. cenocepacia. Finaly, the
interactions that arose between the ecotypes of the evolved com-
munity became a new factor determining bioﬁlm productivity
that could not be observed with an isogenic ancestor community.
Importantly, paralel evolution experiments performed under un-
structured conditions (planktonic cultures) in both species did
not show diversiﬁcation paterns similar to those of the structured
environments in the bioﬁlms (Fig. 2)(35,36). In addition to the
basic understandingof evolutionary processes,thesestudies pro-
vide insight into how microbes adapt at the molecular level. In
both systems, wrinkly phenotypes emerged from mutations re-
lated towspgenes, two-component transcriptional regulators,
and polysaccharide production-associated genes. Understanding
how opportunistic pathogens (e.g.,Burkholderia) or beneﬁcial
root colonizers (e.g.,P. ﬂuorescens) undergo adaptive diversiﬁca-
tion in bioﬁlms could iluminate the ecological forces that drive
adaptation during chronic infections or plant biocontrol.
In the future, an experimental evolution approach using con-
structed microbial interactions might also provide a beter under-
standing of the forces that govern assembly of natural mixed-
species bioﬁlms as wel as how best to engineer stabile, synthetic
microbial ecosystems. More broadly, laboratory evolution of bio-
ﬁlm populations can be an important asset in our understanding
of ecoevolutionary dynamics within more complex communities
of multicelular organisms that are less amenable to manipulation.
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One sentence summary: Evolution of Bacillus subtilis pellicle biofilms results in diversification into distinct colony variants that profoundly differ in
biofilm-related features and in the social roles they play in mixed pellicles.
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ABSTRACT
Microbial biofilms are tightly packed, heterogeneous structures that serve as arenas for social interactions. Studies on Gram
negative models reveal that during evolution in structured environments like biofilms, isogenic populations commonly
diversify into phenotypically and genetically distinct variants. These variants can settle in alternative biofilm niches and
develop new types of interactions that greatly influence population productivity. Here, we explore the evolutionary
diversification of pellicle biofilms of the Gram positive, spore-forming bacterium Bacillus subtilis. We discovered
that—similarly to other species—B. subtilis diversifies into distinct colony variants. These variants dramatically differ in
biofilm formation abilities and expression of biofilm-related genes. In addition, using a quantitative approach, we reveal
striking differences in surface complexity and hydrophobicity of the evolved colony types. Interestingly, one of the
morphotypes completely lost the ability of independent biofilm formation and evolved to hitchhike with other
morphotypes with improved biofilm forming abilities. Genome comparison suggests that major phenotypic
transformations between the morphotypes can be triggered by subtle genetic differences. Our work demonstrates how
positive complementarity effects and exploitative interactions intertwine during evolutionary diversification in biofilms.
Keywords: experimental evolution; morphotype; pellicle; social interactions; biofilm matrix; Bacillus subtilis
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INTRODUCTION
Rapid evolution of microbes constitutes a tremendous chal-
lenge to modern medicine and, at the same time, a privilege
for microbial ecology. Due to large population sizes coupled
with short generation times, bacterial adaptation can be ob-
served in a course of days ormonths, allowing for its experimen-
tal investigation (Kawecki et al. 2012; Rosenzweig and Sherlock
2014; Martin et al. 2016). Experimental evolution studies contin-
uously deepen our understanding of microbial adaptation, re-
vealing common evolutionary scenarios such as genome reduc-
tion (Nilsson et al. 2005) or genome rearrangements (Martin et al.
2017), hypermutability (Flynn et al. 2016; Tenaillon et al. 2016)
or diversification (Rainey and Travisano 1998; Poltak and Cooper
2011; Traverse et al. 2013; Koch et al. 2014; Flynn et al. 2016; Kim,
Levy and Foster 2016). The last one, where microbes diversify
into distinct variants (typically referred to as morphotypes as
they are identified based on distinct colony morphology) ap-
pears to be very common, especially in structured environments
that offer alternative niches varying in nutrient and oxygen con-
tent (Martin et al. 2016; Steenackers et al. 2016). Biofilms, where
microbes grow in tightly packed assemblies, represent an exam-
ple of such an environment.
Evolutionary diversification tends to improve biofilm produc-
tivity as newly emerged variants specialize in occupying differ-
ent niches thereby reducing competition (Rainey and Travisano
1998; Poltak and Cooper 2011; Ellis et al. 2015; Flynn et al. 2016).
An excellent example derives from a comprehensive study of
an opportunistic pathogen, Burkholderia cenocepacia, which was
allowed to evolve in a form of submerged biofilm subsequently
assembling on a polystyrene bead floating in the liquid medium
(Poltak and Cooper 2011). Burkholderia cenocepacia diversified into
three distinct morphotypes, the two of which preferentially at-
tached to the polystyrene surface, whereas the third mostly
resided on the top of the biofilm (Ellis et al. 2015). The productiv-
ity of this ecotype mix was elevated due to the so-called niche
complementarity effect (Poltak and Cooper 2011; Ellis et al. 2015).
Similar niche specializationwas earlier observed in Pseudomonas
fluorescens evolved in a static microcosm, where the population
diversified into a ‘Wrinkly’ type colonizing the liquid–air inter-
face, and ‘Smooth’ and ‘Fuzzy’ types residing at the bottom of
the vessel or floating in the medium, respectively (Rainey and
Travisano 1998).
Although evolutionary diversification is often associated
with increased community productivity, interactions between
the evolved variants can be complex and not necessarily
positive. For example, Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms diver-
sify into multiple variants differing in levels of key biofilm-
stimulating messenger cyclic diguanosine monophosphate
(c-di-GMP) (Flynn et al. 2016). These differences result in sequen-
tial surface colonization by the morphotypes, some of which
remain in strong competition. In addition, subtle changes in
c-di-GMP levels in one morphotype can dramatically shift the
population structure, reducing the frequency of the c-di-GMP
overproducer for the benefit of other variants (i.e. for the poor
biofilm former) that, in turn, may decrease population produc-
tivity (Flynn et al. 2016). Analogous interplay takes place in P.
fluorescens where the production of cellulose by a surface col-
onizer, the ‘Wrinkly’, creates an opportunity for exploitative in-
vasion by the ‘Smooth’ that alone cannot colonize the surface
(Hammerschmidt et al. 2014). Invasion and, as a consequence,
premature pellicle collapse happens because the ‘Wrinkly’
variant secretes a costly extracellular product, an acetylated
cellulose (Spiers et al. 2003), that becomes vulnerable to
exploitation by the non-producer. The two morphotypes coex-
ist since each has an advantage when present at low frequency
(Rainey and Travisano 1998).
Altogether, experimental studies on adaptation in biofilms
seem to share certain scenarios: variants with distinct colony
morphology readily emerge; the derived morphotypes differ
in biofilm formation capabilities (Rainey and Travisano 1998;
Poltak and Cooper 2011; Traverse et al. 2013; Leiman et al. 2014;
Flynn et al. 2016); these differences result in a new type of
spatial arrangement that reduces niche overlap and improves
population productivity (Rainey and Travisano 1998; Poltak and
Cooper 2011; Ellis et al. 2015; Flynn et al. 2016; Kim, Levy and
Foster 2016). While the evolution in biofilms of medically rel-
evant Gram-negative microbes (B. cenocepacia and Pseudomonas
spp) has been extensively studied, adaptive diversification in
biofilms of Gram-positive bacteria has not received much at-
tention. Bacillus subtilis is a wide spread, plant growth promot-
ing spore-former, known from its ability to form complex pel-
licle biofilms at the liquid–air interface (Branda et al. 2001).
Previous studies have already indicated that this bacterium
readily diversifies into distinct colony types when cultivated un-
der static or planktonic conditions (Leiman et al. 2014). Here, we
explore the dynamics and ecological interactions during adap-
tive diversification in B. subtilis pellicle biofilms evolved in six
parallel ecosystems.
When cultivated under static conditions, B. subtilis initially
grows suspended, but increasing cell density results in decreas-
ing oxygen concentration in bottom layers of the medium. Us-
ing aerotaxis, cells actively swim towards the liquid–air interface
and colonize it in a form of densely packed pellicle (Ho¨lscher
et al. 2015). Pellicle formation requires secretion of extracellu-
larmatrix (ECM) comprisingmainly exopolysaccharide EPS, fiber
protein TasA and a hydrophobin called BslA. Lack of EPS or TasA
prevents pellicle formation, but these matrix components can
be shared by producers with the non-producers (Romero et al.
2011; van Gestel, Vlamakis and Kolter 2015; Martin et al. 2017).
In contrast to rather slimy pellicles of P. fluorescence or P. aerugi-
nosa, biofilms of B. subtilis yield a rigid and highly hydrophobic
mat (Vlamakis et al. 2013; Arnaouteli, MacPhee and Stanley-Wall
2016). The non-wetting properties of those biofilms and pellicles
are due to the ECM, with a major role of BslA (Kobayashi and
Iwano 2012). The hydrophobicity of B. subtilis biofilms can be as-
sociated with the level of surface complexity (Werb et al. 2017).
Comparable properties are observed for both colony and pelli-
cle biofilms, and the ability to form wrinkly pellicles correlates
with the ability to develop complex colonies (Romero et al. 2011;
Shemesh and Chai 2013).
In this study, we ask whether, likewise Gram-negative
species, B. subtilis can undergo reproducible evolutionary diver-
sification, whether this diversification will involve easily quan-
tifiable biofilm-related traits and finally, whether it will result in
new types of social interactions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and cultivation conditions
Table S1, Supporting Information describes the strains used in
this study and construction of their mutant derivatives. Strains
were maintained in Lysogeny broth (LB) medium (LB-Lennox,
Carl Roth; 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract and 5 g/L NaCl),
whileMSggmediumwas used for biofilm induction (Branda et al.
2001).
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Experimental evolution and productivity assays
Experimental evolution was performed using the natural com-
petent derivative of the undomesticated B. subtilis NCBI 3610,
DK1042 strain (Konkol, Blair and Kearns 2013) grown in MSgg
medium statically in a 24-well plate at 30◦C for 48 h in six par-
allel replicates. Mature pellicles were gently harvested from the
surface of the liquid medium using a plastic inoculating loop.
First, the edge of the pellicle was gently pierced to partially de-
tach the biofilm from the wall of the plastic well. Second, the
pellicle was collected by rapidly moving the loop clockwise, con-
stantly keeping the loop at the liquid–air interface and touching
the wall/edge of the pellicle. This allowed harvesting of the en-
tire biofilm, leaving the conditioned medium clear (optical den-
sity at 600 nm∼0). The material was then transferred to 2 mL
Eppendorf tube containing 1mL of 0.9% NaCl and 100 μL of glass
sand and vortexed vigorously for 60 s. This allowed efficient dis-
ruption of the material into single cells and small clumps, with-
out the need for sonication that would highly increase the risk of
contamination. Finally, the disrupted culture was reinoculated
after 100 × dilution. After the 5th, 10th, 14th, 19th, 24th, 29th
and 35th pellicle transfers, colony forming units (CFU)/mL in the
pellicles described here as pellicle productivity were monitored
and frozen (−80◦C) stocks were preserved.
Single isolates representing the four different morphotypes
were isolated from population 1. Productivity assays in mixed
cultures containing different morphotypes were performed by
mixing certain ratios of 100-fold diluted LB-pregrown cultures
that were then incubated under pellicle forming conditions for
48 h. Prior each CFU assay, pellicles were sonicated according
to a protocol optimized in our laboratory (Martin et al. 2017). Ex-
pected productivity was calculated bymultiplying the frequency
of a givenmorphotype in the initial inoculum by its productivity
in monoculture (Poltak and Cooper 2011).
Colony morphology assay
Colony morphologies were examined on LB and MSgg medium
with 1.5% agar. The plates were dried under laminar airflow con-
ditions for 20 min after solidifying. 2 μL of the overnight grown
cultures were spotted on the plate, and the lids were closed once
the spotted culture had dried. The plates were incubated at 30◦C
for 48 h.
Profilometric analysis
The surface profiles of colonies were obtained using a NanoFo-
cus μsurf light profilometer (NanoFocus AG, Oberhausen,
Germany). Randomly selected spots within colony center and
colony periphery were scanned using 20× magnification result-
ing in images covering an 800 × 722 μm area. Missing data
points were interpolated, and the scanned area was then evalu-
ated with the software μsoft (Version 6.0, NanoFocus AG, Ober-
hausen, Germany) to obtain the developed interfacial area ratio
(Sdr value). This metrological parameter determines the level of
surface complexity (Werb et al. 2017), whereas Sdr= 0 in the case
of perfectly flat surfaces, the Sdr values are high for surfaces con-
taining multiple grooves and valleys.
Wetting
To test the wetting behavior of colonies, a 10μL water droplet
was placed onto the colony center (and the colony periphery if
the colony was large enough), and an image of the droplet was
captured using a horizontal camera setup. Contact angles were
extracted from these images using the ‘drop snake’ plug-in in
the software ImageJ.
Spent media complementation assay
The supernatants (SN) were obtained from the ancestor strain
and the Smooth strain grown under static conditions at 30◦C.
The SNs were sterilized using Milipore filters (0.2μm pore size)
and mixed in 1:1 ratio with 2× MSgg resulting in MSgg + ances-
tor SN and MSgg + Smooth SN, respectively. Next the pellicle
formation of the Smooth in the presence of MSgg + ancestor SN
was compared with the negative control, MSgg + Smooth SN.
Microscopy/confocal laser scanning microscopy
Bright field images of whole pellicles and colonies were obtained
with an Axio Zoom V16 stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany)
equipped with a Zeiss CL 9000 LED light source and an AxioCam
MRmmonochrome camera (Carl Zeiss, Germany). For single-cell
level epifluorescence measurements, pellicles were harvested
into 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes containing 500 μL sterile MSgg base
medium, vortexed for 90 s, mildly sonicated at 10% amplitude
for 12 s with 1 s pause (Soniprep 150). 5 μL of sonicated cells
was spotted on microscope slide covered with 0.8% agarose,
covered with clean cover slip and examined under the fluo-
rescence microscope (Olympus Bx51; 100× FASE Oil Objective;
98 ms exposure time). Images were captured using the bright
light and fluorescence light using the GFP filter. This procedure
was done on two separate days with two biological replicates
per day.
The pellicles were also analyzed using a confocal laser scan-
ning microscope (LSM 780 equipped with an argon laser, Carl
Zeiss, Germany) and Plan-Apochromat/1.4 Oil DIC M27 63× ob-
jective. Fluorescent reporter excitation was performed at 488
nm for green fluorescence and at 564 nm for red fluorescence,
while the emitted fluorescence was recorded at 484–536 nm and
567–654 nm for GFP and mKate, respectively. To generate pel-
licle images, Z-stack series with 1 μm steps were acquired. Zen
2012 Software (Carl Zeiss, Germany) was used for both stereomi-
croscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) image
visualization.
Genome resequencing and genome analysis
Genomic DNA of selected isolated strains was extracted using
the EURx Bacterial and Yeast Genomic DNA Kit from cultures
grown for 16 h. Paired-end fragment reads (2 × 150 nucleotides)
were generated using an Illumina NextSeq sequencer. Primary
data analysis (base-calling) was carried out with ‘bcl2fastq’ soft-
ware (v2.17.1.14, Illumina). All further analysis steps were done
in CLC Genomics Workbench Tool 9.5.1. Reads were quality-
trimmed using an error probability of 0.05 (Q13) as the thresh-
old. In addition, the first ten bases of each read were removed.
Reads that displayed ≥80% similarity to the reference over ≥80%
of their read lengths were used in mapping. Non-specific reads
were randomly placed to one of their possible genomic loca-
tions. Quality-based SNP and small In/Del variant calling was
carried out requiring ≥8× read coverage with ≥25% variant fre-
quency. Only variants supported by good quality bases (Q ≥ 20)
were taken into account and only when they were supported by
evidence from both DNA strands. Data on mutation frequencies
for each strain sequenced in the study are provided in Table S2,
Supporting Information.
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RESULTS
Evolution of pellicle biofilms of B. subtilis involves rapid
diversification into four distinct morphotypes
To examine whether evolutionary diversification can be ob-
served in B. subtilis NCBI 3610 pellicle biofilms, we allowed
six parallel pellicle populations to evolve for over ca. 200 gen-
erations (see methods). Pellicles were visually accessed after
each subsequent transfer, and their productivities (total cell
number/mL) were assessed every 5th transfer. All pellicles ap-
peared robust throughout the experiment preserving a thick and
wrinkly structure similar to the ancestral strain. The produc-
tivity assay suggested that, with certain exceptions (e.g. #35),
CFU/mL of all biofilm populations increased gradually thorough
the evolution experiment (Fig. 1A). The significant increase in
productivity was confirmed by regression analysis when con-
sidering all replicates regardless of the timeframe analyzed
(0–24# or 0–35#) (Table S3, Supporting Information). When look-
ing at individual ecosystems, the statistical significance could
only be confirmed for replicate 4 (0–24#; P < 0.02), while repli-
cate 6 served as an outlier with dramatic productivity drop at
35#, resulting in its lower final as compared to initial productiv-
ity (0–35#; P < 0.99). On the same line, correlation analysis re-
vealed strong synchrony in productivity changes across all pop-
ulations, except for the population 6, which exhibited the lowest
values of Pearson’s correlation coefficient when compared to all
remaining populations (Table S4, Supporting Information).
In all six populations, four distinct colony types (mor-
photypes) could easily be detected in CFU assay. A repre-
sentative example from each morphotype was isolated from
population 1 and stored as pure culture stock for further stud-
ies. To better assess differences between the morphotypes, a
colony spotting assay was performed (see methods) on two al-
ternative media types: rich LB medium (Fig. 1B) and minimal
biofilm-promoting MSgg medium (Branda et al. 2001) (Fig. S1A,
Supporting Information). Inspired by the striking difference in
the appearance of the morphotypes on LB medium, we intro-
duced the following names: Wrinkly—displaying an increased
complexity in the colony center; Rough—similar to the ances-
tor; Spreader—showing dramatically increased colony expan-
sion and Smooth—exhibiting a very flat surface similar to cer-
tain biofilm mutants (Romero et al. 2010) (Fig. 1B).
To determine the final frequencies of these morphotypes in
six parallel evolved populations, small fractions of the corre-
sponding −80◦C stocks were serially diluted and plated on LB-
agar. The frequency of the Wrinkly morphotype was similar in
all populations ranging from 8% in population 6 up to 17% in
population 5 (Fig. 1C) (Table S5, Supporting Information). The
Rough derivativewas themost abundantmorphotype in all pop-
ulations with the highest relative abundance in populations 2
and 4 (76% and 77%, respectively) and least dominant in popu-
lation 6 (47%). The Spreader showed a maximum of 10% in pop-
ulation 6, while it was barely detected in population 2 (0.2%).
Finally, the Smooth variant showed the highest frequency in
populations 6 and 1 accounting for 35% and 31% of the pelli-
cles, respectively (Fig. 1C). Statistical analysis revealed that in
these two populations the frequency of Smooth was signifi-
cantly higher than in populations 2–5 (Table S5, Supporting In-
formation). High frequency of Smooth in populations 1 and 6
was coupled with a lower frequency of Rough morphotype in
these populations (Fig. 1C, Table S5, Supporting Information).
We were next interested in the evolutionary history of diver-
sification in pellicles. To assess the subsequent emergence of the
detected four morphotypes during the experimental evolution,
frozen pellicle stocks of population 1 from seven chronological
time -points (i.e. from every 5th transfer) were re-examined. All
colonies obtained from the 5th transfer resembled the Rough
morphotype; however, it is important to note that the ancestor
and the Rough variant are very similar (Fig. 1D). The Wrinkly
variant was first observed in the 10th transfer and its fre-
quency remained relatively constant until the 35th transfer.
The Spreader and Smooth variants both emerged around the
19th pellicle. Whereas the frequency of the Spreader variant re-
mained very stable throughout the evolution, the frequency of
the Smooth morphotype was oscillating: it dropped to nearly
zero in the 24th pellicle but it recovered to over 30% at later evo-
lutionary time points (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, the frequency of the
Smooth variant inverselymatchedwith the productivity pattern
throughout the evolutionary history of population 1 (Fig. 1A):
transfers where the productivity dropped displayed an increase
in the frequency of the Smooth morphotype (Fig. 1D) (linear re-
gression analysis gave negative slope with r2 = 0.32; P < 0.06).
Similarly, population 6 had the lowest final productivity, but the
highest frequency of the Smooth morphotype (Fig. 1C) (negative
slope with r2 = 0.26; P < 0.03).
Evolved morphotypes develop colonies with distinct
surface complexity and hydrophobicity
Next, we attempted to quantitatively describe differences be-
tween the observed morphotypes and examine the microscopic
surface profiles of the pellicle colonies. Surface profilometry was
performed for all morphotypes and the ancestor, both on LB and
MSggmedium (Fig. 2; Fig. S1, Supporting Information). Although
the results were affected by the media type, certain pronounced
differences between themorphotypes weremedia independent.
The Smooth variant showed a lack of surface complexity on both
media types that was reflected by a Sdr value of practically 0
(see methods). On MSgg medium, the Ancestor and Rough mor-
photypes showed the highest surface complexity that was about
4-fold higher as compared to the colonies of the Wrinkly and
Spreader variants (Fig. 2A and B). On LB medium, all morpho-
types depicted lower surface complexity as compared to the an-
cestor, with higher Sdr values for theWrinkly and Rough deriva-
tives (Fig. S1B, Supporting Information).
Analyses of surface profiles of expanding colony edges
showed that, when cultivated on MSgg medium, only the
Spreader variant exhibited lower surface complexity at the edge
than the ancestor; in contrast, on LB, all strains showed lower
Sdr values on the edge as compared to the ancestor (Fig. S2, Sup-
porting Information).
As previous studies suggested that the complexity of the
biofilm surface might directly correlate with its hydrophobicity
(Werb et al. 2017), we additionally performed wetting studies us-
ing the four morphotypes (see methods). In line with those pre-
vious results, the Smooth variant was lacking typical biofilm hy-
drophobicity and acted completely hydrophilic on both LB and
MSgg media (Fig. 2A and C; Fig. S1, Supporting Information).
When grown on Msgg medium, the Rough morphotype showed
a non-wetting behavior similar to the ancestor, but not on LB;
here, the Wrinkly and Rough variants both showed hydrophilic
properties (Fig. 2A and C; Fig. S1, Supporting Information).
Interestingly, while the Spreader morphotype was generally
hydrophilic, its expanding edge showed highly hydrophobic
properties outperforming those of the ancestor strain (Fig. S1C,
Supporting Information).
Overall, these studies revealed that evolutionary diversifi-
cation led to clear and measurable differences in the colony
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Figure 1. Productivity changes and diversification in B. subtilis pellicles. (A) Biofilm productivities were systematically monitored (as CFU/ml) during ongoing evolution
experiment. Productivities were assessed every 5th or 4th transfer, with an exception of the two final time points, where sampling gap was larger (11 transfers).
(B) Distinct colony morphologies of the evolved variants were especially pronounced on solid LB medium. The ancestor B. subtilis NCBI 3610 and four morphotypes
isolated from population 1 and were spotted on LB agar (1.5%) and imaged after 48 h of incubation at 30◦C. The names (Wrinkly, Rough, Spreader and Smooth) were
assigned arbitrarily, based on colony appearance. Scale bar represents 5 mm. (C) Final (35th transfer) relative frequencies of different morphotypes (Wrinkly, Rough,
Spreader and Smooth) in all six parallel evolved populations (for each population n = 3). Data represent the mean and error bars represent standard error. (D) Relative
frequencies of different morphotypes in subsequent evolutionary time points in population 1 (n = 3). For panel C and D, data represent the mean and error bars
represent standard error.
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Figure 2. Quantitative characterization of colony features displayed by the evolved morphotypes on biofilm-promoting MSgg medium. (A) Surface topologies of colony
center of the ancestor and evolved morphotypes were acquired using light profilometry. 3D images of the surface topology were generated using the software μsurf
(see methods) showing topological features with a standard color scale-where dark blue represents the lowest and white represents the highest features. Colonies
were grown for 48 h at 30◦C. Scale bar represents 200 μm. Below: image of 10 μL water droplet spotted at the corresponding colony center. (B) Developed interfacial
area Sdr calculated for colony center based on surface topology (some samples n = 6, while others n = 5). Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, and bars
span from max to min. (C) Contact angles calculated for water spotted in colony center (n = 3). Dashed line represents contractual hydrophobicity cutoff, separating
the hydrophilic (below the line) from hydrophobic (above) surfaces. Data points represent mean and error bars represent standard error.
surface properties with correspondingly different wetting
properties.
Morphotypes display distinct levels of matrix gene
expression
Since previous experiments revealed dramatic differences in
colony surface complexity and wetting behavior, we further hy-
pothesized that these differences could be linked to different
levels of ECM production by the morphotypes (Kobayashi and
Iwano 2012; Kesel et al. 2016). In order to test this, the matrix-
genes reporters PtapA-gfp and Peps-gfp were introduced into the
four morphotypes and the ancestor strain, and changes in ma-
trix genes expression were determined (Fig. 3A; Figs S3 and S4,
Supporting Information). Fluorescence images of colonies devel-
oped by PtapA-gfp and Peps-gfp labeled strains suggested the low-
est expression of bothmatrix genes in the Smooth variant, mod-
erate expression (comparable to the ancestor) in the Spreader
variant and increased expression in the case of the Rough and
Wrinkly variants (Figs S3 and S4, Supporting Information). To
confirm this observation, the PtapA-gfp fluorescence was quan-
tified during planktonic growth in all morphotypes and the
ancestor (Fig. 3A). As expected, the Wrinkly and Rough mor-
photypes showed dramatic increase in tapA expression as com-
pared to the ancestor. The detected fluorescence level from the
PtapA-gfp construct in the Spreader variant was also increased.
Finally, the Smooth variant showed decreased PtapA-gfp fluores-
cence as compared to the ancestor indicating lower levels of
matrix genes expression (Fig. 3A). We also compared the ex-
pression of tapA in the ancestor and evolved morphotypes at
single-cell level (Fig. S5, Supporting Information).WhileWrinkly,
Rough and Spreader preserved phenotypic heterogeneity pat-
tern of matrix genes expression similar to the ancestor, tapA ex-
pressing cells could barely be detected in the Smooth population
(Fig. S5, Supporting Information).
As expected based on colony morphology and low levels of
matrix genes expression, the Smooth morphotype was not able
to form a pellicle biofilm when cultivated solitarily (Fig. 3B). Pel-
licles formed by the Wrinkly variant resembled the ancestral
pellicle, but those formed by the Rough and Spreader variants
showed a less wrinkled and shinier surface as compared to the
ancestor (Fig. 3B). Pellicles formed by themix of all fourmorpho-
types showed a typical wrinkly structure with a matte surface
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Figure 3. Biofilm genes expression and pellicle productivities in monocultures and in the mix. (A) Expression of tapA gene in the ancestor and all four morphotypes
was compared using corresponding strains carrying PtapA-gfp reporter fusion. The experiment was terminated after 24 h due to clumping of cells that interferes with
reliable OD and fluorescence signal reads (n= 8). Data points representmean and error bars represent standard error. (B) Pelliclemorphology developed by the ancestor,
all morphotypes grown in monocultures and two types of morphotype mixes: equal frequencies of morphotypes in initial inoculum (1:1:1:1); predicted frequencies of
morphotypes in initial inoculum (0.9: 5.3:0.6:3.2) that are matching their original ratios in evolved pellicle (see Fig. 1B,C). Pellicle were grown for 48 h at 30◦C. (C) Effect
of the spent media produced by the ancestor on pellicle formation by the Smooth morphotype. Four wells were imaged to represent the biological variation of the
assay. Well diameter is 1.5 cm. (D) Productivities of the ancestor, Wrinkly, Rough, Spreader and Smooth morphotypes, grown in monoculture and in mixes. Expected
productivity was calculated as the product of the proportion of eachmorphotype in the initial population and its yield (CFU permL) inmonoculture (Loreau and Hector
2001; Poltak and Cooper 2011). Observed productivity is the total yield of the mixed community in the experimental environment (for monocultures n = 9; for mixes
n = 12). Data points represent mean and error bars represent standard error.
similar to the ancestor, regardless whether the initial ratio was
1:1:1:1 or the derivatives were mixed according to ratios estab-
lished in the last stage of evolution, i.e. pellicle 35 (Fig. 3B).
Since the Smooth morphotype could not develop a pellicle
but was detectable in the mixed population (Fig. 1), we tested
whether biofilm formation by the Smooth variant can be com-
plemented by the supernatant produced by the pellicle-forming
ancestor that secretes a functional ECM. Although a robust pel-
licle could not be completely restored, the Smooth morpho-
type displayed improved surface colonizationwhen grown in the
presence of the ancestors spent medium (Fig. 3C), but not when
its own supernatant was applied. Therefore, the Smooth vari-
ant can benefit from extracellular substances released by other
non-defective strains and thereby co-colonize the liquid–air
interface.
Non-matrix producing morphotype exploits
matrix-producing variants
Finally, we inspected the impact of diversity on individual and
group performance by the morphotypes by comparing the pro-
ductivity of monoculture pellicles with the mixed pellicles in
addition to determining the frequency of each morphotype in
the mix (as previously implemented by Poltak and Cooper 2011).
All morphotypes except the Smooth variant performed signif-
icantly better than the ancestor. The Rough and the Spreader
morphotypes displayed over 2- or 3-fold higher productivity, re-
spectively, while the Wrinkly variant showed the highest pro-
ductivity (Fig. 3D). The effect of diversity was assessed using
two types of mixes with alternative inoculation strategies: (A)
using equal initial frequencies of all morphotypes (1:1:1:1) or
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Figure 4. Spatial assortment of morphotypes in pellicle. Confocal microscopy images of pellicle biofilms formed by the mix of four morphotypes were taken. Each
time only two selected morphotypes were labeled with constitutive fluorescent reporters and could be visualized in the pellicle. Morphotypes were mixed in ratios
0.9:5.3:0.6:3.2 and pellicles were allowed to form for 48 h at 30◦C. To simplify image comparison, eachmorphotype was artificially labeled with the same assigned color
(regardless on actual fluorescent marker used) across all images: Rough—green, Smooth—red, Spreader—purple, Wrinkly—blue. The actual mixed cultures were as
follows: RoughmKate + SmoothGFP (+Wrinkly and Spreader unlabeled), RoughGFP + SpreadermKate (+Wrinkly and Smooth unlabeled), RoughGFP +WrinklymKate (+Spreader
and Smooth unlabeled), SpreaderGFP + WrinklymKate (+Rough and Smooth unlabeled), SmoothGFP + WrinklymKate (+Rough and Spreader unlabeled), SmoothGFP +
SpreadermKate (+Rough and Wrinkly unlabeled).
(B) inoculating with frequencies observed in the evolved pellicle
(i.e. Wrinkly 9%, Rough 53%, Spreader 6%, and Smooth 32%). The
expected productivities in the mix were calculated as a prod-
uct of their initial frequencies in the mix and the monoculture
yield (as previously defined in Poltak and Cooper 2011). First, we
discovered that the Wrinkly, Rough and Spreader monoculture
yields were higher than the yields of the mixes (Fig. 3C). Inter-
estingly, the net biodiversity effect on the yield was dependent
on the inoculation strategy. Specifically, in mix A, the observed
yield of the mix was lower than the predicted productivity in-
dicating interference effects. The productivity changes of the
Wrinkly, Rough and Spreader variants in the mix were moder-
ate (0.41-fold, 1.57-fold and 0.39-fold, respectively), but the pro-
ductivity of biofilm-defective Smooth showed a dramatic 98.2-
fold increase (Fig. 3D). In mix B (containing altered frequencies),
the individual productivity changes of the Wrinkly, Rough and
Spreader variants were minimal (0.99-fold, 0.87-fold and 1.15-
fold, respectively), while the amplified abundance of the Smooth
variant was slightly reduced to 86.6-fold (Fig. 3D), overall result-
ing in a slightly positive effect on biodiversity and community
yield. The calculated effects of selection and complementarity
revealed negative selection effects in both mixes (A: −13.4, B:
−14.82), balanced by positive complementary effects (A: 13.3, B:
14.86), and resulting in slightly positive net effects in mix B.
It is interesting to note that the final frequencies of the
morphotypes in mix A and B were nearly identical despite the
differences in the initial inocula. We hypothesized that the ro-
bust structure of the community can be governed by certain
assortment patterns of the morphotypes in the pellicle. To test
whether morphotypes are non-randomly distributed in the pel-
licles, we fluorescently labeled all morphotypes and evaluated
the assortment of each morphotype in a pairwise assay (Fig. 4;
Fig. S5, Supporting Information). CLSM analysis revealed that
the Smooth variant was mostly localized at the bottom layer of
the pellicle probably attaching to the matrix-producing strains
(Fig. 4; Fig. S5, Supporting Information). Both the Spreader and
the Wrinkly variants were present across the whole intersec-
tion of the pellicle, although at lower frequencies as compared
to the Rough variant (which is in line with cell count results,
see Fig. 3D) (Fig. 4; Fig. S5, Supporting Information). Although
technical limitations did not allow us to visualize all morpho-
types in the pellicle simultaneously, the pairwise analysis sug-
gests that the Rough, Wrinkly and Spreader variants share the
same niche, while the Smooth variant is mostly localized in the
lower, medium proximal sections of the pellicle (Fig. 4; Fig. S5,
Supporting Information).
Diversification involves mutations related to biofilm
regulation, motility and anaerobic respiration pathways
To understand the genetic bases of diversification and interac-
tions between the morphotypes, the genomes of the Wrinkly,
Rough, Spreader and Smooth variants isolated from popula-
tion 1 were sequenced. In addition, six randomly picked isolates
from other parallel populations were selected for sequencing
(Table 1). The genome of the ancestor was also re-sequenced to
screen for single SNPs that could emerge before the evolution
experiment during standard stock preparation.
Colony morphology analysis later revealed that the addi-
tional strains 2A, 2B and 3C represented the Wrinkly morpho-
types, while 1B, 4B and 6C represented the Rough morphotypes
(Fig. 6A, Supporting Information). All isolates contained over 400
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Table 1 List of mutations detected in genomes of sequenced morphotypes. NC stands for non-coding, Fs denotes frame shift, while ∗indicates
missing amino acid. Total number of mutations: 58; non-coding regions—11; rRNA—5; synonymous substitutions—5; non-synonymous
substitutions—22 (blue); frame shifts—15 (red).
Wrinkly Rough Spreader Smooth Position Gene Mutation Function of gene product
1 2A 2B 3C 1 1B 4B 6C
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
1968190 ppsD 5844A > T Plipastin synthesis√ √ √ √ √ √
3917048 qoxA Val66Leu Respiration√
3917073 171C > G√ √ √ √ √ √ √
1112769 hemAT Leu140Pro Chemotactic movement towards oxygen√
1112779 Phe137Leu√ √ √ √ √
1591893 murG Lys363∗ Biosynthesis of peptidoglycan precursor√ √ √
361201 nirB Gly363Ala Nitrate reduction√ √ √ √
392313 srfAA Asn1678Lys Surfactin synthesis√ √ √
385447 Ile2983Asn√ √ √ √ √
1968046 pyrP 806insT Uracil transport√ √ √
1619096 Pro271fs√ √
2402234 gdhA 282G > A Glu/Leu/Phe/Val dehydrogenase√
4076083 iolF Cys355fs D-chiro-inositol uptake√
4076094 Gln351fs√
4076085 Cys355fs√
1470935 kinA Gly548fs Phosphorylation of Spo0F, initiation of sporulation√ √ √
1470941 Ile549Thr√ √ √
2007297 yogA Leu199Met Unknown function√ √ √
43671 coaX Asp214fs Biosynthesis of Coenzyme A√
1195323 argC Ile341fs Biosynthesis of arginine√
1195326 Thr342fs√
1464366 mcpC Leu489∗ Chemotaxis towards Aminoacids√
1472011 patA Ala98 Gln99insArg Lysine/peptidoglycan biosynthesis√
2002073 iseA Ala87Glu Unknown function√
2076516 yobO Ala378Thr Unknown function√
3895285 ywdH Ser4fs Unknown function√ √
4103061 yxaL 40fs Unknown function√
494175 gsiB 150G > A Response to water deficits√
699075 purK Ala226fs Purine biosynthesis√
1078223 escB Arg260Trp Exoprotein transport√
1713474 cheA Ile467fs Chemotactic signal modulator√
1729544 polC Pro1051Leu DNA replication√
1730647 Arg1421insLeuAsp√
2980723 citZ Ala187Val TCA cycle√
3716482 cotG Arg54Lys Spore resistance√
3858320 ywgA Ile58Asn Unknown function√
4103063 yxaL Gln39fs Unknown function√
646792 Rex Gly64Arg Regulation of fermentation and anaerobic respiration√ √
646634 Ala11Glu√
692497 guaA Asp148fs Biosynthesis of GMP√
692504 Thr151fs√ √
1702110 fliY Leu59Phe Flagellar protein, role in motility and chemotaxis√ √ √ √ √
95368 rRNA Ribosome formation√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
946071√ √ √ √ √
3176962√ √
947097√
3176965√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
945900 NC A > T√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
945906 A > T√
84148 C > A√
84208 C > A√
496153 CAGCG del√
1334245 CG del√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
1353334 G ins√ √
1609430 CTTG del√
3528923 A > G√ √
3761423 C del√
4103056 A del
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mutations ofwhich 386were overlapping andwere therefore not
subjected to further analysis, since they probably were linked to
general adaptation to laboratory conditions or specifically to the
medium. Fifty eight non-overlapping mutations were detected
in total, most of which resulted in amino-acid substitution or a
frame shift (22 and 15, respectively). Remaining mutations were
found in non-coding regions (11), rRNA (5) or resulted in syn-
onymous substitutions (5). Certain mutations detected in non-
coding regions (NC) and rRNA reproduced across representatives
of different morphotypes, suggesting their early occurrence in
evolution (Table 1). On the other hand, certain NC mutations
were unique for the Smooth (2) or Spreader (1), and could in-
dicate an unknown regulatory role of those regions (Table 1).
The most common mutation (detected in seven out of eight se-
quenced isolates) was synonymous substitution in ppsD gene
that could be a part of codon optimization process. Remaining
mutations detected in coding regions could be divided into six
categories: mutations detected in Wrinkly, Rough and Spreader
strains, mutations detected in both, Wrinkly and Rough strains,
mutations present solely in theWrinkly strain, mutations exclu-
sive to the Rough strain, mutations shared between the Smooth
and the Spreader strain, and finally a single mutation present
only in the Spreader strain (Table 1). There were two mutations
that were placed in the first category: Val66Leu substitution in
the product of qoxA gene encoding for quinol oxidase, and a syn-
onymous substitution in pyrP (Table 1).
All Rough and all Wrinkly strains contained a substitution
in HemAT, a soluble chemotactic receptor playing a crucial role
in pellicle formation (Ho¨lscher et al. 2015). The substitution was
either Phe137Leu in case of Wrinkly 3C or Leu140Pro in other
Wrinkly and Rough representatives (Table 1). Certain genes like
srfAA, pyrP or iolF, encoding for surfactin synthetase, uracil per-
mease and D-chiro-inositol transport protein, respectively, were
reproducibly mutated in different Wrinkly/Rough strains but at
different positions (Table 1).
All Wrinkly isolates shared a mutation in the kinA gene
that is directly linked to the matrix master regulator Spo0A
(Stephenson and Hoch 2002). In addition, all but one Wrinkly
representative had non-synonymous substitution in yogA (un-
known function) and frame shift mutation in coaX involved in
Coenzyme A biosynthesis (Table 1). Mutations unique for the
Rough groupwere rather scattered through different strains, but
non-synonymous substitution in polC encoding for DNA poly-
merase III were found in two different strains at different posi-
tions of this gene (Table 1).
Both the Spreader and the Smooth strain exhibited a sub-
stitution in the rex gene that may play a role in their adap-
tation to the limited oxygen availability in the bottom layers
of the pellicle. Interestingly, they also shared a substitution in
the flagella-related gene fliY, but the Spreader strain addition-
ally carries a frame shift mutation in the GMP-synthesis gene
guaA. We examined the effects of rex and guaA deletion on pel-
licle and colony morphology, but neither resulted in a pheno-
type that would resemble that of Spreader or Smooth pellicles
(Fig. S6B, Supporting Information) indicating that at least two
different SNPs are needed to recreate the evolved morphotypes
(assumingno effects of SNPs present in non-coding regions). The
mutation pattern (Table 1) and the simultaneous emergence of
Spreader and Smooth morphotypes during the evolution sug-
gest that the Smooth variant could be the ancestral form of the
Spreader variant. The Wrinkly morphotype likely evolved from
the Rough variant, since it emerged after the Rough morpho-
type (Fig. 1C) and it containedmutations that overlap with those
found in the Rough variant in addition to subsequent SNPs.
DISCUSSION
Several studies have already proved that diversification is a
rapid, general and significant process inmicrobial evolution. Our
work fills the gap of equivalent knowledge on a non-pathogenic
and biotechnologically relevant Gram-positivemodel.We reveal,
that diversification pattern during B. subtilis pellicle evolution
with respect to colony types that emerge from a common ances-
tor, reproduced in all parallel ecosystems. Although the detailed
evolutionary history was examined only in one out of six paral-
lel populations, the synchrony in productivity changes through-
out the evolutionary time and similarities in the final frequen-
cies of morphotypes across all six populations point towards
strong parallelism of evolutionary events occurring in indepen-
dent pellicles.We employed a novel quantitative approach to de-
scribe the evolved morphotypes and to confirm that they were
different from each other and from their common ancestor. Sur-
face profilometry combinedwithwetting studieswere especially
helpful in the case of early morphotypes (Rough or Wrinkly),
whereas they still resembled the ancestral colony in terms of
macro-scale morphology, remarkable differences in microstruc-
ture and hydrophobicity were revealed. Recent work indicated
that subtle differences in colony microstructure could be of pro-
found importance for colony wetting behavior (Arnaouteli et al.
2017; Werb et al. 2017) and, consequently, for its resistance to
antimicrobials (Arnaouteli et al. 2017). However, recent findings
clearly show that complex surface topology is not sufficient to
maintain non-wetting behavior of B. subtilis colonies (Arnaouteli
et al. 2017). To a certain extent, the measured surface complex-
ity/hydrophobicity levels were positively correlatedwith the lev-
els of matrix genes expression, but this correlation was not
perfect. For instance, the Wrinkly variant showed a strongly in-
creased expression of the tapA operon and yet a decreased sur-
face complexity and hydrophobicity as compared to the ances-
tor. This is in line with a recent survey of domesticated B. subtilis
168 variants where the authors also found a certain mismatch
between the colony surface complexity (at macroscale) and the
level of biofilm-genes expression (Gallegos-Monterrosa, Mhatre
and Kova´cs 2016). As a complex colony structure is affected by
localized cell death (Asally et al. 2012), changes in cell viability
in evolved morphotypes could potentially balance the effects of
increased EPS production levels.
Similar to previous studies, B. subtilis evolved into vari-
ants with improved biofilm productivities (Rough, Wrinkly and
Spreader); however, a quantitative analysis revealed that some
of them lost the important surface properties of the ances-
tor (Wrinkly and Spreader), presumably pointing towards quan-
tity vs. quality trade-offs. Remarkably, one of the morphotypes
(Smooth) completely lost the ability to form a pellicle, and it
could only reside in such biofilms encompassing also the other
variants. Moreover, the evolved non-producer (Smooth) was the
only morphotype gaining a strong individual benefit from be-
ing a part of the mixed population regardless of its initial fre-
quency in the inoculum. The minor complementarity effects
that were estimated when comparing the expected vs. obtained
mix productivity in totomay derive from the fact that the Smooth
variant mostly resides in the bottom layers of the pellicle. This
might reduce its competition with the biofilm-forming mor-
photypes due to restricted oxygen availability. The interaction
between B. subtilis Smooth and other variants resembles the in-
terplay between ‘Smooth’ and ‘Wrinkly’ morphotypes of P. flu-
orescens (Rainey and Travisano 1998), with the particular dif-
ference that, here, the ‘defector’ evolves de novo. We believe
that the success of the Smooth variant could depend on early
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adaptive events in the population, specifically the rise of Rough
and Wrinkly variants that both showed a tremendous increase
in EPS production. Still, the diversity within matrix-producers
(in this case Spreader, Rough andWrinkly) can actually limit the
spread of matrix-non-producers (Brockhurst et al. 2006).
Such non-producers were not identified in evolving B. ceno-
cepacia or P. aeruginosa biofilms. Possibly, submerged biofilms of
B. cenocepacia or P. aeruginosamay strongly select for attachment
and stratification of individual cells (Xavier and Foster 2007),
while in floating biofilms of B. subtilis and P. fluorescens, cells can
partially rely on medium diluted EPS.
Although we did not unravel the molecular evolution pat-
tern, certain mutations discovered in given morphotypes rep-
resent promising targets for future studies. For example, Rough
and Wrinkly carried a Leu140Pro or Phe137Leu substitutions in
HemAT,which is a key oxygen receptor important for pellicle for-
mation (Ho¨lscher et al. 2015). Since Phe137 is directly at heme-
biding side and a substitution to Leu very likely alters the func-
tion of the receptor. Similar is the case for Leu140, part of the
α-helix and only three amino acids away from the heme-binding
side, where a non-conserved substitution to Proline likely influ-
ences the function of the receptor. Non-synonymous substitu-
tions in srfAA detected in certain Wrinkly and Rough isolates
could alter the function of surfactin synthetase (especially the
non-conserved Ile2983Asn detected in Wrinkly 1, Rough 1 and
4B) what could influence the amounts of produced surfactin.
As surfactin is believed to affect matrix genes expression as a
paracrine signaling molecule (Lo´pez et al. 2009), it might have an
impact the eps/tapA expression levels in those morphotypes.
Both Smooth and Spreader strains share mutations in the
rex and fliY gene, which could indicate their adaptation to the
oxygen-poor bottom layers of biofilms and changes in motility,
respectively. In addition, another substitution in rex was also
found in Rough 6C and other genes linked to anaerobic respi-
ration (nirB) or chemotaxis (mcpC, cheA) were also altered in se-
lected Wrinkly and Rough isolates (Table 1).
Interestingly, all but twoNCmutations present in the Smooth
overlap with the Spreader that contains three additional unique
mutations only one of which (Thr151 fs in guaA) is positioned
in a coding region. Presumably, supplementing Smooth genetic
background with a guaA mutation might result in secondary ef-
fects that transform the Smooth into a Spreader phenotype. As
c-di-GMP plays an important role in motility arrest (Chen et al.
2012a), mutation in GMP synthetize GuaA probably reduces the
level of c-di-GMP possibly enhancing motility.
It is difficult to point towards the mutations that are respon-
sible for Rough and Wrinkly morphotype. Rough 1B carries the
lowest amount of mutations where only qoxA (related to res-
piration), hemAT, murG (peptidoglycan synthesis) and pyrP were
identified to carry non-synonymous substitutions/frame shifts.
Unless Rough resulted from changes in unknown regulatory el-
ements, those four genes could be potential targets of molecular
evolution. Morphogenesis of Wrinkly could require additional
changes in kinA.
Variations in biofilm formation within laboratory B. sub-
tilis strains are commonly associated with the domestication
problem, that occurs during cultivation of a bacterium in rich
LB medium (McLoon et al. 2011; Leiman et al. 2014; Gallegos-
Monterrosa, Mhatre and Kova´cs 2016). Indeed, biofilm-altered
variants of B. subtilis could be experimentally evolved in static
and liquid LB, mostly carrying mutations in the biofilm regula-
tor sinR (Leiman et al. 2014). Here, we showed that biofilm non-
producers readily evolve also in minimal medium under biofilm
selective conditions indicating they can also be part of a normal
eco-evolutionary process, rather than just a product of domesti-
cation. We still know relatively little about the natural diversity
of biofilm formation within B. subtilis. Such information would
be of great importance taking into account biocontrol properties
of the species which rely on biofilm formation capability (Chen
et al. 2012b).
We here showed that evolution in pellicle biofilms may
give rise to variants with variable biofilm phenotypes includ-
ing biofilm non-producers that rely on ‘upgraded’ pellicle for-
mers. Our work reveals that, in addition to positive niche oppor-
tunities, spatially structured environments provide a platform
where positive interactions intertwine with exploitation.
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De novoevolved interference competition
promotes the spread of bioﬁlm defectors
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Bioﬁlms are social entities where bacteria live in tightly packed agglomerations, surrounded
by self-secreted exopolymers. Since production of exopolymers is costly and potentialy
exploitable by non-producers, mechanisms that prevent invasion of non-producing mutants
are hypothesized. Here we study long-term dynamics and evolution inBacilus subtilisbioﬁlm
populations consisting of wild-type (WT) matrix producers and mutant non-producers.
We show that non-producers initialy fail to incorporate into bioﬁlms formed by the WT cels,
resulting in 100-fold lower ﬁnal frequency compared to the WT. However, this is modulated in
a long-term scenario, as non-producers evolve the ability to beter incorporate into bioﬁlms,
thereby slightly decreasing the productivity of the whole population. Detailed molecular
analysis reveals that the unexpected shift in the initialy stable bioﬁlm is coupled with newly
evolved phage-mediated interference competition. Our work therefore demonstrates
how colective behaviour can be disrupted as a result of rapid adaptation through mobile
genetic elements.
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ioﬁlms, consisting of densely packed single- or multi-
species communities embedded in self-produced slimy
polymers, represent the most common microbial life
form1–3. Several recent studies have shown that the spatial
structure of bioﬁlms has a major impact on competition and
cooperation among microbes and drives evolutionary changes
within microbial communities (reviewed in refs 4,5). One
particularly well-studied example used static cultures of
Pseudomonas ﬂuorescens, where an oxygen gradient led to the
emergence of a new wrinkly (W) phenotype that secretes
polysaccharides and forms a bioﬁlm at the air–liquid interface6,7.
Interestingly, bioﬁlms formed by W undergo a premature
collapse caused by the incorporation of another phenotype into
the bioﬁlm without sharing the metabolic costs of exopolymer
production8. This scenario of bioﬁlm collapse reﬂects the
phenomenon known as ‘tragedy of the commons’, which
happens due to invasion by non-cooperators and depletion of an
overly-exploited resource (in this case the exopolymer)9.
How often the ‘tragedy of the commons’ happens in other
bioﬁlm communities remains an open question in sociomicrobiol-
ogy. Several studies suggest that exopolymer production cannot
easily be exploited by non-producing defectors10,11. Such robustness
of cooperation-based bioﬁlm formation is often explained by
limited sharing of matrix components10–12, the low costs of
polymer production11, the spatial assortment of cells in bioﬁlms13
or even the intrinsic nature of certain matrix components that are
exclusively shared between mother and daughter cells14. Although
the key principles of certain non-producer exclusion mechanisms
are becoming clear, competition experiments involving producers
and non-producers are usually conducted over short timescales11–
14, leaving a window of opportunity for unexpected evolutionary
scenarios15. Data from various bacterial models suggest that
defectors can leave a ﬁngerprint on the evolution of social strains
and promote the evolution of novel cheating-suppression
mechanisms16. These can be linked to lowering the cost of
cooperation by the wild-type (WT) cells17. Selection can also work
to the advantage of the non-producers, which can evolve better
exploitation skills15,17. In extreme cases, cooperators can be de novo
selected from the population of cheats18. In general, long-term
scenarios in socially heterogeneous populations of microbes are still
very difﬁcult to predict.
In this manuscript, we study the long-term social dynamics of
co-cultures comprising matrix producer and non-producer
strains using the widespread soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis.
B. subtilis forms thick, robust structures at the air-liquid interface
(pellicle) facilitated by two crucial secreted compounds: an
exopolysaccharide, Eps (encoded by epsA-O), and a protein
component, TasA (encoded by tapA-sipW-tasA). In a standing
culture, driven by oxygen limitation, matrix-producing strains
form pellicles19. Strains lacking either one or both matrix
components cannot form robust bioﬁlms at the air–liquid
interface and they barely colonize the liquid surface20.
Moreover, strains producing only one of the components are
able to complement each other and form a WT-like pellicle20.
This strongly suggests that both matrix components secreted by
producers are freely shared with non-producers and could
therefore be exploited by non-producing mutants.
Here we show that on a short timescale, B. subtilis matrix
non-producers have a tremendous disadvantage in co-culture
with the WT. We further demonstrate how unexpected
adaptive events involving mobile genetic elements can shift
the social dynamics in the population and reduce bioﬁlm
formation.
Results
Bioﬁlm non-producers are outcompeted from mixed pellicles.
A positive result in a complementation assay of B. subtilis
Deps and DtasA bioﬁlm mutants suggests that both key bioﬁlm
components, Eps and TasA, can be shared (Fig. 1a)20. We
therefore predicted that the double mutant Deps–DtasA, which
cannot form a pellicle in monoculture20, would still be able to
incorporate into the pellicle when co-cultured with the WT. To
test our hypothesis, we mixed WT and Deps–DtasA strains in a
1:1 ratio and allowed the pellicle to form (see Methods). The ﬁnal
ratio of the WT to the Deps–DtasA strain was assessed by two
alternative methods: antibiotic marker based colony forming unit
(c.f.u.) counts (Fig. 1a) and ﬂuorescence microscopy (here, GFP
and mKATE2 producing WT and Deps–DtasA mutants were
used, respectively, or we used the same strains with swapped
ﬂuorescent markers; Fig. 1b,c). Surprisingly both c.f.u. assay and
microscopy indicated a dramatic advantage of the WT over
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Figure 1 | Matrix non-producer strain does not incorporate into the wild-type pellicle. (a) Pellicle bioﬁlms of wild-type (WT) Bacillus subtilis 168 and its
mutant derivatives were recorded using an Axio Zoom microscope equipped with a black and white camera. Scale bar, 1 cm. The reﬂection of the light
source can be observed in the DtasA culture. (b) Pellicle competition assay between Deps–DtasA and WT (n¼ 25). (c) Confocal microscopy images of
pellicle bioﬁlm from culture initially consisting of a 1:1 ratio of WT and Deps–DtasA (upper) and cells with swapped ﬂuorescence protein labels (lower).
Scale bars, 10 mm. (d) Planktonic culture competition assay between Deps–DtasA and WT (n¼ 25). Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, and
bars span from max to min. The experiments were independently repeated at least three times. * indicates that the relative c.f.u. is signiﬁcantly higher than
the relative c.f.u. of Deps–DtasA ancestor in the pellicle (in panel b).
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Deps–DtasA; the latter was almost completely outcompeted from
the pellicle formed by the WT (Fig. 1a–c).
The incorporation success of Deps–DtasA into the pellicle was
positively dependent on its initial frequency (Pearson’s correla-
tion coefﬁcient r¼ 0.74; Supplementary Fig. 1A). Speciﬁcally, the
mutant showed increased pellicle incorporation, up to 23±1.9%,
which also correlated with decline in total c.f.u. of the pellicle, but
only when its initial proportion was 450%, while at initial
frequencieso50%, the pellicle incorporation ranged from 0.11 to
5% (Supplementary Fig. 1A).
To understand if the availability of nutrients inﬂuenced
the ability of non-producers to incorporate into the pellicle,
the competition assay was repeated using a medium in which the
broth and other components were doubled (4 SG, see
Methods). It was observed that the Deps–DtasA strain could
incorporate better in richer medium (Supplementary Fig. 1B).
Using 2 SG, the incorporation ability of the Deps–DtasA strain
was 2% (mean; n¼ 5; s.d.¼ 1.37), while in 4 SG medium
pellicle incorporation increased to 6.72% (mean; n¼ 5;
s.d.¼ 3.40). Importantly, the starting ratios in these competition
assays were identical (46.72% Deps–DtasA; mean; n¼ 5;
s.d.¼ 14.4), therefore, the possibility of the initial frequency
inﬂuencing these results could be excluded.
Finally, to ensure that the above result was caused by a
mechanism that is speciﬁc to bioﬁlm conditions and not simply
caused by a growth defect of the Deps–DtasA strain, WT versus
Deps–DtasA competition experiments were also performed in
planktonic cultures where oxygen distribution is more homo-
genous and no ﬁtness beneﬁts from bioﬁlm formation are to be
expected11,13,21. In planktonic culture, Deps–DtasA had a strong
ﬁtness advantage over the WT (Fig. 1d) that is likely due to the
release of the mutant from the metabolic costs of Eps and TasA
production13, as also indicated by its higher growth rate in
planktonic culture conditions (Supplementary Fig. 1C). We
therefore concluded that a speciﬁc mechanism prevents
incorporation of the Deps–DtasA mutant into B. subtilis pellicles.
The ratio of non-producers increases during co-evolution. For
the investigation of long-term dynamics in B. subtilis WT and
Deps–DtasA mutant co-culture over time, a serial transfer
experiment was conducted in conditions promoting pellicle for-
mation (see Methods). During the evolution experiment, two
transfer methods were applied: in transfer method A, the dis-
rupted bioﬁlm suspension was used directly for the inoculation of
fresh medium; in transfer method B the disrupted bioﬁlm sus-
pension was heat-treated, thereby selecting only spores for the
inoculation (for detailed description see Methods). Method B was
chosen to select for individuals that successfully went through the
entire bioﬁlm life cycle.
The ratio of WT to the Deps–DtasA mutant was monitored by
selective plating of frozen stocks prepared at different timepoints
from the experiment, from the 2nd up to the ﬁnal (10th) transfer.
Despite the initial incorporation failure of Deps–DtasA into the
pellicle (Fig. 1a–c), its representation in certain populations of
transfer method B was observed to increase dramatically over
longer timescales. Remarkably, in parallel populations where
transfer method B was applied (that is, selection for spores), the
fraction of the Deps–DtasA mutant was considerably higher after
the 10th transfer than at the start of the experimental evolution in
all but two replicates (Fig. 2b). Importantly, with several
exceptions (in replicates 2 that remained relatively stable
WT:Deps–DtasA ratio over time and replicate 4 that showed an
outlying outburst of Deps–DtasA at passage 8), the percentage of
the Deps–DtasA mutant was increased in each successive passage
of these populations (Fig. 2b). The values rose to 430% in
general and to a maximum of around 80% after the 10th transfer
of replicate 5. Also, in one out of ﬁve parallel populations that
were transferred by method A, the fraction of Deps–DtasA was
slightly higher after the 10th transfer compared to that at the
beginning of the evolution experiment (Fig. 2a).
Non-producers evolve to better incorporate into the pellicle. To
further investigate the evolutionary phenomena involved in
improved performance of Deps–DtasA in the evolved bioﬁlm
population, single clones of both the WT and Deps–DtasAmutant
were isolated from three randomly chosen populations after the
10th transfer where an increase of Deps–DtasA in the pellicle was
observed (replicates 3, 4 and 5 from transfer method B) (Fig. 2b).
All evolved populations and single clones that were further ana-
lysed (or genetically modiﬁed) in this study are listed in
Supplementary Table 2. For clarity, we refer to evolved matrix
producers (WT strains) as eMP and to the evolved matrix non-
producers (Deps–DtasA) as eNMP.
First, to understand which of the co-cultured strains evolved to
facilitate better incorporation of the mutant into the pellicle, a
series of pellicle competition assays were performed. Competition
assays revealed that all but one tested eNMP strains from
populations B410m and B510m, and one isolate from population
B310m, could increase their fraction within the pellicles as
compared to their ancestor when co-cultured with the ancestor
WT (Fig. 3a,b). This result was conﬁrmed by both c.f.u. assay
(Fig. 3a) and ﬂuorescence microscopy (Fig. 3b). Moreover, the
ancestor Deps–DtasA performed even worse when co-cultured
with the eMP strains compared to its performance against the
WT ancestor (Fig. 3). Therefore, the eMPs completely suppressed
the ancestral Deps–DtasA.
The performance of three selected eMP and eNMP represen-
tatives (one from each evolved population) against the WT
ancestor was additionally determined by calculating the selection
rate coefﬁcient. All eMPs showed a positive selection rate and
their relative c.f.u. in the pellicle was signiﬁcantly higher that 50%
(Supplementary Fig. 3). However, the ancestor Deps–DtasA and
eNMPs had negative selection rates, which indicates poor
performance during competition with the ancestor WT. Never-
theless, the ancestor Deps–DtasA strain showed the poorest
performance (selection rate value of  3.36) and all the eNMPs,
B310mA, B410mB and B510mC, revealed improved performance
compared to the ancestor mutant strain, with selection rate values
of  2.59,  1.14 and  2.25, respectively.
Finally, the eNMPs were challenged with the eMPs selected
from the corresponding populations (that is, B310mA versus
B310wtA or B410mB versus B410wtB). We noticed that the
eNMPs from population B310m exhibited a slight decrease in
pellicle incorporation compared to their pellicle incorporation
when in competition with the ancestor WT (Fig. 3). Overall the
eMPs performed better at suppressing the eNMPs as compared to
the WT ancestor, however, certain eNMPs from populations
B410m and B510m still displayed signiﬁcantly improved
incorporation whether competing against the evolved or ancestor
WT (Fig. 3). On the basis of these competition assays, we
conclude that evolutionary changes in the Deps–DtasA mutant,
rather than the WT, resulted in the improved performance of the
non-producers in mixed pellicles.
It was further revealed that the incorporation success of the
eNMPs did not depend on their initial frequency. Competition
assays with different starting ratios of the WT ancestor to each of the
eNMPs (B310mA, B410mB and B510mC) revealed that the eNMPs
exhibited higher levels of pellicle incorporation regardless of their
starting frequency (Supplementary Fig. 1D–F). B310mA, B410mB
and B510mC showed an average pellicle incorporation percentage of
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9.13% (Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcientr¼0.17), 18% (r¼0.22)
and 27% (r¼0.16), respectively (Supplementary Fig. 1D–F).
Further experiments also revealed that, in contrast to the
ancestor mutant (Supplementary Fig. 1B), the incorporation
percentage of the eNMP B310mA was not afected by doubling
the concentration of resources in the medium (Supplementary
Fig. 1B); the incorporation of the evolved B310mA was
9.54%±3.04% in 2 SG medium and 9.88%±2.04% in 4 SG.
These results suggest that the incorporation efﬁciency of the
eNMPs might be driven by a diferent mechanism from that in
the ancestorDeps–DtasA.
Incorporation of eNMPs decreases bioﬁlm productivity.A
productivity assay was performed to understand the efect of
increased incorporation of the eNMPs on the bioﬁlm productivity
and to compare the productivity of the eMPs relative to the
ancestor WT. Productivity was measured by weighing the whole
biomass of the pelicle and is represented as relative
productivity compared with the ancestor WT (that is, ancestor
WT productivity¼1).
As expected, the productivity of the mixed pelicle consisting of
the WT ancestor and mutant ancestor was very similar to the
productivity of the WT ancestor grown alone, indicating that the
presence of the ancestorDeps–DtasAdid not afect the bioﬁlm
productivity (Fig. 4). This result agrees with our results showing
that ancestorDeps–DtasAwas almost completely outcompeted
from the pelicle (Fig. 1a–c). In contrast, the productivity of
pelicles containing both the ancestor WT and the eNMPs was
lower than the productivity of the monoculture WT (productivity
valueso1), indicating that the population was negatively afected
overal when eNMPs were present (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the
eMPs in monocultures (B310wtA, B410wtB and B510wtC) had
higher productivity than the WT ancestor (Fig. 4; Supplementary
Fig. 4A). Finaly, we examined the productivities of the evolved
pairs with common evolutionary histories (B310wtAþB310mA;
B410wtBþB410mB; and B510wtCþB510mC). For al three
pairs, the productivity of the mixed pelicles was lower than the
productivity of the ancestor WT; however, these diferences were
statisticaly signiﬁcant only for the pairs B410wtBþB410mB and
B510wtCþB510mC (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, in al combinations,
the eNMPþeMP productivities were signiﬁcantly lower than
the corresponding eMP productivity, indicating reproducible
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negative effects of the eNMPs on the productivity of the entire
evolved population (Fig. 4). In addition, the pellicles formed by
the populations from sequential evolutionary timepoints showed
overall decreases in productivity in evolutionary time
(Supplementary Fig. 4B), presumably caused by the increasing
frequency of eNMPs in pellicles (Fig. 2b).
These results show that although matrix producers evolved a
higher productivity, higher incorporation of the coevolved matrix
non-producers into the pellicle eventually decreased the overall
population productivity.
eMPs and eNMPs contain multiple SNPs in prophage ele-
ments. To understand the genetic basis of the observed evolu-
tionary dynamics, the genomes of three eMP and three eNMP
populations separated from the 10th transfer of method B cul-
tures (replicates 3, 4 and 5), where the frequency
of non-producers was observed to increase during evolution
(either gradually or periodically), were subjected to high-
throughput sequencing (Supplementary Table 2). The genomes of
corresponding three single isolates of eMPs (B310wtA, B410wtB
and B510wtC) and three eNMPs (B310mA, B410mB and
B510mC) from those populations were also sequenced. In addi-
tion, the genomes of the WT ancestor and the Deps–DtasA
ancestor were resequenced to screen for any single SNPs that
emerged before the evolution experiment during standard stock
preparation and laboratory procedures. The sequencing of six
populations (eMPs B310wt, B410wt and B510wt and eNMPs
B310m, B410m and B510m) and six single isolates (B310wtA,
B410wtB, B510wtC, B310mA, B410mB and B510mC) revealed
multiple single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) exclusively
accumulated in three distinct sites on the chromosome compared
to the ancestors: two prophage-like regions previously described
as prophage-like element 5 and prophage-like element 6 (ref. 22),
and the SPb prophage region (Supplementary Data 1; Fig. 5a,b).
In population B310 there were 617 SNPs, while in populations
B410 and B510 the number of SNPs exceeded 1000. More than
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50% of SNPs detected in single isolates overlapped with SNPs
found in the corresponding populations (Supplementary Data 1;
Fig. 6a,b).
Further analysis of the sequenced genomes revealed that
there was also a large paralel mutational overlap between the
evolutionarily unrelated populations and single isolates
(regardless of WT orDeps–DtasAbackground; Supplementary
Data 1; Fig. 6a,b). For visual representation of this overlap we
produced a windowed-average identity score for the alignment of
the entire 134 kbp SPbregion of the evolved strains/populations
to the ancestral SPb(Supplementary Fig. 5A). A global analysis of
SNPs from al six single isolates showed that the majority of
SNPs represented synonymous substitutions (58%), 17% were
non-synonymous but evolutionarily conserved (that is, similar;
Blosum62 matrix scoreZ1), 9% were evolutionarily non-
conserved and non-synonymous (Blosum62 matrix scorer0),
and the remaining 16% of the substitutions were located in non-
coding regions (Supplementary Fig. 5B). We also compared the
distributions of SNPs in the eMPs and eNMPs by analysing the
functions of afected genes. We observed that eMPs accumulated
more SNPs than the corresponding eNMPs, especialy in genes
related to the toxin production and secretion (Supplementary
Data 1; Supplementary Fig. 5D,E). However, most of the afected
genes belonged to the unknown function category.
More detailed analyses of the sequencing data on the evolved
strains suggested duplications of certain genome fragments and
genome rearrangements compared to the ancestors. Duplications
were indicated by the increased sequencing coverage within
the SNP-containing regions (Supplementary Fig. 6A) and the
striking patern of SNP frequencies (Supplementary Data 1;
Supplementary Fig. 6B), which was conﬁrmed by PCR and Sanger
sequencing of the particularly highly-mutated SPbfragment
(2,178,034–2,179,407) from the genomic DNA of B310mA and
B310wtA (Supplementary Fig. 6C). Interestingly, the PCR
product obtained from B310mA gave a clear chromatogram with
al SNPs present, whereas B310wtA showed a heterogeneous
chromatogram with double peaks in the positions of SNPs, one
peak coming from an ancestor-like base and the other from the
evolved-like base (Supplementary Fig. 6C). In addition, the
SPbfragments could stil be ampliﬁed by PCR even after deletion
of the original SPbregion from the chromosomes of B410mB
and B510mC (Supplementary Fig. 6D–F). The identiﬁcation of
genome rearrangements was made afterde novoassembly of
sequencing reads into contigs (Fig. 6c). Al of the predicted
rearrangements involved sequences belonging to prophage-like
elements 5 and 6 and various SPbfragments, and included the
exact regions where multiple SNPs accumulated (Fig. 6c). The
presence of two randomly selected rearrangements (contig type 1
and type 4) was conﬁrmed by PCR to occur exclusively in the
evolved strains; it did not occur in the ancestor WT or ancestor
Deps–DtasA(Supplementary Fig. 6G). Altogether, we conclude
that the emergence of multiple SNPs in al evolved strains
(both eMPs and eNMPs) was linked to duplications and
rearrangements within prophage elements in theB. subtilis
genome. It is important to note that the mutation frequencies of
the ancestor and the evolved strains were similar, as conﬁrmed
using ﬂuctuation assays (Supplementary Fig. 5C). The obtained
mutation frequencies were comparable to previously reported
data for otherB. subtilisstrains23, suggesting that the ancestor
strains used here were not hypermutators. Moreover, when the
same ancestor strain was evolved forB350 generations in
emulsion droplets, 60 SNPs and short deletions were identiﬁed
(Eisha Mhatre and A´.T. Kova´cs, unpublished data).
Hybrid SPbprophage shows lytic activity towards the ancestors.
Rearrangements involving SPbprophage regions have previously
been described as a result of the hybridization of SPbwith
anotherB. subtilisphage, phi3T (ref. 24). A hybrid form of SPb
can undergo spontaneous excision from the chromosome to form
a pseudolysogen, or it can enter a lytic cycle leading to active
phage-particle release24. To verify whether the eMPs and eNMPs
in the present study spontaneously released phage particles
into the medium, phages were precipitated from the supernatants
of cultures of selected evolved strains and of the WT ancestor
(as a negative control) and visualized by transmission electron
microscopy.
No phage particles could be detected in the precipitate
obtained from the WT ancestor, which was in line with previous
ﬁndings25. When the WT ancestor was grown in the presence of
the prophage-inducing agent mitomycin C, PBSX-like phage
particles were detected in its supernatant, which again reproduced
previous results26(Supplementary Fig. 7A). However, even in the
absence of mitomycin C, the evolved strains B410mB and
B410wtB released two types of phage particles—PBSX-like
particles with a smal head and a rigid tail (assignment based
on ref. 26), and SPb-like particles with a big head and a longer,
ﬂexible tail (assignment based on an image provided by Vladimir
Lazarevic, Hoˆpitaux Universitaires de Gene`ve, Switzerland,
personal communication; Fig. 7a; Supplementary Fig. 7A). The
addition of mitomycin C to B410mB and B410wtB cultures
resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of SPb-like phage
particles in the culture supernatants (Supplementary Fig. 7A).
SPb-like particles could not be detected in the supernatant of
B310mASPb cultures, but were stil present in B410mBSPb
cultures, which corresponded wel with the results of molecular
analysis, which indicated successful deletion of SPbfrom strain
B310mASPb but not from B410mBSPb (Supplementary
Figs 6D–F and 7A).
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Next, the lytic activity of the SPb particles released by the
evolved strains was tested against the ancestor strains. A series of
plaque assays were performed where each strain served both as a
supernatant donor and as potential prey. Neither of the ancestor
strains (WT or Deps–DtasA) showed lytic activity when serving as
the supernatant donor, but they were both susceptible to the
lytic activity of almost all supernatants of the evolved strains
(Fig. 6b, Supplementary Fig. 7B). Strain B310mASPb performed
exactly the same as the ancestors, showing no lytic activity but
displaying susceptibility to all supernatants, including that of
B310mA (from which it was derived; Fig. 6b; Supplementary
Fig. 7B). Despite the fact that all evolved strains showed lytic
activity and immunity, they could be differentiated into strong
(for example, B410mB) and moderate levels (for example,
B510wtC) (Fig. 6b; Supplementary Fig. 7B). The lytic activity of
the supernatants of all evolved populations was assessed,
including all ﬁve populations from transfer method A and all
ﬁve populations from transfer method B (Fig. 2). Strong lytic
activity towards the ancestor WT strain was found exclusively in
populations that showed an increased incorporation of
non-producers into the pellicle following the evolution experi-
ment, speciﬁcally population 2 from transfer method A, and
populations 1, 3, 4 and 5 from transfer method B (Supplementary
Fig. 7C). Further, populations that did not show increased
incorporation of non-producers and lacked lytic activity
towards the ancestor strains did not contain multiple SNPs
within the SPb regions, as conﬁrmed by Sanger sequencing of the
2,178,034–2,179,407 genomic fragment.
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Spontaneous phage release by the evolved strains and their lytic
activity towards the ancestors suggested that higher incorporation
of the eNMPs into pelicles may be the result of newly evolved
interference competition. We therefore examined whether the
ancestor mutant could acquire the evolved-like phenotype with
higher incorporation pelicle properties through a single-phage
transduction step. For the infection assay, a 1:1 mixture of the
WT and Deps–DtasAancestors was introduced into standard
2 SG medium supplemented with phage precipitate obtained
from B410mB where the presence of SPb-like phage particles was
detected. After a single growth cycle, three colonies of the WT
and three colonies ofDeps–DtasAwere isolated and their
acquired lytic activity towards the ancestor strains was assessed.
Finaly, pelicle competition assays were performed using the
WT ancestor and the three Deps–DtasAstrains isolated from
the infected population (ImA, ImB and ImC). As expected, the
phage-infected strains behaved similarly to the evolved mutants,
showing44-fold (in the case of ImA) and42.5-fold (ImB and
ImC) increased incorporation rates into the pelicle compared
with the ancestor mutant (Fig. 7).
Phage release facilitates higher pelicle inclusion of eNMPs.
Finaly, we asked whether the presence of an identical active
phage variant in both producers and non-producers is sufﬁcient
to explain the higher incorporation of the eNMPs into pelicles.
This was ﬁrst tested by assaying the infected mutants (ImA, ImB
and ImC) with the infected WT strains (Supplementary Fig. 8).
No increased pelicle incorporation of the mutants was observed,
indicating that higher incorporation of the mutants cannot be
explained by a general increase of phage activity in the entire
population (Supplementary Fig. 8), but is due instead to subtle
diferences within phage elements of evolved non-producers and
producers.
This was further conﬁrmed by a ﬁtness assay that involved
Deps–DtasAand WT strains with an isogenic evolved back-
ground. Isogenic evolved WT and mutant strains were obtained
simply by introducing theDeps–DtasAdeletions into eMPs.
Genome resequencing conﬁrmed that the obtainedDeps–DtasA
strains stil contained the genetic background of corresponding
eMPs (Supplementary Data 1). When the eMPs B310wtA,
B410wtB and B510wtC were competed against their direct
derivatives B310wtADeps–DtasA, B410wtBDeps–DtasA, and
B510wtCDeps–DtasA, respectively, a very low pelicle incorporation
percentage of the mutants was observed, which was comparable
to the performance of the ancestorDeps–DtasAagainst the
ancestor WT (Supplementary Fig. 8). As expected, competition
assays with the WT ancestor revealed that the transformants had
comparable incorporation probabilities to the eNMPs (Fig. 7).
These results indicated that although producers and non-
producers showed very similar general adaptation paterns
involving major changes in mobile genetic elements, some of
these changes were speciﬁc to the evolved non-producers,
resulting in their improved incorporation into pelicles, most
likely through an advantage in interference competition.
Discussion
Stability of cooperative interactions can determine the perfor-
mance of microbes in most medicaly and biotechnologicaly
relevant situations27–32. In recent years, understanding of
microbial group behaviours and the mechanisms that prevent
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Figure 6 | Lytic phage activity appears in the evolved strains.(a) Electron micrographs of phage particles puriﬁed fromB. subtilissupernatants. Upper
image shows PBSX-like phage particle released by the ancestor WT only in the presence of mitomycin C, and by al evolved strains in the absence of
mitomycin C. The lower image shows SPb-like phage particle spontaneously released by al evolved strains tested, but not by the ancestor WT or by
B310mASPb-. Scale bars, 70 nm. (b) Results of plaque assays performed with the ancestor WT, ancestorDeps–DtasAand al the evolved strains, where each
strain served both as a supernatant donor and as a potential host. Each strain was given 1 immunity point when resistant to a given supernatant (excluding
its own supernatant), and a number of lytic activity points when showing lytic activity towards a given host (excluding itself), depending on the strength of
lytic activity. Speciﬁcaly, the number of points was equal to a maximal log dilution factor where lytic activity was stil present (for example, a lytic activity
that can stil be detected in a conditioned medium diluted to 103but not 10 4is denoted with 3 points). Obtained immunity and lytic activity scores were
then divided by the maximum value of each and are presented as relative percentages. Darkness of the bars is proportional to immunity/lytic activity scores
values. High immunity/lytic activity scores correlated with presence of SPb-like particles (black in the right-hand column) isolated from the culture medium
of those strains. ‘nt’ indicates media were not tested by transmission electron microscopy. The experiment was independently replicated four times.
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spreading of non-cooperative mutants has become one of the key
aims of sociomicrobiology. Long timescale evolutionary
experiments have already demonstrated the evolutionary
plasticity of social interactions in various bacterial
models18,33,34. Here we describe a scenario where a bioﬁlm
matrix non-producer that is initially eliminated from the
population increases its performance over longer timescales and
evolves the ability to better incorporate into the bioﬁlm. The
evolution of improved invasion of bioﬁlms by non-producers was
previously observed by Zhang et al.15. They excluded the
possibility of general adaptation being responsible for the
changed social dynamics in bioﬁlms since the evolved producer
did not increase its performance towards the ancestor producer.
In the present work, an increased selection coefﬁcient and
improved productivity of the evolved WT could be observed in
monocultures; the same, unfortunately, could not be tested for the
evolved mutants because of their inability to form pellicles in
monocultures. We therefore hypothesize that the evolved
increased-bioﬁlm-incorporation-ability of the mutant was a side
effect of extremely fast general adaptation of both producer and
non-producers driven by mobile genetic elements. Interestingly,
the improved incorporation of the non-producers into bioﬁlms
was not reproduced when both WT and non-producer strains
had identical evolved genetic backgrounds (that of the evolved
WT strains). This means that although the general adaptation
pattern in the entire population was very similar, the non-
producers are evolutionarily ahead of the producers and carry
certain speciﬁc changes that allow their improved performance in
incorporation into bioﬁlms formed by the evolved WT strains.
We believe those speciﬁc differences are hidden within prophage
elements of the evolved strains, and they could be revealed by de
novo sequencing in the future.
In the ancestral population, the matrix non-producers
(Deps–DtasA, which do not secrete two key matrix components
Eps and TasA) can hardly incorporate into pellicle bioﬁlms
formed by the WT. This result was rather unexpected for two
reasons: ﬁrst, previous work demonstrated that both Eps and
TasA are shared with non-producing strains20, and, second, the
production of at least one of those compounds (Eps) was proven
to be costly and exploitable13. Although we did not study the
competition mechanism in detail, a positive correlation between
ﬁtness, initial Deps–DtasA frequency and resource availability
suggests that in the ancestral population the growth of
Deps–DtasA is not only limited by the lack of oxygen, but also
by carbon resources. We speculate that this is caused by a delay in
surface co-colonization of Deps–DtasA, because the producer can
partially privatize the matrix components. Since the WT is
released from oxygen-limitation ﬁrst, it can quickly deplete the
remaining carbon resources, preventing further growth of the
mutant. This model, however, awaits further studies.
The pellicle incorporation mechanism of evolved Deps–DtasA
does not depend on resource concentration or on the initial
frequency of the mutant in the co-culture. It is likely that new
antagonistic interactions involving infection and lysis of the
ancestor WT by the evolved mutant delay surface colonization by
the WT, giving the mutant a prolonged window of opportunity
for co-colonization. A similar mechanism could play a role in the
competition between the evolved mutant and the evolved WT,
since the evolved WT strains spontaneously release phages into
the medium and show a delay in pellicle formation.
How did the new lytic properties evolve? We believe that
multiple rearrangements in the genomes of the evolved strains,
combined with series of SNPs in regions that were rearranged,
resulted in new lytic properties of the normally inactive
domesticated SPb prophage. Since this scenario was more likely
to occur on sporulation treatment (that is, treatment method B),
we suspect that the multiple heat-treatments involved in this
treatment might have promoted phage activation35 or even
rearrangements of phage elements in the genome36. The
accumulation of multiple SNPs and rearrangements resembles
the previously reported evolutionary response of the Streptococcus
thermophilus phage to the host’s CRISPR system37, however, no
CRISPR/Cas has yet been identiﬁed in B. subtilis. Alternatively,
rapid diversiﬁcation within prophage regions combined with lytic
induction may be a universal adaptive pattern of bacteria to
a bioﬁlm lifestyle, as it was previously also observed during
experimental evolution of Pseudomonas aeruginosa bioﬁlms38.
Our work also demonstrates how such newly evolved phage
warfare shifts social dynamics in the bacterial population in
favour of bioﬁlm non-producers. The dynamics of host-phage
interactions is long studied in various experimental systems39.
It was previously observed that lytic phages can shift the balance
in competitive interactions by reducing the frequency of a
winning partner40, or impair bioﬁlm formation ability as a trade-
off for phage immunity41. We hypothesize that in the case of the
B. subtilis pellicles, the disadvantage of matrix producers could
originate from the degeneration of toxin/secretion-related genes
in the evolved wild-types that in turn became less efﬁcient
competitors than the evolved mutants.
The improved ﬁtness of the evolved WT strain in monoculture
could be a direct result of the evolved spontaneous phage release.
Normally, the excision of the SPb prophage from the B. subtilis
chromosome takes place before sporulation and allows recon-
stitution of the spsM gene involved in spore polysaccharide
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Figure 7 | Evolved mutants and ancestor mutants hosting the evolved
phage have increased incorporations into the pellicle. Competition assay
between the WT ancestor and Deps–DtasA ancestor (control) (n¼ 7);
between the WT ancestor and three single colonies obtained after
transduction of the Deps–DtasA ancestor with phage particles released by
eNMP B410mB (n¼ 2); and between the WT ancestor and eMPs
(B310wtA, B410wtB, and B510wtC) with deleted eps and tasA (n¼ 10;
n¼ 10; n¼ 7, respectively). Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the
median, and bars span from max to min. Each competition assay in parallel
with the ancestor WT versus Deps–DtasA was replicated at least twice.
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biosynthesis42. Sanchez-Vizuete et al.43 demonstrated that
removal of SPb from the chromosome permanently restores
spsM, resulting in increased bioﬁlm thickness. We presume that
frequent spontaneous excision of SPb, or even pseudolysogeny
(as demonstrated in ref. 24) in the evolved WT strains, could
positively contribute to the bioﬁlm productivity through spsM
reconstitution. Excision of prophage from the host chromosome
was recently linked to improved bioﬁlm formation by Shewanella
oneidensis facing cold stress44. Such a phage excision beneﬁted
the host through gene inactivation rather than reconstitution
(as observed in ref. 43). Similar genetic switches triggered by
prophage excision were also described in several other species
(reviewed in ref. 45).
The B. subtilis SPb prophage carries a bacteriocin-immunity
system46, several putative toxin–antitoxin systems47 and cell wall
hydrolases48. Several SPb segments of 4250 nucleotides exhibit
490% identity with B. subtilis chromosomal regions25 promoting
recombination events, especially in naturally competent strains.
Not surprisingly, recent reports strongly indicate a key role of
phage elements in rapid evolution of kin recognition mechanisms
and antagonistic interactions between closely related, sympatric
B. subtilis strains49,50. Accumulation of SNPs in the SPb
region was also observed in the evolution experiments of
Overkamp et al.51, where B. subtilis was kept in zero-growth
conditions for 42 days. Among hundreds of SNPs discovered by
Overkamp et al.51, 80% overlapped with the SNPs reported in this
study. In addition, most of the SNPs detected were synonymous
and evolutionarily conserved, suggesting selection against loss of
function. Recent reports show that even non-synonymous
mutations can positively contribute to ﬁtness52,53. This again
suggests that mutations or rearrangements within phage elements
can be a very important evolutionary force in B. subtilis, with a
major impact on social interactions. Recently, the profound
impact of prophages on the evolution of a pathogenic bacterium
was experimentally demonstrated in P. aeruginosa bioﬁlms54,
where the presence of phages resulted in strong selection against
phage recognition elements (type IV pilus), at the same time
enhancing parallel evolution54. Similar selective pressure could
emerge after fast evolution of active SPb variants in B. subtilis
bioﬁlms, resulting in striking parallelism in evolved populations
of both WT and Deps–DtasA bacteria.
Our work demonstrates how social dynamics in an initially
very robust bioﬁlm can be shifted by unexpected evolutionary
events. We show that an adaptive genotype that is quickly tailored
by mobile genetic elements can easily spread through horizontal
gene transfer. The same adaptive path, although beneﬁcial for the
producer, became maladaptive in a mixed population where
producers coexisted with non-producers.
Methods
Strains and cultivation conditions. Supplementary Table 1 describes strains used
in this study and construction of their mutant derivatives. Strain B. subtilis 168
hymKATE PtapA-yfp was obtained by transforming the laboratory strain, B. subtilis
168, with genomic DNA from DL821 and selecting for MLS resistance. Subse-
quently, the created strain was transformed with genomic DNA from 168 hymKate
and selecting on chloramphenicol resistance and for the loss of amylase activity.
The Deps and DtasA strains were obtained by transforming the 168 strains with
genomic DNA isolated from DL1032 and speciﬁcally selecting for tetracycline or
kanamycin resistance, respectively. The double mutant Deps–DtasA was obtained
by transforming 168 Deps with genomic DNA from DL1032 and selecting on the
kanamycin marker. The Deps–DtasA hyGFP and Deps–DtasA hymKate strains
were obtained by transforming the Deps–DtasA strain with genomic DNA obtained
from 168 hyGFP and 168 hymKate, respectively. Deletion of epsA-O and tasA
genes were conﬁrmed with PCR using oligos described in Supplementary Table 3.
Strains were maintained in LB medium (Lennox broth; Carl Roth, Germany), while
2 SG medium was used for bioﬁlm induction55.
Experimental evolution and competition assays. Experimental evolution was
performed using co-cultures of ﬂuorescently labelled but otherwise WT and
Deps–DtasA strains grown in 2ml 2 SG medium statically in a 24-well plate at
30 C for 2–3 days. For transfer method A, the mature pellicles were harvested,
mildly disrupted, and reinoculated after 100 dilution. For transfer method B, the
pellicles were additionally heat-treated after disruption and diluted  20 during
reinoculation. The sporulation frequency in the conditions applied in the evolution
experiment was about 20% (Supplementary Fig. 2). To maintain similar selection
bottlenecks in the two transfer methods, a ﬁvefold lower dilution factor was used in
transfer method B.
After the 2nd, 8th and 10th pellicle transfers, frozen stocks were preserved.
Evolved populations or single isolates were isolated by selecting with appropriate
antibiotics. Competition experiments were performed by mixing certain ratios of
100-fold diluted LB-pregrown cultures which were then incubated in static pellicle
forming conditions for 3 days or in agitated planktonic cultures for 16 h. The
numbers of c.f.u. of the inocula and the ﬁnal cultures were determined on LB-agar
plates containing selective antibiotics, incubated overnight at 37 C. Prior the c.f.u.
assays, pellicles were sonicated according to a protocol optimized in our laboratory
(2 cycles each containing 12 1 s pulses at 20% amplitude with 1 s pause between
the pulses), that ensured efﬁcient disruption of bioﬁlm clumps (as veriﬁed by
microscopy) and therefore accurate total cell counts in the pellicles.
Microscopy. Bright ﬁeld images of whole pellicles were obtained with an Axio
Zoom V16 stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss CL
9000 LED light source and an AxioCam MRm monochrome camera (Carl Zeiss).
The pellicles were also analysed using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM
780 equipped with an argon laser, Carl Zeiss) and Plan-Apochromat/1.4 Oil DIC
M27  63 objective. Fluorescent reporter excitation was performed with the argon
laser at 488 nm and the emitted ﬂuorescence was recorded at 484–536 nm and
567–654 nm for GFP and mKate, respectively. To generate pellicle images, Z-stack
series with 1 mm steps were acquired. Zen 2012 Software (Carl Zeiss) was used for
both stereomicroscopy and CLSM image visualization.
Productivity assay. For productivity assays, pellicles were inoculated into 4ml of
2 SG medium placed in 35mm-diameter Petri dishes and incubated for 3 days at
30 C. Next, the medium fraction was removed, and pellicles were dried at 55 C for
3 h. The dry biomass was determined on an analytical balance.
Fluctuation assay. To determine the mutation rate, single colonies were picked
from LB-agar medium and cultivated for 18 h in LB broth at 37 C. After 100-times
dilution in 2 SG medium, cultures (n¼ 10 for each strain) were subsequently
cultivated for 18 h with vigorous shaking, and dilution series were plated on
LB-agar medium to assay the frequency of streptomycin (50 mgml l) resistant
c.f.u. after 18–24 h at 37 C.
Genome resequencing and genome analysis. Genomic DNA of selected popu-
lations or isolated strains was isolated using the EURex Bacterial and Yeast
Genomic DNA Kit from cultures grown for 18 h. For the evolved population,
single-end fragment reads were sequenced using a Life Technologies SOLiD 5500xl
sequencer. Base-calling was carried out with the software provided by the supplier.
All other downstream analysis steps were done in CLC Genomics Workbench Tool
7.0.4. Reads were length-ﬁltered, keeping only Z50 nucleotide long fragments.
Mapping used only those reads that displayed Z80% similarity to the reference
genome (GenBank accession number AL009126) over Z60% of the read length
(meaning an alignment of Z30 nucleotides having Z24 identical matches).
Non-speciﬁc reads were randomly placed to one of their possible genomic loca-
tions. Quality-based SNP and small in/del variant calling was carried out requiring
Z10 read coverage with Z20% variant frequency. Only variants suggested by
good quality bases (QZ20) were taken into account. Furthermore, mutations had
to be supported by evidence from both DNA strands.
For single isolate strains, paired-end fragment reads (2 250 nucleotides) were
generated using an Illumina MiSeq sequencer. Primary data analysis (base-calling)
was carried out with MiSeq Reporter software (Illumina). All further analysis steps
were done in CLC Genomics Workbench Tool 8.0.2. Reads were quality-trimmed
using an error probability of 0.05 (Q13) as the threshold. Reads that displayed
Z80% similarity to the reference genome (GenBank accession number AL009126)
over Z80% of their read lengths were used in mapping. Non-speciﬁc reads were
randomly placed to one of their possible genomic locations. Quality-based SNP and
small In/Del variant calling was carried out requiring Z40 read coverage with
Z20% variant frequency. Only variants supported by good quality bases (QZ20)
were taken into account and only if they were supported by evidence from both
DNA strands. Selected genomic regions were validated by Sanger sequencing
(GATC Biotech, Konstanz, Germany) using oligos listed in Supplementary Table 3.
Transmission electron microscopy analysis. Selected bacterial strains were
grown overnight in LB medium at 37 C with shaking at 200 r.p.m. In the case of
mitomycin-C-treated cultures, mitomycin C was added in late exponential phase to
a ﬁnal concentration of 0.5 mgml 1. Culture supernatants were collected, mixed at
a 1:4 ratio with PEG-8000 solution (PEG-8000 20%, 2 M NaCl), incubated on ice
for at least 90min and ﬁnally centrifuged (20min, 7,600 r.p.m.) to obtain
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precipitate. The pellet was resuspended in 10% of the original supernatant volume
in TBS solution (50mM Tris-HCl, 150mM NaCl, pH 7), incubated on ice for
90min and centrifuged (20min, 7600 r.p.m.). Supernatant was carefully transferred
to clean Eppendorf tubes. Puriﬁed samples (100 ml) were adsorbed onto duplicate
400 mesh carbon-coated Cu grids (Quantifoil, Grolo¨bichau, Germany) for 2min.
Before use, the carbon grids were hydrophilized by 30 s of electric glow discharging.
The grids were washed twice in distilled water and stained for 30 s with 1% uranyl
acetate. Virus morphologies were examined using a Zeiss CEM 902A transmission
electron microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). At least 20 images
were taken per sample at different magniﬁcations using a 1k FastScan
CCD-Camera (camera and software from TVIPS, Munich, Germany).
Statistical analyses. Statistical differences between two experimental groups were
identiﬁed using two-tailed Student’s t-tests assuming equal variance. Variances in
the two main types of datasets (c.f.u. counts in competition assays and weight of
biomass) were similar across different samples. One data point with a value greater
than the mean plus 3 times the s.d. was removed from the dataset of n410 as an
outlier. Normal distributions within the two main data types (biomass and c.f.u.)
were conﬁrmed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov (P40.05). No statistical methods were
used to predetermine sample size and the experiments were not randomized.
Data availability. The genome resequencing data are available in Supplementary
Data 1. The authors declare that all other relevant data supporting the ﬁndings of
the study are available within the article and its Supplementary Information ﬁles, or
from the corresponding author upon request.
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SUMMARY
Organisms as simple as bacteria can engage in
complex colective actions, such as group motility
and fruiting body formation. Some of these actions
involve a division of labor, where phenotypicaly
specialized clonal subpopulations or geneticaly
distinct lineages cooperate with each other by per-
forming complementary tasks. Here, we combine
experimental and computational approaches to
investigate potential beneﬁts arising from division
of labor during bioﬁlm matrix production. We
show that both phenotypic and genetic strategies
for a division of labor can promote colective bioﬁlm
formation in the soil bacteriumBacilus subtilis.
In this species, bioﬁlm matrix consists of two major
components, exopolysaccharides (EPSs) and TasA.
We observed that clonal groups of B. subtilis
phenotypicaly segregate into three subpopulations
composed of matrix non-producers, EPS pro-
ducers, and generalists, which produce both EPSs
and TasA. This incomplete phenotypic specializa-
tion was outperformed by a genetic division of la-
bor, where two mutants, engineered as specialists,
complemented each other by exchanging EPSs
and TasA. The relative ﬁtness of the two mutants
displayed a negative frequency dependence both
in vitroand on plant roots, with strain frequency
reaching a stable equilibrium at 30% TasA pro-
ducers, corresponding exactly to the population
composition where group productivity is maxi-
mized. Using individual-based modeling, we show
that asymmetries in strain ratio can arise due to dif-
ferences in the relative beneﬁts that matrix com-
pounds generate for the colective and that genetic
division of labor can be favored when it breaks
metabolic constraints associated with the simulta-
neous production of two matrix components.
INTRODUCTION
Microbes can act colectively in groups, and thereby substan-
tialy inﬂuence their local environment to their own beneﬁt.
Such beneﬁcial colective actions include the secretion of
nutrient-degrading enzymes [1], iron-scavenging siderophores
[2], biosurfactants for group motility [3], and structural compo-
nents for bioﬁlm formation [4, 5]. In certain cases, cooperation
even involves a division of labor, where subpopulations of cels
specialize to perform diferent tasks [6, 7]. Division of labor re-
quires three basic conditions: individuals must exhibit diferent
phenotypes (task alocation), the interaction between pheno-
types must be cooperative, and al individuals must gain an inclu-
sive ﬁtness beneﬁt from the interaction [8]. The alocation of
tasks can be achieved either at the phenotypic or at the geno-
typic level. In the phenotypic specialization scenario, each indi-
vidual caries genetic machineries for al tasks, but diferences
in gene expression result in tasks alocation [9]. In the genotypic
specialization scenario, individuals cary only the genetic ma-
chinery for their own specialist task [9].
Both types of division of labor have been proposed to occur in
microbes. For instance, during sliding colony expansionBacilus
subtiliscels phenotypicaly diferentiate into surfactant pro-
ducers and matrix producers where the role of the ﬁrst is to
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reduce surface tension, while the later alows expanding colony
‘arms’ to form and explore new teritories [7]. Given the high
relatedness between cels, specialization is likely beneﬁcial for
the group as a whole [8], with individuals gaining an inclusive
ﬁtness beneﬁt from helping their clone mates [10–12]. However,
division of labor has recently also been documented between
geneticaly diferent strains or species [13, 14].Cooperative divi-
sion of labor based on genetic diferentiation seems to evolve
both frequently and reproducibly [14, 15], lending support for
the so-caled Black Queen hypothesis, which depicts the
microbial world as a network of interdependencies between
species [16].
While our understanding of division of labor in microbes
deepens [7, 13, 14], it has remained unclear what the advantages
and disadvantages of the phenotypicaly versus geneticaly
determined division of labor are, and which form yields higher
ﬁtness returns for the specialists and the community as a whole.
When considering division of labor based on the exchange of
two beneﬁcial public goods, a phenotypic specialization could
ofer advantages because cels producing the two public goods
wil naturaly be close to one another due to binary cel division.
Close spatial proximity is essential for efﬁcient public good
sharing [17], yet might be compromised with geneticaly deter-
mined division of labor, as spatial separation of partners can
readily occur and the switching of specialization states is not
possible [18]. Conversely, geneticaly determined division of la-
bor might ofer advantages because it alows a complete decou-
pling of traits at the metabolic level. Speciﬁcaly, the expression
of two alternative synthetic pathways (both bearing a metabolic
burden) can be terminaly alocated into two diferent genetic lin-
eages [19]. Finaly, it has been argued that in contrast to pheno-
typic diferentiation, terminal genetic divergence bears risks of
conﬂicts such as social exploitation because relatedness be-
tween interacting partners is reduced, potentialy leading to
diverging interests between partners [18].
Here, we focus on identifying the costs and beneﬁts associ-
ated with diferent division of labor strategies for bioﬁlm forma-
tion in the common soil and plant-colonizing bacterium
B. subtilis, in terms of individual and colective productivity. Bio-
ﬁlms represent the most common lifestyle of bacteria, where
cels are in close proximity to one another, embedded in extra-
celular matrix (ECM) [20]. There is ample opportunity for division
of labor over matrix construction, because ECM usualy consists
of multiple secreted compounds that form a mesh of complex
exopolysaccharides (EPSs) and structural proteins, sometimes
accompanied by extracelular DNA (eDNA). While the presence
of eDNA can be the consequence of cel death [21], the produc-
tion of matrix EPSs and proteins tends to be triggered by coop-
erative signaling [22], cues released by competitors [23], or
speciﬁc nutrient components [24, 25]. As the synthesis of large
polymers is metabolicaly costly, tight regulation of matrix gene
expression is often in place, and it has been suggested that
the overal metabolic costs for the community may be reduced
by assigning matrix production only to a subpopulation of cels
[26]. Here, we propose an alternative scenario involving division
of labor, where subgroups of individuals within a bioﬁlm each
specialize (either phenotypicaly or geneticaly) in the production
of a diferent matrix component, which are then shared at the
level of the group.
Our model system involvesB. subtilisforming robust, wrinkly
pelicle bioﬁlms that reside at the oxygen-rich liquid-air interface
[27]. Increasing cel density of the planktonic cels results in a
decreasing oxygen concentration in the botom layers of the
static medium. Aerotaxis ofB. subtilisleads to an accumulation
of cels near the liquid-air interface and eventualy a colonization
of the surface in a form of a densely packed pelicle bioﬁlm. Dur-
ing pelicle development transcription of the matrix-related op-
eronsepsA-OandtapA-sipW-tasAis derepressed [26, 28–30]
eventualy alowing synthesis of the bioﬁlm EPS, and the struc-
tural protein TasA [31, 32]. Mutants lacking either EPSs or
TasA cannot establish pelicle bioﬁlms individualy, but they
can complement each other in co-culture, indicating that both
matrixcomponents arenecessaryfor pelicle bioﬁlms and that
they are shared [31, 33, 34].
Using a mixture of ﬁtness assays, single-cel gene expression
analyses and mathematical modeling, we show that the two ma-
trix components EPSs and TasA are indeed costly to produce.
We further found that cels within a bioﬁlm phenotypicaly difer-
entiate into three distinct subpopulations consisting of cels pro-
ducing either both of the matrix components, EPSs alone, or
none of the two components. We then demonstrate that in terms
of group productivity, genetic division of labor for matrix con-
struction can be superior to the phenotypic diferentiation strat-
egy present in the wild-type. Speciﬁcaly, bioﬁlm productivity
was maximized at an intermediate mixing ratio of mutants deﬁ-
cient for either EPSs or TasA, both in pelicle bioﬁlms grown in
the laboratory, and in bioﬁlms grown on plant hosts. Crucialy,
theDeps:DtasAproportion at which bioﬁlm productivity maximi-
zation occured represents a stable equilibrium.
RESULTS
The Matrix Components EPSs and TasA Serve as Costly
Public Goods
Components of bacterial ECM are often large, complex poly-
mers, which can potentialy bear signiﬁcant metabolic produc-
tion costs [1, 35]. To demonstrate the costs associated with the
production of EPSs and TasA in ourB. subtilisstrain (NCBI
3610), we competed the non-producing mutantsDepsand
DtasAagainst the wild-type (WT) under conditions where matrix
is synthesized but not required for survival [36], which is up to
16 hr of growth, prior to surface colonization (Video S1; see
STAR Methods). We conﬁrmed that in the pre-pelicle phase
the WT,Deps, andDtasAstrains ﬁrst grow exponentialy before
reaching the early stationary phase (Figure S1A). While strains
expressed the coresponding matrix components (Figures
S1B–S1D assays based on ﬂuorescent transcriptional reporters
Peps-gfpand PtapA-gfp), the expression paterns slightly varied
between the WT and the mutants. The expression of PtapAin
Depsand PepsinDtasAwas slightly stronger and weaker,
respectively, with shift toward more homogeneous expression
in both mutants (Figure S1C). Under these conditions, our
growth competition ﬁtness assay revealed signiﬁcant costs
for both matrix components (Figure 1A). The fact thatDeps
had signiﬁcantly higher relative ﬁtness thanDtasAin pairwise
competition against the WT suggests that EPS synthesis bears
a higher cost than TasA production under these conditions
(Figure 1A).
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Next, we examined sharing of the two components. We began
with complementation assays mixing the two mutants (Depsand
DtasAsingle-deletion mutants) in 1:1 ratios. In line with previous
reports [31, 33, 34], we found that the mutants could not estab-
lish pelicles when grown in monocultures but complemented
each other when co-cultured, indicating that EPSs and TasA
can be shared (Figures 1B and 1C). Since TasA was previously
depicted as a cel-associated amyloid ﬁber, anchored through
the accessory protein TapA to the cel [33], we performed addi-
tional experiments to conﬁrm cross-complementation. Specif-
icaly, we added conditioned media from the EPS and TasA
producers to growing cultures of theDepsandDtasA, respec-
tively, and quantiﬁed their surface colonization ability. We
observed that the conditioned medium from the WT or the com-
plementary mutant signiﬁcantly improved pelicle formation as
compared to the control, with the efect being more pronounced
for theDepsthan theDtasAmutant (Figure 1D). This result sug-
gests that the spent medium obtained from the WT andDtasA
contained freely released EPSs, which could complement the
Depsstrain. Similarly, WT andDepsreleased a portion of TasA
into the medium that could partialy complement theDtasA
phenotype.
As the above results (Figure 1D) suggest that the matrix com-
ponents EPS and TasA difer in the extent to which they are
shared, pointing toward stronger privatization of TasA, we hy-
pothesized that efﬁcient mixing of EPS producers and TasA pro-
ducers is necessary for successful complementation. To test the
role of mixing, we took advantage of a previously observed
motility efect on cel assortment in pelicle bioﬁlms [37]: cels
lacking a functional ﬂagelum (Dhag) are less efﬁcient in swim-
ming to the top of the liquid, which likely results in very low num-
ber of founder cels carying theDhagmutation (compared to
WT) in the pelicle. As a result, pelicles formed by two isogenic
Dhagstrains labeled with diferent ﬂuorophores contain large
clusters of cels of the same lineage, indicating limited genotype
mixing [37]. As expected, the efﬁciency of complementation be-
tween EPS and TasA producers was negatively afected in the
Dhaggenetic background as compared to the control with func-
tional ﬂagela (Figure S2A). Finaly, the spatial assortment of cels
in the pelicles formed by mixtures ofDepsandDtasAand peli-
cles formed by the WT were compared using a density corela-
tion function quantiﬁcation method (seeSTAR Methods), to
assess the spatial efects of genetic division of labor (Figures
S2B–S2D). The level of spatial strain mixing was slightly higher
in pelicles formed by mixtures ofDepsandDtasA(regardless
of the ﬂuorescencereportercombination) as compared to peli-
cles formed by the WT (FiguresS2C andS2D).
Altogether, these results conﬁrm that both matrix components
EPSs and TasA can be shared and that robust pelicle bioﬁlm for-
mation depends on the efﬁcient exchange of these compounds.
WT Cels Exhibit Phenotypic Heterogeneity in the
Expression of Matrix Components
As EPSs and TasA are costly to produce (Figure 1A) and can both
be shared between the producers and non-producers (Figures
1B–1D), we hypothesized that phenotypic diferentiation into
EPS producers and TasA producers could occur and form the
basis of a division of labor in WTB. subtilispopulations during
A B
DC
Figure 1. Costs and Beneﬁts of Matrix
Components EPSs and TasA
(A) To estimate the metabolic costs of EPS and
TasA production the matrix-deﬁcient strainsDeps
andDtasAwere competed against the WT and
against each other under conditions where matrix
components are produced but not required (see
STAR Methods). Relative ﬁtness (W) was calcu-
lated forDeps(when competed against WT),
DtasA(when competed against WT), andDeps
(when competed againstDtasA). Relative ﬁtness
W signiﬁcantly larger than 1 indicates an advan-
tage of a given strain in a given pairwise compe-
tition. ForDepsversus WT, n = 13, p < 003; for
DtasAversus WT, n = 13, p < 008; forDtasAversus
WT, n = 8, p < 007 (**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
(B) Productivity of the WT,Deps,DtasA, and
Deps+DtasAco-culture (50:50 ratio) measured as
colony-forming units (CFUs) per mililiter. Data
points represent mean and eror bars represent SE
obtained from biological triplicates.
(C) Bright-ﬁeld images of pelicle morphology
developed by the WT, matrix-deﬁcient mutants in
monocultures, and by theDeps+DtasAco-culture
(50:50 ratio). The cartoons below represent public
goods produced by each culture.
(D) To conﬁrm that EPSs and TasA can be shared
and thereby serve as public goods, the matrix-deﬁcient strainsDepsandDtasAwere alowed to form pelicles in presence of spent media (SM) obtained from the
WT or from the complementary mutant (n = 4–6). Pelicle productivity (CFU/mL) reached in presence of those SMs was compared with the productivity of the
control (a strain exposed to its own SM): forDeps+SMofWTp<53107;Deps+SMofDtasAp < 0.008;DtasA+SMofWTp<;DtasA+SMofDepsSM
p < 0.001 (**p < 0.01). Boxes represent Q1–Q3 (quartiles), lines represent the median, and bars span from max to min. To beter distinguish between the matrix-
deﬁcient mutants, data forDepsandDtasAare presented in pink and blue, respectively.
See alsoFigures S1andS2andVideo S1.
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pelicle formation. To test for phenotypic heterogeneity ofeps
andtasAexpression at the single-cel level, we used a reporter
strain carying a promoter fusion of theepspromoter togfp
(Peps-gfp) and an analogous reporter for thetapApromoter
based onmKate (PtapA-mKate) at two distinct genomic loci
(seeSTAR Methods;Table S1). As a control, we used the
PtapA-gfpPtapA-mKatestrain (seeSTAR Methods;Table S1) for
which no phenotypic heterogeneity and a linear corelation be-
tween the two ﬂuorescence channels was expected. Fluores-
cent images of mature pelicles of the WT Peps-gfpPtapA-mKate
strain and the control WT PtapA-gfpPtapA-mKatestrain were
captured using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).
While the control strain showed a clear spatial corelation be-
tween GFP and mKate ﬂuorescence intensities, this was not
the case for the WT Peps-gfpPtapA-mKatestrain (Figure 2A). Spe-
ciﬁcaly, large bright clusters of strong GFP signal could be
observed in locations in which there was reduced mKate ﬂuores-
cence, suggesting the presence of a subpopulation that is
partialy specialized for EPS production (Figure 2A). We further
performed quantitative analyses of the ﬂuorescent images by ar-
tiﬁcialy dissecting the images into smal cubes and quantifying
the GFP- and mKate-signal intensities in each cube (seeSTAR
Methods). This alowed us to examine whether GFP and mKate
ﬂuorescence intensities linearly corelate in space. Such linear
corelation was expected from the control strain (WT PtapA-gfp
PtapA-mKate) and could be the case for the Peps-gfpPtapA-mKate
strain ifepsandtasAwere expressed by the same population
of cels. The analysis conﬁrmed that, for bioﬁlms made by the
PtapA-gfpPtapA-mKatestrain, signal intensities from GFP and
mKate channels showed strong linear corelation in space,
this corelation was much weaker in case of the Peps-gfp
PtapA-mKatestrain (Figures 2B andS3A).
The above experiment suggests that matrix-expressing sub-
populations of WTB. subtilisexhibit a certain degree of pheno-
typic diferentiation into cels that produce mostly EPSs and cels
that produce both EPSs and TasA (generalists). To conﬁrm this
patern, we analyzed single cels extracted from pelicles using
ﬂuorescence-guided ﬂow cytometry (FC). FC analyses were
Figure 2. Native Phenotypic Heterogeneity in the Expression of Matrix Components
(A) Pelicles formed by the double-labeled strain carying the Peps-gfpPtapA-mKatereporters and the strain carying the PtapA-gfpPtapA-mKatereporters (control)
were visualized using a confocal microscope to compare the distribution of ﬂuorescence signal from diferent ﬂuorescence reporters (GFP, mKate).
(B) Volumes in GFP and mKate ﬂuorescence channels (obtained by manual thresholding) were merged and dissected into cubes, and the average intensitiesin
the GFP and mKate channels for al cubes were ploted (seeSTAR Methods). The maximum density is normalized to 1 and the contour lines corespond to 0.05
decrease in density.
(C) The folowing strains: NCIB3610, NRS2242 (carying Peps-gfp), NRS3913 (carying PtapA-mKate), and NRS5832 (carying Peps-gfpand PtapA-mKate) were
alowed to form pelicles and were then analyzed using ﬂow cytometry. Bar chart (mean ± SD) represents fraction of OFF cels, cels expressingeps-gfp,
tapA-mKate, and cels expressing both reporters (n = 3).
See alsoFigure S3.
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performed at 3 time points during pelicle development (24, 48,
and 72 hr) and included controls with strains carying single
reporter fusions (seeSTAR Methods;Table S1). These analyses
revealed the presence of 3 distinct subpopulations of cels: (1)
matrix-OFF cels where ﬂuorescence signals from both the
Pepsand PtapApromoters were below the detection thresholds;
(2) matrix-ON cels where there was a positive linear corelation
of the signals from the Pepsand PtapApromoters: (3) EPS-ON
cels, containing a ﬂuorescent signal from Peps, but not from PtapA
(Figures 2C andS3B). Diferences in relative frequencies of
Peps-gfpand PtapA-mKateON cels were not due to the use of
diferent ﬂuorescent reporters, as evidenced by our FC control
experiments where strains carying either a PtapA-gfpor a
PtapA-mKatereporter construct showed identical frequencies
of ON cels (FiguresS3C andS3D). Thus, our FC experiments
conﬁrmed that the expression of the two major matrix promoters
Pepsand PtapAis not perfectly corelated, which likely translates
into phenotypic diversity at the level of EPS and TasA production
in WTB. subtilispelicles.
Genetic Division of Labor Yields Higher Bioﬁlm
Productivity than Phenotypic Differentiation
Although the above data indicate that WT cels diferentiate into
EPS producers, generalists, and non-producers during pelicle
bioﬁlm formation, this patern does not resemble the canonical
principle of division of labor where distinct subpopulations of
cels are expected to either commit completely to TasA or EPS
production. The incomplete specialization could be due to regu-
latory constraints. For instance, it is known that theepsA-Oand
tapA-sipW-tasAoperons share multiple regulators, suggesting
that some level of paralel expression (either on or of) at the sin-
gle-cel level is expected [38, 39].
We thus wondered whether an incomplete specialization rep-
resents a beneﬁcial strategy or whether it can be outperformed
by a geneticaly determined specialization, where cels are ulti-
mately constrained in the production of either TasA or EPSs.
To address this question, we studied the division of labor be-
tweenDtasAas the exclusive EPS producer andDepsas the
exclusive TasA producer. In a ﬁrst experiment, we mixed the
exclusive EPS and TasA producers at diferent ratios and exam-
ined the productivities of pelicles (Figure 3A). We found that
pelicle productivity varied in response to strain frequency and
peaked at a strain ratio of approximately 30%Deps: 70%DtasA
(Figure 3A). Interestingly, the group productivity of mixtures
close to this optimal ratio was signiﬁcantly higher than the WT
productivity, indicating that the genetic division of labor over
matrix construction outperforms the native phenotypic diferen-
tiation observed in the WT (Figure 3A).
Genetic Division of Labor Is Evolutionarily Stable in
Pelicles and on Plant Roots
We next asked whether such genetic division of labor, which
yields the highest ﬁtness returns at a strain ratio of approximately
30:70, represents a stable equilibrium or simply a transient phe-
nomenon. To test this possibility, we competed theDepsstrain
against the DtasAstrain across a range of frequencies
(1%–99%), over the ful cycle of pelicle growth (from inoculation
until formation of robust, wrinkly pelicle after 48 hr). These com-
petitions revealed that the relative ﬁtness ofDepsfolowed a
negative frequency-dependent patern: Deps outcompeted
DtasAwhen rare but lost the competition when common (Fig-
ure 3B). Strikingly, the two strains showed equal competitive-
ness at starting frequencies between 20% and 30%Deps,
thus exactly at the strain ratio where bioﬁlm productivity is maxi-
mized. These ﬁndings strongly suggest that, regardless of the
metabolic cost imbalance between the two matrix components,
stable coexistence of the EPS and TasA producers is favored in
the pelicle, with strain frequency evolving toward the optimum in
terms of bioﬁlm biomass productivity (Figures1A and3B).
To test whether stable genetic division of labor could also man-
ifest in a relevant ecological environment, we repeated several key
experiments using plant root associated bioﬁlms. Speciﬁcaly, we
subjected the roots ofArabidopsis thalianaseedlings to coloniza-
tion by the WT, or a mixture ofDepsandDtasAstrains at a 50:50
ratio, or monocultures of the two mutants (seeSTAR Methods).
Each strain caried a constitutive ﬂuorescent reporter to alow bio-
ﬁlm visualization by CLSM (seeSTAR Methods;Table S1). In line
with previous studies [40], both the WT and the mixture ofDeps
andDtasAstrains were able to produce thick bioﬁlms on the roots,
which was not the case for theDepsandDtasAmutants grown in
monocultures on the plant root (Figures 4A and 4B). Analogous to
the pelicles, we found that the productivity of root bioﬁlms was
signiﬁcantly higher for theDeps+DtasAmixture as compared to
the WT. Next, we estimated the relative frequencies ofDepsand
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(A) Productivities of Deps+DtasA bioﬁlms
(CFU/mL) measured for diferent mixing ratios and
compared to average productivity reached by the
WT (black horizontal line with gray shaded 95%
conﬁdence interval [CI]). The dashed line and
green shaded 95% CI represent a cubic ﬁt to the
ﬁtness data (F3, 68= 54.9, R2= 0.695, p < 0.0001).
(B) The relative ﬁtness ofDepsin competition with
DtasAfolowed a negative-frequency-dependent
trajectory, best described by a cubic ﬁt (dashed
line with 95% CI: F3,46 = 94.7, R2 = 0.852,
p < 0.0001).
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DtasAmutants in the mixed bioﬁlm on the root, based on total pixel
volumes (seeSTAR Methods), and found that the mutant fre-
quency setled at the optimal ratio of 20% and 30%Deps(Figures
4B and 4C). In contrast, the frequency remained close to 0.5:0.5 in
our control mixtures of two WT strains labeled with diferent
ﬂuorescent reporters (Figures 4B and 4C). Altogether, our experi-
ments demonstrate that the geneticaly hard-wired division of la-
bor between EPS and TasA producers provides ﬁtness beneﬁts
not only in pelicles, but also on plant roots.
Simulating Pelicle Formation to Understand the Drivers
of Genetic Division of Labor
To beter understand the conditions required for genetic division
of labor to evolve between EPS- and TasA-producing special-
ists, we used an individual-based modeling platform, speciﬁcaly
developed to simulate microbial interactions [41]. The platform
consists of a two-dimensional toroidal surface, where bacterial
cels are modeled as discs. Bacteria are seeded in low numbers
to theirin silicohabitat and are then alowed to consume re-
sources, grow, divide, disperse, and produce public goods ac-
cording to speciﬁed parameters for 10,000 time steps (see
STAR Methodsfor ﬁtness equations). The system keeps track
of both bacterial strains and their public goods over time and
space, and closely recovers paterns of real pelicle formation
(Figure S4).
First, we examined the performance of a WT strain, which
simultaneously produces two complementary public goods,
representing EPSs and TasA. Simulations started with eight
cels placed in the center of the landscape to mimic the early
phase of pelicle formation. Cels grew and divided at a basic
rate (m). Cels additionaly produced difusible public goods at
a constant rate. Public goods difuse randomly and can decay
or generate ﬁtness beneﬁts for receiver cels. While each public
good generates a beneﬁt on its own, synergistic beneﬁts
accrue to cels that encounter the two complementary public
goods within a certain time frame. Using this setup, we found
that WT bioﬁlm productivity peaked with lower public good
difusiond(Figure S5A), indicating that reduced difusion mini-
mizes the loss and improves sharing of public goods. Since our
experimental data suggest that TasA and EPSs difer in the
level of sharing, and thus in the relative beneﬁt these goods
can generate for the group, we varied this parameter in our
model but found that it did not afect the productivity of WT pel-
licles (Figure S5B). We then implemented metabolic constraints
(via the factorf, deﬁned in Equation1in theSTAR Methods)in
the WT to account for the possibility that the simultaneous
production of two public goods exceeds the sum of each
individual public good (f>1)[19]. We observed that bioﬁlm
productivity sharply declined with increased levels of con-
straints (Figure S5C).
B
C
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Figure 4. Genetic Division of Labor on Plant Roots
(A)Arabidopsis thalianaroots were colonized by the WT andDeps+DtasAmix, and the mutants in monocultures and bioﬁlm productivities were measured as
CFUs per milimeter of root (for WT and co-culture, n = 6; forDepsandDtasA, n = 11) (seeSTAR Methods). The productivity reached by theDeps+DtasAmixture
was compared with productivity of the WT (p < 0.04).
(B)A. thalianaroots were colonized by mixed cultures of WTGFP+WTmKate,DepsGFP+DtasAmKate,DepsmKate+DtasAGFP, and the mutants in monocultures (DepsGFP
andDtasAGFP) and visualized using CLSM. Scale bar represents 10mm.
(C) Frequencies of each strain in the root-associated bioﬁlm were determined based on image analysis (seeSTAR Methods). Bars represent average (n = 3–5) and
eror bars represent SE.
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Next, we considered diferent levels of phenotypic heteroge-
neity in the WT by starting simulations with diferent ratios of
specialist and non-specialist cels (Figures S5D–S5F). We found
that any level of phenotypic heterogeneity outperformed uniform
trait expression at the beginning of pelicle formation (Fig-
ure S5D). Conversely, the most beneﬁcial strategies in more
mature pelicles were either complete specialization or no
specialization at al (FiguresS5E andS5F). We hypothesize
that no specialization performs wel because it alows efﬁcient
public good sharing at higher cel densities, and complete
specialization is beneﬁcial because it breaks metabolic con-
straints. In contrast, any intermediate form of phenotypic hetero-
A B
C D
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Figure 5. Individual-Based Simulations Iden-
tify Drivers of Genetic Division of Labor
We simulated bioﬁlm formation of the mutants
Deps(producing TasA) andDtasA(producing
EPSs) when grown in co-culture. Bioﬁlms were
initiated with eight cels, withDepsfrequency
varying between 0 and 1, in steps of 0.125. Cels
produced difusible matrix components (either
TasA or EPSs) and grew according to their ﬁtness
functions. After 10,000 time steps, we measured
the absolute productivity of the bioﬁlm (no. of cels)
and the relative ﬁtness of the competing strains
within bioﬁlms. Fitness trajectories are shown as
the best ﬁt from linear models across 50 simula-
tions for each condition (±95% CI).
(A and B) Variation in bioﬁlm productivity (A) and
relative ﬁtness of mutants (B) as a function of strain
frequency and the matrix difusion coefﬁcient,
under conditions where both matrix components
generate equal beneﬁts.
(C and D) Variation in bioﬁlm productivity (C) and
relative ﬁtness of mutants (D) as a function of strain
frequency and diferent relative beneﬁts of the two
matrix components (difusion coefﬁcient d= 5).
Dashed lines and gray shaded area in (D) depict
mean ± 95% CI productivities of WT bioﬁlms across
a range of metabolic constraints (f) accruing in the
WT for simultaneously producing two public goods.
(E and F) Bioﬁlm productivity (E) and relative ﬁtness
(F) of a mutant growing together with the WT,
respectively, as a function of strain frequency and
the matrix difusion coefﬁcient, under conditions
where both matrix components generate equal
beneﬁts.
See alsoFigures S4andS5.
geneity sufers from reduced sharing and
sustained metabolic constraints and
should thus be selected against. This
ﬁnding might explain why theB. subtilis
WT strain showed relatively low levels of
phenotypic heterogeneity.
We then asked whether two geneticaly
ﬁxed mutants, producing either one or
the other public good (i.e., mimicking
Deps and DtasAmutants) can com-
plement each other. Similar to our empir-
ical observations, we found successful
complementation between the two
specialist strains, with pelicle productivity
peaking at intermediate mixing ratios (Figure 5A). Moreover, the
relative ﬁtness of theDepsstrain exhibited negative-frequency
dependence (Figure 5B), and the point of ﬁtness equilibrium
occured exactly at the productivity peak of the group. Next,
we implemented the experimental observation that TasA yields
lower beneﬁts than EPSs. We again observed successful
complementation, but pelicle productivity reached higher levels
and peaks shifted to lower frequencies of theDepsstrain, in the
case of a greater beneﬁt imbalance between the two public
goods (Figure 5C). The relative ﬁtness of theDepsstrain again
folowed a negative-frequency dependence with the point of
intersection being exactly at the pelicle productivity peak
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(Figure 5D). To examine whether the reciprocal symmetric ex-
change of public goods is the reason for why strain equilibrium
frequency coincides with maximal group productivity, we simu-
lated a scenario of asymmetrical public good exchange between
a strain producing both public goods and a strain producing a
single public good (Figures 5E and 5F). For this scenario, we
found that the relationship between strain equilibrium and
maximal group productivity breaks: the strain producing only
one public good experienced relative ﬁtness advantages at al
strain frequencies, driving strain frequency away from maximal
group ﬁtness.
Finaly, we asked whether genetic division of labor between
theDepsandDtasAstrains can outperform the WT strategy,
as observed in our empirical experiments. However, in the
absence of any metabolic constraints (f= 1), the WT pelicle pro-
ductivity was 1,714 ± 39 cels (mean ± SE, with intermediate
difusiond= 5), and thus by far higher than productivity in any
of the complementation scenarios (Figure 5). Conversely, when
the WT faces metabolic constraints, we found a parameter
space (f> 1.1), in which pelicle productivity of complementing
strains exceeds WT performance (Figure 5C).
Taken together, our simulations recover the key features of our
experimental system and suggest that the reciprocal symmetri-
cal exchange of public goods under conditions of relatively low
difusion together with the decoupling of metabolic constraints
are the preconditions required for the evolution of stable genetic
division of labor over bioﬁlm matrix production.
DISCUSSION
Despite their unicelular simplicity, microbes can coordinate
complex behaviors as a group. Some of these multicelular be-
haviors involve division of labor between phenotypicaly distinct
subpopulations [7, 42], or even diferent genetic lineages [14].
Here, we deployed a combination of experiments and simula-
tions to directly compare these two alternative cooperative
strategies. By focusing on the production of two bioﬁlm matrix
components inB. subtilis, we found evidence for signiﬁcant,
yet incomplete phenotypic specialization in matrix production
among clonal cels of the WT strain. However, this strategy of
phenotypic specialization was outperformed by genetic division
of labor, where strains, engineered as strict specialists, setled
on an equilibrium ratio that maximized bioﬁlm productivity. Our
individual-based modeling approach captures the experimental
system and reveals that metabolic decoupling of two costly traits
can be the key to success for genetic specialization.
While we demonstrate that B. subtilisWT displays partial
phenotypic diferentiation at the level of matrix production, we
might ask why this form of specialization is not more pro-
nounced, especialy in the context of the reported ﬁtness bene-
ﬁts that can accrue from complete genetic specialization
(Figure 3A). One explanation might be that theepsA-Oand
tapA-sipW-tasAoperons share multiple regulators, such that
some level of paralel expression is inevitable [38, 39, 43, 44].
Stil, there could be certain mechanisms in place to decouple
EPS and TasA production, for example, a positive feedback
where EPSs prevent autophosphorylation of the EpsAB kinase,
alowing activation of the EpsE glycosyl-transferase, thereby
promoting EPS synthesis [45]. It was also proposed that the ma-
jor matrix repressor SinR, acts diferently on Pepsand PtapApro-
moters. Speciﬁcaly, in the case of Pepsit directly competes with
an activator RemA for the binding site upstream of the promoter,
thereby serving as an anti-activator, while in case of PtapAit binds
simultaneously with RemA, probably serving as a repressor [44].
The opposing relationship between SinR and RemA may lead to
an outburst ofepsA-Oexpression in a subpopulation of cels,
whiletapA-sipW-tasAremains under tighter control of SinR.
While these regulatory mechanisms could alow for some hetero-
geneity in gene expression, complete specialization seems
impossible. Another possibility is that such complete specializa-
tion with 30:70 frequencies of TasA producers and EPS
producers does not always reﬂect an optimal solution. Bioﬁlm
formation is only one out of multiple cooperative survival strate-
gies ofB. subtilisand each strategy might require diferent
optimal ratios of generalists and specialists. For instance, the
presence of generalists that can produce both EPSs and TasA
may be favored during social spreading on solid surfaces, where
both components are important [7], but where the difusion of
these public goods is reduced compared with pelicle growth
conditions.
Our ﬁndings on successful genetic division of labor between
specialized strains, producing either EPSs or TasA, show that
strain frequency setles as a stable frequency of approximately
70:30. Our model suggests that the dominance of EPS pro-
ducers in bioﬁlms may be driven by a higher relative beneﬁt of
EPSs compared with TasA. In addition, the altered matrix gene
expression paterns inDeps(overproducing TasA) andDtasA
(reduced EPS production) suggest that a higher proportion of
DtasAmight be required for stable pelicle production. Perhaps
the two matrix components engage in an interaction that alters
their biochemical properties. One possibility is that, upon inter-
action with EPSs, TasA becomes less soluble and vice versa.
This could explain a decreased complementation efﬁciency of
DepsandDtasAstrains by the spent media obtained from the
WT (Figure 1D). Recent work suggests that the structural func-
tionality of TasA ﬁbers may directly depend on the presence of
EPSs in the extracelular environment [46].
The 70:30 population structure is stable in typical laboratory
setup (pelicle bioﬁlms) and in plant root-associated bioﬁlms.
Although the genetic division of labor arose as the winning strat-
egy, our study also points toward the canonical problem associ-
ated with ﬁxed cooperation strategies: limited mixing of strains
prevents efﬁcient genetic division of labor [18]. Speciﬁcaly, we
found that the complementation between EPS and TasA pro-
ducers was inefective in experiments with ﬂagelum-deﬁcient
strains, which exhibit a decreased level of mixing, thereby
reducing public good sharing and the formation of robust pelicle
bioﬁlms. Mathematical models ([47], our model) suggest that
complementation is most efﬁcient when strain mixing is high,
but the difusion of public goods is reduced, conditions that fos-
ter efﬁcient public good exchange between neighbors and
prevent losses due to difusion. A further complication is that
the goods to be exchanged might often vary in their difusion
properties. Our assays, for instance, suggest that the difusion
and sharing of TasA is rather limited compared to EPSs. We
argue that such low difusion rates must be compensated by
an increased spatial mixing of the cooperation partners. There-
fore, in opposition to ‘xenophobic’ mechanisms employed by
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microbes to avoid strangers [48–50], ‘xenophilic’ strategies
might be crucial for genetic division of labor.
In conclusion, our study ofers major insights into the evolution
of division of labor. First, it shows that genetic specialization can
be superior over phenotypic division of labor because it enables
to break metabolic and regulatory constraints prevailing in or-
ganisms that remain totipotent. Second, sophisticated genetic
division of labor can occur in simple organisms such as bacteria.
Finaly, genetic division of labor, based on the reciprocal ex-
change of public goods, could represent an evolutionary stable
strategy, with strain frequency evolving toward an equilibrium
that maximizes group productivity. Important to consider is
whetherde novomutations may occur in the long term and
disturb the observed equilibrium. For instance, a double-mutant
DepsDtasA, which is deﬁcient in both matrix components could
exploit the complementing partners and derail the genetic divi-
sion of labor. Future studies wil need to experimentaly test
whether the reported cases of genetic division of labor are evolu-
tionary stable in the long run.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
Reagent or Resource Source Identiﬁer
Chemicals
Lysogeny broth (LB), Lennox Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # X964.1
Agar-Agar Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 5210.3
Potassium Hydrogen Phosphate Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # P749.1
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 3904.2
L-Glutamic acid Monopotassium salt monohydrate Alfa Aesar Catalog # 17232
Magnesium chloride hexahydrate Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 2189.1
Potassium chloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 6781.3
Calcium chloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 5239.2
Manganese(I) chloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # T881.3
Iron(II) chloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # P742.1
Zinc chloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # T887.1
Ammonium chloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # K298.2
Thiamin Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # T911.1
MOPS Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 6979.4
Glycerol Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 7533.1
Murashige and Skoog medium (MS) Sigma Aldrich Catalog # M5519
Sodium hypochlorite Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 9062.3
Tetracycline hydrochloride Carl Roth GmbH Catalog # 0237.1
Spectinomycin dihydrochloride Alfa Aesar Catalog # J61820
Glucose Fisher Scientiﬁc Catalog # G/0500/61
EDTA VWR Catalog # 20302.260
Tris VWR Catalog # 103157P
HCl VWR Catalog # 20252.335
Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
Bacilus subtilisNCBI 3610comIQ12I [51] Strain DK1042
Bacilus subtilisNCBI 3610comIQ12Iderivatives
(listed inTable S1).
This study N/A
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 Greenhouse of Max Plank Institute
for Chemical Ecology, Jena
N/A
Recombinant DNA
pmKATErnB [35] GenBank: KF245454;htps:/www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/nuccore/KF245454
pTB848 This study N/A
pTB849 This study N/A
pTB498 This study N/A
pNW725 This study N/A
Sequence-Based Reagents
Primers used in this study are listed inTable S2. This study N/A
Software and Algorithms
ImageJ [52] htps:/imagej.nih.gov/ij/
OriginPro 2015G OriginLab, Northampton, MA htp:/www.originlab.com/
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and wil be fulﬁled by the Lead Contact, A´kos
T. Kova´cs (atkovacs@dtu.dk).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Al bacterial strains used in this study derived fromBacilus subtilisNCBI 3610comIQ12Istrain [53]. Strains were maintained in LB
medium (Lysogeny broth (Lennox); Carl Roth, Germany), while MSgg medium was used for pelicle formation assay [27]. The
MSgg medium was prepared as folows: MSgg base was prepared by weighting 0.026 g KH2PO4, 0.061 g K2HPO4, 2.09 g MOPS
and 0.04 g MgCl2x6H2O per 100ml of dH2O and adjusting the pH to 7.0 using KOH. The MSgg base was autoclaved, cooled
down to RT and supplemented with 0.1ml of 0.7 M CaCl2, 0.1ml of 100mM MnCl2, 0.1ml of 50mM FeCl3, 0.1ml of 1mM ZnCl2,
0.1ml of 2mM thiamine, 0.57ml of 86% glycerol and 10 mL of 5% K-glutamate.
Strain construction
Al strains that were used in this study or that were used solely as gDNA donors are listed inTable S1. To obtain TB601 and TB863,
the NCBI 3610comIQ12Iwas transformed with gDNA isolated from DL1032 selecting for Tet-resistant colonies or Km-resistant col-
onies, respectively.
TB524.1 and TB525.2 were obtained by transforming TB601 with gDNA isolated from TB500.1 and TB501.1, respectively. TB538.1
and TB539.1 were obtained by transforming TB602 with gDNA isolated from TB500.1 and TB501.1, respectively. To obtain TB864
and TB865, NCBI 3610comIQ12Iwas ﬁrst transformed with gDNA from 168hymKate and then with gDNA isolated from NRS2242 and
NRS3913, respectively. To obtain Anc Kate Peps-GFP, strain TB602 was ﬁrst transformed with gDNA from 168hymKate and then with
gDNA from NRS2242. To obtain Anc Kate PtapA-GFP, strain TB 601 was ﬁrst transformed with gDNA from 168hymKate and then with
gDNA from NRS2394. In order to construct pTB848 and pTB849, theepsandtapApromoters were ampliﬁed using oTB172-oTB173
and oTB174-oTB175 primers pairs, respectively (seeTable S2), the PCR products were digested with EcoRI andNheI, and cloned
into the coresponding sites of vector pmKATErnB. To obtain strains TB961 and TB962, ﬁrst NCBI 3610comIQ12Iwas transformed
with gDNA from NRS2242, and the obtained strain (TB373) was transformed with plasmids pTB848 and pTB849, respectively. TB960
was constructed by transforming NCBI 3610 comIQ12I with gDNA from NRS3913 and the obtained strain (TB363) was
subsequently transformed with pTB849 plasmid. To construct plasmid pTB498 harboring a constitutively expressed mKATE2
gene, the Phyperspank-mKATE2 fragment was PCR ampliﬁed with primers oTH1 and oTH2 from plasmid phy-mKATE2 [35], digested
withXbaI and EcoRI, ligated into plasmid pWK-Sp as described in [54]. Resulting plasmids were veriﬁed by sequencing and trans-
formed intoB. subtilisNCBI 3610comIQ12I, resulting in TB539.
Plasmid pNW725 was used to construct strain NRS3913. This was generated through ampliﬁcation of themKate2coding region
from plasmid pTMN387 using primers NSW1026 and NSW1027 (seeTable S2) and ligation into plasmid pNW600 usingHinDII and
BamHI. Plasmid pNW600 caries the PtapApromoter region [55], and therefore plasmid pNW725 has themKate2coding region un-
der the control of thetapApromoter region. Plasmid pNW725 was integrated into the chromosome ofB. subtilisNCIB3610 at the
amyElocus. Strain NRS5832 was generated by phage transduction of the PepsA-gfpreporter fusion from strain NRS2242 into
NRS3913 as the recipient. Phage transduction was performed using SSP1 phage as previously described [56].
METHOD DETAILS
Pelicle formation and productivity assays
To obtain pelicle bioﬁlms, bacteria were routinely growth in static liquid MSgg medium at 30C for 48 hours, using 1% inoculum from
overnight cultures. Productivities where accessed by examining colony forming units (CFUs) in mature pelicles. Prior each CFU as-
says, pelicles were sonicated according to a protocol optimized in our laboratory that alows proper disruption of bioﬁlms without
afecting cel viability [34, 57]. To access relative frequencies ofDepsandDtasAstrains, the cocultures were plated on selective an-
tibiotics tetracycline (10mg/ml) and spectinomycin (100mg/ml), respectively.
Fitness assays
Since the expression ofepsA-OandtapA-sipW-tasAoperons strongly depend on cultivation conditions and media composition
[24, 40, 51, 54, 56], we performed the competition experiment for the ﬁtness costs of EPS and TasA production under the same con-
ditions that were later used for the assays that involved pelicles. Strains of interest were premixed at 1:1 ratios based on their OD600
values and the mixture was inoculated into MSgg medium at 1%. Cultures were grown under static conditions at 30C. CFU assays
(using selective antibiotics for theDepsandDtasAstrains) were performed immediately after inoculation and after 16 hours of growth.
The growth curves obtained at the initial stage of pelicle formation were performed under standard pelicle growth conditions in
96-wel plates. The optical densities and GFP-ﬂuorescence were monitored using an inﬁnite F200PRO plate reader (TECAN Group
Ltd, M€annedorf, Switzerland).
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Spent media complementation assay
The supernatants were obtained from the WT,DepsandDtasAstrains grown under static conditions in MSgg medium at 30C for 48
hours. Cels were peleted by centrifugation (5min, 8000 rpm), the supernatants were sterilized using Milipore ﬁlters (0.2mm pore size),
and mixed in 1:1 ratio with 2 times’ concentrated MSgg medium. Surface colonization of theDepsandDtasAin presence of condi-
tioned media from the WT or complementary mutant strains were compared with the negative controls where the mutants grew in
presence of their own conditioned media.
Microscopy/confocal laser scanning microscopy
Bright ﬁeld images of whole pelicles and colonies were obtained with an Axio Zoom V16 stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Ger-
many) equipped with a Zeiss CL 9000 LED light source and an AxioCam MRm monochrome camera (Carl Zeiss). For time-lapse
experiment, cultures were grown in 24-wel plates (1.5 cm diameter per wel), incubated in INUL-MS2-F1 incubator (Tokai Hit, Shi-
zuoka, Japan) at 30C and images were recorded every 15 min. The detailed description of the ﬂuorescence time lapse microscope
has been previously published [58]. The pelicles were also analyzed using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 780 equipped
with an argon laser, Carl Zeiss) and Plan-Apochromat/1.4 Oil DIC M27 633objective. Fluorescent reporter excitation was performed
with the argon laser at 488 nm and the emited ﬂuorescence was recorded at 484–536 nm and 567–654 nm for GFP and mKate,
respectively. To generate pelicle images, Z stack series with 1mm steps were acquired. Zen 2012 Software (Carl Zeiss) was used
for both stereomicroscopy and CLSM (confocal laser scanning microscopy) image visualization.
Sample ﬁxing and ﬂow cytometry
Pelicles were harvested at 24, 48, and 72 h into sterile 2 mL screw cap tubes, folowed by centrifugation at 17000’g for 10 min. GTA
bufer (50 mM glucose, 10 mM EDTA pH 8.0, and 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0) was added into 24-wel plates to harvest the cels remained
in wels and pooled with cel pelet from previous step. Pooled cel pelets were then pumped through 23G needles 6 times to disperse
pelicles. Dispersed samples were peleted down and ﬁxed by incubation with 4% paraformaldehyde for 7 min at room temperature.
Fixed samples were washed with GTA, and subjected to mild sonication prior ﬂow cytometry. Flow cytometry (LSRFortessa, BD bio-
sciences) were operated by FACS facility in School of Life Sciences, University of Dundee. For initial experiments comparing the
expression of matrix genes in the WT and the bioﬁlm mutants ﬂow cytometry (BD Facscanto I, BD biosciences) was performed
at Disease Systems Immunology Group, DTU Bioengineering.
Root colonization assay/root bioﬁlms productivity
Colonization ofArabidopsis thalianaroots was performed according to modiﬁed protocol from [40].Arabidopsisecotype Col-0 seeds
were surface sterilized using 2% (v/v) sodium hypochlorite solution as folows: seeds were incubated in 2% (v/v) sodium hypochlorite
with mixing on an orbital shaker for 20 min and then washed ﬁve times with sterile distiled water. The seeds were placed on pre-dried
MS agar plates (Murashige and Skoog basal salts mixture; Sigma) (2.2 g l 1) in an arangement approximately 20 seeds per plate at a
minimum distance of 1 cm. Seeds were germinated and grown on agar plates containing MS medium. After 3 days of incubation at
4C, plates were placed at an angle of 65 in a plant chamber (21C, 16h light per day). After 6 days, homogeneous seedlings ranging
0.8-1.2cm in length were selected for root colonization assay. Seedlings were transfered into 48-wel plates containing 270mlof
MSNg medium [40] per wel. The MSN medium was prepared as folows: the base was prepared by weighting 0.026 g KH2PO4,
0.061 g K2HPO4, 2.09 g MOPS and 0.04 g MgCl2x6H2O per 100ml of dH2O and adjusting the pH to 7.0. The base was autoclaved,
cooled down to RT and supplemented with 0.1ml of 0.7 M CaCl2, 0.05ml of 100mM MnCl2, 0.1ml of 1mM ZnCl2, 0.1ml of 2mM thia-
mine, NH4Cl to ﬁnal 0.2% and glycerol to ﬁnal 0.05%. The MSNg medium was supplemented with 30ml of exponentialy growing bac-
terial culture diluted to OD650= 0.2. The sealed plates were incubated at rotary shaker at 28C for 18h at 90 rpm After the incubation,
plants were washed 3 times with MSNg to remove non-ataching cels and then transfered to a glass slide for imaging using CLSM.
To access root bioﬁlm productivities, the roots were transfered into Eppendorf tubes, subjected to standard sonication protocol and
the CFU assays were performed for obtained cel suspensions. To extract CFU/mm of root, the obtain CFU values were divided by
total length of a coresponding root.
Images of plant roots
For bioﬁlm roots visualization, the GFP and mKate images were converted into 3D projections, contrast was enhanced using normal-
ized function and green and red lookup tables were applied for GFP and mKate channels, respectively. Overlay images were obtained
in ZEN software and further processed using ImageJ as folows: Brightness and contrast were adjusted, the root and bioﬁlm area was
manualy selected and the background was lightened and smoothed using ‘adjust brightness’ and ‘smooth’ functions, respectively.
Modeling
We performed individual-based simulations, using the platform developed previously [41]. Microbial simulations occur on a
two-dimensional toroidal surface with connected edges (i.e., there are no boundaries). The surface of the torus is 10,000mm2
(1003100mm). Bacteria are modeled as discs with an initial radius of 0.5mm. Bacteria can consume resources, grow at a basic
growth rate (m= 1) and divide when reaching the threshold radius of 1mm. In our simulations, we assumed that resources are not
limited. Bacteria further produce beneﬁcial public goods at a costcper molecule and at constant rate of 1 molecule/s. Public goods
difuse randomly according to the difusion coefﬁcientd(mm2/s) and folowing a Gaussian random walk. Public goods can decay with
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a certain probabilityp, withpincreasing exponentialy with time folowing the exponential function p = 1 –e–wDt/v, whereDtis the age
of the molecule,wthe stifness of the decay andvthe durability of the molecule. A public good can generate a beneﬁtbto the cel that
takes it up, which occurs when the cel and the public good physicaly overlap on the landscape. Bacteria can randomly disperse, too,
deﬁned by the difusion coefﬁcientD(mm2/s). Because we aimed to model bacterial performance in bioﬁlms, where cel dispersal is
relatively low, we setD= 0.01mm2/s. Important to note is that neither bacteria nor public goods are bound to a grid, but move on a
continuous landscape (folowing an of-latice model with double-precision numbers). This mimics natural bacterial behavior as close
as possible. One practical complication of this approach is that cels overlap with each other folowing difusion. To cope with this
issue, we applied an overlap corection after each time step folowing the procedure described in [41].
Using this setup, we simulated the performance of a wild-type (WT) strain, producing two public goods representing EPS and TasA,
and two strains (PG1 and PG2) producing only one of the two public goods. We arbitrarily considered PG1 = TasA producer and
PG2 = EPS producer. The growth of the three strains is deﬁned by the folowing recursive functions:
GWTðt+1Þ=
h
m fðc1+c2Þ+b1
X pg1+b2
X pg2+b3
X pg1+Rpg1
X pg2+Rpg2
i
GWTðtÞ (1)
GPG1ðt+1Þ=
h
m c1+b1
X pg1+b2
X pg2+b3
X pg1+Rpg1
X pg2+Rpg2
i
GPG1ðtÞ (2)
GPG2ðt+1Þ=
h
m c2+b1
X pg1+b2
X pg2+b3
X pg1+Rpg1
X pg2+Rpg2
i
GPG2ðtÞ; (3)
whereGis the radius increase per time stept,mis the basic growth rate,c1andc2are the costs of producing the respective public
goods, andfis the metabolic constraint factor, wherebyf> 1 if the simultaneous production of both public goods is costlier than
producing either of the public goods alone. Furthermore, whileb1andb2are the beneﬁts accruing when a respective public good
is taken up multiplied by the total number of public goods consumed (Ppg1 andPpg2) per time step,b3is the synergistic beneﬁt
accruing for al the complementary public goods taken up within a certain period of time (Rpg1andRpg2, respectively). We arbitrarily
chose ﬁve time steps forRpg1andRpg2.
For al simulations, we seeded our in-silico landscape with eight cels placed in the center of the landscape to mimic the early phase
of pelicle formation. Cels then started to produce public goods, grew and divided deﬁned by their growth function. We let bacteria
grow for 10,000 time steps in 50 independent replicates for each parameter combination. We examined three growth treatments,
which included the WT strain in monoculture, the two complementary strains PG1 and PG2 in monocultures, and the two comple-
mentary strains PG1 and PG2 in mixed cultures. In the mixed cultures, we varied the starting frequency of the two strains from 1:7
(PG1 to PG2) to 7:1. For al simulations, we extracted the absolute productivity of the bioﬁlm and the relative ﬁtness of the competing
strains within bioﬁlms. To assess the role of public good difusion on bioﬁlm productivity and relative strain ﬁtness, we varied public
good difusion from 3 to 7mm2/s in steps of 0.5mm2/s. To take into account that the public goods TasA and EPS might generate
diferent beneﬁts we varied theb1/b2ratio from 1/9 to 1/1. Finaly, we examined the efect of metabolic constraints on WT ﬁtness
by varyingffrom 1 to 1.3. Al parameters together with the speciﬁc values used are given in theTable S3.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Relative ﬁtness
Relative ﬁtness WAfor strain A in competition with strain B was calculated as folows:
WA=lnCFUA16h CFUAstart lnCFUB16h CFUB start
Al replicates where one strain occured to strongly dominate in the initial inoculum (exceeding initial 0.8 frequency) were removed
from the dataset.
Strain frequencies on plant roots
Ratios of theDepsGFPandDtasAmKate(and control with swapped ﬂuorescent reporters) in root bioﬁlms were estimated from the ratios
of white pixel volumes measured on coresponding ﬂuorescent images. Images were analyzed using ImageJ software. First, the root
and bioﬁlm area it was manualy selected on the white-light image. For each channel, the stacks were converted into binary images
and threshold was set up to > 0 value. Next, the root+bioﬁlm selection was activated on the processed stacks and total pixel volumes
for each channel were extracted using ‘stacks statistics’ function.
Density correlation
The coresponding image stacks were dissected into cubes of 10 px side length. For each channel, the biovolume per cube was ob-
tained. For al cubes containing biovolume in either of the two ﬂuorescence channels (designated ch1 and ch2) the total biovolume in
ch1 and ch2 within a sphere of a given radius (1 - 5mm) was summed up, multiplied and normalized by the total volume of the sphere.
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The resulting value ranges from 0 (no corelation, no biomass in one of the channels) over 0.25 (50% of biomass in ch1, 50% of
biomass in ch2) to 1 (cube is completely ﬁled in both channels = 100% overlap).
Statistical analysis
For relative ﬁtness assay, statistical diferences from W = 1 were identiﬁed using one-sample Student’s t test. In case of productivity
measurements statistical diferences between two experimental groups were identiﬁed using two-tailed Student’s t tests assuming
equal variance. Variances in the two main types of datasets (relative ﬁtness, productivity) were similar across diferent samples. No
statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size and the experiments were not randomized. Al relevant data are available
from the authors.
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Cooperation among microorganisms is indisputable, but the mechanism of partner selection remains under discussion. According to the fundamental theory of kin selection, coop-
eration should predominantly occur within closely related groups, 
in which the chances that a beneficiary carries the same cooperative 
gene are maximized1. Nevertheless, it has been documented that 
individuals of low genetic relatedness can help each other, as long as 
they share a locus encoding for cooperation or a mechanism exists 
that allows discrimination against non-cooperators2–5. Cooperation 
may also take place via division of labour between (sub)populations 
of cells carrying or expressing different cooperative loci6–8. Benefits 
from allocation of cooperative tasks between different subpopula-
tions or even genetically different strains have been demonstrated 
both experimentally8–10 and by modelling11,12. Although in pheno-
typic division of labour task allocation is achieved by differences in 
gene expression, in the genetic division of labour, individuals carry 
only the genetic machinery for their own specialist task13.
Moreover, spontaneous deletions14 potentially leading to coop-
erative metabolic exchange15, and even spontaneous evolution of 
genetic division of labour10, have been experimentally documented. 
Nevertheless, some models predict that cooperative trading between 
genetically ‘reduced’ partners is evolutionarily unstable owing to 
risks of partner separation or social cheating16,17.
Recent studies that directly tested the long-term stability of 
cooperation revealed that the evolutionary fate of social interactions 
can be unpredictable18,19. In the long-term presence of cheaters, 
cooperation may be reduced20,21 or rewired towards another type 
of public good20. In particular cases, typically constrained defec-
tors can spread as a side effect of evolutionary awakening of mobile 
genetic elements19. Finally, co-operators can de novo evolve from 
defectors, sometimes exhibiting high resistance against exploita-
tion22, whereas being highly vulnerable to invasions by cheaters in 
other cases23. Altogether, social evolution is a very dynamic process 
in which exploiters easily evolve24; their presence modulates the 
evolution of cooperators20,21, which, even if extinct, may revive from 
defectors22. In light of such complexity, without direct experimental 
examination, the long-term evolutionary fate of cooperation within 
or beyond single genetic lineages is difficult to predict.
Here, we experimentally challenged the long-term evolution-
ary stability of genetic division of labour and explored the solitary 
adaptation of partially defective partners. The study was performed 
using a simple model system in which two Bacillus subtilis strains, 
when co-inoculated, benefit from division of labour in extracellular 
matrix construction by exchanging key matrix components: exo-
polysaccharide (EPS) and an amyloid protein, TasA24. These compo-
nents form an extracellular matrix that allows B. subtilis to establish 
pellicle biofilms at the oxygen-rich liquid–air interface25. Pellicles 
emerge when B. subtilis grows in undisturbed liquid medium and 
encounters oxygen limitation25. Mutants lacking either EPS (Δ eps) 
or TasA (Δ tasA) cannot establish pellicle biofilms, but they can 
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Closely related microorganisms often cooperate, but the prevalence and stability of cooperation between different genotypes 
remain debatable. Here, we track the evolution of pellicle biofilms formed through genetic division of labour and ask whether 
partially deficient partners can evolve autonomy. Pellicles of Bacillus subtilis rely on an extracellular matrix composed of exo-
polysaccharide (EPS) and the fibre protein TasA. In monocultures, ∆ eps and ∆ tasA mutants fail to form pellicles, but, facilitated 
by cooperation, they succeed in co-culture. Interestingly, cooperation collapses on an evolutionary timescale and ∆ tasA gradu-
ally outcompetes its partner ∆ eps. Pellicle formation can evolve independently from division of labour in ∆ eps and ∆ tasA mono-
cultures, by selection acting on the residual matrix component, TasA or EPS, respectively. Using a set of interdisciplinary tools, 
we unravel that the TasA producer (∆ eps) evolves via an unconventional but reproducible substitution in TasA that modulates 
the biochemical properties of the protein. Conversely, the EPS producer (Δ tasA) undergoes genetically variable adaptations, 
all leading to enhanced EPS secretion and biofilms with different biomechanical properties. Finally, we revisit the collapse of 
division of labour between Δ eps and Δ tasA in light of a strong frequency versus exploitability trade-off that manifested in the 
solitarily evolving partners. We propose that such trade-off differences may represent an additional barrier to evolution of 
division of labour between genetically distinct microorganisms.
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complement each other in co-culture19,26,27. Previous studies sug-
gest that such division of labour pays of and should be stable over 
evolutionary timescales8. Here, we directly chalenge this hypoth-
esis using an experimental evolution approach, hoping to reveal co-
adaptation mechanisms of cooperating partners. Our work reveals 
an unexpected scenario regarding the fate of cooperation and strik-
ing adaptive trajectories folowed by solitarily evolving partners.
results
Colapse of division of labour and evolution of autonomy in 
B. subtilis pelicles. Our initial goal was to study co-adaptation of 
partners Δ eps and Δ tasA that are involved in the genetic division 
of labour, which seems to be an evolutionarily stable and more pro-
ductive strategy for biofilm formation compared to that employed 
by the isogenic wild-type (WT) bacteria8. In addition, the Δ eps and 
Δ tasA strains were alowed to adapt in monocultures (see Methods).
In line with previous findings8, the first pelicles formed by the 
mixtures showed very high productivity compared to the initial pel-
licles formed by solitary-grown Δ eps and Δ tasA (Fig. 1a–c, transfer 
0; Fig. 1d). In addition, although inoculated at a 1/1 ratio, the pel-
licles consisted of a Δ eps minority and a Δ tasA majority, a mixture 
that was previously identified as an evolutionarily stable optimum8.
Surprisingly, the productivities in al the mixed cultures dropped 
by transfer 5 and remained low until transfer 24, rising again after 
transfer 29 or 35 (Fig. 1a). It was evident that the rapid decrease in 
pelicle productivities coincided with an increase in the frequency of 
Δ tasA cels in the co-cultures and the permanent domination of this 
strain through the experiment, even at the late evolutionary time 
points during which productivities were rising again, indicating 
that, after a depression, the mutant adapted to colonize the interface 
without the help of the Δ eps strain (Fig. 1). Ultimately, the ∆ eps 
strain showed complete extinction in four out of six initialy mixed 
paralel populations. An identical scenario was observed when 
experimental evolution was repeated from fresh culture stocks: a 
decrease in overal productivity and an increase in Δ tasA frequency 
(Supplementary Fig. 1a).
In monocultures, both mutants evolved mechanisms that alowed 
colonization of the liquid–air interface independently (Fig. 1b–d). 
Nevertheless the ‘success rate’ of the adaptive process seemed to dif-
fer between the mutants as only two out of six paralel populations 
of Δ eps showed improvement, in contrast to increased air–medium 
colonization by al populations of Δ tasA (Fig. 1b–d). For both Δ eps 
and Δ tasA, the final pelicles lacked the typical ‘wrinkled’ surface 
complexity that can be observed for the WT pelicles or the initial 
mix of mutants (Fig. 1d). However, a densely packed mat on the liq-
uid surface could easily be observed on the macroscale (Fig. 1d), as 
wel as at the single-cel level (Supplementary Fig. 1b; see Methods). 
Specificaly, cels of the evolved Δ eps seemed tightly packed, and 
the evolved Δ tasA pelicle appeared as a loosely connected mesh of 
cels and intracelular space (Supplementary Fig. 1b). Importantly, 
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Fig. 1 | Changes in pelicle productivity and morphology during evolution. a, Biofilm productivities of six paralel Δ eps +  Δ tasA co-cultures were 
systematicaly monitored (as c.f.u. ml−1) during ongoing evolution experiments. Productivities were assessed every fourth or fifth transfer. Relative 
frequencies of Δ eps and Δ tasA in the mixtures were assessed by plating the co-cultures onto media containing an appropriate antibiotic. Relative 
frequencies of the Δ tasA strain at each evolutionary time point (puled from six paralel co-cultures) are shown as blue box plots. Boxes represent the first 
quartile and the third quartile, the lines represent the median and the bars span from the maximum to the minimum values (n =  6). b, Productivities of 
surface-colonizing Δ eps evolved in six paralel monocultures were systematicaly monitored as in a. c, Productivities of surface-colonizing Δ tasA evolved 
in six paralel monocultures were systematicaly monitored as in a and b. d, Pelicle morphology developed by the Δ eps +  Δ tasA mix, and Δ eps and Δ tasA 
monocultures at the start and at the end of the evolution experiment. Pelicles were cultivated in a 24-wel plate (wel diameter, 15 mm). Scale bar, 10 mm. 
Morphology was tested in more than ten independent experiments with similar results.
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the phenotype and final productivities of evolved Δ tasA were nearly 
identical regardless of its evolutionary history (initiated in co-cul-
ture versus in monoculture). Nevertheless, the evolution of inde-
pendence by Δ tasA was delayed when it started in co-culture with 
Δ eps (Fig. 1a,c,d).
‘Alter’ strategy: EPS-independent pellicle formation involves 
modification of the TasA protein. As a next step, we aimed to 
untangle the molecular mechanisms that allowed the Δ eps mutants 
to colonize the liquid–air interface. We selected three representa-
tive single clones from monoculture population 4 and population 6 
(which we named e4A, e4B and e4C and e6A, e6B and e6C, respec-
tively) that showed pellicle development, as well as two representa-
tives of non-pellicle formers coming from population 3 (e3A) and 
population 5 (e5A), for whole-genome sequencing. All adapted 
strains, but none of the non-pellicle-forming negative controls was 
found to contain single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the 
tasA locus (Supplementary Dataset 1). Strikingly, these SNPs were 
distinct in population 4 and population 6, but they resulted in a 
substitution of an amino acid to cysteine in both cases, specifically 
Y124C in population 4 and G183C in population 6 (Supplementary 
Dataset 1).
As TasA is a putative amyloid fibre protein27–29, and cysteine plays 
important roles in protein oligomerization (reviewed in ref. 29), the 
introduction of this amino acid into TasA could have dramatic 
effects on its amyloidogenesis. Moreover, a comparison of TasA 
proteins across different Firmicutes (the phylum to which Bacillus 
belongs) revealed a conservative lack of cysteines in this protein, 
whereas positions Y124 and G183 that were replaced by cysteines in 
the evolved ∆ eps are located in the most conserved regions of TasA 
(Supplementary Fig. 2).
To test whether a single substitution in TasA can restore pel-
licle formation in the absence of EPS, we introduced tasAY124C and 
tasAG183C into the ectopic amyE locus of the Δ eps Δ tasA double 
mutant, so that the original tasA was replaced by the cysteine-
containing variants, resulting in Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAY124C and Δ eps 
Δ tasA_tasAG183C strains (see Methods). Both substitutions completely 
restored the dense biofilm mat for strains Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAY124C and 
Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAG183C in an isopropyl β -d-1-thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG)-dependent manner (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 3), but 
not in the control strain Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc in which the native 
tasA was inserted into the amyE locus (Fig. 2a). This result was 
supported by quantitative measurements of pellicle productivity, 
in which the Δ eps ancestor (Δ epsanc) and Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc per-
formed poorly, whereas the evolved (e4A and e6A) or the comple-
mented (Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAY124C and Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAG183C) strains 
carrying cysteine-containing TasA showed tremendous and com-
parable improvement (Fig. 2b). Moreover, the relative fitness of 
Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAY124C and Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAG183C was higher than 
that of Δ epsanc (Fig. 2c), whereas the Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc control 
strain did not show increased fitness when competed with Δ epsanc 
(Fig. 2c). Altogether, these results indicated that substitutions of 
certain residues in TasA to cysteine allow pellicle formation in the 
absence of EPS (Fig. 2c).
TasA evolves different biochemical properties and different amyloid 
fibre morphology. How does the presence of cysteine change the 
properties of TasA? First, we asked whether it results in different 
biochemical properties of TasA that modulate oligomerization of 
the protein. To answer this question, we performed electropho-
resis under native conditions combined with immunoblotting to 
detect the TasA protein (see Methods). The native TasA (detected 
in Δ epsanc and Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc) formed oligomers of ~900 kDa, 
whereas the oligomers formed by the evolved variants showed both 
a smaller band (~800 kDa) and a smear at around 1,000–1,100 kDa 
(Supplementary Fig. 4b). It is highly unlikely that these results, or 
the results of the complementation assays (Fig. 2), were affected by 
differences in the production levels of ancestral and evolved TasA 
variants, as SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) com-
bined with immunoblotting showed nearly identical band intensi-
ties for TasAanc (produced by Δ epsanc or Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc strains) 
and for the cysteine-containing variants (produced by the evolved 
or complemented strains) (Supplementary Fig. 4a).
Does the difference in oligomerization manifest in amyloid fibre 
formation by TasA? To explore this, we purified and visualized 
the fibres using transmission electron microscopy (see Methods; 
Supplementary Fig. 4c). All TasA variants showed formation of 
fibrous structures (Fig. 3) similar to those observed previously27. 
However, although native TasA showed a dense mesh of less 
organized, relatively thin fibres, the cysteine-containing variants 
assembled into thicker fibres that were formed by multiple, parallel-
arranged thin fibres (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4d). For TasAanc, 
we observed bundles up to a fibre width of 20 nm. For the evolved 
TasA variants, we observed bundle widths up to 40 nm and 120 nm 
for TasAY124C and TasAG183C, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 4d). 
Based on the obtained electron micrographs, we speculate that the 
biochemical properties of the evolved, cysteine-containing TasA 
variant might be altered, which seems to influence filament archi-
tecture. However, more detailed studies are required to determine 
the exact structural properties of the evolved TasA protein and its 
filaments (for example, by NMR and X-ray scattering)30.
Cysteine-containing TasA probably interacts with other components 
of the extracellular matrix. The above results suggested that cys-
teine-containing TasA can result in a dramatic fitness advantage 
(Fig. 2); thus, the conserved absence of this amino acid from 
native TasA proteins present in Firmicutes seemed puzzling 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). To explore this contradiction, we examined 
the effects of Y124C and G183C substitutions in TasA in the WT 
B. subtilis background, in which the EPS component is still pres-
ent, tasAanc, tasAY124C and tasAG183C were introduced into the amyE 
locus of the Δ tasA ancestor. Surprisingly, the presence of cysteine-
containing TasA hindered biofilm productivity, hydrophobicity and 
surface spreading (Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6 and Supplementary 
Result 1).
Recently, it was shown that the main biofilm hydrophobin, BslA, 
carries a conserved CXXC motif on its carboxy-terminal tail, which 
is crucial for protein oligomerization and therefore the hydropho-
bicity of B. subtilis biofilms31. Further experiments suggest that the 
putative TasA–BslA interaction might interfere with proper biofilm 
maturation in the EPS-producing background (Supplementary 
Fig. 5d and Supplementary Results 2).
‘Make more’ strategy: TasA-independent pellicle formation 
involves overexpression of epsA–O. Whole-genome sequencing 
of selected Δ tasA single isolates revealed multiple mutations that 
could potentially improve its fitness, but we could not identify one 
common locus that was changed in all isolates during improved 
surface colonization (Supplementary Dataset 1). Interestingly, 
despite strong genetic diversity, all of the evolved surface coloniz-
ers produced very similar, remarkably slimy pellicles (Fig. 1d and 
Supplementary Fig. 7a), which strongly differed in texture from 
mats of the WT or evolved ∆ eps derivatives (see Fig. 1d for the 
evolved ∆ eps pellicle structures and Supplementary Fig. 5b for the 
WT pellicle structures). Indeed, the rheology studies performed 
on selected evolved ∆ tasA isolates (Mt1a evolved from co-culture 
mix 1 and t5A isolated from monoculture population 5), WT and 
evolved ∆ eps revealed that the elastic moduli obtained for the WT 
and evolved ∆ eps isolates (e4A and e6A) were 2–3 log higher than 
those obtained for the evolved ∆ tasA strains, indicating low stiff-
ness of the latter. In addition, the higher loss factor values obtained 
for the evolved ∆ tasA compared to the WT and evolved ∆ eps 
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isolates indicated increased viscosity of the evolved ∆ tasA pellicles 
(Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 7b).
Slimy surfaces of bacterial colonies, similar to that observed for 
the evolved ∆ tasA pellicles, might be associated with an increased 
production of EPS32. To test this possibility, we compared the 
amounts of EPS produced per dry biomass in WT, Δ tasAanc, ∆ tasA  
overexpressing epsA–O (which encodes EPS) from an IPTG-
inducible Phyperspank promoter (Δ tasAhyEPS), Δ eps (used as a negative 
control) and selected evolved strains (see Methods; Supplementary 
Fig. 7c). The results pointed towards an increased production of 
EPS by the evolved strains (Supplementary Fig. 7c). In the next step, 
a Peps-gfp (green fluorescent protein) promoter fusion was intro-
duced into randomly selected evolved ∆ tasA isolates, and their 
epsA–O expression levels were compared with the ∆ tasAanc under 
planktonic conditions in the biofilm-promoting MSgg medium. All 
examined evolved strains showed a higher GFP signal than ∆ tasAanc 
(Fig. 4b). The same result was evident from assaying epsA–O expres-
sion in biofilm colonies (with one exception, strain t6B, which also 
showed the lowest GFP signal among the evolved ∆ tasA strains in 
the quantitative assay) (Supplementary Fig. 8a). We presume that 
one of the possible SNPs resulting in overproduction of EPS could 
be a mutation in the ptpZ gene (Fig. 4c,d, Supplementary Table 1, 
Supplementary Fig. 8b and Supplementary Results 3). Finally, we 
examined pellicle formation of ∆ tasAhyEPS in both the presence 
and the absence of IPTG. As expected, in the presence of IPTG, 
∆ tasAhyEPS produced a comparable slimy pellicle phenotype, with 
identical biophysical properties and pellicle productivity, to the 
evolved ∆ tasA strains (Fig. 4c,d and Supplementary Fig. 7b).
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showed improved surface-colonizing properties and were randomly selected from the evolved populations Δ eps4 and Δ eps6. Δ Δ tasAanc, Δ eps  
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Scale bar, 10 mm. A similar result was obtained in more than five independent experiments. b, Productivities of surface-colonizing Δ epsanc, e4A, e6A,  
Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc, Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAY124C and Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAG183C were recorded as c.f.u. ml−1 (n =  3 biologically independent samples). The asterisks 
indicate significant differences from Δ epsanc (*P <  0.05; **P <  0.01; ***P <  0.001; t-test, two tailed). c, Fitness of Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAanc, Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAY124C 
and Δ eps Δ tasA_tasAG183C when challenged with Δ epsanc in pellicle biofilm-forming conditions (n =  4 biologically independent samples). The asterisks 
indicate significant differences (**P <  0.01; ***P <  0.001; t-test, two tailed). Boxes represent the first quartile and the third quartile, lines represent the 
median and the bars span from the maximum to the minimum value (b,c). For morphology (a), productivity (b) and fitness (c) studies, the complemented 
strains were grown in the presence of 0.2 mM IPTG to induce the expression of introduced tasA variants. Horizontal dashed line indicates value of 1.0  
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Fig. 3 | Fibre formation by native ΔSP-TasA and its cysteine-containing derivatives. a–f, Transmission electron microscopy images of fibres formed by  
Δ SP-TasAanc (native TasA) (a,d), Δ SP-TasAY124C (b,e) and Δ SP-TasAG183C (c,f) on carbon-coated electron microscopy grids. Scale bars, 0.2 μ m (a–c) and  
0.1 μ m (d–f). The arrows (e,f) indicate filaments of stiff parallel arrangement that were typically formed by cysteine-containing Δ SP-TasA variants. 
Expression, purification and electron microscopy analyses of the TasA variants were performed in parallel to ensure comparability. Similar results were 
obtained for ten different micrographs obtained per sample.
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This result confirmed that, in analogy to ∆ eps, the adaptation 
of ∆ tasA involved the remaining matrix component EPS. However, 
here, the improvement could simply be achieved through over-
production. Interestingly, some of the evolved ∆ eps isolates also 
showed increased levels of tasA expression (Supplementary Fig. 8c), 
but simple overexpression of ancestral tasA (using the strain Δ eps 
Δ tasA_tasAanc at high IPTG concentrations) did not translate into 
improved pellicle formation (Fig. 2b).
The adaptive strategy of the EPS producer and the TasA producer 
is associated with low and high exploitability levels, respectively. 
Next, we asked what the implications of the two adaptive strategies 
(‘alter’ for Δ eps and ‘make more’ for Δ tasA) were on population 
dynamics of the evolved lineages and on subsequent changes in rela-
tive fitness during evolution (see Methods).
The structures of the evolved ∆ eps populations exhibited an ‘all-
or-nothing’ pattern, in which either all isolates within the population 
behaved like the ancestor or nearly all of them showed robust pel-
licle development (Fig. 5a). Conversely, all examined populations of 
∆ tasA exhibited high diversity with respect to the ability to form 
pellicles (Fig. 5c). The results of this large-scale, but purely qualita-
tive, screen were supported by smaller-scale quantitative assays that 
confirmed low and high phenotypic diversity within the evolved 
Δ eps and evolved Δ tasA populations, respectively (Supplementary 
Fig. 9). Relative fitness analysis highlighted further differences 
between the adaptive patterns of Δ eps and Δ tasA populations; 
namely, populations of ∆ eps from subsequent evolutionary time 
points showed, in general terms, a steady increase in relative fitness 
compared to the ancestor (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 10a). By 
contrast, although populations of Δ tasA from early evolutionary 
time points showed an increase in relative fitness, the advantage 
diminished in later populations, as the ancestor was able to hitch-
hike with the improved pellicle formers, possibly exploiting the EPS 
secreted by the evolved population (Fig. 5d and Supplementary 
Fig. 10b). These results point towards exploitability differences between 
the evolved ∆ eps and ∆ tasA strains: although hitchhiking of poorly 
performing isolates within the evolved ∆ eps populations is limited, 
it seems prevalent in the case of the evolved ∆ tasA populations.
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24-well plate (well diameter, 15 mm). White scale bars, 500 µ m; black scale bar, 10 mm. A similar result was obtained in two independent experiments.  
d, Productivities of surface-colonizing Δ tasAanc, Δ tasAhyEPS (no IPTG), Δ tasAhyEPS (with 0.2 mM IPTG), t5A, Mt1A and Δ tasA Δ ptpZ were assessed as c.f.u. ml−1 
(n =  3 biologically independent samples). Boxes represent the first quartile and the third quartile, lines represent the median and the bars span from the 
maximum to the minimum value. The asterisks indicate significant differences compared to Δ tasAanc (*P <  0.05; **P <  0.01; ***P <  0.001; t-test, two tailed).
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Disparity in the adaptive potential of cooperating partners may 
predestine the cooperation to collapse. As both ∆ eps and ∆ tasA 
strains could adapt in monocultures, delivering pellicles of compara-
ble productivities, we further wondered why cooperation between the 
∆ eps-mutant and the ∆ tasA-mutant strains collapsed. Specifically, 
we were interested in the link between the frequency increase of 
∆ tasA and the overall productivity loss that consistently happened at 
the beginning of coevolution (Fig. 1a). Thus, the productivity of the 
∆ eps and ∆ tasA mix was assessed in three alternative scenarios: (1) 
∆ tasA adapts before ∆ eps; (2) ∆ eps adapts before ∆ tasA; or (3) both 
strains adapt at the same time. To artificially simulate such scenarios, 
the productivities of mixed pellicles formed by (1) ∆ epsanc + evolved 
∆ tasA, (2) evolved ∆ eps + ∆ tasAanc and (3) evolved ∆ eps + evolved ∆ 
tasA were compared to the productivity of the ancestral mix. Nearly 
all ∆ epsanc + evolved ∆ tasA mixes developed pellicles with lower pro-
ductivity than the ancestral mix, whereas evolved ∆ eps + ∆ tasAanc 
mixes tended to perform better than or similar to the ancestors 
(Fig. 6). Thus, the performance of the mix was negatively affected 
when ∆ tasA, but not ∆ eps, was preadapted to pellicle growth 
conditions, but improved with the opposite combination (Fig. 6). 
In addition, the absence of a cysteine-containing TasA variant in 
∆ epsevolved had a negative effect on its relative frequency in co-culture 
with ∆ tasAevolved (Supplementary Fig. 10d).
As previous results suggest that EPS is exploitable8 and that 
evolved Δ tasA strains serve as EPS overproducers, we directly 
assessed how EPS overproduction by Δ tasA (in the absence of 
other adaptive mutations) would influence growth dynamics in pel-
licles. Interestingly, overproduction of EPS by Δ tasA had positive 
effects on the total productivity and it improved the productivity 
of the Δ eps strain in the mix. This suggests that the cooperation 
collapse was due to other mutations occurring in the evolved Δ tasA 
(Supplementary Fig. 10c). To test whether, during early stages of 
coevolution, the Δ tasA was able to accumulate or fix more SNPs 
than Δ eps, the Δ eps and Δ tasA populations obtained from transfers 
5, 15 and 25 were subjected to resequencing. Unexpectedly, nearly 
all of the mutations previously identified for coevolved Δ eps and 
Δ tasA were already present in all populations from transfer 5 at 
nearly 90% frequency (Supplementary Dataset 1).
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Finaly, we assessed whether, in contrast to the ancestor, the 
evolved Δ eps and Δ tasA can coexist on an evolutionary timescale. 
Interestingly, several of the evolved ∆ tasA + evolved ∆ eps combi-
nations showed higher pelicle productivities than the ancestral 
mix (Fig. 6) and, in general, the frequencies were shifted towards 
∆ eps abundance compared to the ancestral mix (Supplementary 
Fig. 10d). Indeed, we have also observed that preadaptation of 
Δ eps and Δ tasA to independent surface colonization facilitated 
their long-term coexistence (Supplementary Fig. 11).
The above results indicate that the evolutionary advantage of 
∆ tasA results in diminishing frequencies of ∆ eps in the mix, pre-
venting its adaptation and leading to colapse of the division of 
labour. Such a scenario, although suboptimal for both partners, is 
likely to occur (Supplementary Fig. 11).
Discussion
The prevalence of cooperation beyond isogenic populations of 
microorganisms remains controversial. Here, using an experi-
mental evolution approach, we chalenged the long-term stabil-
ity of genetic division of labour during pelicle biofilm formation. 
Although both partialy defective strains gained significant net 
benefits from coexistence, the pervasive dominance of one partner 
(∆ tasA) repeatedly triggered the colapse of cooperation. Specificaly, 
the overabundance of an EPS producer (∆ tasA) and the diminished 
frequency of a TasA producer (∆ eps) led to an imbalance in extra-
celular matrix composition and therefore low pelicle productiv-
ity, resulting in populations mimicking the composition of solitary 
∆ tasA lineages. Interestingly, the productivities of the ∆ tasA lin-
eages from the originaly mixed populations were delayed compared 
to monoculture-initiated populations that lacked the cooperation–
colapse history. Thus, in addition to being unstable, cooperation 
also inferred long-term negative consequences for both members of 
the original population, leading to extinction of ∆ eps and slowing 
down the adaptation of ∆ tasA.
Recently, spontaneous emergence of ‘genetic division of labour’ 
was observed during adaptive radiation of Pseudomonas aeru-
ginosa10. As the evolved variants difered only in the levels of the 
biofilm messenger cyclic di-GMP, they could undergo reciprocal 
reversions, potentialy rescuing cooperation from a colapse caused 
by the dominance of the more abundant partner. On the contrary, 
in our approach, division of labour was highly sensitive to distur-
bances in the relative frequencies of the two partners. Strikingly, 
experimental10,14 and computational11 studies suggest that mutu-
aly beneficial interactions can frequently evolve and provide fit-
ness benefits to the whole population9,10. However, not al mutualy 
beneficial behaviours account for cooperation33, which as such may 
rarely be maintained beyond genetic lineages16,34,35.
Our work indicates that, when defectors take over the popula-
tion, alternative survival strategies might evolve, demonstrating that 
cooperation colapse does not lead to evolutionary dead-end and 
population extinction. Although newly evolved mechanisms of pel-
licle formation were based on the remaining matrix components, 
TasA or EPS, respectively, they difered in frequency of occurrence, 
strategy and vulnerability to exploitation.
The EPS-producing Δ tasA evolved through a more ‘feasible’ 
strategy, which we termed ‘make more’, as it simply involved over-
production of EPS. Similar adaptive strategies were previously 
observed in several unrelated species, including Pseudomonas fluo-
rescens or P. aeruginosa that evolved to overproduce celulose36 or 
alginate32, respectively. Matrix overproduction not only alows niche 
expansion10,32,36 but also helps to cope with stress caused by preda-
tors37 or the immune system of a host38. As secreted EPSs are prod-
ucts of several enzymes controled by numerous regulators, many 
genes serve as potential targets for the acquisition of mutation(s) 
that could lead to increased EPS synthesis. Nevertheless, previous 
studies and our work23,24,39 point towards the vulnerability of such 
a strategy to social exploitation, indicating that it may represent a 
feasible but possibly also unstable evolutionary solution.
Our results also reveal another adaptive patern in the absence of 
EPS, based on a single amino acid substitution in the protein matrix 
component TasA. In contrast to the ‘make more’ strategy observed 
in the case of the EPS producer, the TasA producer employed the 
‘alter’ approach, which, although less likely to occur, is evolution-
arily more stable. Molecular studies revealed interesting properties 
of cysteine-containing TasA: an altered oligomerization patern 
that might translate into assembly of initialy smaler fibres into 
strengthened paralel fibres that provide a robust chassis for cels 
lacking EPS. However, these larger fibres might generate a porous 
biofilm, as revealed by weting studies using WT strains carrying 
TasAY124C or TasAG183C in the presence of EPS. Alternatively, loss of non-weting behaviour could be explained by interactions with BslA 
(especialy in the case of the TasAY124C derivative). Lack of a positive efect on fitness combined with biofilm porosity probably explains 
the persistent lack of cysteines in TasA proteins of other Bacili. 
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Cysteine-containing TasA might exist in EPS-deficient strains, but 
such may be vastly undersampled owing to atypical colony mor-
phology24,25,27.
Importantly, in addition to matrix-related mutations, other adap-
tive mutations could contribute to the productivity of the evolved 
strains. For instance, numerous mutations were detected that could 
modify motility (fliY and fliG) in some of the evolved Δ eps strains, 
and anaerobic respiration (rex), chemotaxis (mcpC and cheA) or 
aerotaxis (hemAT) in the evolved Δ tasA strains (Supplementary 
Dataset 1).
There are important questions remaining as to the underlying 
evolutionary dynamics in the Δ eps + Δ tasA co-culture system. 
Still, evolutionary success of the solitary-grown defectors allowed 
deeper understanding of their failure as a cooperative community. 
Specifically, early evolutionary events resulted in dominance of 
Δ tasA in co-cultures, quickly reducing the prevalence of Δ eps, min-
imizing the feasibility of substitutions in TasA. Paradoxically, if Δ eps 
was evolutionarily ahead of Δ tasA, or both partners evolved in con-
cordance, the community productivity might be superior. This is 
potentially caused by the higher exploitability of EPS than of TasA8; 
thus, a lower frequency of the EPS producer could still offer suffi-
cient quantities of this matrix component for the whole population 
(especially in the case of evolved strains that overproduce EPS).
Although cooperation between different strains or lineages 
might be common during adaptive diversification or co-evolution 
of different strains or species, our work reveals possible vulnerabili-
ties of this phenomenon and alternative, cooperation-independent 
solutions.
Methods
Strains and cultivation conditions. Supplementary Table 1 describes the strains 
used in this study and Supplementary Table 2 lists all of the strains from which 
genomic DNA was obtained to construct the strains needed. Plasmids and 
oligonucleotides used for cloning purposes to construct some of the strains used 
here are listed in Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Table 4, respectively. 
Strains were maintained in LB medium (LB-Lennox, Carl Roth; 10 g l−1 tryptone, 
5 g l−1 yeast extract and 5 g l−1 NaCl), whereas MSgg medium was used for pellicle 
biofilm induction25.
Experimental evolution and productivity assays. All of the strains used in this 
study originated from naturally competent derivatives of the undomesticated 
B. subtilis NCBI 3610 DK1042 strain40. Pellicles of B. subtilis can be constructed 
through the interaction of two partially deficient mutants, Δ eps and Δ tasA, that 
exchange matrix components with each other8,19,27. The 1/1 initial ratio of  
∆ eps + ∆ tasA mixtures was adjusted based on absorbance values at 600 nm of 
corresponding overnight cultures. Pellicles (or residual pellicles in the case of ∆ eps 
and ∆ tasA monocultures) were grown in MSgg medium statically in a 24-well plate 
at 30 °C for 48 h in 6 parallel replicates. Experimental evolution was performed 
as previously described24. Specifically, six parallel co-cultures of Δ eps and Δ tasA 
mixed in an initial ratio of 1/1 were subjected to experimental evolution for 35 
transfers, representing approximately 250 generations. Pellicles were monitored 
qualitatively at every transfer, and the relative frequencies of the mutants and 
pellicle productivities (that is, colony-forming unit (c.f.u.) ml−1) were quantified 
every five transfers. Mature pellicles were gently harvested from the surface of the 
MSgg medium using a plastic inoculating loop, transferred to 2-ml Eppendorf 
tubes containing 1 ml of 0.9% NaCl and 100 μ l glass sand, and vigorously vortexed 
for 1 min. This approach allowed effective disruption of the material into single 
cells and small clumps without a requirement for sonication (which would increase 
the risk of contamination). Finally, the populations were reinoculated after 100× 
dilution. In the case of the monoculture mutants, the thin layer of cells colonizing 
the liquid–air interface was carefully harvested, mildly disrupted and reinoculated 
using a proportionally lower dilution factor, to avoid strong bottleneck effects. 
After the 5th, 10th, 14th, 19th, 24th, 29th and 35th pellicle transfers, ∆ eps and  
∆ tasA frequencies (in the case of mixed pellicles) and c.f.u. ml−1, described here 
as pellicle productivity, were monitored, and deep frozen (− 80 °C) stocks were 
preserved. Before each c.f.u. assay, pellicles were sonicated according to a protocol 
optimized in our laboratory19.
Population structure and relative fitness assay. To examine population structure 
in the evolved Δ eps and Δ tasA populations, four final populations (from transfer 
35) of solitary-evolved ∆ eps and ∆ tasA were selected and 96 randomly picked 
isolates per population were screened for performance. The ability of the isolates 
to make pellicles was qualitatively evaluated and scored from 0 (performs like the 
ancestor, no pellicle) to 3 (forms a strong pellicle).
For the relative fitness assay, strains or populations of interest were premixed 
at a 1/1 ratio based on their absorbance values at 600 nm and the mixture was 
inoculated in MSgg medium at 1%. The ancestral strains (∆ eps or ∆ tasA) that 
were used for the fitness assays carried an amyE::Pctc-lacZ fusion allowing easy 
assessment of their relative frequencies on LB-agar plates containing X-Gal 
(5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl β -d-galactopyranoside) substrate (40 µ g ml−1). 
Ancestral strains and populations from different evolutionary time points were 
allowed to compete for 48 h at 30 °C in standard pellicle growth conditions. After 
that time, the pellicles were carefully harvested from the liquid surface, mildly 
sonicated and subjected to the c.f.u. assay. For the relative fitness assays performed 
for ∆ ∆ tasAanc, ∆ ∆ tasAY124C and ∆ ∆ tasAG183C, the MSgg medium was supplemented 
with 0.2 mM IPTG. Relative fitness WA for strain A in competition with strain B 
was calculated as:
= . . . ∕ . . . ∕ . . . ∕ . . ._ _ _ _W [ln(c f u c f u )] [ln(c f u c f u )]A A A B B16 h start 16 h start
Western blotting. Strains were grown in MSgg medium and tasA was induced 
with 0.2 mM IPTG. Cultures were incubated in 24-well plates for 48 h at 30 °C. 
To induce expression of tasA, MSgg medium was supplemented with 0.2 mM 
IPTG. Biofilms were dispersed by sonication for two pulses of 10 s each. Total 
protein amount was determined with Bradford reagent (Bio-Rad) and samples 
were normalized. Samples were resolved on 12% SDS–PAGE and proteins were 
transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane using wet blotting. 
Non-specific binding sites were blocked with 10% skimmed milk in TBST (Tris-
buffered saline and 0.1% Tween 20) for 1 h at room temperature, followed by 
incubation with TasA antibody overnight at 4 °C (the antibody was kindly provided 
by K. Turgay, Leibniz Universität Hannover, Hannover, Germany) diluted 1:10,000 
in TBST. The membrane was washed three times with TBST for 10 min each before 
and after incubation with the secondary antibody goat anti-rabbit IgG (diluted 
1:20,000 in TBST; Bio-Rad) for 1 h at room temperature. The signal was developed 
with Clarity Western ECL Substrate (Bio-Rad) and detected with the Chemi Doc 
Touch Imaging System (Bio-Rad).
Blue-native PAGE. Preparation of cell lysates was performed as stated above. 
Normalized protein samples were loaded on a 3–12% Bis-Tris gel (Invitrogen). 
Electrophoresis was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions and 
proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane. The membrane was incubated for 
15 min in 8% acetic acid, rinsed with water, air dried and incubated in methanol for 
1 min. The membrane was rinsed with water and a picture of the membrane was 
taken to record protein standard positions. The detection of TasA was performed 
as described above.
Expression and purification of TasA. His-tagged WT TasA, TasAY124C and 
TasAG183C, lacking the amino-terminal signal peptide (Δ SP), were heterologously 
overexpressed in Escherichia coli and successfully purified by Ni-NTA affinity 
chromatography (Supplementary Fig. 4c) to visualize the corresponding amyloid 
fibres using transmission electron microscopy. Cloning of TasA is described in 
Supplementary Table 3. Transformed E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Novagen) were 
inoculated into 100 ml LB medium supplemented with lactose (12.5 g l−1) and 
kanamycin (50 mg l−1). Cells were incubated at 30 °C overnight with vigorous 
shaking (180 r.p.m.). Cells were harvested by centrifugation (3,500g for 20 min 
at 4 °C) and resuspended in 30 ml buffer A (20 mM HEPES-Na, pH 8.0, 250 mM 
NaCl, 20 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2 and 40 mM imidazole) before lysis in a M-110L 
Microfluidizer (Microfluidics). The lysate was cleared at 47,850g for 20 min at 4 °C 
and the supernatant was transferred to a 50-ml Falcon tube; 300 µ l washed Ni-NTA 
bead slurry (Ni-Sepharose 6 Fast Flow; GE Healthcare) was added and incubated 
on ice for 20 min on a shaking platform at 50 r.p.m. Ni-NTA beads with bound 
TasA and TasA polymers were subsequently separated from the soluble fraction by 
centrifugation at 3,200g for 5 min at 4 °C, transferred into a 1.5-ml tube and washed 
three times with 1 ml buffer A. Proteins were eluted in 500 µ l buffer B (20 mM 
HEPES-Na, pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl, 20 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2 and 500 mM 
imidazole) and dialysed overnight at 4 °C in buffer C (20 mM Tris-Na, pH 7.4, and 
100 mM NaCl). Protein concentrations were determined as 1 µ M for TasAanc and 
TasAY124C and 0.5 µ M for TasAG183C, by measuring the absorption at 280 nm using a 
NanoDrop Lite Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). For visual and quantitative 
analysis of transmission electron micrographs, the regions where TasA filaments 
and bundles were located and where the staining and carbon coating was of good 
quality were selected.
Transmission electron microscopy analysis. Carbon-coated copper grids  
(400 mesh) were hydrophilized by glow discharge (PELCO easiGlow, Ted Pella). 
Protein suspensions (5 μ l) with a concentration of 0.5 µ M or 1 µ M were applied 
onto the hydrophilized grids and stained with 2% uranyl acetate after a short 
washing step with double-distilled water. Samples were analysed with a JEOL JEM-
2100 transmission electron microscope using an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. For 
image acquisition, a F214 FastScan CCD camera (TVIPS) was used.
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Rheological characterization. Rheological measurements were performed using a 
commercial shear rheometer (MCR 302; Anton Paar)42. To produce enough biofilm 
material, pellicles were grown in Petri dishes of 60-mm diameter for 48 h at 30 °C and 
three mature pellicles were pooled to produce a single biological replicate. Frequency 
spectra from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz were obtained at 21 °C using plate–plate geometry 
(PP25 measuring head; Anton Paar) and a measuring gap of 250–400 µ m (depending 
on the amount of material obtained from pooling pellicles). Small torques (~1 µ N m−1) 
were applied to guarantee a linear material response. A pairwise significance analysis 
was performed. The P values obtained are given in Supplementary Table 5.
EPS precipitation. Strains were cultivated in MSgg medium at 30 °C for 48 h with 
shaking at 225 r.p.m. Biomass was separated from the supernatant by centrifugation 
(for 10 min at 12,000g). Biomass was dried (48 h at 55 °C) and weighed. 
Supernatants were mixed with three volumes of cold 96% ethanol and precipitated 
for 24 h at 4 °C. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation (for 10 min at 
7,500g) and resuspended in 0.4% NaCl solution (0.1% of the initial supernatant 
volume). The suspension was again mixed with three volumes of cold 96% ethanol 
and allowed to precipitate for 24 h at 4 °C. After this second precipitation round, in 
all samples but Δ eps, EPS could be observed as a white gel floating at the ethanol–
air interface41. The gel was carefully collected using a syringe, transferred to a fresh 
Eppendorf tube and pelleted down (for 1 min at 12,000g). The pellet was dried (for 
48 h at 55 °C) and weighed. Dry EPS mass was normalized to total dry biomass.
Microscopy and confocal laser scanning microscopy. Bright-field and 
fluorescence images of whole pellicles and colonies were obtained with an Axio 
Zoom V16 stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a × 0.5 Plan Apo objective, 
two LED cold-light sources (one for fluorescence detection and one for the 
visible light), a HE 38 filter set for GFP (excitation at 470/40 nm and emission at 
525/50 nm), a 63 HE filter set for red fluorescent protein (excitation at 572/25 nm 
and emission at 629/62 nm) and an AxioCam MRm monochrome camera (Carl 
Zeiss). The pellicles were also analysed using a confocal laser scanning microscope 
(LSM 780 equipped with an argon laser; Carl Zeiss) and a Plan-Apochromat/1.4 
Oil DIC M27 × 63 objective. Fluorescent reporter excitation was performed at 
488 nm for green fluorescence and at 564 nm for red fluorescence, while the 
emitted fluorescence was recorded at 484–536 nm and 567–654 nm for GFP and 
mKate, respectively. To generate pellicle images, Z-stack series with 1-µ m steps 
were acquired. Zen 2012 software (Carl Zeiss) was used for both stereomicroscopy 
and confocal laser scanning microscopy image visualization.
Genome resequencing and genome analysis. Genomic DNA of selected isolated 
strains was extracted using the EURex Bacterial and Yeast Genomic DNA Kit 
from cultures grown for 16 h. Paired-end fragment reads (2 × 150 nucleotides) 
were generated using an Illumina NextSeq sequencer. Primary data analysis 
(base calling) was carried out with ‘bcl2fastq’ software (v.2.17.1.14, Illumina). All 
further analysis steps were done in CLC Genomics Workbench Tool 9.5.1. Reads 
were quality trimmed using an error probability of 0.05 (Q13) as the threshold. In 
addition, the first ten bases of each read were removed. Only those reads were used 
in the mapping that displayed an alignment longer than 80% of the read length 
while showing at least 80% sequence identity against the reference genome. Non-
specific reads were randomly placed to one of their possible genomic locations. 
Quality-based SNP and small insertion/deletion variant calling was carried 
out, requiring ≥ 8× read coverage with ≥ 25% variant frequency. Only variants 
supported by good-quality bases (Q ≥ 20) were considered and only when they 
were supported by evidence from both DNA strands. The genome of the WT 
ancestor was also resequenced to subtract the mutations that could have been 
present before the evolution experiment. Data on the average coverage for each 
strain sequenced in this study are provided in Supplementary Table 5.
Statistical analyses. Statistical differences between two experimental groups were 
identified using two-tailed Student’s t-tests assuming equal variance. Variances in 
the two main types of data sets (c.f.u. counts in competition assays and weight of 
biomass) were similar across different samples and their normal distribution was 
confirmed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (P > 0.05). No data points were 
removed from the data set before analyses. No statistical methods were used to 
predetermine sample size and the experiments were not randomized.
Data availability
All data sets generated and analysed during this study are available from the 
corresponding author on request.
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ABSTRACT 
Biofilms are closely packed cells held and shielded by extracellular matrix composed of 
structural proteins and exopolysaccharides (EPS). As matrix components are costly to 
produce and shared within the population, EPS-deficient cells can act as cheaters by 
gaining benefits from the cooperative nature of EPS producers. Remarkably, genetically 
programmed EPS producers can also exhibit phenotypic heterogeneity at single cell level. 
For instance, mature biofilms of Bacillus subtilis contain cells in an ‘ON’ state, expressing 
extracellular matrix genes, as well as cells in an ‘OFF’ state. Previous studies have shown 
that spatial structure of biofilms limits the spread of cheaters, but the long-term influence 
of cheating on biofilm evolution is not well understood. In addition, the influence of 
cheats on phenotypic heterogeneity pattern within matrix-producers, was never 
examined. Here, we examine the influence of EPS non-producers (cheaters) on 
phenotypic heterogeneity of matrix production within the populations of EPS producers 
(cooperators). We discovered that cheater-mediated evolution in pellicles leads to a 
transient shift in phenotypic heterogeneity pattern of cooperators, resulting in larger 
numbers of cells sustaining very high eps expression as depicted by hyper ON phenotype. 
Although, hyper ON strategy seems adaptive in presence of cheats, allowing favorable 
positioning of the WT in pellicles, it is soon substituted by hyper OFF phenotype and/or 
soon after by population collapse. This study provides additional insights on how biofilms 
adapt and respond to stress caused by exploitation in long-term scenario. 
INTRODUCTION 
Cooperative interactions are prevalent for all life forms [1], even for simple microbes that 
often exist in communities of matrix bound surface-attached cells called biofilms [2–6]. 
However, when costly products such as siderophores [7, 8], extracellular polymeric 
substances [9, 10], digestive enzymes [11], and signaling molecules [12, 13] are secreted 
and shared, cooperative behavior becomes susceptible to cheating [2, 14–16], where 
mutants defective in cooperation can still benefit from cooperative community members 
[4, 5, 17]. It has been shown that spatially structured biofilms, where interactions with 
clonemates are common and diffusion of public goods is limited, may serve as natural 
defense against cheating [18–20]. However, long time scale studies have recently 
reported that biofilm defectors can spontaneously emerge and spread in biofilms by 
exploiting other matrix-proficient lineages [21–24]. In fact, a pioneering microbial 
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evolution study on Pseudomonas fluorescens has already pointed towards dynamic 
evolutionary interplay between cooperation and exploitation in a biofilm mat [25], where 
emergence of cellulose overproducer (Wrinkly) allowed mat formation, but also created 
an opportunity for exploitation by non-producers (Smooth), eventually leading to so 
called ‘tragedy of the commons’ [4, 26, 27]. 
Taken together, biofilms are a suitable model to understand social interactions in an 
evolutionary time scale [23, 28–31]. Modelling and empirical data confirm that 
mutualism (beneficial to both actor and recipient) and altruism (beneficial to recipient 
but not to actor) play crucial roles in biofilm enhancement [32] but at the same time can 
lead to biofilm destabilization [25]. Can cooperators evolve tactics to evade exploitation 
and in turn, can cheats utilize evolution to enhance their selfish actions?  
Recent studies showed that in well-mixed environment, cooperators adapt to cheats by 
reducing cooperation [14, 15, 33]. Such reduction could be achieved by various strategies, 
for instance decrease in motility [15], down regulation or minimal production in public 
goods [14, 15, 33], up-regulation of other alternative public goods [14], or bi-stable 
expression in virulence gene [2]. Interestingly, populations of cooperators often exhibit 
phenotypic heterogeneity at the single cell level [34, 35]. Therefore, an alternative and 
simple mechanism to modulate levels of cooperation in a population would be through 
changes in phenotypic heterogeneity pattern. However, the long-term effects of cheats on 
costly goods’ expression at individual cell level have never been examined. 
Understanding how heterogeneity of gene expression within the population is affected in 
the presence of cheats would provide better insight on microbial adaptation and stress 
response mechanisms.   
Here, we address this question using pellicle biofilm model of Bacillus subtilis [36, 37]. 
Pellicle formation in B. subtilis involves, amongst others, aerotaxis driven motility and 
subsequent matrix production [38]. Aerotaxis is important for oxygen sensing to aid cells 
reach the surface, while matrix formation is significant to sustain cells to adhere to the 
surface and to each other. Exopolysaccharide (EPS) is a costly public good in Bacillus 
subtilis biofilms [10, 18, 39] and is heterogeneously expressed during biofilm formation 
with approximately 40% of cells exhibiting the ON state [39, 40]. We aimed to investigate 
the cheat-dependent alteration related to phenotypic heterogeneity in eps expression by 
the producer.  
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We reveal that cheating mitigation by the EPS producers involves a shift in phenotypic 
heterogeneity towards increased frequency of eps-expressing cells, which is achieved by 
a loss-of-function mutation in a single regulatory gene. We also demonstrate that 
although ‘hyper ON’ phenotype helps to reduce cheating, it is rapidly replaced by hyper 
OFF strategy. Our study uncovers an alternative anti-cheating mechanism based on 
changes in phenotypic heterogeneity and highlights meandering trajectories prior 
cooperation collapse. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Bacterial strains and culture conditions 
Strain B. subtilis 168 Phyperspank-mKATE Peps-GFP (TB869) was obtained by transforming 
the laboratory strain, B. subtilis 168 Phyperspank-mKATE (TB49) [10, 18], with genomic DNA 
from NRS2243 (sacA::PepsA-gfp(Km)hag::cat) and selecting for Km resistance. The ∆rsiX 
strain with fluorescence reporters (TB959) was obtained by transforming TB869 with 
genomic DNA isolated from BKE23090 (168 trpC2 ∆rsiX::erm) [41]. Strains were 
maintained in LB medium (Lysogeny Broth (Lennox), Carl Roth, Germany), while 2SG 
medium was used for biofilm induction [10]. The ∆eps strains (TB608) was created 
previously [10]. 
Experimental evolution 
Eight biological replicates of the co-cultures of 1:1 ratio of B. subtilis TB869 and TB608 
were grown in 48-well plate containing 1ml 2SG medium at 30°C for two days. Pellicles 
were harvested into Eppendorf tubes containing 500 l sterile 2SG medium and 100 μl 
of sterile glass sand, vortexed for 90 seconds, 10 l fraction was transferred into 1ml 
2SG medium of a 48 well plate and incubated at 30°C static condition for two days. This 
cycle was continuously repeated 35 times. As control, four biological replicates of mono-
cultures of B. subtilis TB869 were evolved using the same transfer method. Every 5th 
transfer cycle, harvested cultures were mixed with 15% glycerol and stored at –80°C. 
Population ratio assay 
At every 5th transfer, pellicle biofilm productivities and relative frequencies of mutants 
and WT were qualitatively assessed (colony forming units (CFU)/ml) using LB agar 
containing selective antibiotics. LB agar plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 h and 
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colonies were counted. Three single clones of WT and of ∆eps per population per 
timepoint were isolated from plates and stored at –80°C in the presence of 15% glycerol. 
Quantitative assessment of hyper ON and hyper OFF populations 
Ninety-five single isolates of ancestor or evolved TB869 strains obtained from the 
population per timepoint were allowed to form pellicles in 96-well PCR plate containing 
100µl 2SG medium. After incubation at 30°C for 24 h, the plate was vortexed for 90 
seconds, bath sonicated (mini ultrasonic bath, Carl Roth, Germany) for 5 min and 
fluorescence was recorded using TECAN Infinite F200 PRO microplate reader (excitation 
at 485/20 nm and emission at 535/10 nm for GFP; excitation at 590/20 nm and emission 
at 635/35 nm for RFP; using manual gain of 35 and 50 for GFP and RFP, respectively). 
Hyper ON and hyper OFF phenotypes were categorized based on cut off value of the WT 
ancestor mean ± 1SD. GFP intensity values above 134 arbitrary units (AU) were 
considered as hyper ON and values below 70 AU were categorized as hyper OFF. 
Pellicle competition assay/Fitness assay 
Competition assays were performed as previously described [10]. Specifically, strains of 
interest were premixed at 1:1 ratio based on their OD600 values and the mixture was 
inoculated into 2SG medium at 1%. Cultures were grown for 48h under static conditions 
at 30°C and their relative frequencies were accessed using CFU counts (and selective 
antibiotics). 
Stereomicroscopy to assess competition of WT and ΔrsiX against Δeps 
Fluorescent images of pellicles were obtained with an Axio Zoom V16 stereomicroscope 
(Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss CL 9000 LED light source and an 
AxioCam MRm monochrome camera (Carl Zeiss) and HE eGFP (excitation at 470/40 nm 
and emission at 525/50 nm), and HE mRFP (excitation at 572/25 nm and emission at 
629/62 nm) filter sets. Images were taken at 3.5 and 55 magnifications. The exposure 
times for green and red fluorescence were set up to maximal possible values before 
reaching overexposure, using range indicator function. Zeiss software was used to obtain 
overlaid, artificially colored images of both fluorescence channels.  
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Qualitative assessment of Hyper ONs and Hyper OFFs via microscopy 
Single clones of evolved WT (TB869) obtained from population ratio assay were allowed 
to form 1-day old pellicle. Harvested pellicles were subjected to microscopic analysis 
using an Axio Observer 780 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped 
with a Plan-Apochromat 63/1.4 Oil DIC M27 objective, an argon laser for stimulation of 
fluorescence (excitation at 488 for green fluorescence and 561 nm for red fluorescence, 
with emission at 528/26 nm and 630/32 nm respectively). Zen 2012 Software (Carl 
Zeiss) and FIJI Image J Software [42] were used for image recording and processing, 
respectively. 
Flow cytometry and data analysis 
Frozen stocks of evolved populations were transferred onto LB-agar plates containing 
kanamycin (5µg/ml) to select solely for WT colonies. The plates were incubated 
overnight at 37°C, followed by inoculation of 10 randomly selected single colonies into 
2SG medium. After 24h-incubation at 30°C, the pellicles were harvested, sonicated and 
diluted accordingly. Flow cytometry was performed using BD FACSCanto II (BD 
Biosciences). To obtained average distribution of eps expression within populations, data 
obtained for all single isolates were subjected to binning using identical bin size. Next, a 
mean count for each bin by averaging individual counts within this bin obtained for single 
isolates, resulting in mean distribution of single cell level eps expression per population.  
Genome re-sequencing and genome analysis 
Genomic DNA of single clones from selected evolved populations were isolated using 
Bacterial and Yeast Genomic DNA kit (EURx) directly from –80°C stocks grown in LB 
medium for 5 h at 37°C with shaking at 220 rpm. For population sequencing analysis, 
approx. 100 colonies belonging to the evolved populations were harvested into 2ml LB 
broth and incubated at 37°C shaking at 220 rpm for 2-3 h. Re-sequencing was performed 
on an Illumina NextSeq instrument using V2 sequencing chemistry (2x150 nt). Base-
calling was carried out with “bcl2fastq” software (v.2.17.1.14, Illumina). Paired-end reads 
were further analyzed in CLC Genomics Workbench Tool 9.5.1. Reads were quality-
trimmed using an error probability of 0.05 (Q13) as the threshold. Reads that displayed 
≥80% similarity to the reference over ≥80% of their read lengths were used in mapping. 
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Quality-based SNP and small In/Del variant calling was carried out requiring ≥10 read 
coverage with ≥25% variant frequency. Only variants supported by good quality bases (Q 
≥ 30) on both strands were considered. Gene functions (product names) in SI Appendix 
Datasets were reported based on SubtiWiki [43]. 
RESULTS 
‘Hyper ON’ matrix producers emerge during evolution with cheats  
Exopolysaccharide EPS is one of the major components of B. subtilis biofilm matrix and 
mutants deficient in EPS production (∆eps) are not able to form pellicle biofilms 
(Supplementary Fig. 1). In line with previous results [10, 18, 39], we confirmed that the 
∆eps can take advantage of EPS-producing wild type (WT) and incorporate into the 
pellicle biofilm, resulting in lower  productivity of the WT (Supplementary Fig. 1b) and 
reduced surface complexity of the pellicle (Supplementary Fig. 1a). 
We were further interested if such social cheating could leave a phenotypic or genetic 
fingerprint in the population of the wild type B. subtilis. Previous studies have shown that 
cooperators can adapt to presence of cheats for example by decreasing the amount of 
released public goods and therefore minimizing cheating opportunities [2, 14, 15]. As B. 
subtilis exhibits phenotypic heterogeneity in eps matrix gene expression [39, 40] 
(Supplementary Fig. 2), we investigated how such heterogeneous expression is 
influenced by the presence of cheats in an evolutionary perspective. 
To address this question, we co-cultured the EPS producers (wild type- WT) and cheating 
strain (∆eps) for 10 biofilm growth cycles (~60 generations) (see methods). Based on 
previous studies [44, 45], we assumed that this evolutionary timeframe will be sufficient 
for evolution of adaptive mechanisms in the WT in response to social cheating, at the 
same time preventing the diversification of the WT into a biofilm-deficient morphotype, 
which can be observed on longer evolutionary timescales [44].   
During 10-cycle co-cultivation of WT and Δeps strain, we observed a general trend of 
declining pellicle productivity accompanied by an increasing ratio of EPS non-producers 
in biofilms across all parallel populations (Fig. 1), indicating that the WT strain was 
constantly exposed to social cheating throughout the experiment.     
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Using confocal laser scanning microscopy, qualitative assessment of randomly selected 
isolates revealed that early populations of the EPS producers (5-10 transfer) which co-
evolved with cheats exhibited a so called hyper ON phenotype, where the fraction of eps 
expressing cells was largely increased as compared to the ancestral strain (Fig. 1a, 
Supplementary Fig. 2). On the contrary, evolution in the absence of ∆eps mostly resulted 
in hyper OFF phenotype, with larger amounts of cells that do not express eps (Fig. 2a, 
Supplementary Fig. 2). To obtain a quantitative insight into the single-cell level 
expression of eps in the evolved WT populations, we performed flow cytometry 
measurements of Peps-GFP harboring strain in pellicles formed by 10 randomly selected 
isolates per population (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4). Although 
single isolates notably varied in their Peps-GFP signal distributions (Supplementary Fig. 
3), we spotted a general trend within the populations, that was in line with the 
microscopy results (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 4). Specifically, on average, the isolates 
from WT populations that co-evolved with Δeps, were showing an increase in phenotypic 
heterogeneity, with a shift towards higher expression of eps, when compared with the 
ancestor (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 3). On the other hand, isolates that evolved without 
Δeps, showed a substantial increase in OFF subpopulation (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 4). 
As flow cytometry revealed large within-population variations of eps expression, we 
additionally screened 95 single isolates per population for average Peps-GFP intensity (see 
methods) (Supplementary Fig. 5).  
 The results revealed major changes in distribution of Peps-GFP intensity across the 
evolved and co-evolved WT populations as compared to the WT ancestor (Supplementary 
Fig. 5). Specifically, for all WTs evolved alone, the distributions narrowed and 
dramatically shifted to the left, so that the clear majority of isolates matched the hyper 
OFF category across the entire evolutionary time (Supplementary Fig. 5). On the contrary, 
in some co-evolved WT populations (population 3, 5 and 7) the distributions widened at 
the 10th transfer, resulting in increased frequency of hyper ON isolates (Supplementary 
Fig. 5).  
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Fig. 1 Pellicle productivity. Total colony forming unit per ml of WT and ∆eps in 48 h old pellicles 
non-evolved (Start) (n=9), after experimental evolution at 5th (n=8 populations) and 10th transfer 
(n=7 populations). One population after 10th transfer was unable to form pellicle attributed to WT 
being totally outnumbered by ∆eps. Dots represent data obtained for all individual populations, 
while columns represent averages. Error bars correspond to standard error. 
Fig. 2 Evolved WT biofilms in the presence of cheaters shows altered eps expression. a Qualitative 
assessment of eps gene expression based on confocal laser scanning microscopy of pellicles 
formed by single clones of WT evolved without cheaters belonging to population C1 (5th and 10th) 
and WT evolved with cheaters belonging to population 3 (5th and 10th transfer).  Cells 
constitutively expressing mKATE (OFF cells) are represented in magenta and eps expressing cells 
(ON cells) are shown in green.  Scale bar = 10 µm. b Flow cytometry analysis showing average 
distributions of fluorescence intensities of cells belonging to WT ancestor (dark grey), WT 
evolved without cheaters (blue), WT evolved with cheaters (yellow), and overlay of all 3 in 
comparison to WT non-labelled (light grey). 
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Mutations in rsiX lead to Hyper ON phenotype 
To unravel the genetic basis of the hyper ON phenotype that evolved in presence of 
cheats, several single isolates from the evolved populations were subjected to genome 
resequencing (for details see methods). The comparative analysis of sequencing data 
revealed that the WT isolates that co-evolved with cheats and exhibited the hyper ON 
phenotype, shared mutations in rsiX gene (Supplementary Dataset 1). The rsiX gene 
encodes for an anti-sigma factor that controls the activity of extracellular cytoplasmic 
function (ECF) sigma factor X which is involved in cationic antimicrobial peptide 
resistance important for cell envelope stress response [46]. Detected mutations resulted 
either in substitution of Valine 106 to Alanine or frameshift mutations in Serine 104 or 
Isoleucine 347 that could lead to change or loss of anti-SigX function. Indeed, we were 
able to recreate the evolved hyper ON phenotype in the pellicle solely by deleting the rsiX 
gene in the WT ancestor (Fig. 3a and b). Interestingly, a different type of frameshift 
mutation in Lysine 200 was found in one population of evolved WT alone but this 
population demonstrated a hyper OFF phenotype (Fig. 2a), suggesting that only certain 
types of mutations in rsiX lead to the increase in number of eps expressing cells in the 
population or additional mutations have antagonistic effects in this isolate. 
Fig. 3 Deletion of rsiX results in increased eps expression in pellicles. a Qualitative assessment of 
eps gene expression based on confocal laser scanning microscopy of pellicles formed by ∆rsiX 
(TB959) showing Hyper ON phenotype in contrast to WT ancestor (TB869).  Cells constitutively 
expressing mKATE (OFF) are shown in magenta and eps- expressing cells (ON) are represented 
in green.  Scale bar 10µm. b Flow cytometry results showing average distribution of fluorescence 
intensities of WT cells (dark grey), ∆rsiX cells (TB959) (pink) and overlay of the 2 in comparison 
to WT non-labelled (light grey). 
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Mutation in rsiX contributes to competitive advantage of producer strains against 
cheats 
As mutation in rsiX resulted in hyper ON phenotype that may be linked to elevated 
secretion of EPS, we hypothesized that ΔrsiX producers could support the spread of 
cheats. To better understand how ancestor WT and ΔrsiX interact with Δeps, we cultivated 
the Δeps in presence of EPS-containing supernatants obtained from the WT and ΔrsiX 
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Both supernatants could partially restore pellicle formation by 
Δeps resulting in similar productivities of Δeps, thereby not supporting our hypothesis on 
improved performance of the mutant in presence of hyper ON ΔrsiX strain.  
In order to determine the effect of rsiX deletion on fitness of the WT in presence of cheats, 
we performed a series of competition assays. Apparently, the ∆rsiX showed two-fold 
increase in relative frequency (40%) (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 7) when competed 
against the ∆eps, as compared to the WT ancestor (20%). Additionally, the significant 
fitness improvement of the WT strain evolved with cheats was already observed in 5th 
transfer and 10th transfer, mutually with an early occurrence of hyper ON phenotype in 
those populations. This was not the case for the WT evolved alone at 5th transfer (20%) 
(Fig. 4a, Supplementary Fig. 7). These results suggest that the early improvement in 
competitive strategies against cheats are caused by the rsiX mutation associated with 
hyper ON phenotype. 
It is worth to mention that we could not detect any significant fitness costs or benefits 
linked to rsiX deletion in pairwise competition between ΔrsiX and WT in the liquid 
medium (Supplementary Fig. 8; relative fitness of ΔrsiX = 1.00 ±0.02 S.D.). Furthermore, 
we did not observe significant differences in productivities of WT and the hyper ON ΔrsiX 
mutant, when grown in monoculture pellicles (Supplementary Fig. 9), suggesting that 
positive effect of rsiX mutation only manifests in presence of cheats. Similarly, different 
relative frequencies of Δeps in pellicles formed by the ancestor or evolved matrix 
producers, did not result in different productivities of mixed pellicles (Supplementary 
Fig. 9). These results suggest that hyper ON phenotypes are vested on the increase in eps-
expressing cells or limiting the spread of cheats but do not result in an increase in total 
yield. 
It was previously demonstrated that increased matrix production can allow favorable 
positioning of a bacterial strain in the biofilm, thereby providing fitness advantage [47]. 
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To test whether hyper ON phenotype can allow better positioning of the ΔrsiX in presence 
of Δeps, we visualized 48 h grown pellicles formed by ΔrsiX:Δeps and WT:Δeps mixtures 
inoculated at 1:1 initial frequencies (Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. 10). While WT and Δeps 
were ‘well-mixed’ with both strains present on the oxygen-rich surface of the pellicle, the 
ΔrsiX strain clearly dominated over the Δeps occupying majority of the biofilm surface 
and marginalizing the Δeps into small clusters (Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. 10). Therefore, 
deletion of rsiX that results in hyper-ON phenotype, provides fitness advantage over 
biofilm cheats, most likely by allowing favorable positioning of the matrix producers in 
the biofilm. 
Fig. 4 a Pellicle competition assay of single clones belonging to producer populations (WT 
ancestor (n=9), ∆rsiX (n=8), evolved with (n=4) and without cheaters (n=4)) against ∆eps 
ancestor. b Productivity assay based on total CFU/ml of pellicles of co-cultures of ∆eps ancestor 
and single clones belonging to producer populations (WT ancestor (n=9), ∆rsiX (n=8), evolved 
with (n=4) and without cheaters (n=4)). Mean is represented in square within the box plots; 
median is denoted by horizontal line inside the boxes; whiskers represent the min and max; Error 
bars in bar graph are based on Standard error; single dots represent the individual data points 
(n); asterisk (*) represents the significant difference from the WT ancestor ANOVA (P value 0.05). 
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Fig. 5 Competition assay between fluorescently WT vs Δeps and ΔrsiX vs Δeps. Strains labelled 
with constitutively expressed GFP and mKate proteins, were inoculated in 1:1 initial frequency, 
pellicles were cultivated for 48h at 30⁰C and visualized using stereomicroscope. Upper panels 
represent controls (two isogenic WT or ΔrsiX strains labelled with different fluorescent markers), 
middle panel represents pellicles formed by WT vs Δeps and bottom panels represent pellicles 
formed by ΔrsiX vs Δeps, each in two alternative combinations of fluorescent markers. Scale bar 
corresponds to 500 µm. 
Hyper ON phenotype serves as a transient adaptive response to cheating    
As the evolved WT isolates carrying point mutation in rsiX as well as the recreated ΔrsiX 
mutant (in ancestral genetic background) performed better in competition with Δeps as 
compared to the WT ancestor, we reasoned that loss-of-function mutation in rsiX together 
with an associated hyper ON phenotype, might be an efficient evolutionary strategy 
against social cheating. Surprisingly however, prolonged evolution experiment 
eventually led to so called ‘tragedy of the commons’ as the Δeps mutant took over in 6 out 
of 8 populations, completely abolishing the pellicle formation (Fig. 6 and Supplementary 
Fig. 11).   
We next investigated changes in phenotypic heterogeneity pattern in late (transfer 15 
onwards) co-evolved WT populations, similarly, as performed before for the early 
populations (see Supplementary Fig. 5). Specifically, we measured an average Peps-GFP 
intensity in 95 randomly selected single isolates per population. Interestingly, in contrast 
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to the early co-evolved WT carrying hyper ON phenotype, the results for late co-evolved 
populations revealed a strong shift towards low eps expression levels already in transfer 
15 (Supplementary Fig. 12) and consistent for later evolutionary time points.   The CLSM 
analysis on selected single isolates confirmed that the hyper ON phenotype observed until 
transfer 10 was now replaced by ‘Hyper OFF’ phenotype, which also developed in the 
control WT populations evolved in the absence of Δeps (Supplementary Fig. 12).    
To investigate the genetics behind this phenomenon all evolved WT populations from the 
last evolutionary time point (or the last time point prior the collapse) were re-sequenced. 
Curiously, both WT populations which resisted the invasion of Δeps (population 5 and 8), 
but neither of the ‘defeated’ WT populations, carried mutations in yvrG gene 
(Supplementary Fig. 11, Supplementary Dataset 2) encoding for two-component histidine 
kinase involved in cell wall process. Finally, the rsiX mutation was not detected neither in 
the last populations before the collapse, with an exemption of population 7 with 1% hyper 
ON phenotype (Supplementary Fig. 11, Supplementary Dataset 1), nor at the last transfer 
point for the non-collapse, implying that this mutation was lost in parallel with the loss of 
hyper ON phenotype in the late populations.  
Fig. 6 Summary figure shows the population dynamics based on producer and cheater frequency 
per population from 5th transfer to 35th transfers for populations evolved with cheaters with 
collapse (Pop 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7) and without collapse (Pop 5 and 8) and populations evolved 
without cheaters (C1, C2, C3, C4) with indications of phenotypes based on hyper ON, hyper OFF 
or heterogenous eps-expression.  Key mutations on single clone level of evolved WT and evolved 
∆eps or population level are specified. The *rsiX mutation differs from mutation observed in 
strains evolved with cheaters. 
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DISCUSSION 
Studies on evolution of cooperative behavior is important to understand how social 
behaviors are shaped in longer time scale. Moreover, exploring long term consequences 
of exposure to cheating allows to better understand how cooperation prevails in nature 
where environmental stress and exploitation exist inherently. Previous evolution studies 
on cheater-cooperator interactions in spatially structured environment showed cheater 
mitigation via minimization of the cooperative trait [2, 14, 15]. On the contrary, here we 
show that cooperators initially respond to cheating by intensifying the cooperative 
behaviors through shift in phenotypic heterogeneity pattern towards hyper ON 
phenotype, where, in contrast to the ancestral strain, nearly all members of the 
population express the operon involved in EPS production (Fig. 6). Further molecular 
analysis of the hyper ON isolates strongly suggests that this phenotype is triggered by 
loss-of-function mutation in rsiX gene. The product of rsiX represses the activity of ECF 
sigma factor, SigX that is involved in cell envelope stress response against cationic 
antimicrobial peptides [48]. Importantly, SigX has been previously shown to induce 
expression of epsA-O in B. subtilis via a complex regulatory pathway involving Abh and 
SlrR [49], explaining the observed enhanced in eps gene expression in rsiX mutant. 
Another example of matrix overproduction via ECF adaptation was also reported in 
Gram-negative bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa where mutations in another ECF 
called AlgT led to alginate overproduction and increased resistance to antimicrobials 
[50]. Therefore, adaptive boosts in matrix production through modulation of ECF is not 
exclusive for B. subtilis but seems to occur also in medically relevant Gram-negative 
pathogens like P. aeruginosa. 
In contrast to previous studies that addressed long term cheating on diffusible 
siderophores, we explored evolutionary interplay between biofilm producers and non-
producers in structured environment. Our results support previous observations on 
evolution of specific cheating-resisting mechanisms in co-operators, pointing towards 
ubiquity of this phenomenon. In addition, our work brings up two major findings 1) 
matrix producers can adapt to matrix non-producers by shifting phenotypic 
heterogeneity towards increased number of matrix-overexpressing cells 2) hyper ON 
phenotype is associated with favorable positioning of the matrix producers in the biofilm 
in presence of cheats, thereby limiting their numbers  3) hyper ON anti-cheating strategy 
is a short-term solution, which can either be replaced by another, yet unknown strategy 
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linked to hyper OFF phenotype, or followed by tragedy of the commons. As recently 
demonstrated, alternative EPS-independent biofilm formation strategies can emerge by 
single amino acid change is TasA [45]. It remains to be discovered whether shifts in 
phenotypic heterogeneity in response to long term cheating is general phenomenon that 
applies to different types of public goods. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
1. Public goods EPS and TasA as effective tools to examine the evolutionary social
interactions in B. subtilis biofilms
The biofilm matrix components, EPS and TasA, of B. subtilis contributes not only to the 
structural integrity of the spatial structure but also fosters cooperation1. However, they 
are also prone to exploitation and competition due to the metabolic burden they carry as 
public goods.   As previously mentioned in the introduction, public goods are secreted 
substances that are freely available to other individuals and profits the whole population2 
(see also Chapter 1). Outside the context of biofilm development, the role of these 
components, have been enumerated (reviewed in 3,4).  In addition to those features, their 
roles as public goods offer a high impact in examining social behaviours in spatial 
structures in the context of evolution, as they could evolve to continuously remain freely 
shared or become more privatized (Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).  
Since both EPS and TasA components are essential in the formation of pellicle biofilms, 
different schemes of evolutionary social interaction set-ups are employed in this 
dissertation to understand how these public goods are shared by producers in a spatially 
structured environment.  The initial evolutionary points used in this study involve social 
interplays within clonal cells (Chapter 2), between producers and non-producers (WT 
and ∆eps∆tasA in Chapter 3; WT and ∆eps in Chapter 6) and between two types of matrix 
producers (∆eps and ∆tasA in Chapters 4 and 5). These evolution models foster either 
cooperative behaviours (Chapter 2 and 4) or evolution of microbial interactions in 
biofilms (reviewed in Chapter 1) such as exploitation by cheaters (Chapter 2 and 6) or 
competitive behaviours by defectors (Chapter 3) or development of cooperation-
independent alternatives (Chapter 5).   
The use of EPS and TasA to investigate social interaction is an appropriate model since 
the extent to which these expensive goods are shared, and the cost and benefits to 
individuals (direct or indirect fitness) and group (inclusive fitness) could be measured 
using different methods and scenarios.  The overall benefit (fitness) acquired by the 
group could be quantified via biofilm productivity assay through dried biomass weight as 
performed in Chapter 3 or through total colony forming unit per ml (CFU/ml) as 
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employed in Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6.  While the extent of cost carried by each could be 
measured through relative fitness assay as utilized in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Importantly, the difference in the extent to which these goods are shared or privatized 
could also be monitored through cross-complementation assay wherein spent medium 
of interacting strains were supplemented on the other strain as shown in Chapters 2, 3, 
4, 5 and 6.  Additionally, the intensity and gene expression levels could be tracked by 
insertion of molecular marker wherein the promoter locus is tagged with reporter fusion 
(PtapA for TasA and Peps for EPS)5, to monitor gene expression and phenotypic 
heterogeneity through fluorescence microscopy easily.  Additionally, genetic variations 
in matrix production could lead to altered biofilm structural properties and efficiently 
assessed using biomechanical analyses 6–8 of hydrophobicity and surface topography 
(Chapter 2 and Chapter 5).  
2. The costly metabolic pairing of EPS and TasA yields cooperative traits
Phenotypic heterogeneity is one of the prominent characteristics of biofilms9 that also 
plays a role in social interactions10. It allows individuals to persist and survive in spite of 
the harsh environmental shifts that eventually lead to the division of labour 10. Division 
of labour in B. subtilis biofilms is shown in Chapter 4 based on task allocation, cooperation 
and inclusive fitness gain of individuals.  Exponentially growing B. subtilis demonstrated 
a metabolic specialisation in clonal bacterial population 11.  Seemingly, this also occurs in 
biofilms concerning matrix production.  In B. subtilis biofilms, not all cells are dedicated 
to matrix production12, and as confirmed in Chapter 4, the phenotypic task allocation in 
clonal biofilms is grouped into matrix non-producers, EPS producers and most commonly 
EPS and TasA-formers.  However, it is surpassed by the genetic division of labour of two 
engineered specialists producing the TasA and the EPS, as demonstrated in Chapter 4.  
Division of labour occurs when cooperative individuals specialize in specific tasks and 
are favoured by natural selection when specialization facilitates efficiency benefits13.  In 
the evolution study performed in Chapter 4, genetic task allocation resulted in maximal 
productivity in comparison to the phenotypic division of labour. Why is a genotypic 
division of labour much favourable than the phenotypic task allocation? It is evident that 
the genotypic division of labour saves cost since individual task allocation is based on 
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their genetic machinery rather than differentiation in gene expression (Chapter 4). This 
finding provides improved insights on how cooperation is more favourable based on 
genotypic specialization in spatial structures. Specifically, such advantage is caused by 
balanced mutual exchange of commodities based on low distribution and certain 
metabolic restrictions (reviewed in 14).  And since optimal matrix ratio of 30% EPS and 
70% TasA production is also observed in plant root colonization, this shows that B. 
subtilis could be optimized in terms of ecological importance such as better crop yield. 
Moreover, this platform demonstrates how cooperative traits based on fitness gain 
through task allocation occurs in biofilm systems.  However, such phenomenon when 
subjected to experimental evolutionary scheme that mimics the changing environment in 
natural setting, the aforementioned genetic task allocation collapses through time.  The 
difference in their exploitability, with EPS being more shareable and the protein 
component TasA being more privatized, led to the alterity of their abilities to maintain 
cooperation thus, leading to one of them to dominate the population.  As it is in Charles 
Darwin’s theory of evolution15, the ones that survive seemingly are individuals that have 
best adapted to the condition.  These led to a thought-provoking query of how an 
engineered matrix mutant (EPS producer) survives better than the other (TasA 
producer).  As the data are shown in Chapter 5, evolution of individuality perishes 
cooperative traits. However, such tragedy seemingly is not a hurdle to the scientific 
knowledge of evolution of cooperative traits.  The obvious reasons will be discussed 
further in the discussion section 3.2.   
3. Evolution of social interactions in B. subtilis biofilms
Social interactions in B. subtilis is a prolific occurrence16–18, interestingly so, it also 
observed in B. subtilis biofilms1 such as in the case of cooperative interactions via division 
of labour of matrix components in clonal cells of B. subtilis  (Chapter 4). However, it is not 
well established if these social relations would change, diminish or persist through time.  
Evolutionary adaptation is influenced by different biotic or abiotic factors that lead to 
new traits beneficial to an individual or to the community. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 
experimental evolution in biofilms yields unique community attributes that would shape 
social synergy.  Experimental evolution in pellicle biofilms using different starting points 
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of clonal cells (Chapter 2), matrix producer versus non-producer (Chapter 3 and 6), and 
solitary scheme of two types of matrix producers (Chapter 5) provides insights on how 
social interactions are shaped in a prolonged time scale.  
3.1. Diversification leads to complex social interplay 
Morphotypic diversity, including phenotypic and genotypic heterogeneity, is widely 
observed in biofilm evolution experiments as compared to planktonic experimental set-
ups (Chapter 1)19.  First descriptions of morphotype diversification in biofilm evolution 
were detailed in 1994 and 1998 in Comomonas sp by Korona et al. and Pseudomonas 
fluorescens static microcosms by Rainey and Travisano, respectively.  The latter 
experiment delved into the evolutionary dynamics on morphology diversification that led 
to the emergence of three prevailing morphology types that reproducibly existed on a 
consistent sequence.   From then on, several other experimental evolution studies 
followed 20–28 and revealed similar striking observations that involved predictable order 
and time-dependent occurrences of morphology variants such as in the cases of Serratia 
marcescens29, Streptococcus pneumoniae 30 Staphylococcus aureus25,31 and Burkholderia 
cenocepacia23,24.  The sequence and timing dependency is plausibly due to either 
epistasis, wherein the fitness and adaptation consequence on genetic modifications is 
reliant on the mutations in other genes, or niche construction, wherein the effect of 
environment alterations rendered by prior variants influenced the nature of the 
succeeding  variants19.   
Most evolutionary diversification studies have been done using Gram-negative species 
except for the medically relevant pathogen S. aureus 25,31,32. Experimental evolution on a 
non-pathogenic Gram-positive bacterium renders another evolutionary perspective in an 
ecological setting such as in the case of the plant root colonizer B. subtilis.  As shown in 
Chapter 2, the spatial structures in the pellicle biofilms of B. subtilis are also a favourable 
environment for morphotypic divergence, wherein the diversified community could be 
influenced by numerous social and ecological interplays.  As in the case of the emergence 
of morphotypes W (Wrinkly), S (Smooth or studded), Fuzzy (F) and Ruffled spreader (R) 
in the experimental evolution set-up of  P. fluorescens 33 and bead selection method of  B. 
cenocepacia 23, pellicle evolution scheme in B. subtilis likewise revealed a variety of 
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morphotypes called Wrinkly, Rough, Spreader and Smooth (Chapter 2).  Genetic analyses 
of these morphotypes revealed two genetic lineages wherein wrinkly evolved from rough 
and smooth from the spreader. These morphotypes co-exist by inhabiting different 
niches within the biofilms, thus preventing competition and rendering an improvement 
in biofilm productivity similarly observed in previous studies 23,33–35. 
Interestingly, they also exhibited unique quantifiable differences based on surface 
topography and non-wettability.  Previous studies have linked biofilm surface properties 
with hydrophobicity alongside with biofilm matrix production 6,7,14,36–39, which also 
supported the observed distinction in surface structure and hydrophobic properties of 
the morphotypes.   Understanding the different wetting properties of evolved biofilm 
structures is vital to fathom how they adapt to dry and humid conditions.  Moreover, 
additional insights on surface structure related to hydrophobicity and matrix production 
play a crucial role in finding effective ways to eradicate biofilms through mechanical or 
chemical force, such as the use of antibacterial agents.   
Evolutionary diversification, although first classified through morphological differences 
in colony structure, could also be further analysed using different properties.  Aside from 
the previously mentioned physical property based on surface structure and 
hydrophobicity, biofilm formation through matrix gene expression could also be utilized 
to differentiate one morphotype from the other (Chapter 2).  Additionally, it also helps in 
comprehending the social interplay within evolved strains based on public good 
availability.  Colony structures are linked to different biofilm-associated characteristics 
such as in the case of the wrinkly phenotype isolated from the evolution studies of P. 
fluorescens and B. cenocepacia showing increased cluster formation, improved 
attachment and higher productivity based on biomass 20,23,33.  This is also true in the case 
of the observed distinctions in matrix gene expression profiles based on pellicle 
formation abilities of the morphotypes isolated from the evolution experiment in B. 
subtilis detailed in Chapter 2. Wrinkly isolate has the highest matrix gene expression, 
followed by rough and spreader strains.  The least is the smooth morphotype that is 
comparably lower than the ancestor.  Evidently, due to low matrix gene expression, the 
smooth morphotype isolate is unable to form a pellicle.  However, the presence of such 
phenotype increases the productivity (based on the total number of the colony- forming 
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units) of the whole population thus implying exploitation of the cooperative behaviours 
rendered by the other morphotypes to the smooth. 
Additionally, when supernatant coming from the ancestor strain is supplemented to the 
smooth variant, the ability to form pellicle is restored, suggesting an exploitative 
interaction.  However, since co-culturing of the four morphotypes reveal that the smooth 
variant is located at the bottom layer of the pellicle, its exploitative behaviour could be 
modulated due to poor oxygen availability.  Positioning is an important basis for 
competition in biofilms 40, and since smooth variant is at a disadvantage, exploitation 
restraint occurs, which is then evident in the increased productivity of the population.    
Social interactions during evolutionary diversification reveal positive interaction based 
on niche construction opportunities.  Alteration in the environment brought about by 
genotypic variants creates new niches that known as niche construction23,34,41.  
Diversification provides ecological prospects based on vacant niches due to the spatial 
structure, and nutrient gradient involve in biofilms.  Such empty niches are often not 
utilized by existing genotypes/phenotypes until novel ones arise. These niches provide a 
harmonious relationship among genotypes as they occupy a niche that is complementary 
to their specialized needs.  However, gradients of stress factors, such as oxygen gradient 
in pellicles, could also result in competitive interactions resulting in exploitative 
behaviours. Competition is driven by positioning40, which is also highly modulated in 
niche construction.  
Thus, diversification is not exclusive to pathogenic Gram-negatives and Gram-positives 
but also occurs in non-pathogenic Gram-positive bacterium, as represented by B. subtilis. 
More importantly, it offers complex social interactions involving a crisscross of positive 
and exploitative behaviours — a positive interaction based on cooperation via shared 
interest as evident in the increased group fitness and a negative interaction via 
exploitation caused by nascent evolved non-producers taking advantage of the 
cooperative behaviour of the evolved producers.   
3.2. Evolution of individuality diminishes cooperation via novel biofilm traits 
Since the pioneering evolutionary experiment of Richard Lenski with E. coli in 1988 42, 
numerous studies have established the role of evolution in the rapid development of new 
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traits in microorganisms.  As in the case of microbial communities, the ability to sense 
threats from different environmental cues and be protected by biofilm matrix offers 
experimental evolution studies an excellent system to study the emergence of new 
biofilm lifestyle.  Such as shown in biofilm evolution study in P. aeruginosa 33,43 and B. 
subtilis demonstrated in Chapter 5, wherein a type of task allocation collapses through 
time due to a much favourable adaptive skill which leads to new traits of improved 
surface colonization.  Investigation of temporal properties of adaptive matrix autonomy 
as performed in Chapter 5 led to the understanding that the collapse of cooperation in 
biofilms is due to the disparity of the individual adaptation skills of EPS and TasA 
producers. Cells that are deficient in eps and those that do not harbour tasA genes are 
innately unable to form pellicles solitarily but are able to evolve into new biofilm traits 
that allow pellicle formation.  
EPS producers evolve to a new lifestyle of elevated expression of eps through various 
transcriptional regulatory pathways yielding into improved transcription.  An 
overabundance of such adaptive routes leads to the overproduction of EPS that facilitates 
surface colonization without the aid of the other matrix component TasA.  This suggests 
that new biofilm lifestyle could evolve even in the absence of the other matrix component.  
Additionally, it demonstrates how evolution could reshape a known lifestyle into a new 
mode of living.  And since EPS provides cells within the biofilms robust protection against 
external assaults, the evolution of unique ways of delivering copious protection signifies 
that biofilm resistance is a much more complicated problem. 
Moreover, aside from its structural role, EPS in B. subtilis plays a signalling role similar to 
Psl polysaccharide in P. aeruginosa44. As a signalling molecule, interaction with 
membrane and kinase components EpsA and EpsB, respectively, promotes 
autophosphorylation of  EpsA/EpsB tyrosine kinases45 that inhibits EPS production but 
simultaneously activates phosphorylation of other substrates of the EPS biosynthetic, 
such as glucosyltransferase (EpsE) pathways that leads to EPS synthesis46. An evolved 
trait of EPS overproduction could influence EPS’ role as a signalling molecule. Particularly 
so, since it was investigated by Elsholz et al. that addition of purified EPS revives 
phosphorylation in a dose-dependent approach3. Furthermore, EPS has a vital role in the 
root colonization of Arabidopsis thaliana 47 (see also Chapter 4). As previously mentioned, 
in comparison to TasA, EPS is highly exploitable. Thus an evolved lifestyle of EPS 
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overproduction would result in a much more complex social interplay aside from 
improved surface colonization, particularly in dealing with antibiotic resistance in 
biofilms and in plant-root colonization.     
Another output of the evolution of individual matrix mutants is the evolution of TasA 
producer as presented in Chapter 5.  Evolved TasA-formers harbour substitution of 
certain amino acids to cysteine that yielded a tremendous effect on amyloid structural 
properties such as thicker fibres and elevated oligomerization.   Interestingly, this 
evolved trait that confers altered properties could only be observed in the absence of an 
EPS component, as pellicle formation would result to weakened water repellency due to 
modified interaction with another matrix component BslA 37.    Moreover, to date, there 
has been no cysteine existing in any of the TasA protein sequence coded in the sequenced 
genomes. Thus, it is seemingly selected against in nature, possibly due to the decrease in 
repellency.   
TasA aside from being one of the key structural components of the biofilm matrix in B. 
subtilis is critical in root-related biofilm formation47 (see also Chapter 4), and therefore, 
an altered form of TasA brought about by evolution might lead to a better or poorer plant 
root interactions. As such, evolved biofilm trait has not been examined yet to exist in a 
natural setting.  Moreover, TasA confers antimicrobial properties when overexpressed in 
E. coli 48 and anti-fungal effect in Fusarium culmorum49, however, it is yet to be known if 
a different amyloid fibre structure of TasA would also affect such inhibiting efficacy.   
Presence of cysteine in TasA interestingly poses new questions on possible effects on 
TasA’s known properties and features.  Although it was reported in amyloids associated 
with plant pathogens, such as harpins, that absence of cysteine in amyloids promotes 
better functionality50, it is still interesting to investigate what other new functions a 
cysteine-containing TasA could offer.   
3.3. Evolution of competitive interactions leads to shifts in mobile genetic elements 
and phenotypic heterogeneity 
In B. subtilis biofilms, competitive interactions could evolve in systems that involve 
different shifts such as mobile genetic changes that are employed as a biological weapon 
(Chapter 3) or shift in phenotypic heterogeneity related to matrix gene expression 
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utilized as an anti-cheating mechanism (Chapter 6). Furthermore, the presence of 
cheaters leads to the competitive exclusion that facilitates the collapse of the population, 
commonly referred to as “The tragedy of the commons”51 (Chapter 6).  In another case, 
the presence of non-producers that are excluded from the community could foster an 
evolutionary event that leads to interference competition that provides an improved 
advantage to the evolved competing strain (Chapter 3).   
3.3.1. Evolved competitive interference triggers phage release 
Deficiency in both matrix components EPS and TasA tenders a tremendous disadvantage 
when it comes to pellicle formation (Chapter 3).  Since both mentioned matrix 
components are essential in biofilm pellicle formation52, they play a vital role in the 
evolutionary interplay between matrix producer and non-producer (Chapter 3).  
Moreover, proper positioning provides a significant function during pellicle formation53 
and competitive advantage40. In contrast to motility, chemo- and aerotaxis mutants that 
have a slight disadvantage due to delayed pellicle formation 53, the matrix mutants are 
more impaired since they are not able to stick to the surface and are at the bottom of the 
pellicle where oxygen is not accessible, and the carbon source is depleted.  However, 
molecular adaptation strategies during evolution involving mobile genetic shifts 
rendered an increase in competitive advantage via phage mediation.  Bacterial viruses, 
also known as phages, have been used as an important tool to understand bacterial 
evolution54–59 since their independent discoveries in 1915 and 1917 by Fredrick Twort 
and Felix D’Herelle, respectively 60,61.  Moreover, they are able to degrade the 
extracellular polysaccharide matrix in biofilms by producing polysaccharide 
depolymerases 62–64. The novel finding on the activation of phages into the lytic cycle in 
B. subtilis biofilm proves that social dynamics based on competitive interactions could be 
altered within the confines of adaptive evolutionary occurrences.  Aside from those 
mentioned in Chapter 3, it is also plausible that non-matrix producing strain harbouring 
phages through adaptive strategy is able to gain advantage through the phage’s ability to 
disintegrate the biofilm matrix enclosure produced by the producer cells and provide 
space for non-matrix producers in the biofilm.  Although, it is worth mentioning that the 
effect of the B. subtilis released phages on the matrix are yet to be known. Phages have 
been studied to be effective in eradicating biofilms formed by pathogens such as the 
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Gram-positive bacterium Streptococcus suis 65and Gram-negative bacteria such as E. coli, 
Proteus mirabilis and Klebsiella pneumoniae 66,67.  In 2016, temperate phages were shown 
to effectively facilitate adaptive evolution in host-pathogen interactions in cystic fibrosis-
causing opportunistic pathogen P. aeruginosa 57.  These studies show the importance of 
phages and its role in evolution and advances knowledge in clinical studies.  Although B. 
subtilis is a non-pathogenic bacterium, it has great relevance in the medical setting.  It was 
employed to heal dysentery during World War II68, and its EPS secretion has probiotic 
properties against enteric diseases and inflammations.  The ability of B. subtilis to utilize 
phages during evolutionary adaptation caused by competitive interactions provides 
ecological relevance to understand better how it interacts in the soil where other 
numerous microorganisms compete for niches.  Such as in the case of the interaction 
between B. subtilis with another plant-beneficial bacterium Pseudomonas chlororaphis, 
wherein their co-existence depends on extracellular matrix and Type VI Secretion 
system, respectively 69.  It is interesting to confirm the important role of matrix 
components in the social interactions using two different plant bacteria both in vitro and 
in plants as recently studied by Molina-Santiago et.al.  More so, it is thought-provoking to 
know how such interaction could evolve through time and if phages will also play a role 
in such interplay just as how it happened in the evolution of matrix and non-matrix 
producers in Chapter 3.  
3.3.2. Evolved anti-cheating mechanism alters heterogeneity pattern in response 
to exploitative interactions 
Strategies have evolved through a cooperative system that renders avoidance of conflicts 
(reviewed in 70; 1,71–73).  In Chapter 6, another mechanism that involves evolution with 
cheaters offers a different perspective.  In contrast to the disadvantage in full non-
producers (eps and tasA mutants) shown in Chapter 3, the presence of one of the matrix 
components offers a different social interplay.  Absence of EPS provides a cheating 
phenomenon where TasA producer is able to benefit from the EPS produced by the other 
strain, in this case, the WT (co-operator).  As previously mentioned, biofilms are highly 
characterized by phenotypic heterogeneity, which can be caused by genetic alterations, 
various environmental factors and intrinsic stochasticity74.  In B. subtilis, heterogeneity 
within bacterial populations is observed in matrix production (Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 12), 
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sporulation 75–77, competence 78–80 and motility 81.  In chapter 6, the effect of the presence 
of cheaters in the heterogeneous matrix gene expression within clonal populations in B. 
subtilis has been explored on a long-time scale.  This novel approach demonstrates how 
cheating behaviour influences gene expression within the producer population and how 
biofilms respond to stress and exploitation.  Since the extracellular matrix in B. subtilis 
provides protection against invasion of another plant bacterium 69, it is not surprising 
that higher eps expression within the subpopulation of cooperators has been observed in 
an evolution set-up between matrix producer (co-operator) and eps mutant (cheater).  
This is further supported by genetic shifts in the rsiX region of the producer strain (co-
operator cells). The rsiX gene, formerly known as ypuN 82, is a member of regulons YvrHb, 
SigA and SigX83.  As a downstream gene of extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factor 
X (𝛔X), it controls the activity of 𝛔X and functions as anti- 𝛔X 82,83, thus, specific alterations 
in rsiX could render activation of 𝛔X.  ECF sigma factors actuates genes that confers 
resistance and protection against bacterial  cell envelope threats such as antibiotics84.  B. 
subtilis carries seven ECF sigma factors, wherein four of them, namely 𝛔X, 𝛔M, 𝛔W and 𝛔V 
have been well characterized.  𝛔X has the ability to confer protection against nisin and 
other cationic antimicrobial peptides by modifying cell surface properties 85,86.  
Additionally, it has a protective function that overlaps in certain cases with another ECF 
sigma factor 𝛔M, wherein it plays a secondary role of resistance to ß-lactam antibiotics87. 
Taking all these into consideration, B. subtilis is likewise a useful model organism to study 
cell envelope stress response.  And since bacterial cell envelope is the primary line of 
protection against environmental stress, biofilm studies using B. subtilis offers a good 
combination in the investigation of stress response mechanisms within biofilms. In 
relation to the findings in Chapter 6, it is possible to assume that the stress offered by the 
presence of cheaters (eps mutants) provides a potential representation of antibiotic 
stress response in biofilms.  It is relevant to mention that although the reported anti-
cheating mechanism (e.g. shift towards higher eps expression amongst the eps expressing 
cells within the subpopulation) is transient and is then replaced by other mechanisms 
that involve minimization of eps expression (hyper OFF phenotype) and/or population 
tragedy. These findings suggest that response to stress and exploitations within biofilm 
subpopulation exists in various ways and could also mimic another system in the 
environment which that is related or unrelated to antibiotic resistance.  Whichever 
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system it mirrors, be it in the medical or ecological settings, it provides an improved 
knowledge on how evolution shapes competitive interactions. 
4. The significance of cheaters in the evolution of social interactions
Most studies have been done focusing on the role of cooperation wherein the cooperative 
framework is about the tragedy of cooperation due to the presence of the “bad guys” 
known as cheaters88.  Even in Chapter 6, the presence of cheaters demonstrated the 
downfall of the population due to the exploitation of the matrix component.  However, it 
is also possible that cooperation is not always the end of the line. As pointed out by 
Tarnita88, cooperation and cheating could form a temporary phase to make way for new 
interactions and behaviours as shown in the evolution studies in P. fluorescens33,43,89,90, 
M. xanthus91,92 and possibly in B. subtilis (Chapter 6).  
In the case of P. fluorescens, cheaters function as an integral part in propagating an 
integrated life cycle that interchanges between two states of phenotypes (wrinkly and 
smooth) without the aid of any genetic alterations89.  This type of cheater occurrence is 
termed as propagules, wherein a smooth phenotype ensures the survival and dispersal 
of the wrinkly phenotype 43.  This shows that although the scenario led to a tragedy 
wherein cheaters outnumbered the wrinkly phenotype and caused it to perish, cheaters 
are able to reintroduce the wrinkly phenotype through spontaneous mutation.  Thus, 
demonstrating that cheaters could successfully preserve a phenotypic life cycle.   
Novel traits commonly arise from the evolution of cooperation or from the evolution of 
individuality shown in Chapter 5.  However, in the case of M. xanthus, presence of cheaters 
could also result in the emergence of novel social traits.  The obligate cheater, although it 
triggered the collapse of cooperation, resulted in genetic shifts related to new social traits 
bearing independent attributes 91.  The same is true with B. subtilis.  As shown in Chapter 
6, the presence of cheaters led to the emergence of a new phenotype (hyper ON) that 
confers mutations related to the altered stress response.  It has been shown that genetic 
mutations in rsiX provide a higher tolerance to cationic antimicrobial peptides such as 
nisin86. 
Moreover, one of the important functions of EPS is to provide protection from 
environmental stress3.  The new phenotype (hyper ON) harbours higher expression 
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intensity of eps matrix gene within the cell population, which corresponds to possible 
elevated protection against antimicrobials. Similar to P. fluorescens and M. xanthus, 
presence of cheaters in B. subtilis pellicles also resulted in population collapse.  However, 
this tragedy seemingly resulted in a positive effect of the new trait related to 
antimicrobial resistance. These further confirms the perspective introduced by Tarnita 
that evolutionary social interactions between cheaters and co-operators do not always 
necessary culminate into a tragedy but rather a transient stage that bridges a disaster 
into a transformed social feature.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OUTLOOK 
The work presented in this dissertation provides an added understanding of the relevant 
role of biofilm matrix components EPS and TasA as public goods that offer an effective 
means to investigate intraspecies interactions in B. subtilis biofilms.  More significantly, 
in combination with experimental evolution, this system provides an efficient tool to 
examine and assess how interactions in the spatially structured environment become 
adaptive, maintained, diminished and/or eventually developed into novel biofilms traits.   
Additionally, this work offers additional knowledge on the extent of protection provided 
by the biofilm matrix within the population.  Genetic division of labour between matrix 
components imparts beneficial rewards to the population, in vitro and in plants.  Although 
such cooperative interaction is evolutionary unstable, the evolution of individuality 
reveals novel traits and the discovery of unexplored evolutionary routes.   
Evolutionary diversification, although offers interactions within clonal cells, also yields 
exploitative traits such as spontaneous occurrences of matrix deficient cells. Moreover, 
laboratory evolution in the presence of cheaters provokes overexpression of matrix gene 
eps used as one of the anti-cheating mechanisms. Thus, could possibly mimic antibiotic 
resistance mechanisms in biofilms. Additionally, experimental evolution between 
producers and non-producers provides better insights on evolved strategies that 
individuals utilize to survive, such as the use of biological weapons.  In a different 
circumstance, the release of phages through evolved interference competition 
demonstrates how cells within the biofilm could be a target of infiltration.  Thus, offering 
an appealing promise of phage therapy as a possible option for the antimicrobial 
stratagem.   
In natural settings, most microorganisms exist in multispecies communities.  The work 
revealed in this dissertation has been done in single-species biofilms. However, it is 
noteworthy to mention that in most cases, multispecies infection in pathogenic biofilms 
is characterized by minimal bacterial diversification and governed by mono-species  
biofilms93. Thus, the findings in this study provide a stable platform to understand the 
complexities of evolution in clinical settings.  Furthermore, evolution studies in single 
species biofilms could assist in forthcoming multispecies evolutionary investigations.  
Additionally, antibiotic resistance related to clinical biofilms has been a significant 
problem.  Improved understanding of the evolutionary mechanisms used by biofilms as 
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stress response caused by exploitation offers advanced scientific footing on improved 
biofilm control strategies related to antimicrobial defection.   
On another note, since B. subtilis is a plant growth promoting bacterium, findings in this 
work offer improved strategies in an ecological set-up.  Better bacterial growth yield or 
growth rate could be investigated to examine how such could influence plant growth and 
yield qualities.  Although the evolutionary work performed in this dissertation mostly 
involved the use of pellicle, and a small part, the use of plant colonization as biofilm 
models, it is still reliable to state that pellicle formation could also be a good 
representation of soil environment based on nutrient and oxygen supplies wherein the 
gradients could be similar.   
Moreover, the observations established in this work offers not only better evolutionary 
perspectives applicable to biofilms or bacteria but also to viruses.  Recent studies showed 
that cooperation via altruistic behaviours facilitates the viruses in overcoming the innate 
host immunity similarly as how animals behave altruistically 94. It is also plausible to 
observe a resemblance with the realized cooperative traits in biofilms.   In the same way, 
as cancer cells and bacterial populations are similar in terms of being established by 
ancestors that propagate into more massive clusters 95, cheating mechanisms in biofilms 
could also be utilized to investigate social interactions involved in the proliferation of 
cancer cells. 
Biofilms offer a complex but effective system of understanding microbial interactions 
with the use of costly public goods that are shareable and exploitable.  Several other 
biofilm properties that could also undergo evolutionary social interplays have not been 
explored, such as the other matrix components BslA.  Synergistic relationship among 
TasA, EPS and BslA (previously known as YuaB) has been previously studied96, and it 
could be expected that this social affinity could also evolve in time resulting to the 
emergence of unique hydrophobic property.    Also, it is noteworthy to consider the 
evolutionary effect of quorum sensing (QS) in matrix production.  Since matrix producers 
respond to QS signals at a higher level, which could result in matrix privatization 97, it is 
possible to investigate the evolutionary perspective of such interplay through the use of 
synthetic quorum system.  Moreover, previous studies in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
demonstrated that anti-quorum sensing inhibitors98 as anti-biofilm strategies could be a 
better alternative to the increasing resistance of biofilms to traditional antibiotics.  
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Evolution studies could be employed to challenge the inhibitory efficacy of anti-quorum 
sensing system as an antibiofilm strategy.  
Furthermore, other social behaviours that are divergent to biofilm lifestyles such as 
motility are altered after biofilm laboratory evolution.  In most cases, experimental 
evolution in the presence of matrix deficient strains or of matrix mutants yields motility-
related mutations, such as chemo / aero-taxis genes hemAT and cheA (Chapters 3, 5, 6).  
It is interesting to investigate how a known biofilm lifestyle with an advantageous biofilm 
trait such as oxygen-sensing-dependent movement 53 could undergo modifications via 
adaptive pathways and still could provide an improved advantage.  
Significant findings revealed in this dissertation provides an enhanced understanding of 
the evolution of social interactions using biofilms as excellent models.  However, it is a 
complex topic that requires further investigation as these conclusions open more 
scientific questions to explore with regards to the evolutionary aspects of 
Sociomicrobiology. 
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Supplementary	 Figure	 S1.	Morphotypes	 morphology	 on	MSgg	 and	 quantitative	 characterization	 of	 their	 colony	 features	
displayed	 on	 rich	 LB	 medium.	 (A)	 Colony	 morphologies	 of	 the	 ancestor	 and	 four	 distinct	 morphotypes	 spotted	 on	MSgg	
medium	 (1.5%	 agar)	 are	 shown	 above.	 Middle,	 the	 surface	 topologies	 of	 the	 colonies	 developed	 on	 LB	 medium.	 Surface	
topologies	 of	 the	 ancestor	 and	 evolved	 morphotypes	 were	 acquired	 using	 light	 profilometry.	 3D	 images	 of	 the	 surface	
topology	were	generated	using	the	software	μsurf		(see	methods)	showing	topological	features	with	a	standard	color	scale-
where	 dark	 blue	 represents	 the	 lowest	 and	white	 represents	 the	highest	 features.	 Colonies	were	 grown	 for	 48h	 at	 30°C.	
Scale	bar	represents	200µm.	Below,	 image	of	10µl	water	droplet	spotted	 in	the	center,	or	colony	periphery	 in	case	of	 the	
Spreader	morphotype.	(B)	Developed	interfacial	area	Sdr	calculated	for	colony	center	of	the	ancestor	and	four	morphotypes	
(n=6	 or	 n=5)	 for	 colonies	 grown	 on	 LB	 medium.	  Boxes	 represent	 Q1–Q3,	 lines	 represent	 the	 median,	 small	 squares	
represent	 the	mean	and	bars	span	 from	max	 to	min.	(C)	Contact	angles	of	water	spotted	in	 the	colony	center,	or	colony	
periphery	in	case	of	the	Spreader	(n=3)	for	colonies	grown	on	LB	medium.	Dashed	line	represents	contractual	hydrophobicity	
cut-off,	separating	the	surfaces	on	hydrophilic	(below	the	 line)	and	hydrophobic	(above).	Data	points	represent	mean	and	
error	bars	represent	standard	error.	
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Supplementary	Figure	S2.	Characterization	of	colony	surface	profiles	at	colony	periphery.		(A)	Developed	interfacial	area	
Sdr	calculated	for	colony	periphery	for	colonies	developed	on	MSgg	medium	(n=6	or	n=5).	(B)	Developed	interfacial	area	
Sdr	 calculated	 for	 colony	 periphery	 for	 colonies	 developed	 on	 LB	 medium	 (n=6).	 Boxes	 represent	 Q1–Q3,	 lines	
represent	the	median,	small	squares	represent	the	mean	and	bars	span	from	max	to	min.	
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Supplementary	Figure	S3.	Qualitative	comparison	of	matrix-genes	expression	by	different	morphotypes.	
Expression	of	eps	was	monitored	in	the	ancestor	and	all	morphotypes	in	colonies	developed	on	MSgg	using	
PtapA-gfp	reporter	fusion.	Scale	bar	represents	2mm.	
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Supplementary	Figure	S4.	Qualitative	comparison	of	matrix-genes	expression	by	different	morphotypes.	
Expression	of	tapA	was	monitored	in	the	ancestor	and	all	morphotypes	in	colonies	developed	on	MSgg	using	
Peps-gfp	reporter	fusion.	Scale	bar	represents	2mm.	
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Supplemenatary	Figure	S5.	Single-cell	level	expression	of	tapA	in	the	ancestor	and	evolved	morphotypes.		The	
expression	of	PtapA-gfp	at	single	cell	 level	was	compared	using	epifluorescence.	Pellicles	were	grown	 in	MSgg	
medium	at	30°C	 for	24	hours,	harvested	and	disrupted	 to	single-cell	 level	by	sonication.	Time	point	24h	was	
selected,	 based	 on	 spectrofluorimetric	 analysis,	 as	 showing	 high	 differences	 in	 PtapA	 expression	 among	
morphotypes	 (Fig.	 3A).	 Images	 taken	 from	 two	 independent	 biological	 replicates	 are	 presented	 for	 each	
morphotype.	Scale	bar	corresponds	to	10µm.				
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Supplementary	 Figure	 S6.	 Control	 experiments	 with	 swapped	 fluorescent	 markers	 for	 estimating	 the	 spatial	 assortment	 of	
morphotypes	in	the	pellicles.	Confocal	microscopy	images	of	pellicle	biofilms	formed	by	the	mix	of	four	morphotypes	were	
taken.	Each	time	only	2	selected	morphotypes	were	labelled	with	constitutive	fluorescent	reporters	and	could	be	visualized	
in	the	pellicle.	Morphotypes	were	mixed	in	ratios	0.9:	5.3:0.6:3.2	ratios	and	pellicle	were	allowed	to	form	for	48h	at	30°C.	To	
simplify	 image	 comparison,	 each	 morphotype	 was	 artificially	 labelled	 with	 the	 same	 assigned	 color	 (regardless	 on	 actual	
fluorescent	marker	used)	across	all	images:		Rough	–	green,	Smooth	–	red,	Spreader	–	purple,	Wrinkly	-	blue.	The	actual	mixed	
cultures	 were:	 RoughGFP	 +	 SmoothmKate	 (+Wrinkly	 and	 Spreader	 unlabeled),	 RoughmKate	 +	 SpreaderGFP	 (+Wrinkly	 and	 Smooth	
unlabeled),	 SmoothmKate	 +	 SpreaderGFP	 (+Rough	 and	 Wrinkly	 unlabeled),	 SpreadermKate	 +	 WrinklyGFP	 (+Rough	 and	 Smooth	
unlabeled).		 	
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Supplementary	 Figure	 S7.		Exploring	molecular	evolution	pattern	during	diversification.	(A)	Morphologies	 of	randomly	
picked	colonies	from	populations	2-6	were	evaluated	and	assigned	to	Wrinkly	or	Rough	category	based	on	similarity	to	
those	 morphotypes	 from	 population	 1.	 Isolates	 were	 subjected	 to	 whole-	genome	 sequencing	 together	 with	 al	
morphotypes	from	population	1.	Scale	bar	represents	2	mm.	(B)	Pelicle	and	colony	morphologies	of	the	ancestor	strain	
carrying	rex	and	guaA	knockout	strains.	Pelicles	and	colonies	were	grown	for	48h	at	30°C.	Wel	diameter	is	1.5	cm.	Scale	
bar	represents	1	mm.	
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Strain	name	 Genotype	 Reference	
DK1042	 NCIB	3610	comIQ12I	 Konkol,	Blair	and	Kearns	2013	
NRS2243	 3610	sacI::Peps-gfp	(KmR)	 Murray,	Strauch	and	Stanley-Wall	2009	
NRS2394	 3610	sacI::PtapA-gfp	(KmR)	 Murray,	Strauch	and	Stanley-Wall	2009	
BKE12280	 	168	rex::mls	 Koo	et	al.	2017	
BKE06360	 168	guaA::mls	 Koo	et	al.	2017	
168	hyGFP	 168	amyE∷Phyperspank-GFP	(CmR)	 van	Gestel	et	al.	2014	
168	hymKate	 168	amyE∷Phyperspank-mKATE2	(CmR)	 van	Gestel	et	al.	2014	
DTUB18	 comI	Rough	sacI::Peps-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB19	 3610	comIQ12I	Wrinkly	sacI::Peps-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB20	 3610	comIQ12I	Spreader	sacI::Peps-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB21	 3610	comIQ12I	Smooth	sacI::Peps-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB22	 3610	comIQ12I	Rough	sacI::PtapA-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB23	 3610	comIQ12I	Wrinkly	sacI::PtapA-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB24	 3610	comIQ12I	Spreader	sacI::PtapA-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB25	 3610	comIQ12I	Smooth	sacI::PtapA-gfp	(KmR)	 This	work	
DTUB10	 3610	comIQ12I	Rough	amyE∷Phyperspank-gfp	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB11	 3610	comIQ12I	Wrinkly	amyE∷Phyperspank-gfp	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB12	 3610	comIQ12I	Spreader	amyE∷Phyperspank-gfp	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB13	 3610	comIQ12I	Smooth	amyE∷Phyperspank-gfp	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB14	 3610	comIQ12I	Rough	amyE∷Phyperspank-mKATE2	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB15	 3610	comIQ12I	Wrinkly	amyE∷Phyperspank-mKATE2	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB16	 3610	comIQ12I	Spreader	amyE∷Phyperspank-mKATE2	(CmR)	 This	work	
DTUB17	 3610	comIQ12I	Smooth	amyE∷Phyperspank-mKATE2	(CmR)	 This	work	
TB963	 3610	comIQ12I	rex::mls	 This	work	
TB964	 3610	comIQ12I	guaA::mls	 This	work	
Supplementary	 Table	 S1.	 	 Strains	 that	 were	 used	 in	 this	 study.	 NCIB	 3610	 comIQ12I	 served	 as	 an	 ancestral	 strain	 in	
evolution	 experiment.	 Strains	 carrying	 fluorescent	 fusions	 were	 used	 as	 a	 source	 of	 genomic	 DNA	 to	 transform	 the	
evolved	colony	types.	Strains	DTU18-21	were	obtained	by	transforming	the	evolved	morphotypes	with	gDNA	obtained	
from	NRS2243.	Strains	DTU22-25	were	obtained	by	 transforming	 the	evolved	morphotypes	with	gDNA	obtained	 from	
NRS2394.	 Strains	 DTUB10-B13	 were	 obtained	 by	 transforming	 the	 evolved	 morphotypes	 with	 gDNA	 obtained	 from	
168hyGFP.	 Strains	 DTUB14-B17	 were	 obtained	 by	 transforming	 the	 evolved	 morphotypes	 with	 gDNA	 obtained	 from	
168hymKate.		Strains	lacking	rex	and	guaA	were	used	as	a	source	of	gDNA	to	transform	the	ancestral	strain	in	order	to	
test	for	phenotypic	effects	of	those	mutations.	TB963	and	TB964	were	obtained	by	transforming	the	DK1042	with	gDNA	
obtained	from	BKE12280	and	BKE06360,	respectively.		
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Strain	 Av.	Coverage	 Av.	Freq.	of	
mutation	[%]	
mutations	with	
freq.<50%	[%]	
Ancestor	 174.05	 97.4	 0.05	
Wrinkly	1	 150.14	 92.3	 0.06	
Wrinkly	2A	 145.22	 92.4	 0.06	
Wrinkly	2B	 360.2	 93.2	 0.06	
Wrinkly	3C	 552.05	 92.5	 0.07	
Rough	1	 214.88	 93.9	 0.006	
Rough	1B	 131.66	 92.8	 0.05	
Rough	4B	 305.72	 92.8	 0.06	
Rough	6C	 218.4	 91.8	 0.07	
Spreader	 172.54	 93.1	 0.06	
Smooth	 156.4	 93.8	 0.037	
Supplementary	Table	S2.	Sequencing	statistics.	The	table	lists	following	parameters:		Average	
coverage	per	genome	obtained	for	each	strain	that	was	sequenced	in	the	study;	Average	frequency	
of	detected	mutation	(SNP	or	InDel)	per	genome	(with	25%	of	variant	calling	frequency);	Percent	of	
detected	mutations	with	frequency	lower	than	50%.			
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Population	 r2	(0-24#)	 p-value	(0-24#)	 r2	(0-24#)	 p-value	(0-35#)	
1	 0.51	 0.11	 0.27	 0.24	
2	 0.41	 0.17	 0.48	 0.09	
3	 0.61	 0.07	 0.34	 0.17	
4	 0.79	 0.02	 0.52	 0.07	
5	 0.37	 0.20	 0.35	 0.16	
6	 0.38	 0.19	 0.00	 0.99	
All	populations	 0.35	 0.0001	 0.24	 0.0009	
Supplementary	Table	S3.		Regression	analysis	of	productivity	changes	during	evolution.	Changes	of	
productivity	thorough	an	evolutionary	time	for	each	population	separately	and	together	for	all	
populations	were	statistically	accessed	using	regression	analysis.	The	analysis	was	performed	with	
and	without	the	final	time	point	35#	where	productivity	dropped	for	all	populations.	R-squared	(r2)	
values	correspond	to	proportion	of	variation	explained	by	linear	model.	Statistically	significant	results	
(p<0.05)	are	highlighted	in	green.				
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Pop	1	 Pop	2	 Pop	3	 Pop	4	 Pop	5	 Pop	6	
Pop	1	 1	
Pop	2	 0.87	 1	
Pop	3	 0.95	 0.91	 1	
Pop	4	 0.87	 0.88	 0.96	 1	
Pop	5	 0.75	 0.86	 0.82	 0.83	 1	
Pop	6	 0.43	 0.37	 0.55	 0.57	 0.57	 1	
Supplementary	Table	S4.		Synchrony	in	productivity	changes	across	evolutionary	time	in	all	6	
independently	evolved	populations	accessed	using	correlation	test.	Pair-wise	comparison	was	
performed	for	all	possible	combinations	and	the	obtained	values	of	Pearson’s	correlation	coefficients	
r	were	presented	in	the	table.	In	most	cases	(with	an	exception	of	Population	6)		r	values	are	very	
high	(r>0.8)	indicating	synchronous	productivity	changes	across	the	populations.		
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Supplementary	Table	S5.	 	Differences	 in	distribution	of	4	morphotypes	(Wrinkly,	Rough,	Spreader	and	
Smooth)	across	6	independently	evolved	populations	at	final	#35	evolutionary	timepoint.		According	to	
Benferroni	adjusted	p-value	for	the	above	single	factor	ANOVA	(N=15;	adjusted	p-value<0.003),	we	detect	
statistically	 significant	 differences	 between	 the	 populations	 with	 respect	 to	 percent	 of	 Smooth	
morphotype.	Student’s	t	test	further	revealed	that	Population	1	and	6	were	significantly	differed	from	
other	populations	in	percentage	of	Smooth	morphotype	(p<0.05).	Consistently,	the	Populations	1	and	6	
showed	 the	 lowest	 p-values	 when	 percentage	 of	 Rough	 morphotype	 was	 compared	 with	 other	
populations.	
Single	Factor	ANOVA	
F	 p-value	 F	critical	
Smooth	 11.5	 0.0003	 3.11	
Rough	 4.27	 0.02	 3.11	
Wrinkly	 0.75	 0.60	 3.11	
Spreader	 1.83	 0.18	 3.11	
Student's	t	test	-	Smooth%	
Pop	1	 Pop	2	 Pop	3	 Pop	4	 Pop	5	 Pop	6	
Pop	1	
Pop	2	 0.01	
Pop	3	 0.05	 0.91	
Pop	4	 0.009	 0.22	 0.48	
Pop	5	 0.02	 0.77	 0.98	 0.20	
Pop	6	 0.59	 0.003	 0.02	 0.002	 0.005	
Student's	t	test	-	Rough%	
Pop	1	 Pop	2	 Pop	3	 Pop	4	 Pop	5	 Pop	6	
Pop	1	
Pop	2	 0.002	
Pop	3	 0.21	 0.60	
Pop	4	 0.003	 0.78	 0.57	
Pop	5	 0.16	 0.50	 0.97	 0.47	
Pop	6	 0.16	 0.0001	 0.11	 0.0004	 0.07	
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Supplementary Figure 1. Pellicle competition assays at different starting ratio of the producer and non-producer. A. 
Pellicle competition assay of B. subtilis wild type against the non-producer ∆eps-∆tasA at different starting (%) ratio 
(n=28; r=0.74). The incorporation of the non-producer Δeps-ΔtasA into the pellicle is dependent on its initial frequency. 
Dashed line represents 1.0 slope. Total CFU in the pellcle for each final relative CFU on the non-producer were plotted in 
the upper-right corner. B. Pellicle competition assay of B. subtilis wild type against the non-producer ∆eps-∆tasA (left: 
ancestor, right: evolved) at different nutrient concentrations (n=5): 2xSG medium (standard nutrient concentration) and 
4xSG medium (doubled nutrient concentration). Starting ratios were set to 50%. Pellicle incorporation of the ancestor 
non-producer ∆eps-∆tasA escalates as the nutrient concentration increases. On the contrary, nutrient concentration has 
no effect on incorporation of the eNMP into the pellicle. Values represent the mean and error bars s.d.m. C. Growth 
curve of the B. subtilis 168 wild-type and ∆eps-∆tasA mutant. OD595 was measured every 15 min using a TECAN Infinite 
F200 PRO microplate reader. The experiment was conducted in 2xSG medium at 30°C (n=9). Central values represent the 
mean and error bars s.d.m. Calculated growth rates [OD/h] for the WT and ∆eps-∆tasA were µ=0.65 and µ=0.71, 
respectively, indicating a faster growth of the mutant strain; t-Student, two-tail p < 0.05. D-F. Pellicle incorporation of 
evolved non-producers at different starting (%) ratios. The incorporation success of the evolved non-producers B310mA 
(n=21; r=0.17) (D), B410mB (n=21; r=0.22) (E) and B510mC (n=18; r=0.16) (F) does not depend on their initial frequency. 
Dashed lines represent 1.0 slopes. Total CFU in the pellcle for each final relative CFU on the non-producer were plotted 
in the upper-right corner in each graph. Each experiment was performed at least twice. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Sporulation frequency in B. subtilis 168 pellicle. Sporulation frequency in B. subtilis 168 
pellicle was determined after 2 and 3 days by comparing the total CFU (vegetative cells+spores) with the CFU after 20 
min of incubation at 80°C (where only the spores survive) (n=7). Boxes represent Q1-Q3, lines represent the median 
and bars span from max to min. The experiment performed twice.       
Supplementary Figure 3. Improved selection rate of evolved non-producers and producers against the wild type 
ancestor. Performance of selected strains against the wild type ancestor in pellicle competition assay was examined and 
the selection rate for each strain was calculated.  The initial ratios of the strains in competition assays were in the range 
from 35% to 70% (n = 6-12). Boxes represent Q1-Q3, lines represent the median and bars span from max to min. 
Each ∆eps-∆tasA vs eMP/eNMP comparison was performed at least twice. The incorporation of the eMPs B310wtA, 
B410wtB and B510wtC into pellicles were 73.2 ±6.4(%), 67.8 ±8.8(%) and 82.0 ±2.9(%), respectively.   
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Supplementary Figure 4. Viable cell counts and productivity changes in the evolved pellicles. A. Total cell count of 
pellicles of evolved WT strains, B310wtA, B410wtB, B510wtC (n=10) normalized to the CFU of WT ancestor showing no 
significant difference compared to WT ancestor. We did not observe increased viable cell numbers in the eMP, as was 
the case for the overall biomass. We hypothesize that increased frequency of cell lysis, linked to spontaneous lytic 
induction in the eMP, may lead to release of various substances that contribute to the extracellular matrix and overall 
biomass. B. Productivity estimates of pellicle population mixes of WT and Δeps-ΔtasA in replicates 2, 3, 4 and 5 at 
different time points (2nd, 8th, and 10th transfer) (n=10); Boxes represent Q1-Q3, lines represent the median and bars 
span from max to min. The experiments were performed twice. 
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E. 
Supplementary Figure 5. Comparisons of SNPs patterns and mutation rates in the eMP and eNMP strains. A. The SPβ 
prophage regions of 6 evolved populations (the above panel) and corresponding single isolates (the below panel) were 
aligned with the SPβ sequence of the ancestor strain using VISTA tools (http://genome.lbl.gov/vista/index.shtml, 54). 
Peaks represent non-conserved regions based on scores for each base pair in the genomic interval of 100-bp and 
conservation identity 70%. A region is considered conserved if the conservation over this region is greater/equal to 70% 
and has minimum length of 100-bp. B. Percent distribution of different SNPs types detected in 6 evolved single isolates. 
Non-synonymous similar substitutions had Blosum62 matrix score ≥1. Non-synonymous not similar substitutions had 
Blosum62 matrix score ≤ 0. C. Fluctuation assay (n=10) was done to determine the frequency of streptomycin-resistant 
mutants in Δeps-ΔtasA ancestor, evolved mutant B410mB, evolved WT B310wtA and WT ancestor strains in liquid and in 
pellicle (P). Analysis was conducted using LB agar medium without and with 50μg/ml streptomycin. Results show 
overlapping frequency rate of evolved strains with the ancestor wild type. Mutation rate estimates was determined 
using bz-rates web based tool (http://www.lcqb.upmc.fr/bzrates). Data points represent the mean and bars span from 
lower to upper CI (95%). D. Linear plots showing the number of SNPs per each mutated gene (genes are sorted 
according to their functional group) for eMPs (shown in blue) and eNMPs (shown in red). E. PCA biplot containing the 
mutated genes of eMPs (B310wtA, B410wtB and B510wtC) and eNMPs (B310mA, B410mB and B510mC) strains in two 
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Level of divergence from ancestral 
sequence
Sequencing 
coverage
B310wtA 
B310mA 
2,178,116 2,178,821 
dimensions using their projections onto the first two principal components. Al mutated genes are represented on the 
plot using their weights for the components. The genes are color-coded by functional category. The scales shown on x 
and y axis are for the strains; the scales shown above the plot and on the right are for genes. 
A.   C. 
 
B. 
 D.  E. 
 F.  G. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Detailed molecular analysis confirm presence of genome rearrangements in the evolved 
strains. A. Alignment of Vista curve (54) showing regions of SNPs accumulation within the evolved SPβ sequence (see 
also S5A) (blue) and the sequencing coverage curve (pink) indicates duplications of mutated SPβ fragments. B. Sequence 
reads obtained for the evolved B. subtilis strains that are mapped to reference genome. Color coding: green-reads 
mapped based on the FWD strand; red-reads mapped based on the REV strand; blue–paired reads. Mismatch SNPs are 
marked as vertical stripes. Two types of reads were identified: reference-matching reads without SNPs and reads with 
SNPs. C. Selected SPβ fragment was amplified by PCR using B310wtA and B310mA gDNA and re-sequenced by Sanger 
method. Product obtained from B310wtA showed double peaks on the sequencing chromatogram at the positions of 
SNPs detected by high-throughput sequencing. The double peaks correlated with ~50% SNPs frequency in SPβ region, 
confirming presence of two types of SPβ fragments in the B310wtA, but not in the B310mA. D. Presence of a selected 
SPβ fragment was confirmed by PCR using primer pair oTB86F/oTB87R (for oligo sequences, see Supplementary Table 3) 
in the strains B410mB ∆SPβ and B510mC ∆SPβ but not in the B310mA ∆SPβ. Pc= positive control, amplified fragment 
outside SPβ. E. Comparison of Sanger sequencing chromatograms obtained for selected SPβ fragments before and after 
SPβ deletion in B410mB and B510mC strains. After deletion of SPβ PCR product could still be obtained (see Fig. S6D), but 
it produced clear sequencing result with single peaks at the SNPs positions containing solely the evolved sequence. F. 
Knockout of SPβ prophage region in strains B410mB ∆SPβ and B510mC ∆SPβ was confirmed by PCR using primers 
oAD1F/oAD2R. G. Presence of predicted genome rearrangements (see Fig. 5CD) of type 1 and type 4 was confirmed in 
the evolved strains and not in the ancestor strains using primer pairs AD4F/oAD5R and oAD6F/oAD7R, respectively. 
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A. No particles 
 found 
 WT ancestor   B310mA  B410mB   B410wtB 
 WTanc + MitC  B410wtB + MitC  B410mB + MitC 
 B310mASPβ-  B410mBSPβ-
B. 
C.
Supplementary Figure 7. Evolved strains spontaneously release SPbeta-like phage that is lytic towards the ancestral 
strains. A. Electron micrographs of phage particles purified from B. subtilis supernatants. No phage particles were 
spontaneously released by the WT ancestor strain. Al evolved strains tested spontaneously released SPβ-like phage 
particles and treatment with Mitomycin C dramaticaly increased the number of those particles. WT ancestor incubated 
with Mitomycin C and the evolved B310mA ∆SPβ produced solely PBSX-like phage particles. Scale bar equals 100 nm. B. 
Results of the plaque assays performed with the ancestor WT, ancestor ∆eps-∆tasA and al the evolved strains, where 
each strain served both as a supernatant donor and as a potential host. To better access lytic activity of the strains, their 
supernatants were diluted using saline solution and scored as shown on the scale below. Blank cel in the table 
translates into lack of lytic activity towards given host even if non-diluted supernatant was applied on the loan. C. Lytic 
activity of al evolved populations (transfer method A and transfer method B) against the WT ancestor was tested. Al 
populations that showed increase of ∆eps-∆tasA ratio (see Fig. 2) thorough the evolutionary time showed lytic activity 
towards the WT ancestor. 
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Supplementary Figure 8. When producers and non-producers carry the same evolved genetic background, improved 
incorporation of non-producers is not observed. Pellicle competition assay performed for 3 randomly selected WT and 
∆eps-∆tasA colonies after the infection assay (n=2) (columns 2-4). In addition, pellicle competition assays between WT 
evolved strains and their corresponding strains with ∆eps-∆tasA markers (n=3) were performed (columns 5-7). Boxes 
represent Q1-Q3 and lines represent median values. Results show that the infected mutant strains cannot increase 
their performance when competed against infected WT strains. The same is true for the evolved WT strains with deleted 
eps and tasA that behave comparably as the ancestor Δeps-ΔtasA mutant when competed with WT (first column). The 
experiments were performed twice. 
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Supplementary Table 1. Strains used in this study 
Strain name Genotype Reference 
168 ∆trpC 1 
DL821 NCIB 3610 lacA::PtapA:yfp (MlsR) 2 
DL1032 NCIB 3610 ∆epsA-O::TetR ∆tasA::KmR amyE::PsrfAA-lacZ 2 
168 hymKATE PtapA-yfp ∆trpC amyE: Phyperspank-mKATE (CmR) lacA::PtapA:yfp (MlsR) this work 
∆eps-∆tasA ∆trpC ∆epsA-O::TetR ∆tasA::KmR this work 
∆eps ∆trpC ∆epsA-O::TetR this work 
∆tasA ∆trpC ∆tasA::KmR this work 
168 hyGFP ∆trpC amyE∷Phyperspank-GFP (CmR) 3 
168 hymKate ∆trpC amyE∷Phyperspank--mKATE2 (CmR) 3 
∆eps-∆tasA hyGFP ∆trpC ∆epsA-O::TetR ∆tasA::KmR 
amyE:Phyperspank-GFP (CmR) 
this work 
∆eps-∆tasA hymKate ∆trpC ∆epsA-O::TetR ∆tasA::KmR 
amyE:Phyperspank-mKATE (CmR) 
this work 
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Supplementary Table 2. Evolved populations and single isolates obtained in the study and used for further analyses. 
Co-culture name Population Single isolate 
Strains derived from single 
isolates 
B310 B310wt 
B310wtA 
B310wtA GFP 
B310wtA mKate 
B310wtA ∆eps∆tasA 
B310mB 
B310mC 
B310m 
B310mA 
B310mA GFP 
B310mA mKate 
B310mA ∆SPß 
B310mB 
B310mC 
B410 
B410wt 
B410wtB 
B410wtB GFP 
B410wtB mKate 
B410wtB ∆eps∆tasA 
B410wtA 
B410wtC 
B410m 
B410mB 
B410mB GFP 
B410mB mKate 
B410mB ∆SPß 
B410mA 
B410mC 
B510 B510wt 
B510wtC 
B510wtC GFP 
B510wtC mKate 
B510wtC ∆eps∆tasA 
B510wtA 
B510wtB 
B510m 
B510mC 
B510mC GFP 
B510mC mKate 
B510mC ∆SPß 
B510mA
B510mB
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Supplementary Table 3.  Primers used in this study 
Primer Experimental purpose Sequence 
oAD1F confirm SPbeta deletion from the original position in the chromosome ATCTGGACTGGCACCTTATGGATACC 
oAD2R confirm SPbeta deletion from the original positions in the chromosome CTGCTCTGGAAAGGAAGGCAGAGTAA 
oTB86F  check for additional copy of SPbeta, examine Sanger chromatogram CACGCTTGTCTCCAAACC 
oTB87R check for additional copy of SPbeta, examine Sanger chromatogram GATTGGCCATAACAGACC 
oAD4F confirm  SPbeta rearrangement type 1 CTAAGGAGAGATAGGGCAT 
oAD5R confirm  SPbeta rearrangement type 1 TGGTTTGAAGGCCATCACA 
oAD6F confirm  SPbeta rearrangement type 4 CGATTTCAGCTGCCAAATCC 
oAD7R confirm  SPbeta rearrangement type 4 CAGGAAAACTGGTCAGAAAC 
oTB74 confirm eps deletion GGGAAGTGCAGTAAATTAG 
oTB75 confirm eps deletion GAAACGGATTCAGCATTTAG 
oTB73 confirm tasA deletion GATCAGCAGCGCCATTAGAG 
oTB72 confirm tasA deletion CATGGCATGCGCCTGAGCAGAGGCACTAAC 
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Supplementary References: 
1 Kovács, Á. T. & Kuipers, O. P. Rok regulates yuaB expression during architecturally complex colony development of 
Bacillus subtilis 168. J Bacteriol 193, 998-1002 (2011). 
2 López, D., Vlamakis, H., Losick, R. & Kolter, R. Paracrine signaling in a bacterium. Genes Dev 23, 1631-1638 (2009). 
3 van Gestel, J., Weissing, F. J., Kuipers, O. P. & Kovács, Á. T. Density of founder cells affects spatial pattern formation 
and cooperation in Bacillus subtilis biofilms. ISME J 8, 2069-2079 (2014). 
Supplementary data set can be found at https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms15127#supplementary-information  
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Figure S1. Growth and matrix gene expression in the WT, ∆eps and ∆tasA. Related to Figure 1. (A) 
Planktonic growth of the WT and matrix-deficient mutants ∆eps and ∆tasA were monitored for 20 h. 
Red arrow represents the time point selected as suitable for the fitness assays. Grey area corresponds 
to surface colonization phase where matrix components EPS and TasA become beneficial for the cells 
and when OD reads become less reliable due to cell clumping (see Video S1). (B) Expression
dynamics of eps and tasA were monitored in the WT using the Peps-gfp and WT PtasA-gfp reporter 
strains. It is important to note that the PtapA-gfp reporter construct produced significantly stronger 
signal than the Peps-gfp. Such differences can be due to actual differences in promoter strength or 
different efficiencies of promoter fusions. For panel A and B: data points represent an average (n=8) 
and error bars represent standard error. (C) Histograms of flow cytometric measurements for Peps-
gfp and PtapA-gfp in the WT and corresponding biofilm mutants. Y-axis shows normalized cell count 
and X-axis shows GFP fluorescence in arbitrary units. Negative control represents GFP expression in 
non-gfp-labelled WT strain. Representative images are shown for each strain (n=5). (D) Comparative 
analysis of CLSM images of Δeps PtapA-gfp, WT PtapA-gfp, ΔtasA Peps-gfp and WT Peps-gfp, to evaluate 
the expression of remaining matrix genes (from PtapA and Peps promoters, respectively) by matrix-
deficient strains. All strains used in this experiment constitutively expressed mKate. Width of each 
confocal image corresponds to 130 μm. 
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Figure S2. Role of motility and mixing in complementation assay. Related to Figure 1. (A) Three upper 
rows: matrix-proficient strains (WTs) and complementary mutant strains ∆eps+∆tasA labelled with 
different constitutive fluorescent reporters were mixed in 50:50 ratios and allowed to form pellicles. 
Three bottom rows: the same experiment was performed in flagellum-deficient background (∆hag). 
Assortment of strains in co-cultures was assessed after 48h (mature pellicles) using a fluorescence 
stereomicroscope. (B) Pellicles formed by WT strain mixtures with different fluorescent reporters 
(labeled 2xWT in the figure) and ∆eps+∆tasA mixtures labelled with different constitutive fluorescent 
reporters were visualized using CLSM. (C) Visual representation of density correlation function applied 
in (D); Left: example pellicle image of WTGFP+WTmKate obtained using CLSM; right: density correlation 
map for the same image with r = 2 µm. Blue: low density in either GFP or mKate channel. Yellow: high 
density in both channels. Scale bar represents 10µm. (D) Distribution of density correlation (2-class 
thresholding) for different ranges (see Methods) was compared for pellicles formed by matrix-
proficient strains (WTs) and complementary mutants ∆eps+∆tasA.  
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Figure S3. Native phenotypic heterogeneity in the expression of matrix components accessed at 
different time points. Related to Figure 2. (A) Volumes in GFP and mKate channels (obtained by 
manual thresholding) were merged, dissected into cubes and the average intensities in GFP and mKate 
for all cubes are plotted (see methods). The pellicles were sampled after 24h and 72h. The maximum 
density is normalized to 1 and the contour lines correspond to 0.05 decrease in density. (B) Pellicles 
formed by NCIB3610, NRS2242 (Peps-gfp), NRS3913 (PtasA-mKate) and NRS5832 (Peps-gfp PtasA-mKate) 
were sampled after 24h, 48h and 72h and analysed by flow cytometry. GFP (X-axis) and mKate (Y-axis) 
intensity were shown and threshold for fluorescent expression were set based on the cell distribution 
of NCIB3610. (C) Cell fluorescence distribution of NCIB3610, NRS3913 (PtasA-mKate), and NRS2394 
(PtasA-gfp) obtained via flow cytometry. Pellicles were grown for 48 h. (D) Corresponding bar chart 
(mean±SD) representing the fractions of ON and OFF cells in the pellicles analyzed in (C) (n=2). 
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Figure S4. Illustrative examples of simulated pellicle formation. Related to Figure 5. (A) Wildtype 
bacteria (blue discs), simultaneously producing the two complementary public goods TasA and EPS 
(depicted by the tiny colored dots) grows to high cell densities and forms circular pellicles. (B) Co-
culture of the two specialized mutants ∆eps (red discs, producing TasA) and ∆tasA (yellow discs, 
producing EPS) can complement each other by exchanging public goods. However, cell density is lower 
at the end of the simulation compared to the wildtype since these examples assume that there are no 
metabolic constraints of producing two public goods in the wildtype. (C) Inefficient complementation 
between the two mutants at a non-optimal strain ratio leads to low cell density in the pellicle. These 
examples further demonstrate that a high proportion of public goods is lost by diffusion, especially at 
low cell densities (i.e. early time points). Parameter settings were: public good diffusion d = 5, 
metabolic constraints f = 1, benefits b1 = b2 = b3 = 0.0005. 
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Figure S5. Variables affecting in-silico biofilm productivity of the wild type strain. Related to Figure 
5. (A) - (C) Simulated biofilm formation of the wild type strain, simultaneously producing TasA and
EPS. Biofilms were initiated with eight cells, each producing the two matrix components at the same 
rate and growing according to their fitness function (see STAR methods). Panels show endpoint 
productivity of the biofilms after 10,000 time steps, under conditions, where the diffusion coefficient 
d of the matrix components (A), the relative benefit b of the two matrix components (B), or the 
strength of metabolic constraints f for simultaneously producing two matrix components (C) were 
varied. Panels (D) - (F) show the number of cell doublings for different time intervals and for different 
levels of phenotypic heterogeneity. All simulations started with 8 cells. The metabolic constraint value 
was set to f = 1.16. With this value, unspecialized and completely specialized groups perform equally 
well across the entire growth cycle. It thus allows to compare how intermediate levels of specialization 
compare relative to these two extremes. The implemented levels of phenotypic heterogeneity were: 
0 = 8 unspecialized cells; 1 = 6 unspecialized cells + 1 TasA specialist + 1 EPS specialist; 2 = 4 
unspecialized cells + 2 TasA specialists + 2 EPS specialists; 3 = 2 unspecialized cells + 3 TasA specialists 
+ 3 EPS specialists; 4 = 4 TasA specialists + 4 EPS specialists. Dashed lines indicate trend lines of the 
best significant fit to the data. If not indicated otherwise, parameter settings were d = 5, f = 1, b1 = b2 
= b3 = 0.0005. 
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Table S1. Bacterial strains used during experiments or as a source of genomic DNA. Related to 
STAR Methods. 
Strain name Genotype Reference 
DL1032  eps::tet, tasA::Km, amyE::PsrfAA-lacZ (ery) [S1] 
NCIB3610 Prototroph NSW laboratory 
TB601 3610 comIQ12I eps::tet This work 
TB602 3610 comIQ12I tasA::spec [S2] 
TB863 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan This work 
TB500 3610 comIQ12I amyE::Phyperspank-GFP (SpecR) [S2] 
TB501 3610 comIQ12I amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (SpecR) This work 
TB524 3610 comIQ12I eps::tet amyE::Phyperspank-GFP (SpecR) This work 
TB525 3610 comIQ12I eps::tet amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (SpecR) This work 
TB538 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan amyE::Phyperspank-GFP (SpecR) This work 
TB539 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (SpecR) This work 
168hymKate 168 amyE∷Phyperspank-mKATE2 (CmR) [S3] 
TB864 3610 comIQ12I amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (CmR) sacI::Peps-gfp 
(KmR) 
This work 
TB865 3610 comIQ12I amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (CmR) sacI::PtapA-gfp 
(KmR) 
This work 
Anc Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I tasA::spec amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (CmR) 
sacI::Peps-gfp (KmR) 
This work 
Anc Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I eps::tet amyE::Phyperspank-mKate (CmR) 
sacI::PtapA-gfp (KmR) 
This work 
TB960 3610 comIQ12I amyE::PtapA-mKate (CmR) sacI::Peps-gfp 
(KmR) 
This work 
TB961 3610 comIQ12I amyE::Peps-mKate (CmR) sacI::PtapA-gfp 
(KmR) 
This work 
TB962 3610 comIQ12I amyE::PtapA-mKate (CmR) sacI::PtapA-gfp 
(KmR) 
This work 
NRS2394 3610 sacA::PtapA-gfp (KmR) [S4] 
NRS3913 3610 amyE::PtapA-mKate2 (CmR) This work 
NRS2242 3610 sacI::Peps-gfp (KmR) [S4] 
NRS5832 3610 sacI::Peps-gfp (KmR) amyE::PtapA-mKate2 (CmR) This work 
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Primer Experimental purpose Sequence 
oTB172 Cloning eps promoter into pmKATErrnB CACGAATTCCAACAGCCAGCTGATTAAT
AG 
oTB173 Cloning eps promoter into pmKATErrnB CTGAGCTAGCCATTTCCTCTCCTCCTTCC
CGCGGCTGGCTTC 
oTB174 Cloning tapA promoter into pmKATErrnB CACGAATTCCCTTCCCTCAGAGTTAAAT
G 
oTB175 Cloning tapA promoter into pmKATErrnB CTGAGCTAGCCATTTCCTCTCCTCCTGTA
AAACACTGTAAC 
oTH1 Cloning Phyperspank-mKate into pWK-Sp GCATCTAGAGTTGCTCGCGGGTAAATG
TG 
oTH2 Cloning Phyperspank-mKate into pWK-Sp CGAGAATTCATCCAGAAGCCTTGCATAT
C 
NSW1026 Amplification mKate2 from plasmid 
pTMN387 
GTACAAGCTTAAGGAGGAACTACTATG
GATTCAATAGAAAAGGTAAG 
NSW1027 Amplification mKate2 from plasmid 
pTMN387 
GTACGGATCCTTATCTGTGCCCCAGTTT
GCT 
Table S2. Primers used in this study. Related to STAR Methods. 
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Parameter Description Value(s) 
µ basic growth rate 1 
D cell diffusion 0.01 
d public good diffusion 3 - 7 µm2/s 
 stiffness of decay function 0.1 
 public good durability 500 s 
c1 cost of public good 1 (TasA) 0.0005 per molecule 
c2 cost of public good 2 (EPS) 0.0005 per molecule 
f metabolic constraint factor 1 - 1.3 
b1 benefit of public good 1 (TasA) 0.0001 - 0.0009 
b2 benefit of public good 2 (EPS) 0.0001 - 0.0009 
b3 synergistic benefit 0.0005 
 Table S3. Parameters and specific values used in modeling. Related to STAR Methods. 
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Supplementary Table 1 | The strains used in this study. 
Strain 
name 
Genotype Reference 
DK1042 Naturally competent derivative of the undomesticated NCIB 3610 
containing comIQ12I allele
1<sup>1</sup><sup>1</sup> 
TB601 3610 comIQ12I eps::tet
2 
TB602 3610 comIQ12I tasA::spec
3 
TB857 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan,  eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAanc (Spec
R
) This work 
TB859 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan,  eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAY124C (Spec
R
) This work 
TB861 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan,  eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAG183C (Spec
R
) This work 
TB906 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAanc (Spec
R
) This work 
TB907 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAY124C (Spec
R
) This work 
TB908 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan,  amyE::Phyperspank-tasAG183C (Spec
R
) This work 
TB966 3610 comIQ12I e4A eps::tet, bslA::kan This work 
TB967 3610 comIQ12I e6A eps::tet, bslA::kan This work 
TB868 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan,  Pspach-hy-epsA-O (CmR) This work 
Anc Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp (Km
R
) This work 
Anc Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
),  sacI::Peps-gfp (Km
R
) This work 
TB905 3610 comIQ12I tasA::spec, ptpZ::mls, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
),  sacI::Peps-
gfp (Km
R
) 
This work 
t3A Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I t3A tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
t5A Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I  t5A tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
t4A Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I  t4A tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
t4B Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I  t4B tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
t5B Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I t5B tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
t6B Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I t6B tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
Mt1a Kate 
Peps-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I Mt1a tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::Peps-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
Anc Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp (Km
R
) This work 
e3A Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I e3A eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
e4A Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I e4A eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
e4B Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I e4B eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
e4C Kate 3610 comIQ12I e4C eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp This work 
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To obtain TB601, the transformable NCBI 3610 derivative DK1042 was transformed with gDNA isolated from 
DL1032 (Table S2) selecting for Tet-resistant colonies. To obtain TB857, TB859 and TB861 first the ∆eps∆tasA 
double mutant was constructed by transforming TB601 with gDNA from DL1032 and selecting for Km-resistant 
colonies. Then the plasmids pDR111_tasAanc, pDR111_tasAY124C and pDR111_tasAG183C (Table S3) were introduced 
into the ∆eps∆tasA, selecting for transformants that carried triple antibiotic resistance (Tet, Km and Spec) and 
were negative in Lugol test indicating double integration of the vector into amyE locus, ultimately resulting in 
TB857, TB859 and TB861, respectively. The TB906, TB907 and TB908 were obtained by transforming TB602 with 
gDNA isolated from TB857, TB859 and TB861, respectively. The strains 966 and 967 were obtained by transforming 
the evolved isolates e4A and e6A with gDNA from NRS2097 (Table S2) and selecting for Km and Tet resistance. To 
obtain TB868, first the NCBI 3610 was transformed with gDNA from DL1032 selecting for Km-resistant colonies, 
therefore resulting in ∆tasA (Km
R
) and next this strain was transformed with gDNA from NRS1685 (Table S2). The 
Anc Kate PepsA-GFP and its evolved derivatives [(t3A/t5A/t4A/t4B/t5B/t6B) Kate PepsA-GFP] were constructed by first 
transforming the TB602 or the evolved isolate with gDNA from 168 hymKate (Table S2) and next with gDNA from 
NRS2243 (Table S2). Analogically the Anc Kate PtapA-GFP and its evolved derivatives [(e3A/e4A/e4B/e4C/e6A/e6C) 
Kate PtapA-GFP] were constructed by first transforming the TB601 or the evolved isolate with gDNA from 168 
hymKate (Table S2) and next with gDNA from NRS2394 (Table S2). To obtain TB500.1 and e4A GFP strains, DK1042 
and e4A were transformed with gDNA from 168 hyGFP, respectively. Strain t6B mKate was obtained by 
transforming t6B with gDNA from 168 hymKate. In order to obtain TB790 and TB851, strains TB601 and TB602 
were transformed with gDNA from JH642 Pctc-lacZ, respectively (Table S2).  Strains e4A_tasAanc and e4C_tasAanc
were obtained by first transforming the strains with gDNA from DL1032 and selecting for Km-resistant colonies, 
and by introducing the gDNA from TB906 and selecting for Spec-resistant colonies in another transformation step.   
For clarity, the following abbreviations were used for the indicated strains: TB601 - ∆epsanc; TB602 - ∆tasAanc; 
TB857 - ∆∆tasAanc; TB859 - ∆∆tasAY124C; TB861 - ∆∆tasAG183C; TB906 - ∆tasA_tasAanc; TB907 - ∆tasA_tasAY124C; TB908 
- ∆tasA_tasAG183C; TB966 - e4A ∆bslA; TB967 - e6A ∆bslA; TB905 - ∆tasA∆ptpZ; TB868 - ∆tasAhyEPS.  
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PtapA-GFP (Km
R
) 
e6A Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I e6A eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
e6C Kate 
PtapA-GFP 
3610 comIQ12I e6B eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
), sacI::PtapA-gfp
(Km
R
) 
This work 
e4A_tasAanc 3610 comI
Q12I 
 e4A eps::tet, tasA::kan, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAanc (Spec
R
) This work 
e4C_tasAanc 3610 comI
Q12I 
 e4C eps::tet, tasA::kan, amyE::Phyperspank-tasAanc (Spec
R
) This work 
TB500.1 3610 comIQ12I amyE::Phyperspank-GFP (Cm
R
) This work 
e4A GFP 3610 comIQ12I e4A  eps::tet, amyE::Phyperspank-GFP (Cm
R
) This work 
t6B mKate 3610 comIQ12I t6B tasA::spec, amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
) This work 
TB790 3610 comIQ12I eps::tet, amyE::Pctc-lacZ (Spec
R
) This work 
TB851 3610 comIQ12I tasA::kan, amyE::Pctc-lacZ (Spec
R
) This work 
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Supplementary Table 2 | The strains that were used as gDNA donors 
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Strain name Genotype Reference 
DL1032 eps:tet, tasA:Km, amyE::PsrfAA-lacZ (ery) 
1  
168 hyGFP amyE::Phyperspank-gfp (Cm
R
)
2 
168 hymKate amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 (Cm
R
)
2 
NRS2243 3610 sacI::Peps-gfp (Km
R
)
3<sup>2</sup><sup>2</sup> 
NRS2394 3610 sacI::PtapA-gfp (Km
R
)
3
BKE36240 ptpZ::mls 
4 
JH642 ctc-lacZ amyE::Pctc-lacZ (Spec
R
)
5 
NRS2097 bslA::kan 
6 
NRS1685 3610 epsA::pBL584 (Pspach-hy-epsA-O) (Cm
R
)
6 
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Supplementary Table 3 | Plasmids used in this study 
Plasmid Bacterial host Experimental purpose 
pDR111_tasAanc E. coli MC1000 Complementation of B. subtilis ∆∆tasAanc with native TasA 
pDR111_tasAY124C E. coli MC1000 Complementation of B. subtilis ∆∆tasAanc with TasA
Y124C
pDR111_tasAG183C E. coli MC1000 Complementation of B. subtilis ∆∆tasAanc with TasA
G183C
pET24d_His-SP-TasA E. coli BL21(DE3) Expression of TasA with His-tag on N-term 
pET24d_His-SP-TasA_Y124C E. coli BL21(DE3) Expression of TasA
Y124C
 with His-tag on N-term 
pET24d_His-SP-TasA_G183C E. coli BL21(DE3) Expression of TasA
G183C
 with His-tag on N-term 
pET24d_SP-TasA-His E. coli BL21(DE3) Expression of TasA with His-tag on C-term 
pET24d_SP-TasA-His_Y124C E. coli BL21(DE3) Expression of TasA
Y124C
 with His-tag on C-term 
pET24d_SP-TasA-His_G183C E. coli BL21(DE3) Expression of TasA
G183C
 with His-tag on C-term 
To obtain pDR111_tasAanc, pDR111_tasAY124C and pDR111_tasAG183C the native tasA gene, and modified tasA 
variants from e4A and e6A strains were cloned into the pDR111 vector: tasA from TB601, e4A and e6A were 
amplified using oTB71 and oTB72 primers (Table S4), the obtained PCR products and the pDR111 were digested 
with SphI and SalI, ligated overnight and transformed into E. coli MC1000 selecting for Spec-resistant colonies. The 
pET24d plasmids were obtained as follows: tasA, lacking the N-terminal signal peptide coding region (aa 1-27), was 
amplified from B. subtilis 168 gDNA using primers BsTasA-Nco-6H-28-F and BsTasA-BamHI-R (see Table S4) for the 
N-terminally His-tagged and primers BsTasA-Nco-28-F and BsTasA-6H-BamHI-R (see Table S4) for the C-terminally 
His tagged construct. This resulted in pET24d_His-SP-TasA and pET24d_SP-TasA-His plasmids, respectively. The 
PCR fragments were subsequently mutagenized in a two-step fusion PCR using mutagenesis primers BsTasA-
Y124C-F and BsTasA-Y124C-R (Table S4) to introduce TasAY124C mutation (resulting in pET24d_His-SP-
TasA_Y124C  and pET24d_SP-TasA-His_Y124C) and primers BsTasA-G183C-F and BsTasA-G183C-R (Table S4) to 
introduce TasAG183C (resulting in pET24d_His-SP-TasA_G183C and pET24d_SP-TasA-His_G183C). Gene 
fragments were digested with NcoI and BamHI and ligated into pET24d.  
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Supplementary Table 4 | Primers used in this study 
Primer Experimental purpose Sequence (5’ to 3’) 
oTB71 cloning of tasA for complementation 
assays 
CACGGTCGACATAAAAGGGGAGCTTACCATGGG 
oTB72 cloning of tasA for complementation 
assays 
CATGGCATGCGCCTGAGCAGAGGCACTAAC 
BsTasA-Nco-6H-28-F cloning of tasA for expression in E. 
coli – N-term His tag 
TTAACCATGGCCCACCATCACCATCACCATGCAT
TTAACGACATTAAATC 
BsTasA-BamHI-R cloning of tasA for expression in E. 
coli – N-term His tag 
TATAGGATCCTTAATTTTTATCCTCGC 
BsTasA-Nco-28-F cloning of tasA for expression in E. 
coli – C-term His tag 
TTAACCATGGCATTTAACGACATTAAATC 
BsTasA-6H-BamHI-R cloning of tasA for expression in E. 
coli – C-term His tag 
TATAGGATCCTTAATGGTGATGGTGATGGTGATT
TTTATCCTCGCTATGCGC 
BsTasA-Y124C-F tasA mutagenesis GCAATGGCTGCCCGAAAAAC 
BsTasA-Y124C-R tasA mutagenesis GTTTTTCGGGCAGCCATTGC 
BsTasA-G183C-F tasA mutagenesis GAATATGATTGTGTTCCAAAAAC 
BsTasA-G183C-R tasA mutagenesis GTTTTTGGAACACAATCATATTC 
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Supplementary Table 5 | Average coverage per genome obtained for each strain that was sequenced 
in the study. 
Strain Av. Coverage 
Ancestor WT 174.05 
e4A 283.36 
e4B 222.3 
e4C 200.81 
e6A 714.75 
e6B 640.65 
e6C 348.98 
e3A 200.38 
e5A 434.55 
Me3C 166.56 
Me4A 181.13 
t3C 263.71 
t4A 239.05 
t4B 1013.01 
t5B 253.18 
t6B 474.62 
t6C 214.88 
t3A 209.82 
t5A 262.83 
Mt4C 274.65 
Mt3C 193.58 
Mt4B 282.6 
Mt3B 442.38 
Mt5B 278.38 
Mt5C 247.06 
Mt1A 190.04 
Mt1B 253.75 
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 Supplementary Fig. 1 | Reproducibility of Δeps+ΔtasA pelicle colapse and single-cel level structure of 
solitarily evolved pelicles of Δeps and ΔtasA (a) Six paralel Δeps+ΔtasA co-cultures were initiated from 
fresh stocks and the evolution experiment was repeated (as in Fig. 1). Pelicle productivities and relative 
frequencies of Δeps and ΔtasA in the mixes were systematicaly monitored every 5th transfer (as CFU/ml) 
until the pelicle colapse scenario coupled with increased ΔtasA frequency were reproduced. Relative 
frequency of the ΔtasA strain at each evolutionary time point (puled from six paralel co-cultures) is 
shown as a blue box plot. Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, and bars span from max 
to min (n=6). (b) Pelicles formed by WT (wild-type B. subtilis strain NCBI 3610), e4A (representative 
evolved Δeps isolate with improved surface-colonizing properties) and t6B (representative evolved 
ΔtasA isolate with improved surface-colonizing properties) were analysed at single-cel level using a 
confocal microscope. Al strains were labeled with constitutive fluorescent reporter GFP. Scale bar 
indicates 10µm. Similar result was obtained in 2 independent experiments. 
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Supplementary Fig. 2 | Conservation of residues that were substituted to cysteines in evolved form of 
TasA. Multiple alignment of TasA homologs with min. 50% identity to TasA of B. subtilis NCBI 3610 
(WP_004398632.1) was performed using the Constraint-based Multiple Alignment Tool (COBALT; 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/cobalt/re_cobalt.cgi) and visualized using JalView software 
(Waterhouse et al., 2009). A colour-by-conservation tool was used to visualize conserved regions of TasA 
(dark purple). The conservation score and consensus (calculated by JalView) are presented below the 
alignment. Black arrows above the alignment indicate the positions of Tyr124 and Gly183 that were 
substituted to Cys in evolved Δeps strains with improved surface-colonizing properties. 
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Supplementary Fig. 3 | Pelicle morphology and productivity of tasA-complemented strains in the 
absence of IPTG. (a) Pelicle morphology developed by ∆eps∆tasA_tasAanc (ΔepsΔtasA double-mutant 
complemented with the native form of the tasA gene in the ectopic amyE locus) and 
∆eps∆tasA_tasAY124C and ∆eps∆tasA_tasAG183C (ΔepsΔtasA double-mutants complemented with evolved 
forms of tasA) in the absence of IPTG. Pelicles were cultivated in 24 wel plate (wel diameter = 15 mm). 
Scale bar indicates 10mm. Similar result was obtained in >5 independent experiments (b) Productivities 
of surface-colonizing Δepsanc (ancestor Δeps strain), ∆eps∆tasA_tasAanc, ∆eps∆tasA_tasAY124C and 
∆eps∆tasA_tasAG183C in the absence of IPTG, assessed as CFU/ml (n = 4 biologicaly independent 
replicates). Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, and bars span from max to min. 
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∆eps∆tasA_tasAY124C 
∆eps∆tasA_tasAG183C
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Supplementary Fig. 4 | Biochemical characterization and purification of evolved TasA variants. (a) SDS-
PAGE of total protein fraction obtained from: 1, Δepsanc; 2, e4A; 3, e6A; 4, ΔepsΔtasA; 5, 
∆eps∆tasA_tasAanc; 6, ∆eps∆tasA_tasAY124C; and 7, ∆eps∆tasA_tasAG183C pellicles. On the right – Western 
blot detection of TasA in corresponding SDS-PAGE samples using TasA antibody combined with 
secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG. Similar result was obtained in 3 independent experiments.  (b) Blue-
native PAGE was performed with samples obtained from: 1, Δepsanc; 2, e4A; 3, e6A; 4, ΔepsΔtasA; 5, 
∆eps∆tasA_tasAanc; 6, ∆eps∆tasA_tasAY124C; and 7, ∆eps∆tasA_tasAG183C pellicles. Similar result was 
obtained in 2 independent experiments. Detection of TasA was performed as described in (b). (c) Ni-NTA 
purification of SP-TasA. SDS-PAGE (12%) of N-terminally and C-terminally hexa-histidine tagged SP-
TasA Ni-NTA purification fractions. The lanes are labelled: M: marker; WT: wild-type SP-TasA; Y124C: 
SP-TasA_Y124C; G183C: SP-TasA_G183C. C: induced total cells; S: soluble fraction; E: purified protein. 
Single purification round allowed to obtain sufficient material to perform comparative TEM analysis. (d) 
Distributions of fiber width formed by TasAanc, TasAY124C and TasAG183C, obtained by measurements of 50 
randomly selected regions for each micrograph.   
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Supplementary Fig. 5 | Effects of cysteine-containing TasA in the wild-type background and in BslA-
negative background. (a) Productivities of pellicles formed by WT, Δtas_ΔtasAanc (ΔtasA complemented 
with the native form of the tasA gene in the ectopic amyE locus), Δtas_ΔtasAY124C and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C 
(ΔtasA complemented with evolved forms of the tasA gene in the ectopic amyE locus) assessed as 
CFU/ml (n = 4 biologically independent samples). Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, 
and bars span from max to min. An asterisk above the box indicates that the obtained productivity was 
significantly different from the productivity of WT (p < 0.05; t-test, two-tail). (b) Pellicle morphology 
developed by WT, Δtas_ΔtasAanc, Δtas_ΔtasAY124C, and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C. Pellicles were cultivated in 24 
well plates (well diameter = 15 mm). Below, magnified images of corresponding pellicles. Black scale bar 
equals 10 mm, white scale bar = 500 μm. Similar result was obtained in 5 independent experiments each 
containing 3 biologically independent samples (c) Contact angles were determined as described in Werb 
et al., 2017 (NPJ Biofilms and Microbiomes), and were calculated for water spotted onto pellicle material 
that was carefully placed on a glass slide. Contact angles could not be measured for Δtas_ΔtasAY124C and 
Δtas_ΔtasAG183C pellicles as the droplet instantly sank below the pellicle surface, indicating its porosity. 
The line represents the contractual hydrophobicity cut-off, separating hydrophilic (below the line) from 
hydrophobic (above) surfaces. Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, and bars span 
from max to min (n = 5 biologically independent samples). For productivity (a), morphology (b) and 
wetting (c) studies, complemented strains were grown in the presence of 0.2 mM IPTG to induce the 
expression of introduced tasA variants. (d) Pellicle morphology developed by the evolved strains e4A 
and e6A (evolved Δeps isolates with improved surface-colonizing properties) and their mutant 
derivatives carrying a bslA deletion. Pellicles were cultivated in 24 well plates (well diameter = 15 mm). 
Scale bar equals 10 mm. Similar result was obtained in 2 independent experiments each containing 3 
biologically independent samples. (e) On the left-productivities of early pellicles (24h) formed by WT, 
Δtas_ΔtasAanc, Δtas_ΔtasAY124C and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C assessed as CFU/ml; middle – percentage of spores 
in early pellicles (24h) formed by WT, Δtas_ΔtasAanc, Δtas_ΔtasAY124C and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C ; right – 
percentage of spore in mature pellicles (48h) formed by WT, Δtas_ΔtasAanc, Δtas_ΔtasAY124C and 
Δtas_ΔtasAG183C (n = 4 biologically independent samples). Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the 
median, and bars span from max to min. A triple asterisk above the box indicates that the obtained 
productivity was significantly different from the productivity of WT (p < 0.001; t-test, two-tail). (f) 
Water-repellent properties of early (24h) and mature (48h) pellicles formed by WT, Δtas_ΔtasAanc, 
Δtas_ΔtasAY124C and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C were accessed by spotting a 20µl water droplet onto pellicle 
surface. Scale bar equals 0.5cm. Similar result was obtained in 2 independent experiments each 
containing 3 biologically independent samples. 
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Supplementary Fig. 6 | Effects of cysteine-containing TasA on colony biofilms. Cultures of WT, 
Δtas_ΔtasAanc, Δtas_ΔtasAY124C, and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C were spotted on solid MSgg medium (1.5% agar) 
containing 0.2 mM IPTG and grown for 48 h at 30°C. Colonies were visualized using a stereomicroscope 
(bright field). The first column shows the entire colony (scale bar = 1000 µm); the second column shows 
a zoom into the colony edge (scale bar = 500 µm); the third column shows a zoom into the colony centre 
(scale bar = 500 µm). Similar result was obtained in 2 independent experiments each containing 3 
biologically independent samples. 
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Supplementary Fig. 7 | Viscoelasticity and EPS measurements performed for the evolved and 
complemented strains. (a) Image of rheometer rotor captured during viscoelasticity measurement of 
strain t5A (a representative evolved ΔtasA isolate with improved surface-colonizing properties) showing 
distinctly slimy properties of the biofilm material (scale bar = 1cm). (b) Viscoelastic properties of pelicles 
developed by WT, t5A, ΔtasAhyEPS (ΔtasA strain with the native eps promoter replaced with an IPTG-
inducible promoter), e6A, Δtas_ΔtasAanc, Δtas_ΔtasAY124C, and Δtas_ΔtasAG183C. Al complemented strains 
and ΔtasAhyEPS were cultivated with 0.2 mM IPTG. Boxes represent Q1–Q3, lines represent the median, 
and bars span from max to min (for WT n = 9; for t5A n = 6; for e6A n = 4; for the remaining samples n 
= 5 biologicaly independent samples). (c) EPS was extracted from the WT, Δeps, ΔtasA and selected 
evolved ΔtasA strains. The obtained EPS/biomass values were normalized to the EPS/biomass of the 
WT. Bars represent the averages with standard errors indicated (for Δeps, t5A and t6B n=2; for ΔtasA, 
Mt1A and ΔtasAhyEPS + IPTG n=4 biologicaly independent samples).   
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Supplementary Fig. 8 | Expression of matrix-genes in evolved ΔtasA and Δeps strains. (a) Qualitative 
comparison of eps expression by diferent evolved ΔtasA isolates and ΔtasAanc. Expression of eps was 
monitored in colonies developed on MSgg (1.5% agar) using a Peps-gfp reporter fusion. In addition, al 
strains carried the constitutive mKate reporter. Scale bar = 5mm. Similar result was obtained in 2 
independent experiments each containing 3 biologically independent samples. (b) Qualitative 
comparison of eps expression by strains ΔtasAanc, Mt1a and ΔtasAΔptpZ. The experiment was performed 
as in (a), with al strains carrying Peps-gfp and constitutive mKate reporter. Scale bar = 2 mm. Similar 
result was obtained in 3 independent experiments each containing 3 biologicaly independent samples. 
(c) Expression of tapA-sipW-tasA operon in Δepsanc and six evolved isolates that showed either improved 
or ancestor-like surface-colonizing properties was compared using corresponding strains carrying PtapA-
gfp reporter fusions (n = 8 biologicaly independent samples). Data points represent the mean and error 
bars represent standard error. 
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Supplementary Fig. 9 | Population structure of the evolved Δeps and ΔtasA populations. (a) Four 
independently evolved Δeps populations (Δeps3, Δeps4, Δeps5, Δeps6) were examined for diversity at 
the productivity level within the population. Specifically, three randomly selected isolates from each 
population were allowed to form pellicles that were examined for productivity (CFU/ml) (n = 2 
biologically independent samples). (b) Four independently evolved ΔtasA populations (ΔtasA3, ΔtasA4, 
ΔtasA5, ΔtasA6) were examined for diversity at the productivity level within the population. Specifically, 
three randomly selected isolates from each population were allowed to form pellicles that were 
examined for productivity (CFU/ml) (n = 2 biologically independent samples).
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Supplementary Fig. 10 |Productivity, fitness and frequencies of the ancestral and evolved Δeps and 
ΔtasA in different Δeps+ΔtasA mixes. (a) Changes in fitness in Δeps6 population thorough evolutionary 
time when challenged with Δepsanc under pellicle biofilm forming conditions (n = 4 biologically 
independent samples). Data points represent the mean and error bars represent standard error. (b) 
Changes in fitness in ΔtasA3 population thorough evolutionary time when challenged with ΔtasAanc 
under pellicle biofilm forming conditions (n = 4 biologically independent samples). Data points represent 
the mean and error bars represent standard error. (c) Productivity of Δeps and ΔtasAhyEPS in mixed 
pellicles was accessed in presence of IPTG (EPS-overproduction by ΔtasA induced) and without IPTG 
(n=6 biologically independent samples). Data points represent the mean and error bars represent 
standard error. (d) Effects of evolutionary advantage of Δeps or ΔtasA on final Δeps frequency in the 
mixed pellicle. Pellicles formed by: Δepsanc+ΔtasAanc (grey), Δepsanc+ΔtasAevolved (blue), Δepsevolved+ΔtasAanc 
(red), Δepsevolved+ΔtasAevolved (purple), Δepsevolved+ΔtasAevolved where Δepsevolved did not show improve 
surface colonization properties and did not carry TasA_Cys variant (yellow) and Δepsevolved+ΔtasAevolved 
where TasA_Cys in Δepsevolved was replaced by native TasA variant (see methods). Boxes represent Q1–
Q3, lines represent the median, and bars span from max to min (for Δepsanc+ΔtasAanc co-culture n = 22; 
for e4C:t4B, e4C:t6B, e6A:t6B, e4A:t4B and e4A:t3C, n = 6; for e4C:t3C, e6A:t3C and e4A:t6B, n = 2; for 
other co-cultures n = 3 biologically independent samples). Asterisks indicate statistically significant 
differences from the ancestral mix (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; t-test, two-tail). Crosses indicate 
statistically significant differences from the corresponding mix where Δepsevolved strain still carries 
TasA_Cys variant (✝✝✝ p < 0.001; t-test, two-tail). 
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Δepsevo + ΔtasAevo Δepsevo + ΔtasAanc Δepsanc + ΔtasAanc 
Supplementary Fig. 11 | Co-evolution in co-cultures of Δeps and ΔtasA with similar or diferent 
evolutionary histories. Six paralel Δepsanc+ΔtasAanc co-cultures, six paralel Δepsevolved+ΔtasAanc co-
cultures and six paralel Δepsevolved+ΔtasAevolved co-cultures were initiated from fresh stocks and subjected 
to co-evolution. Pelicle productivities and relative frequencies of Δeps and ΔtasA in the mixes were 
systematicaly monitored every 5th transfer (as CFU/ml) Relative frequency of the ΔtasA strain at each 
evolutionary time point is shown as a blue area chart. Data for each biological replicate are presented 
on separate graph. 
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Supplementary Dataset 1 | List of mutations detected in evolved single isolates and populations. 
Mutations were divided into 4 different categories, each presented in separate datasheet: common 
SNPs - SNPs detected in all single isolates that were sequenced in this study; unique for Δeps – 
mutations detected only in evolved Δeps strains (SNPs resulting in substitutions to cysteine in TasA were 
highlighted in yellow); unique for ΔtasA – mutations detected only in evolved ΔtasA strains; randomly 
occurring – mutations that could be detected in both types of biofilm mutants (Δeps or ΔtasA) but not in 
all sequenced isolates. Additionally, data for resequenced populations of Δeps and ΔtasA from different 
evolutionary time points (5,14,24) are presented on separate sheet. Except from the mutations listed at 
the ‘resequenced populations (mix)’ sheet, all the populations contained nearly all SNPs listed in 
‘common SNPs’ sheet. 
Supplementary Movie 1 | Effects of cysteine-containing TasA on wetting behaviour of B. subtilis 
pellicles. Pellicles of WT, ΔtasA_tasAanc (strain with tasA knockout, complemented with native tasA gene 
in the amyE locus), ΔtasA_tasAY124C (ΔtasA complemented with tasAY124C) and ΔtasA_tasAG183C (ΔtasA 
complemented with tasAY124C) were grown for 48h at 30°C. Next, 50 µl water droplet was gently spotted 
on pellicle surface to examine its wetting properties (upper panel). To minimize the potential effects of 
pellicle stretching under the weight of the droplet, the same assay was performed on the corresponding 
pellicles resting on the glass slides (bottom panel). Both assays suggest that WT and ΔtasA_tasAanc 
pellicles are hydrophobic, while pellicles formed by ΔtasA_tasAY124C and ΔtasA_tasAG183C have increased 
porosity. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.  Similar result was obtained in 2 independent experiments each 
containing 3 biologically independent samples. 
Supplementary Results 1 |Negative effects of cysteine-containing TasA in EPS-proficient background. 
Morphologies and productivities of pellicles formed by the WT, and ΔtasA strain complemented either 
with native TasA variant (control) or with cysteine-containing TasA variant (Y124C or G183C) were 
examined. Surprisingly, in EPS-proficient background, the evolved TasA variants did not have positive 
effects on biofilm productivity and in the case of strain ΔtasA_tasAG183C, the effects on fitness even 
appeared negative (Supplementary Fig. 5A). The pellicle formed by this strain showed a lack of surface 
complexity (Supplementary Fig. 5B). When magnified, the pellicle surfaces of ΔtasA_tasAY124C and 
ΔtasA_tasAG183C appeared more “slimy” than those of the WT or ΔtasA_tasAanc (Supplementary Fig. 5B). 
Moreover, the pellicles formed by the strains with cysteine-containing TasA completely lost their water 
repellence (Supplementary Fig. 5C). We could not determine whether the biofilm material lost its 
hydrophobicity, because the droplet immediately penetrated through the ΔtasA_tasAY124 and 
ΔtasA_tasAG183C pellicles (Supplementary Movie 1) suggesting a porous microstructure. Alternatively, 
ΔtasA_tasAY124 and ΔtasA_tasAG183C biofilms could suffer from premature disassembly. If so, the water 
repellency of early pellicles (24 h) of ΔtasA_tasAY124 and ΔtasA_tasAG183C should be similar to those of 
the WT and ΔtasA_tasAanc. Premature disassembly could also manifest in earlier entry into sporulation, 
resulting in an increased spore content in ΔtasA_tasAY124 and ΔtasA_tasAG183C biofilms. Both scenarios 
were tested, but the results contradicted the hypothesis of premature disassembly of ΔtasA_tasAY124 
and ΔtasA_tasAG183C (Supplementary Fig. 5E–F). In addition, cysteine-containing TasA was 
disadvantageous when B. subtilis was cultivated in a colony biofilm setup, as surface spreading of 
ΔtasA_tasAY124C and ΔtasA_tasAG183C colonies was limited (Supplementary Fig. 6).  
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Supplementary Results 2 | Potential role of BslA-TasA interaction in pellicle formation by evolved 
Δeps.  
Recently, it was shown that the main biofilm hydrophobin, BslA, carries a conserved CXXC motif on its C-
terminal tail, which is crucial for protein oligomerization and therefore the hydrophobicity of B. subtilis 
biofilms 3. As TasA and BslA are major extracellular proteins of the biofilm matrix, these components 
might interact, and the mat formed by e4A and e6A might depend on TasA-BslA contact. Indeed, 
deletion of bslA in the e4A background completely abolished pellicle formation (Supplementary Fig. 5d), 
suggesting that TasAY124C might interact with BslA. However, the performance of e6A was unaltered in 
the ΔbslA background, suggesting that TasAG183C relies instead on homo-oligomerization (Supplementary 
Fig. 5d). Importantly, expression of bslA was previously reported to be influenced by ΔepsA mutation 
(up- or downregulated depending on the strain) 4,5; therefore, the stoichiometric ratio of TasA to BslA 
might be also altered compared to the WT strain. 
Supplementary Results 3 | Potential role of mutation in ptpZ in fitness increase of evolved ΔtasA.  
A frame-shift mutation or non-synonymous substitution in ptpZ gene were identified in the evolved 
Mt1a and t5B genomes, respectively (Supplementary Table 1). This gene encodes for phosphotyrosine 
protein phosphatase, which is involved in biofilm regulation 6. Indeed, deletion of the ptpZ gene in the 
∆tasAanc background could partially restore pellicle formation (Fig. 4c–d) and resulted in nearly identical, 
complex colony morphology to that observed for Mt1a (Supplementary Fig. 8b). However, as PtpZ 
affects biofilm formation via posttranslational regulation 7, strain ∆tasA∆ptpZ did not exhibit increased 
epsA–O expression (Supplementary Fig. 8b). 
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Pelicle biofilm formation and total productivity assessment. 
a)Pelicle biofilms formed by mono-cultures of WT, ∆eps, and co-culture of WT+ ∆eps in
2xSG medium incubated for 48 hours at 30°C recorded using Samsung Galaxy S6 Phone 
Camera. Scale bar, 1cm. b) Productivity assessment based on CFU/ml were performed on 
pelicle biofilms of WT, ∆eps, and WT+ ∆eps co-culture. Productivity of ∆eps dramaticaly 
increased when co-cultured with WT, while productivity of WT decreased in the presence 
of ∆eps, thus suggesting the ability of the mutants to act as cheaters. (n=3, error bar based 
on Standard Error) 
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Qualitative assessment of eps gene expression based on 
confocal laser scanning microscopy. Pelicles formed by WT strain 168 mKATE Peps-
GFP (TB869) a) non-evolved b) single clones of mono-culture of WT strains 168 
mKATE Peps-GFP (TB869) that were evolved (Pop 1-8) in the presence of cheaters 
and c) in the absence of cheaters (Pop C1-C4) viewed under the confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Cels constitutively expressing mKATE are represented in 
magenta (OFF cels) and eps expressing cels (ON cels) are represented in green. 
Scale bar 10µm.  
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Supplementary Fig. 3. Flow cytometry data showing distributions of fluorescence 
intensity median of 24-hour old pelicles established by randomly selected single 
isolates from populations of WT evolved in the absence (4 populations) or presence 
of cheaters (7 populations) that were disrupted and diluted in comparison to WT non-
labeled and WT ancestor as controls. 
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Flow cytometry data showing averaged (n=10) distributions of 
fluorescence intensity median of 24-hour old pellicles established by populations of WT 
evolved in the absence (4 populations) or presence of cheaters (7 populations) that were 
disrupted and diluted in comparison to WT non-labelled and WT ancestor as controls. 
Averaged histograms were obtained by averaging histograms obtained for different 
single isolates derived from the same population (specifically, by extracting the average 
count for each bin). 
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Supplementary Fig. 5. Quantitative assessment of hyper ONs and hyper OFFs present 
per evolved population. Ninety-five single clones from each population of mono-cultures 
of WT co-evolved in the presence of cheaters were allowed to form one-day-old pellicles 
in the absence of cheaters. Each pellicle was vortexed, bath sonicated and subjected to 
fluorescence measurement using TECAN Infinite F200 PRO microplate reader. Percentage 
of isolates >134 AU value expressing high intensity level of Peps-GFP (hyper ON) and low 
intensity value of < 70 AU (hyper OFF) is represented in histogram for WT evolved and 
non-evolved strains per timepoint from 5th to 10th transfer for all 8 populations evolved 
in the presence cheaters and 4 populations evolved alone (n=95). Cut off based on the 
mean ± 1SD of WT ancestor strain taken at six different days (n=336).  
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Supplementary Fig. 6. Complementation assay of ∆eps with supernatant from ∆rsiX or 
WT. Productivity data of pelicles produced by the complementation showed that hyper 
ON ∆rsiX mutant does not contribute to improved performance of ∆eps. Mean is 
represented in square inside the box plots; median is denoted by horizontal line within 
the boxes; whiskers represent the min and max; single dots symbolize the individual data 
points (n). 
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Supplementary Fig. 7. Pelicle competition assay of single clones belonging to producer 
populations (non-evolved (n=9), ∆rsiX (n=8), evolved with (n=4) and without cheaters 
(n=4)) against ∆eps ancestor. Mean is represented in square inside the box plots; median 
is denoted by horizontal line within the boxes; whiskers represent the min and max; 
single dots represent the individual data points (n); asterisk (*) represents the significant 
diference from the WT ancestor ANOVA (P value 0.05).  
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Supplementary Fig. 8. Selection rate based on fitness assay in pairwise competition of 
∆rsiX and WT ancestor showing no significant fitness cost brought about by rsiX mutation. 
Relative fitness of ∆rsiX is 1.00 ± 0.024 SD. Mean is represented in square within the 
boxplots; median is denoted by horizontal line inside the boxes; whiskers represent the 
min and max. 
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Supplementary Fig. 9. Pelicle productivity of monocultures. Total CFU/ml of pelicles 
produced by mono-cultures of WT ancestor (n=7), ∆rsiX (n=3) and evolved with cheaters 
(n=8) from population 3 (5th, 10th) and 7 (30th) and single clones of WT evolved without
cheaters (n=4). Mean is represented in square; median is denoted by horizontal line 
inside the box; whiskers represent the min and max; single dots represent the individual 
data points (n); asterisk (*) represents the significant diference based on ANOVA (P value 
0.05). 
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Supplementary Fig. 10. Competition assay between fluorescently WT vs Δeps and ΔrsiX 
vs Δeps. Strains labeled with constitutively expressed GFP and mKate proteins, were 
inoculated in 1:1 initial frequency, pelicles were cultivated for 48h at 30⁰C and visualized 
using stereomicroscope. Upper panels represent controls (two isogenic WT or ΔrsiX 
strains labeled with diferent fluorescent markers), middle panel represents pelicles 
formed by WT vs Δeps and bottom panels represent pelicles formed by ΔrsiX vs Δeps, 
each in two alternative combinations of fluorescent markers. Wel size = 1.5cm.  
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Supplementary Fig. 11. Pelicle productivity. Total colony forming unit per ml of WT 
and ∆eps in 48-hour old pelicles a) non-evolved (Start) (n=9), after experimental 
evolution at 5th (n=8 populations) and 10th transfer (n=7 populations) One population
after 10th transfer was incapable to form pelicle attributed to WT being totaly
outnumbered by ∆eps. b) Line graph showing the fate of populations Data were obtained 
from plate count assay using selective antibiotic marker, Kanamycin for selecting WT 
strains and Tetracycline for selecting ∆eps. 
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Supplementary Fig. 12. Quantitative assessment of hyper ONs and hyper OFFs present 
per evolved population. Percentage of isolates with hyper ON and hyper OFF represented 
in histogram for WT evolved and non-evolved strains per timepoint from 5th to 35th 
transfer for all 8 populations evolved in the presence of cheaters and 4 populations 
evolved alone (n=95). Cut off based on the mean ± 1SD of WT ancestor strain taken at six 
different days (n=336). 
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COMMON SNPs
Population 
Transfer 
number Evolution set-up
2414375 SNV 317T>C Val106Ala
2414377 SNV 315T>C --
2414384 Insertion 308_309insC Ser104fs
2413653 Deletion 1039delA Ile347fs 7 30th
2414092 Deletion 600delA Lys200fs 1 30th WT evolved alone
980633 Deletion 161delC Ala54fs 7 30th WT co-evolved with cheaters
981069 SNV 597G>A Trp199* 1 5th
981069 SNV 597G>A Trp199* 1 30th
1471547 SNV 1522C>T Gln508* 7 30th
1471598 SNV 1573G>A Gly525Arg 8 30th
1471564 SNV 1539A>T Leu513Phe 4 25th
1471121 SNV 1096G>A Gly366Ser 1 30th
1612774 SNV 254C>T Ser85Phe 7 30th WT co-evolved with cheaters
1612774 SNV 254C>T Ser85Phe 1 30th WT evolved alone
3407265 SNV 1092G>T Leu364Phe 8 30th WT co-evolved with cheaters
3406906 SNV 1451G>T Gly484Val 4 25th WT evolved alone
1112663 SNV 1256T>C Val419Ala hemAT movement towards oxygen 1 30th WT evolved alone
Unique for WT co-evolved with cheaters
Population 
Transfer 
number Evolution set-up
3922789 SNV 175T>G Phe59Val ywcC control of SlrA expression
123314 SNV 1396C>G Gln466Glu rpoB transcription
127020 SNV 1459C>A Pro487Thr rpoC transcription
1980287 SNV 2262C>T -- ppsC production of the antibacterial compound plipastatin
1995669 SNV 2289G>A --
1995672 SNV 2286A>G --
1995696 SNV 2262A>C --
3666267 SNV 639C>T --
3666282 SNV  654A>G --
3673211 SNV 283A>G Ile95Val
3673230 SNV 302A>G  Asp101Gly
ppsA production of the antibacterial compound plipastatin
gtaB biosynthesis of teichoic acid
8
yvzE unknown
Function
Evolved Strain
7 30th
WT co-evolved with cheaters
2 5th
30th
Reference 
position
Type Coding region AA change
Overlapping 
Annotation
divIVA septum placement
yvrG regulation cell surface maintenance
ABC transporter (membrane protein)
WT evolved alone
kinA initiation of sporulation
WT co-evolved with cheaters
WT evolved alone
yhcE
Evolved Strain
rsiX
control of SigX activity (cell envelope stress response)
3 5th, 10th
WT co-evolved with cheaters
Function
Reference 
position
Type Coding region AA change
Overlapping 
Annotation
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Unique for WT evolved alone
Population 
Transfer 
number Evolution set-up
1231276 Deletion 194delA Ala68fs pepF protein degradation
1424253 SNV 182A>T Lys61Ile mtnK methionine salvage
1511746 SNV 439A>G Lys147Glu sipT protein secretion
1709323 SNV 1610C>T Thr537Met flhA export of flagellum components
2426968 SNV 102G>A -- ypuF unknown
3101174 SNV 294T>C -- melA melibiose utilization
300013 Insertion 490_491insA Ile164fs ycdA swarming motility 4 25th
1012090 SNV 1169G>A Trp390* lytF cell separation 30th
1863010 SNV 19A>G Ile7Val ymzE unknown
2350091 SNV 2376C>T -- dinG response to DNA damage
2636152 SNV 988G>A Glu330Lys holA DNA replication 1 5th ; 30th
3039917 SNV 15G>A -- acsA utilization of acetate, fatty acids
2417270 SNV 634G>A Glu212Lys resD regulation of aerobic and anaerobic respiration
Legend:
Hyper ON phenotype
Function
Evolved Strain
1 5th
WT evolved alone
1
30th
1 30th
Reference 
position
Type Coding region AA change
Overlapping 
Annotation
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Common SNPs
Reference 
Position
Type Reference Allele Overlapping annotations Amino acid change
Gene 
name
Product name
96240 SNV G A non-coding
96240 SNV G A non-coding
96260 SNV G A non-coding
165749 Deletion C - non-coding
165751 Deletion C - non-coding
165826 Insertion - C non-coding
166038 Insertion - T non-coding
166344 Deletion G - non-coding
171331 SNV T G non-coding
557866 Insertion - T non-coding
608215 Insertion - A non-coding
1317153 Insertion - GT non-coding
1317154 Insertion - T non-coding
2097081 Insertion - A non-coding
2271424 SNV T C CDS: uvrX, Gene: uvrX uvrX UV-damage repair protein
2271505 SNV C T CDS: uvrX, Gene: uvrX uvrX UV-damage repair protein
2271523 SNV A C CDS: uvrX, Gene: uvrX CAB14068.2:p.Asp45Glu uvrX UV-damage repair protein
2480646 MNV TA AT non-coding
2480654 Deletion T - non-coding
2480667 Deletion T - non-coding
2581727 Insertion - T non-coding
3770059 Insertion - A non-coding
3935823 Deletion T - non-coding
4155391 Insertion - A non-coding
Present in all WT population and  absent in all Δeps  populations 
Reference 
Position
Type Reference Allele Overlapping annotations Amino acid change
Gene 
name
Product name
328570 SNV A C CDS: amyE, Gene: amyE CAB12098.2:p.Glu318Ala amyE alpha-amylase
3530081 SNV A T non-coding
3679626 Insertion - T CDS: tagE, Gene: tagE CAB15590.1:p.Ser266fs tagE UDP-glucose:polyglycerol phosphate glucosyltransferase
3902306 SNV C A CDS: sacA, Gene: sacA CAB15830.2:p.Leu448Phe sacA phosphosucrase
3903814 SNV T A CDS: sacP, Gene: sacP sacP sucrose-specific PTS permease, EIIBC component
3904116 MNV GC AA CDS: sacP, Gene: sacP sacP sucrose-specific PTS permease, EIIBC component
3904123 SNV G A CDS: sacP, Gene: sacP sacP sucrose-specific PTS permease, EIIBC component
Su
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Unique for WT populations without collapse
Reference 
Position
Type Reference Allele Overlapping annotations Amino acid change Gene name Product name
Pop5 Pop8
117039 SNV T G CDS: sigH, Gene: sigH CAB11874.1:p.Met147Arg sigH RNA polymerase sigma factor SigH X
213822 SNV G A non-coding X
368696 SNV G A CDS: yckB, Gene: yckB CAB12132.1:p.Leu55Phe yckB unknown X
424357 SNV T G CDS: yclH, Gene: yclH CAB12181.1:p.Ile178Leu yclH ABC transporter ATP-binding protein X
1471598 SNV G A CDS: kinA, Gene: kinA CAB13272.1:p.Gly525Arg kinA two-component sensor kinase X
1731633 SNV G A Misc. RNA: surG, Gene: surG surG X
3407265 SNV C A CDS: yvrG, Gene: yvrG CAB15311.2:p.Leu364Phe yvrG two-component sensor histidine kinase X
3408346 SNV C T CDS: yvrG, Gene: yvrG CAB15311.2:p.Arg4Lys yvrG two-component sensor histidine kinase X
3646029 SNV C A CDS: degS, Gene: degS CAB15567.1:p.Gly170Cys degS two-component sensor histidine kinase X
3666267 SNV C T CDS: gtaB, Gene: gtaB gtaB UTP-glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase X
3666282 SNV A G CDS: gtaB, Gene: gtaB gtaB UTP-glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase X
3667410 SNV A T CDS: ggaB, Gene: ggaB CAB15585.1:p.Tyr834* ggaB galactosamine-containing minor teichoic acid biosynthesis X
3673211 SNV A G CDS: yvzE, Gene: yvzE yvzE:p.Ile95Val yvzE putative UTP-glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase X
3673230 SNV A G CDS: yvzE, Gene: yvzE yvzE:p.Asp101Gly yvzE putative UTP-glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase X
Unique for WT populations with early collapse 
Reference 
Position
Type Reference Allele Overlapping annotations Amino acid change Gene name Product name
Pop2 Pop4 Pop6
147575 SNV G C non-coding X
1917461 Deletion G - non-coding X
1980287 SNV G A CDS: ppsC, Gene: ppsC ppsC plipastatin synthetase X
1995696 SNV T G CDS: ppsA, Gene: ppsA ppsA plipastatin synthetase X
2518342 SNV T C CDS: spo0A, Gene: spo0A CAB14353.1:p.His162Arg spo0A phosphorelay response regulator X
2552727 SNV G A CDS: sinR, Gene: sinR sinR
transcriptional regulator (Xre family) of post-exponential-phase 
responses genes X
2920854 SNV A T CDS: yshE, Gene: yshE CAB14817.1:p.Leu23His yshE unknown UPF0719 transmembrane protein X
24
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Unique for WT populations evolved alone
Reference 
Position
Type Reference Allele Overlapping annotations Amino acid change
Gene 
name
Product name
Pop1 Pop2 Pop3 Pop4
116567 SNV A G non-coding X
116946 SNV A G CDS: sigH, Gene: sigH CAB11874.1:p.Tyr116Cys sigH RNA polymerase sigma factor SigH X
247055 SNV C T CDS: ybfK, Gene: ybfK CAB12020.1:p.Ser133Phe ybfK carboxylesterase NP X
300013 Insertion - T CDS: ycdA, Gene: ycdA CAB12072.1:p.Ile164fs ycdA lipoprotein, required for swarming motility X
965908 SNV C T non-coding X
981117 SNV G A CDS: yhcE, Gene: yhcE CAB12733.1:p.Trp215* yhcE ABC transporter (membrane protein) X
981122 SNV T A CDS: yhcE, Gene: yhcE CAB12733.1:p.Leu217* yhcE ABC transporter (membrane protein) X
984338 SNV T G CDS: cspB, Gene: cspB CAB12738.1:p.Glu43Ala cspB major cold-shock protein X
1113473 SNV T C CDS: hemAT, Gene: hemAT CAB12878.1:p.Glu149Gly hemAT haem-based aerotactic transducer X
1471564 SNV A T CDS: kinA, Gene: kinA CAB13272.1:p.Leu513Phe kinA two-component sensor kinase X
1704100 SNV G A CDS: cheY, Gene: cheY CAB13506.1:p.Met89Ile cheY two-component response regulator X
1917467 SNV T C non-coding X
2414092 Deletion T - CDS: rsiX, Gene: rsiX CAB14241.2:p.Lys200fs rsiX anti-SigX X
2605441 SNV C T CDS: ccpN, Gene: ccpN CAB14454.1:p.Glu53Lys ccpN transcriptional regulator (CcpN family) X
2780825 SNV C T CDS: yrhF, Gene: yrhF CAB14663.1:c.69G>A yrhF unknown X
3210462 SNV G A CDS: mcpB, Gene: mcpB CAB15104.2:p.Gln658* mcpB methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein X
3406906 SNV C A CDS: yvrG, Gene: yvrG CAB15311.2:p.Gly484Val yvrG two-component sensor histidine kinase X
3407274 SNV A C CDS: yvrG, Gene: yvrG CAB15311.2:p.Ile361Met yvrG two-component sensor histidine kinase X
3645818 SNV A T CDS: degS, Gene: degS CAB15567.1:p.Ile240Lys degS two-component sensor kinase for exoenzyme and competence regulation X 24
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